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ABSTRACT 
The present thesis consists of fourteen documentary papyri, all of 
which belong to the Egypt Exploration society and originate from Ox'ý- 
rhynchus. They come from the Roman and Byzantine period, and, chrono- 
logically, they range roughly in date between the first half of the 
second and the beginning of the seventh centuries A. D. The first six 
papyri are public documents: three of them (nos. 2-4) are orders to 
arrest: nos. 2 (11 A. D. ) and 3 (early III A. D. ), which is written by 
an attractive chancery hand, are addressed to the archephodus, while 
no. 4 (III/IV A. D. ) , the most interesting one, emanates from the office 
of the strategus. These texts are preceded by an introduction where 
this type of document is given a full discussion. The other three texts 
are of miscellaneous character: no. 1 (138 A. D. ) is a rare and interesting 
type of guarantee for an epiploos; the date of no. 5 (22.6.305 A. D. ), 
which deals with forensic medicine, is important for more than one reason 
and the text in general presents some special features. The subject of 
no. 6 (287 A. D. ) is also unusual, for it deals with registration of 
encumbered property. 
Among the private documents, four are loans (nos. 8,10-12) belonging 
to different types and of diverse character: no. 10 (240 A. D. ). the writing 
of which presents similarities to a literary hand, is a loan of wheat, 
while nos. 11 (318 A. D. ), written in duplicate and 12 (322 A. D. ), which 
records an interesting consular formula and a late occurrence of a komastes, 
deal with money. These three texts are followed by an Excursus where 
expressions associated with contractual interest are discussed. No. 8 (618 
A. D. ) is a late loan with deferred delivery of wine which contains some 
special features. No. 7 (307/8 A. D. ), which gives instructions to pay, 
records the rarely occurring title of logopractor. No. 9 (289 A. D. ) is a 
very common type of lease of land, but, exceptionally, it does not state 
the crop to be sown. The date is missing in no. 13 (555 or 600 A. D. ), a 
receipt of offerings in kind made by Apion II or III to a hospital previousl, 
unknown,, which is represented, exceptionally, by a female steward. The text 
concluding the thesis (no. 14) is an interesting Christian letter from the 
first half of IV century A. D. 
The thesis is completed by comprehensive indexes of all the texts 
edited. 
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The dots indicating letters unread and the estimated number of 
letters lost within square brackets, are printed slightly below the 
line. Dimensions are given in the order width by height. 
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Bibliography at the end of the thesis, where these abbreviated forms 
are expanded. 
The following are cases worth noting: 
BL = Berichtigungsliste der griechischen 
Papyrusýirkunden aus Ägypten. vols. I-VII, 
1922-1986 
CPSRE =. The Compulsory Public Services of 
Roman Egypt, see Lewis , N. 
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1. SURETY FOR A!, EPIPLOOS 
43 5B. 66/C(1-3)a 
6.5 cm x 26.00 cm 17 December, 138 A. D. 
This single sheet of papyrus which is preserved in a fairly 
good condition contains a complete text on the front; the back 
bears the remnants of an official account in three long lines: the 
writing is recoverable at the beginning, but it is severely, if not 
completely, abraded in the middle and at the right hand side (see 
below) . 
The outer edges of the papyrus have survived almost unharmed 
at the top and the right side; a small portion of the left margin 
has been broken off, without raising questions of any importance as 
to the safe restoration of a small number of lost letters, since one 
is dealing with the formulaic language of the signature and names 
which are previously cited, see 11.26-28. At the bottom a strip of ca. 
2.00 cm has been lost, but a srall portion right at the foot is 
still undetached due to a narrow vertical strip of fibre from the 
back; this is 1.33. 
There is an upper and a left margin of ca. 1.7 cm and 1.4 cm 
respectively, while a very wide one at the bottom between 11.32 and 
33 measures ca. 8.00 cm; there is no free space on the right side, 
however, where the lines run right to the edge of the papyrus. The 
writing on both sides of the sheet runs along the fibres. 
The document is preserved in two fragments, as a result of an 
irregular tearing along 11.26-32 which contain the signature of 
approval, but both parts fit exactly. At least seven creases are 
still visible on the back indicating that the sheet was once folded 
(0 
. 
several times. 
Three different hands can be distinguished with certainty 
on the front of the papyrus and there may also be a different 
hand in 11.23-25 (see below). With the possible exception of 
the fourth hand (1.33) 
, all scripts present a common feature: 
they are very hasty, cursive, unclear and in some parts very 
difficult to deciPher. 
The first hand, responsible for lines 1-22, is a professional 
semi-cursive scrawl; the script consists of a mixture of average 
and small letters with a tendency to slope slightly to the right. 
The variety of forms that some letters, such as alpha, epsilon, 
eta and mu present, in connection with the clumsy form of others, 
such as sigma and pi - especially when joined with the previous or 
following letter - constitutes a rather illegible script. 
Quite surprisingly, the date in 11.23-25 seems to have been 
written in a hand different from that of the body. It is an 
extremely cursive, almost illegible scribble - especially in 1.25, 
see note - with minute letters tending to shrink even further at 
the end of the line. The letter forms bear some resemblances with 
the first hand, and yet not enough convincing ones; accordingly, I 
would tentatively suggest a second hand for the date, which, at any 
rate, is not without parallel, cf. P. Oxy. XXXI 2568,24-29 (264 
A similar hasty scribble is produced by another hand responsible 
for the signature in 11.26-32, while the remnants at the far bottom 
of the sheet indicate one more hand (1.33). 
The document on the front is a guarantee by which Horus gives 
surety and undertakes the responsibility to produce Dionysius when- 
ever required. The text may be compared with a number of parallels 
I 
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listed in Seidl, Der Eid 1 79-80,11 72,83, BGU XiII p. 68; see 
also CPR VII 17. The most updated li-st of sworn declarations for 
liturgic offices, however, is to be found in N. Lewis, CPSRE 121 
(Table 4) ; add now P. Harr. 11 193 ýa. A. D. 182-184) , 195 (193 A. D. ) 
204 (111 A. D. ) , P. Oxy. XLVII 3344 (207 A. D. ) I P. Oxy. Hels. 20, ii 
(139 or 140 A. D., see end of our introduction), the very fragmentary 
SB XVI/1 12512 (era of Severus Alexander) and the present text. 
One of the most recent examples, and closest parallel to our text, 
is P. Oxy. Hels. 20, ii which in some parts is almost identical with 
ours, especia y in the provisions pertaining to the responsibilities 
undertaken by the guarantor, see 11.16 ff. and notes. 
A general discussion of documents of surety throughout the Roman 
and the Byzantine periods is to be found in 0. Montevecchi, La 
Papirologia. 192-193 (with bibliography) , who, however, makes no special 
reference to the functioning of this type of text within the system of 
compulsory public services. 
The editor of P. Vindob. Sijp. 3 distinguishes two types of surety- 
ship as far as public liturgies are concerned (pp. 17-18): 
(a) a declaration by which certain people (usually the presbyteroi 
of the village) jointly undertake to produce a certain person nominated 
for a certain liturgy. This type of guarantee is contained in documents 
which make known to the strategus the names of the liturgists designated 
by the villagers or by the comogrammateus in the name of the community. 
(b) a document which includes the sworn declaration of an indivi- 
dual who has been nominated to the service by the comogrammateus that 
he will carry out his duties to the best of his abilities, or else that 
he is liable to certain sanctions; see also K. A. Worp, CE 49 (1974) 344-5. 
The present text does not belong to either of these categories. 
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It is a guarantee for performance of the duties of an epiploos 
given by a third party who, in case of failure of performance by 
the nominated person, is himself obliged to carry out the duties 
allotted to this office (11.20-22) , cf. N. Lewis, CPSRE 70 and 
F. La Rosa, JJP 13 (1961) 67-74. As P. Oxy. Hels. 20 shows, this 
type of guarantee together with the two aforementioned ones was 
submitted to the strategus; one wonders accordingly whether all 
three types of suretyship were required in the process of nomin- 
ation for all posts in the sector of public compulsory services. 
The process of nomination and appointment of the epiploos 
obeyed the same rules as those valid for all the liturgical offices 
held by villagers. The nominator in the village in the first two 
centuries A. D. was the comogrammateus; the names were submitted to 
the strategus who had the main appointive power in the nome. For a 
detailed discussion, see N. Lewis, op. cit. 65-76 and 63-89, and 
P. Oxy. Hels. 20 with the bibliography cited there. 
The present document, being a guarantee for an epiploos, is 
associated with the transportation of taxes in grain from the local 
granaries in the chora to Alexandria. The key-figure in the whole 
process of gathering and transporting the state revenues was the 
stratequ of the nome who was responsible to the prefect for the 
payment of the taxes assigned to the area of his administrative 
competence , although his involvement 
is only indirect: the duties 
and the charges were always laid upon the vast and complicated net- 
work of the various officials of the nomes, while the primary 
responsibility for the contribution remained that of the villagers. 
Although transport of grain down the Nile could continue through- 
out the year, it is quite clear that the real pressure came in May/June, 
.5 
with the beginning of harvest, and afterwards, until the end of 
August. The state's share in the grain, which was carefully 
selected by representatives of the government to make sure that 
it was of first quality, was removed from the villages' threshing 
floors by whatever possible means, mainly by using pack-animals, 
to the local granaries, which were located in the centre of every 
community of any importance. 
The key-factor for the location of the thesauroi, which were 
destined to store the state's revenue, seems to have been their 
vicinity to water, that is to say the largest canals and the Nile 
itself, so that the loading of the ships could be effected more 
easily. The transportation of wheat to Alexandria by water was 
preferred because ships could carry considerably larger quantities 
than any other means of transportation and, hence, at less cost. 
For a detailed discussion, see M. Rostowzew, APF 3 (1906) 201-224, 
U. Wilcken, Grundz. 376-380, E. B8rner, Korntransport, esp. 22-45, 
S. L. Wallace, Taxation 31-46, J. Schwartz, BIFAO 47 (1948) 179-200, 
G. Rickman, The Corn Supply 120 ff., J. Fr8sen, Arctos 12 (1978) 
5-17 (with further bibliography) and the recent study by A. Meyer- 
Termeer, Die Haftung, esp. 3-146. 
Although our text has relatively little new information on the 
office of the epiploos, it is of some importance because: 
(i) it is the earliest text to give evidence for the compulsory public 
service of the epiploos, cf. N. Lewis, CPSRE sv 2, whose earliest 
example is P. Oxy. Hels. 20, dated in the edition 29 December, 138 A. D.; 
this date, however, is incorrect, see the concluding part of the 
present introduction. Furthermore, even if 29 December A. D. 138 were 
right, P. Oxy. Hels. 20 would be later than the present text. 
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(ii) it records a month date of 21 Hadrianus (= Choiak 21), see 
1.25 and note, which, along with the date of P. Oxy. Hels. 20 of 
13 or 26 Tubi (see the final part of the present introduction), 
is the only evidence known so far for the time of nomination to 
the office of epiploos. Although the evidence cannot be considered 
wholly decisive, both texts point to the conclusion that the 
epiplooi were nominated somewhere near the middle rather than at 
the beginning of the calendar year, in good time, presumably, for 
the next harvesting season. 
N. Lewis has pointed out a long time ago that "a number of 
liturgic of f ices commenced their term somewhere near the middle, 
rather than at the beginning of the calendar year. Among the of- 
ficials who appear to have taken office on or about Mecheir 1 were 
kommogrammateis and sitologoi", see IX Int. Congr. of Pap. 242; cf. 
also 234 and 239-242. It is likely, therefore, that, as the 
editor of P. Oxy. Hels. 20 observes (introduction, p. 55) the process 
of appointment and nomination to the office of epiploos might have 
taken place at more or less the same time, with the official 
designation, perhaps, made some time later, in February or March. 
As N. Lewis again observes, "nominations were usually submitted some 
months in advance, thus allowing time for the subsequent steps that 
led to the official designation'', see CPSRE 66. 
The rationale of the administrative procedure in the case of 
the epiplooi seems to lie in the increased needs and frequency of 
shipment during summer; in other words all epiplooi had to be 
designated in the office before harvest, when the real pressure came 
and continued until the end of August, which was the deadline for 
the collection of the taxes in grain in Alexandria, see Bbrner, op. cit. 
7 
30-31. 
it contains a number of archaic formulae, see 11.5ff. and 
16ff. and notes ad loc. 
The office of epiploos has been discussed in detail quite 
recently by J. Fr6sen, in Arctos 12 (1978) 5-17, and although his 
duties and degree of responsibility are not quite clear, there are 
certain points which are worthwhile mentioning here, especially as 
to the nature of his office and his functions in the second 
century: 
The epiplc>oi,, as cargo attendants, were appointed by the state 
and they are found in documents from the Ptolemaic as well as from 
the Roman-Byzantine periods; at an early stage and, at any rate, up 
to the beginning of the second century A. D. they are armed soldiers; 
the first civilian in this office is attested in P. Oxy. XXXIII 2670 
(127 A. D. ),, cf. Meyer-Termeer, op. cit. 40 note 144; the earliest 
evidence of compulsory public service appears to be the present text 
(see discussion above), and the latest P. Petaus 55 and 58 (ca. 185 
cf. N. Lewis, op. cit. sv 1 and 2; the office of epiploos, however, 
continued to exist as late as 340 A. D. (P. Vindob. Worp 8). 
(ii) His duties consisted of guarding the cargo during transportation 
and being present during the transfer (Rc(Pa'60ctc and ýuyocTctcu'a); in 
case of damage or loss of part of the cargo he was responsible to the 
authorities; roughly speaking, his duties were of the same nature as 
those of the police. 
(iii) Not long ago A. Swiderek argued that the epiplooi were respons- 
ible for the quantity while the sitologoi of the nome were responsible 
for the quality of the corn transported, see Eos 58 (1969-70) 64; this 
view has been adopted also by J. Fr8sen, see art. cit. 10 and P. Oxy. 
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Hels. 20 introduction (p. 54), but it seems to have been questioned 
by Meyer-Termeer, who, discussinQ the information provided by SB 
XII 11082 notes that "ob die in diesem Text zum Ausdruck gelagende 
Verantwortung der jnl'nXoou für die Quantität des beförderten Korns' 
hier einen Spezialfall betraf, oder ob diese Haftung immer bestand, 
lässt sich nicht sagen", see op. cit. 27 note 70. 
(iv) There is no contractual relation between the epiploos and the 
nauclerus; the former acts as an independent supervisor of the cargo, 
publicly appointed, who, if necessary, could take drastic measures 
even against the nauclerus to prevent damage of the cargo, see 
Meyer-Termeer, op. cit. 56. 
For further discussion, see F. Oertel, Die Liturgie 260-1 and 
384 ff., U. Wilcken, Grundz. 379, J. Schwartz, BIFAO 47 (1948) 184, 
. Of 189 0. Gueraud, JJP 4 (1950) 107-115, A. Swiderek, Eos 58 (1969-70) 
63-66, P. Petaus 55-58 introduction, P. Oxy. Hels. 20 introduction and 
col. i, note to 11.19-20, and Meyer-Termeer, Die Haftung 56 with 
all the relevant notes. 
The following texts which record an epiploos must be added to the 
list given by Fr8sen, art. cit. 12-15: 
P. Oxy. XLIX 3484,28 (Freight Contract) from 27-33 A. D.; the 
editor notes that "the document has the air of a private contract... 
" 
(introd. ), see also note to 1.28. 
(ii) SB XIV 11398= JJP 18 (1974) 190 (Fragment of a letter) from 
A. D. 
P. Charite 13 ii 28; 42 (Three tax-receipts) from 20. iii. 327 A. D. , 
91 
where an cRunXooc 
&x6pou is recorded, cf. Meyer-Termeer, op. cit. 56. 
It is evident from a series of texts (P. Oxy. Hels. 20, P. Petaus 
55 and 56 and our text) that the responsibility for the appointment 
of 
.9 
individuals to the office of epiploos was imposed upon each 
individual village, cf. N. Lewis, op. cit. 72-73. It is un-'Lkely, 
however, that the transportation of the state-taxes directly to 
Alexandria was initiated and carried out by the individual 
villages, in such a way that each individual village had its own 
I 
epiploos who was charged with the supervision of its own particular 
cargo to Alexandria. On the contrary, as has already been mentioned 
above and according to recently published texts referring specifical- 
11, to Psobthis of the Lower Toparchy (see discussion below), the 
villages contributed their share in the state taxes to one of the 
central granaries, of the nome - which for the purpose of easy 
loading were close to water - whence it was transported by shipment 
to Alexandria. 
As a result of this administrative procedure one may readily 
assume that the epiplooi appointed by the individual v-L 'llages were 
not asked to serve the particular village of their origin, but the 
local granary to which that village contributed its own taxes. If 
this was the case, the epiploos' area of responsibility was not the 
village, as N. Lewis observes in op. cit. sv 4, but the community in 
a much wider sense, that is to say the area which consisted of a 
number of villages contributing their share in taxes to a particular 
granary in the nome; it is not, therefore, unreasonable to assume 
that all these villages had a kind of joint responsibility for the 
transportation of the state revenue to Alexandria. 
Unfortunately, no document related to the liturgic office of 
the epiploos provides explicit and substantial evidence in support 
of the above assumption. Some implications, however, as to the 
contradictory nature of the epiploos' office (appointed by a particular 
10 
village, but serving a much wider community) and his extraordinary 
role in the sector of the compulsory public services seems tc be 
reflected in four texts, where the place of origin of the epiploos 
I is specified in two different ways; the different formulation had 
already been observed by Oertel, who notes that "auf den Reparti- 
tionsort scheint hinzudeuten die Überschrift der Liste Amh. 123 
p0 B3txXLD. öoc EnL, -nXooL, der Zusatz ý öc-v(Dý otTio% -. o(pctvLöoc in 
Goodsp. 28", op. cit. 261. 
In my view the two different formulae can be explained rather 
satisfactorily in the light of the thesis illustrated above, as to 
the nature of the of f ice and the area of responsibility of the 
epiploos. 
I First: P. Amh. 11 123,1-3 (BaxXuC'(6oc LuTAcoL followed by the 
we 
names of the officials) and P. Petaus 58,1-7 (Kciýxcco6Xwv "Opouc 
p F-TI'[1. '1TiXoUc followed by names); in both documents the epiploos is 
designated with the genitive of the name of the village, - that is 
as epiploos of the village - and, also, both documents are related 
to the procedure of appointment and nomination of certain individuals 
to this particular office; in the eyes of the officials responsible 
for this procedure (comogrammateus - strategus) they are epiplooi of 
this village, in the sense that they have been appointed or nominated 
in the name of this particular community. 
Second: P. Oxy. XXXIII 2670,11-13 (6u' EnLnýowv Tiv fttva 6L76 
C llctýjjcwc) and P. Cair. Goodsp. 28,1-2, cf. Fr8sen, art. cit. 10, (o ftt,., ot 
'TEXOUC L, ' KOtPavU'6oc) are documents strictly related to the trans- TI U0 
portation of the taxes; the former is a vuuXwTuxý (with the epiploos 
being the earliest civilian to be in charge of this office, but not 
11 
yet a liturgist) and the latter a receipt; in both texts the 
epiplooi have been designated to the office and at the time the 
documents were drawn up they were in charge. The formula d7o + gen. 
reflects, in my opiniont the extraordinary nature of the epiploos' 
office, in the sense that he originates from a particular village, 
but he is in charge of supervising the cargo of taxes contributed 
by a much wider community than that of his own village. 
In our document, the epiploos, Dionysius, son of Eutychus, 
comes from the city of Oxyrhynchus and resides in the village Psobthis 
of the xA-cw ToRupxL'a (11.10-14) , see 1.14 note. A relatively recently 
published text, P. Oxy. XLIV 3170 (early III A. D. ) gives a clear picture 
of the procedure by which state taxes were collected and sent to 
Alexandria: this text, in 11.1-110 and 119-125, gives a summary of 
grain received for the monartabia tax for a certain number of months, 
but it also distinguishes consistently between grain paid directly to 
Sinary itself, where a central state granary seems to have been located, 
and that a-a' c'(XXwv To-nwv, see 1.52 note. More than half of the amount 
of monartabia credited to Sinary was received by giro-transfer from 
other localities, amongst them Psobthis, see P. Oxy. XLIV 3170,16?, 
32, cf. 1.16 note. The mentioned document seems to reflect the normal 
procedure of collecting the state taxes in the Sinary area in the third 
century A. D. If this administrative practice existed already in the 
second century - our text dates from 138 A. D. - it is probable that 
Psobthis of the Lower Toparchy, contributing its own taxes to the central 
granary at Sinary, also had a kind of joint responsibility along with 
other villages of the same area for the transportation of the revenue 
to Alexandria. If this was indeed the situation at the time of our 
document, I would be inclined to speculate further that the present 
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epiploos, Dionysius, son of Eutychus, might have had to serve the 
entire community contributing its own taxes to Sinary (see my general 
observation above concerning the area of responsitility of the. epiploos). 
Concluding the discussion on the epiploos, I would like to add 
that, as there is no good reason to suppose a fixed term of one year 
for this office, I would be inclined to suggest that the individual 
appointed was in charge only for one trip from the local granary to 
Alexandria; he was, perhaps, discharged after the uap&6ocuc of the 
cargo. Consequently, if the term in this office was, more or less, 
arranged in such a way, it is likely that all villages were not required 
to appoint epiplooi every year, but at certain times in rotation. 
The account on the back of the present papyrus starts with the 
I expression yevnp(aTa) or YEVTjýI(U#TWV) -ý(E'TOUC). The date could be 
either the ninth year of Antoninus Pius, i. e. 145/146 A. D., or 169/170 
A. D., which is the ninth year of Marcus Aurelius. on palaeographical 
grounds both dates are suitable. 
At this point it is necessary to correct the date of P. Oxy. Hels. 
20 -a text which has been widely used for the edition of the present 
document - since it is both unjustified and miscalculated; I am grate- 
ful for some suggestions made by Dr. R. A. Coles who also checked the 
original. 
First, there is no justification for the restoration of the second 
year of Antoninus Pius in the regnal formula in the two columns of 
P. Oxy. Hels. 20, see i 26-29 and ii 23-27 (col. iii is very badly damaged 
in the relevant part). 
Second, the date restored has not been calculated correctly, 
since Tybi 13 of the second year of Antoninus Pius is not the 29th 
December 138 A. D., but the 8th January 139 A. D.; the miscalculation of 
13 
6 
the date has been pointed out by P. J. Sijpesteijn to the editors 
of BL VII, (by letter) who also corrects to 8.1.139 A. D. 
Furthermore, Dr. Coles confirms the reading of the month but not the 
day, which he suggests is Ys rather than uy; this is the equivalent 
of January 21,139 A. D. 
A restoration of the first regnal year of Antoninus Pius has 
to be rejected on the ground that the strategus at that time is known 
to us and is not Petronius Dionysius, but Apollinarius who is f irst 
recorded in P. Oxy. XII 1472,1 (after 29 June 136 A. D. ) and occurs 
for the last time on 28 January 138 A. D. (P. Oxy. 111 484,2). 
I would like to make clear that the proposed restoration ý Ef"Touc 
in P. Oxy. Hels. 20 is quite sensible, since, as our document shows, 
Petronius Dionysius was already in office on 17 December 138 A. D.; 
the possibility, however, of restoring y E'TOUC instead is not to be 
rejected, since the next recorded strategus belongs in 146/7 A. D. 
(P. Oxy. 1 171 descr. ); this is the equivalent of 9 or 22 January 
140 A. D. (one day added, because 140 A. D. was a leap-year) , and a 
three-year term of a strategus in office is not unreasonable (see 
further the note to line 1). 
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l"ETPWVL", y Aiov(ucuy) CTP(aTnyy) 
0604 db 9 
9 l'2P0C 12P0U Toij TOTOEW(C) 
linTPoc TcTcopau[nuöloc 
.. 6 
&710 xýIinc TW, ßer WC 
-A&TW. 6ýIVLWL, 
Aý-uoxp0"tTopa Kau'capa 
t TLTOV ALPpXiov 'AöpL, (yv [o"vl 
496440f 
AvTwvEZvov CEßUCTO%V 
06604 
EýCEßý ýxoucu'wc ýv- 
00 
10 yuzic-5(YL AL0výCLOV 
Eý-r6xou IýTyrp6c 
TapaoZ-roc &Tc' 'OEup6yx(wv) 
f TCOXEWC XOC-rUYF-tV6pE-VO(V) 
ýV Tý, a'JTý, T6ý-ýF-L, 
15 YEV&IJE: VOV ýnL, nXO(OV) 
064 
ov Xotl, TIOLPE: copon, E: ii - 
-t19% QaVTI OTETIVIXa C(XV 
LRUCTJTýTOLL, tHTOC 't 
7E(YVTOC &c6xou TOTIOU 
20 cxF--nTlc -n&cric n' u'ýpe- 
COPUL TOV IUTEýP OLýTO(O) 
x0yov Tj EVOXOC ELTIV Tý O'PX(Y). 
.. a* to 
(m. 2? ) (ýTouc)ý A6TO<X>PaTopo<c> KaL', capoc Tvrou 
I AýXuou lA6pL, <a>voO 'AvTwvct, 'vou 
25 Ccýac-roO Eýccýo0c, *A6puavo, -u 
.. S.. ...... 0. a0 .0 
(m. 3) C"21poc "Opou -roO To-roý- 
[WIC opwpoxa Tov opx(ov) 
[-Mau E'Ivyumpau T6V LUOV6- 
000 
CLOV 
k np6xuTau. OU)VUC 
*a 
f 
15 
1 30 MOCL, ew[vl&c On &COU 
CYPUýa UREIP aýTOU ýITIJ Eý- 
:*6v00 66Toc ypap(ýjaTct). 
(m. 4) 'Qpo 
1 perhaps AL, ý-v, cf. P. Oxy. Hels. 20 (pl. 13) or ýuo, see note; cTPS 
w 2 ToToc, see note 5 1.6'jjvuw; space filler at the end of the line 
7 TuTov, four first letters corrected 8 1. 'AvTwvtvov 
x0 9-10 1. ýYYUOLC-ýau 12 oEupuy 13 XaTayeUvollevi 1. HaTayuVOPEVOM 
p--x 15 1. YEVOPEVOV; ERUnXO 21 aUTO 22 Op 23 Lý 
24 1. 'AvTwvuovou 27 Op 28 1. iyyumpau 29 1. npoxEk. Tat. 
32 ypa-p 
16 
I 
'To Petronius Dionysius, strategus, Horus son ol' Horus, grandson of 
Totoeus, my mother being Tetsoraepis, from the village of Psobthis of 
the Lower Toparchy. I swear by Imperator Caesar Titus Aelius Hadrianus 
Antoninus Augustus Pius, voluntarily to be surety for Dionysius, son of 
Eutychus, his mother being Tamaous, from the city of Oxyrhynchus, 
resident in the said Psobthis, who has been made epiploos, whom I shall 
also produce, present, whenever he may be asked for, without any place 
of asylum or shelter in any form, or I shall take the responsibility on 
his account, or may I be liable to the consequences of the. oath .1 
(2nd hand? ) 'The 2nd year of Imperator Caesar Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antonini 
Augustus Pius, Hadrianus 21st. ' 
(3rd hand) 'I, Horus son of Horus, grandson of Totoeus, have sworn the 
oath and guarantee Dionysius as aforesaid. I. Thonis, alias Thonas, 
son of Op.. otos, wrote on his behalf because he cannot write. ' 
(4th hand) 'Hor.. .' 
17 
NOTES 
0 ITF-TPWVLL, ý ALOV(UCLIY) CTP(UTTIY[J-): the second name of the stratealus 
- especially the letters delta and iota - is almost ccF. 7-, letely cýbraded; 
what remains seems to be a very faint trace of the omicron fol'owed, 
perhaps, by a nu with a bar over; the space left is very short and 
only an abbreviated form could fit. The same surprising feature is 
attested for the name of the same strategus in P. Oxy. Hels. 20 i 1; ii 1; 
1, which has been adopted for the restoration here; however, L'LO 
is also a possible reading. 
Petronius Dionysius was strategus of the Oxyrhynchite nome in 
the years 138-140 A. D.: our document, 17 December 138 A. D., P. Oxy. X 
1279, lp 8 November 139 A. D., and P. Oxy. Hels. 20, coll. i, ii, iii, 1, 
8 (9) or 21 (22) January 139 or 140 A. D., see the final part of the 
above introduction. The previous strategus known to us is Apollinarius 
whose latest attested date in charge of the office is in P. Oxy. III 
484,2 of 28 January 138 A. D., the next recorded strategu-s is Dioscorus 
who occurs in only one document, namely in P. Oxy. 1 171 descr. (= P. Oxy. 
II, p. 208) from 146/7 A. D., see J. E. G. Whitehorne, ZPE 29 (1978) 173-4. 
Apollonius, therefore, took office somehwere in the course of the months 
February to December 138 A. D. 
Like the overwhelming majority of texts of this type - at any rate 
until the beginning of the IV century A. D. - our document is addressed 
to the strategus who was the key-figure "in the government's control of 
liturgies serving the villages, metropoleis and nomes" and, hence, the 
main appointive power; for the appointive powers and the appointment 
procedures, see N. Lewis, op. cit. 83-90 and esp. 83-65. 
2ff. So far as I know, none of the persons mentioned at this point 
in the present text has occurred in any other document. 
18 
To'D: the article, like the name in the previous line, is abraded. 4a- 
2-4 The description of the guarantor in the parallel text P. Oxy. 
Hels. 20, ii, 2-4 is more detailed: besides the village of his 
origin, it also records his age and a scar on his forehead. 
To-, oýw(c): the writing above the epsilon does not seem to be an 
abbreviation mark, but rather an omega; abbreviation by super- 
position of a letter is occasionally employed in this text, see 1.12: 
0 OCup6yX(w,, )) and 1.13: xaTayuvojjEvo(v). The nominative TOTOEOC is 
recorded both in NB sv and ONOMASTICON sv; almost all texts come 
from the Oxyrhynchite nome. 
f 'PnTP6c: the tau here, as well as in 7ETPWVLW (1.1) , resembles 
an upsilon; in both occasions it is joined with the following rho 
in a single movement. However, the writer shows a preference for the 
non-cursive tau throughout the text. 
TF--ucopaL', [TuLbloc: the small script, the confusing resemblance of some 
a.. 
letters and the abrasion after rho creates many difficulties of 
reading. The second letter is very similar both to an epsilon and a 
sigma, but the latter must be abandoned as no Egyptian or Greek name 
starts with four consonants. We face a similar problem with the fourth 
letter, but the only recorded case of a name beginning TIETEO- is in 
P. Oxy. 11 289,3: 6 fttvu JIqTPO'c TETEO( ). cf. note ad loc., which is 
not very helpful for our case. On the other hand, a sigma at this 
part of the name seems to be a better reading. Very faint traces of 
the first iota can be seen above the theta of the next line, but the 
reading is very uncertain. Although the room is very short for the 
restoration of three letters, this is just possible, if the writing was 
19 
small and cursive. 
The proposed name is recorded in two texts only, namely in 
BGU IX 1891,327 and P. Col. 11 2.5.27, both from the second century 
A. D. (see ONOMASTICON) .A possible alternative would be to read 
TcTcopa[nuloc which palaeographically is suitable, but no such name 09 
is recorded in the lexica. There is no doubt that whatever name was 
originally written here was rare; the lexica provide very little help 
and no reference to names starting with TcTEo- or TETCO- has been 
found in DDBDP. 
4-5 oho" x6ýirjc Tw'ý-ýcwc x&Tw: the name Tlý-ýuc occurs in various areas d, 
in Egypt; in the Oxyrhynchite nome it is found in four toparchies, 
see P. Pruneti, I Centri Abitati sv; here, the adverb X6TW indicates 
that this village was in the Lower Toparchy, see P. Pruneti, op. cit. 
sv 3; for the significance of the designation see P. Oxy. XLVII 3333, 
note to 1.21 and cf. 3358, note to 11.4-5. 
S-9 Here, as in P. Oxy. Hels. 2C i 11-14p ii 4-12 and iii 7-11, the 
oath is sworn by the Emperor himself; the editor of that document 
argues that in all the other declarations as well as guaranties from 
the 2nd and 3rd century A. D. concerning liturgies, the oath is sworn 
by the TLXTI of the Emperor, see e. g. BGU XIII 2246,9-11 (98-117 A. D. ), 
2248,4-5 (ca. 196 A. D. ), but cf. SB VI 9550 (175 A. D. ), of Oxyrhynchite 
provenance, where, contrary to this observation, the oath is sworn by 
the Emperor himself; he also argues that the present type of oath may 
have value in dating texts to a rather early period (P. Oxy. Hels. 20 
11-14 note); for the formulation of the oath, see Seidl, op. cit. I 
8ff.; for the imperial titulature, see 11.23-25 note. 
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OýA)6wu: for the incorrect addition of -u to -w,, see Gignac, 
Grammar 1 185. 
7 Ti, 'Tov: the ink is dark and the letters unusually large; all 
a 
letters before nu have been corrected, but it is uncertain what was 
written at first. 
9-10 ýxoucuwc ývyuac-ýaL: this short formula is to my knowledge 
.0 
employed only in the parallel P. Oxy. Hels. 20 ii 8, (see note) and 
iii, 11; all the other texts of the same type have the longer formula E':, xou- 
cLu-'c x(xL, ct&ýaupurwc, see e. g. BGU XIII 2247,5-6 (175/6 A. D. ), 2248, 
5-6 (ca. 196 A. D. ) and 2249,8-9 (ca. 205 A. D. ) , the first being from 
the Diopolite and the other two from the Arsinoite nome; the same 
expanded type of formula is recorded in texts of Oxyrhynchite proven- 
ance, see e. g. P. Kbln 111 142,5-6 (173/4 A. D. ) and P. Oxy. XXXVI 
2763,10-11 (253/4 A. D. ). The evidence for the Hermopolite nome is 
not very abundant, but at the beginning of the fourth century A. D. 
the established formula appears to be: see e. g. 
P. Vindob. Sijp. 3,6-9 (325 A. D. )l cf. BL V, p. 61; 4,5-8 (340 A. D. ), 
where the formula is followed by the expression povýc xaLl, E-'ýj(pavct', ctc, 
and 5,6-8 (340 A. D. ). 
15 -yE: V&-pevov c-,, [L, TcXoov: cf. P. Oxy. Hels. 20 ii, 12-14: Eu'c6[ol-ýEVTOC 
0&v 
tpIr 
CUC F-11L It XWLa (V I 6TJý10 [CLO(U) 
(RUPOO)] The striking feature of our 
00 
4b 
text at this point is the employment of the participle yEvýijcvoc 
(1. -yE: vOpEvoc) : this, so far as I know, is never used in parallel 
texts relating to the nomination and appointment to compulsory magis- 
tracies, offices and services, cf. the list of words used given in 
N. Lewis, op. cit. 57-64. Normally, YEVOPEVOc means ''former, having 
ceased to be, ex- ", cf. K. A. Worp, ZPE 30 (1978) 239-244. It is 
x 
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certain that this sense does not apply here. 
One would expect a verb like cýc6u6wý, u or see N. Lewis, 
op. cit. sv, since this guarantee was presumably submitted to the 
I 
strategus before the actual appointment but after the nomination by 
the comogrammateus, see P. Oxy. Hels. 20, introd. (p. 55). The only 
relevant entry in WB sv yuyvojjau is WB sv 10, where Preisigke translates: 
§'zu einer Leistung bestimmt werden". But of the texts listed there, BGU 
283,3 (11 A. D. ) and P. Amh, 11 100,3 (198-211 A. D. ) , so far as I can 
judge, do not refer to liturgic offices and, thus, must be excluded 
from the present discussion: both texts employ the aorist participle 
pp , yEvopEvoc of the verb ytyvopaL,,, which is used in the usual sense "to 
become". The remaining three texts can be divided into two groups: 
(a) those which use the perfect tense yeyovevau, that is P. Mey. 
12 ( 148 A. D. ): ý6ýXWCEV YEYON)F-': N)OtL, CE ETC LT ( TIPTIT ýV ) 11 tc-ý( w'cE: wc ) and 
M. Chr. 11 96 IIr 13-14 (350 A. D. ): cnEu6ý moupcftTopoc ýjj,, )rjjjovcucac, 
vIf &VýYvw, ýu 
5 OTIWC moupaTwp YEYEVqTau (%Xa"6EX(POC 
ALOVUCLIOU XTX. It can be 
hardly argued, however, that YýYVOJJaL in these two examples is used in 
the sense "to nominate", since the liturgists have already taken office 
and, from what I can gather, are already in service. Consequently, 
I YCYOVE: VaL in these examples is used in the sense "has been appointed" 
rather than "has been nominated"; in other words the verb yu'yvoýiau 
in both cases has nothing to do with the nomination procedure which is 
the case in our text. 
(b) In P. Amh. 11 79,61 (186 A. D. ) there is a different use of the verb 
II yuyvolictu; the text reads (11.60-61): 6c6Tcpov 661 TLC [ ..... 
]TIC 'EpliaLou 
ý -A -C pri-r ýc yevýpE: voc xT X. The quotation itself is not very clear, but 
the text is a petition to the prefect concerning the misconduct of the 
various magistrates at Hermopolis in charge of the collection of corn 
22 
and it gives the impression that the various liturgists - including 
the had been discharged when the petition was drawn up. 
Again it is quite clear that yevoliEvoc in this example has nothing to 
do with the nomination procedure. On the contrary, ), F-vOljF-vcc is used 
in the sense of "ex-, former" as Worp interprets it. 
16 ff. This is the most interesting part of the present document, 
since it states explicitly the degree of responsibility and the duties 
of the guarantor for performance, cf. N. Lewis, op. cit. 69-70. 
The formula is almost identical with P. Oxy. Hels. 20, ii, 14-23, 
except that after cycITEnc n&cTic (1.18) that text adds: E-"XOLC'UOV C'(TlCxPTL", ýW[VI 
.. 0 
Ic CxEXF-6c, ýTj (11.19-20) , which is not included in our text. 00 
The ýjicpavýc formula is not found elsewhere in early liturgical 
guarantees, but only in private declarations; in the liturgical 
declarations it occurs frequently only after the administrative reform of 
Septimius Severus, see e. g. P-Oxy. IX 1196 (211-2 A. D. , cf. BL IV, p. 61) ; 
for this observation and kindred expressions along with the relevant 
documentation, see P. Oxy. Hels. 20 ii 14ff. note. 
18 b[LCTITýTau: cf. P. Oxy. Hels. 20 ii 16 where I suggest that the 
restoration ERG)CTIT[ýTlaU which the editor suggests in his note, is to 
0 
be preferred to which he prints in the text; the documents 
0 
cited there by the editor date from a later period; the earliest certain 
evidence supporting the editor's restoration is PSI XIII 1358 (212 A. D. ) 
(the date of P. Princ. 111 121 is doubtful) . whereas the form 
is attested in two earlier documents which are chronologically much 
closer to P. Oxy. Hels. 20, namely BGU 11 581 = M. Chr. 345 (133 A. D. ) and 
BGU 111 891 (144 A. D. ) ; other documents which read ýnuCnTTTau are P. Kbln 
111 141,13 (173-4 A. D. ) from Oxyrhynchus and BGU XIII 2249,13 
(ca. 205 A. D. ) from Karanis; no example with ýRUCqTrc, 'ý was found in 
23 
16-20 ý-Ar'c -ftc(, v-r'c &cuXou -ro-ou cx'rqc n&cTIc: this and P. Oxy. Hels. 00c 
are the only two occurrences of the formula of asylum in a guarantee 
between the 1st century A. D. and 566 A. D., and it implies that the 
Romans did not abolish the old Ptolemaic right of asylum, cf. 
U. Wilcken, Chrest. 409 and id. , APF 6 (1913-20) 419; for further 
discussion and literature on the formula, see P. Oxy. Hels. 20 ii 17-18 
note. 
20-21 ý(pF-ýop, 
-ju: the three last letters are written very cursively 
and the iota appears to be the lower part of the prolonged right stroke 
of the alpha; the same feature occurs in 1.16: napcCoý., au. 
21 6T[Elp otýTo(Z): a number of fibres have been removed above these 
40 00 
two words; there is no space for the upsilon and some faint traces above 
the omicron seem to indicate an abbreviation mark rather than a super- 
script uT--, silor.. Unlike the construction ncpul + gen in P. Oxy. Hels. 20 
ii 21, here the genitive is governed by the preposition 6ncp and this is 
not without parallel in the relevant documents, see e. g. PSI XIII 1329, 
A q# 90 20-22 (212 A. D. ): aU'T 0% C ýýDEP Z OPaL TO% V ýnEP üU'TýC X O'(OV 5 Tý EV 0X OC ELTIPZtL 
-rý O"p-xy; P. Flor. 1 34,12-13 (342 A. D. ) : ýywl a6Tolv Tolv u,!: E; p aýToo Xo-yov 
tIAv pf U110CTTjCOýl(Y, L, Tj EVOXOC CUTJýl ... and PSI Xiii 1358,7-10 
(212 A. D. ): 
" EW IpA 6E ý1ý 'RUPLCTMff\.; l 6(PE TON) [61REP allTMV XOYOV TI E: %)OXO[C F-1, TIV] TT Op)jy. 
.0 
IA"v 
22. XO-YOV Tj EVO)(OC ELITIV Tý O"PX(W): the ink at the beginning of the 
line has been abraded, but the restoration is certain, cf. P. Oxy. Hels. 
20 i 25 and ii 22-3. 
23-25 The script is extremely cursive, small and difficult to read; 
in 11.23-24 a number of letters seem to be missing from the titles, due, 
perhaps, to the speed of the writer's hand. The script is so unclear in 
24 
1.25 that it is extremely difficult to make out the two titles which 
are expected here, although no part of the wr4iting seems to be missing; 
for the imperial titulature, see P. Bureth, Les '. "'itulatures 73. The 
reading of the month's name is also difficult, but the ending -vOU 
and the rather clear delta can fit suitably only to the Ro, -. ian month 
f A6puccw"c (= Choiak), as no Egyptian month-name ends in -vou (gen. ). 
26 ff. A small portion of the papyrus has been cut off from the left 
side, but the number of letters lost, which ranges between one and 
four, is easily restored. 
The separation of the sheet into two parts is due to a tear which 
starts from between 11.27-28 and, following a zeta-like course, ends 
in 1.31. 
tl 
27 6px(o,, )): the abbreviation is effected by superposition of the kappa, 
cf. the same word in 1.22. 
28-29 C-Mvuc 6 xaL', Ow [vl ac 07, WIT OU: for the second name, which is not 
0.. 0 
frequent, see NB sv and ONOMASTICON sv; the last name is not fully 
recoverable: the letter after the omicron seems to be a pi and the one 
before the tau of the ending is very similar to a cursive omega; no entry, 
however, in NB or ONOMASTICON fits in our case; the closest. name given is 
9 OTIT6TOC, which is recorded only in two texts, namely in BGU IV 1114,8; 
15,29 (5 B. C. ) and P. Marm. 11,9 (190/191 A. D.?, cf. BL VII, p. 102), but 
it is unlikely that the letter before the ending -Tov is alpha. Also no 
suitable entry was found in Dornseiff-Hansen-Zgusta, Reverse-lexicon of 
Greek proper-names 178,294 (names ending in -WTTIC 5 -WTOC) . 
31-32 On the (XYPa'ý! 'PaTOL and the unoypaýýc6c in the papyri- the latter 
normally defined as "a person who has ... signed a deed on be'half of 
another"-, see H. C. Youtie, HSClPh 75 (1971) 161-176 = Script iuncu lae 
11 611-627 and id., ZPE 17 (1975) 201-221 = Scriptiunculae Posteriores 
b 
25 
1 179-199; cf. R. Calderini, Aegyptus 30 (1950) 17 ff. 
33 QP0 : it is not clear what was written here; the remaining 
4100. 
letters suggest the name of the guarantor, either in the nominative 
or in the genitive. Similar texts afford no help as to what might 
have been written. The fact that it was written by a fourth hand 
at a long distance from the rest of the text may imply some sort of 
note by an official, perhaps the strategus himself. 
26 
P. Oxy. ined. 2-4: orders to Arrest 
INTRODUCTION 
0.0 A distinguishing characteristic of the socially and economL -* cally 
advanced societies is the existence of a police force wliose i-, ýain 
function is to keep the citizens in check and to preserve order 
within certain territorial limits. For Egypt tý-Ie target of 
preserving "internal peace" and order had a dual importance, for it 
was connected with the maintenance of the Roman colonial rule over 
the co-antry itself and its people. 
0.1 P. Jouguet in discussing municipal life in Egypt dur-: n, 7 the Ronan 
period notes that "un bourg egyptien West pas administre pour lui, 
mais dans l'int6ret de l'ttat. Tout 1'effort de sa vie puýDlique 
aboutit A enrichir le plus possible les caisses et les greniers 
d'Alexandrie ou du Rome. C'est tine exploitation continuelle et 
f1 regl4e" ; the same scholar also notes elsewhere that "pour assurer la 
I regularit6 de cette exploitation du bourg par le pouvoir central, il 
12 etait necessaire d'y faire r6gner le bon ordre" . Both observations 
point to the same direction and sum up comprehensively the role of 
Egypt within the Roman Empire as well as the nature of the public 
o--der which had to be maintained: the primary duty of the police 
apparatus was to safeguard the proper functioning of administration 
and taxation and, hence, to assure Rome's economic interests. In this 
sense it is not surprising that the links between public administration 
and the police forces remain very close throughout the Roman era: in 
fact, the chief police duties were exercised by officials who hold 
important posts in public adm inistration. 
27 
0.2.1 My intention in the present introdiction is not to discuss 
the nature of the police forces in Egypt; the above pcin-ýý, however, 
is necessary in order to clarify the various changes in tlie police 
apparatus in the middle of the third century, for they took place 
in a period when "Rome had more need of supply than usual", but 
"Egypt was in no condition for further milking". 
0.2.2 What follows is a detailed account of the class of documents 
called "orders to arrest". The discussion focuses chiefly on the 
various changes that took place at a date ca. 250 A. D. and especially 
the replacement of the archephodus by the comarchai and the diminution 
of the strategus' powers. Accordingly, a chronological div4 sion is 
drawn on the grounds of the approximate date at which the changes 
were effected, i. e. between orders to arrest before ca. 250 A. D. and 
those dating after ca. 250 A. D.; also the format of the documents is 
discussed, mainly those from Oxyrhynchus, especiall-,,, in view o. I the 
above mentioned changes. 
0.3 This class of documents has been frequently discussed before, 
most recently by G. M. Browne in P. Mich. X 589-591 introd. , pp. 47-51 
and in greater detail as to the format by U. Hagedorn in BASP 16 (1979) 
61-74. A consolidated list of orders has been compiled recently by 
5 
A. BUlow-Jacobsen in ZPE 66 (1986) 93-9 . 
28 
1. ISSUES OF GENERAL INTEREST 
The Term 
1.1 The documents under discussion have been traditionally called 
"orders to (for) arrest", a term which has been used by the Greek 
papyrologists as a conventional rather than as an accurate 
designation, for it does not apply to all cases and it does not 
ref lect with preciseness the exact purpose and nature of this type of 
document. The descriptive term "Haftbefehl", i. e. "order to arrest", 
was first introduced by E. J. Knudzon in P. Lund. VI 2 (introd. ), but 
its strict accuracy has been variously disputed thereafter. 
1.1.1 As S. Daris, perhaps rightly, observes, these documents "a 
rigor di termini" are rather "mandati di comparizione di fronte all' 
%6 autorita che ha ricevuto un'istanza ed ý cosi sollecitata ad agire". 
The editors of P. Yale 1 62, starting with the wording of the documents, 
arrive at the conclusion that, seen within the context of the judicial 
and legal procedure of Roman Egypt, these documents "as a group are 
better called "summonses" than "arrest orders" (Haftbefehlen). ' 
7 
Finally, U. Hagedorn, in her recent study on this class of documents 
coins the term "tberstellungsbefehl": the new term, without contra- 
dicting the essence of the above views, seems to express more accurately 
the nature of this type of document, for it can designate all orders 
which deal with transfer of certain persons, i. e. the accused, from 
the village to the higher authority, that is the head of the police 
8 
in the nome or any other official with such authority. 
Physical Dimensions 
1.2 The papyri which record this class of document present fairly 
29 
fixed dimensions. Although departures from the normal range of 
height and, especially, of width are not uncommon, the majority 
of the orders tend to be long rectangles. As the issue has been 
discussed exhaustively by Browne, 
91 
need say no more, but note 
that the additional information given by A. Btlow-jacobsen is 
consonant with Browne's observations. 
10 
Writing 
1.3 The relatively standardized physical dimensions are not the 
only common feature that this class of documents presents. As 
Grenfell had already observed, the writing in the orders for arrest 
runs, as a rule, across the fibres. 
" 
This observation has been 
thereafter generally accepted 
12 
and confirmed with statistics by 
Browne. 
13 
Indeed, the statistical information that emerges from 
the consolidated list of Btlow-Jacobsen verifies this point: 
14 
of 
the 78 documents tabulated there 51 (65,38%) have the writing 
across the fibres and in only 13 (16,66%) does it run parallel to 
the fibres (approximate ratio 4: 1). SB XVI/2 12649 is the only 
ostrakon to record an order to arrest, and there is no information 
available for the remaining 13 papyri (16,66%), but it is hardly 
possible that the given figures would change drastically if there was 
access to that information. 
15 
The above statistics can only imply 
that writing the order to arrest across - and not along - the fibres 
must have been a traditionally common administrative practice. It 
is worth noting at this point that of the 13 documents where the 
writing is parallel to the fibres seven come from the Arsa-noite and 
16 
six from the Oxyrhynchite no. me. This appears to invalidate Browne's 
argument - which is, in any case, based on different figures - that 
30 
"the fact that most of the exceptions come from the Arsinoite nome 
is perhaps related to a general tendency in that large nome to be 
somewhat more careless in administrative procedures, because of the 
press of business than in the less populous nomes like the OxyrIlynchite". 
17 
Format: the basiccomponents 18 
1.4 All the orders to arrest normally contain the following 
features in common: 
Recipient (s) (in dative) . Imperative of a verb (introducing the 
order proper) + name of the accused + participial phrase + name of the 
accused. 
A typical example of the basic form is my text P. Oxy. ined. 3 
1.4.1 There are occasionally slight additions during the first three 
centuries, such as the date of the document, a signature, or the word 
9 CýOWTýC (added normally at the end of the order in the Arsinoite 
examples), but the additions become progressively more frequent 
especially after ca. 250 A. D. when also the basic pattern undergoes 
fundamental changes throughout. 
19 
Chronology 
1.5 The normal practice in the orders to arrest is to omit a 
year date. From among the 82 known documents only two bear a specific 
regnal year, namely P. Med. inv. 71.39 = Aegyptus 54 (1974) 6 (= SB XIV 
11264) (6 B. C. ) and P. oxy. XLII 3035 (256 A. D. ). In a few cases a 
20 
month date is recorded, but even this is quite exceptional; very 
rarely, if we are lucky enough, a number of orders to arrest may form part 
of a large archive, as is the case with P. Cair. Isid. 129-131, and, 
21 
therefore, a more or less precise date can be tentatively calculated. 
31 
In two more instances, P. Flor. II 228r (242-54 A. D. ) pul:, lished recently 
by Pintaudi in ZPE 60 (1985) 260-61 and P. Oxy. XIX 2229 (ca. 346-50 A. D. ) , 
an approximate date can be arrived at on the grounds of historical 
evidence and other clues contained in the texts. The bulk, however, of 
the relevant documents have been assigned an approximate date by the 
editors calculated chief ly on palaeographical grounds and on the particular 
features of the formula employed; other indications and evidence, such as 
the title of the sender and, especially, the title of the recipient are 
decisive elements for the chronology of the orders to arrest. 
1.5.1 Further assistance as to the chronology of this class of documents 
comes from the discussion below, where I point out that the archephodus, 
the chief of the police in the village and, therefore, the main recipient 
of the orders, was replaced by the comarchai whose office was re-introduced 
in Egypt at a date lying between 245 and 247/8 A. D. 
22 
Although the office 
of the archephodus was not abolished and is still mentioned as late as 
359 A. D. (BGU 111 909 = W. Chr. I 382) his powers and authority were 
minimized and he eventually became a minor official, subordinate, perhaps, 
to the comarchai. The date of this replacement is important in many 
respects, primarily because it is of vital chronological value in dating 
the orders to arrest, for now we can draw a clear line between orders 
23 
addressed to the archephodus and those addressed to the comarc ai. On 
these grounds the texts can be clearly divided chronologically into two 
basic groups 
24 
: (a) orders to arrest before ca. 250 A. D.; this group 
comprises all the orders addressed to the archephodus (sometimes along 
with other officials, such as the euschemones or the demosioi, etc. ), 
and (b) orders to arrest after ca. 250 A. D., which principally consist 
of orders addressed to the comarchai (sometimes along with the demosioi 
and other officials, in the third and fourth centuries A. D. ), and other 
i2 
police authorities of the village from the fourth upto the sixt- or 
seventh centuries A. D. 
25 
The archephodus and his replacement by the comarchai 
1.6 As already mentioned above, orders to arrest are addressed to 
various village officials; 
26 
the overwhelming majority, however, at 
least up to the middle of the third century A. D., are addressed to 
one or more archephodi, sometimes together with other officials. 
27 
A detailed examination of the documents given in Btlow-Jacobsen 
28 
as 
well as the relevant entries referring to the archephodus in WB III 
sv Absch. 8, WB Suppl. sv Absch. 8, SPOGLIO sv and the documents 
banked in DDBDP suggests that: 
(i) his office is attested as early as the first century B. C. in the 
Arsinoite nome (P. Tebt. 1 90, introd. ) and, subsequently, in 29 A. D. 
in Euemeria (P. Ryl. 11 127) and in the reign of Claudius or Nero 
in Caranis (P. Mich. VI 42 1, see BL VII, p. 111) , whereas in the 
Heracleopolite nome he occurs for the first time in the later first 
century (BGU IV 1060) . The evidence to emerge from the Oxyrhynchite 
documents suggests that this nome was late in adopting the office of 
the archephodus, since his first appearance in a dated oxyrhynchite 
document is in 190 A. D. (P. Oxy. 1 69), but it is likely that he existed 
29 
already in the early second century A. D. (P. Oxy. VI 969). The earliest 
attested date of the office as a compulsory public service is in 158 A. D. 
30 
(BGU 1 6, cf. P. Fay. 24). 
(ii) the number of documents that mention an archephodus decreases 
substantially after the middle of the third century and this cannot but 
suggest the decline of his powers and importance, although as a minor 
official he survives as late as 359 A. D. (BGU 111 909 = W. Chr. I 382). 
31 
33 
The officials who assume the police powers of the archephodus as 
chief of the police in the village are undoubtedly the comarchai, 
who are constantly addressed as such from the middle of the third 
century A. D. onwards. Although the picture presented in Btlow- 
Jacobsen's list is somewhat confusing, since he lists the documents 
according to the approximate dates given by the editors, 
32 
it is likely 
that the earliest order to arrest addressed to the comarchai as chief 
of the village police which can be dated approximately is P. Flor. II 
228r (242-54 A. D. )r 
33 
while the replacement is an indisputable fact 
in P. Oxy. XLII 3035 which is dated with certainty to 256 A. D. 
1.6.1 With reference to the decreasing importance of the archephodus 
after the middle of the third century the editor of P. Oxy. XXXI 2572 
notes in his introduction that the last date of appearance of the 
archephodus in Oxyrhynchus is in 238-44 A. D. (P. Oxy. 1 80 = W. Chr. 473). 
U. Hagedorn is therefore correct in observing that this official "als 
Dorfpolizisten im Oxyrhynchites irgendwann zwischen 244 and 255 
verschwunden sein müssen". 
34 
1.6.2 1 must note in the first place that the most valuable information 
concerning the time of the replacement comes mainly from Oxyrhynchite 
documents and therefore my observations here are not necessarily true 
throughout Egypt. The documents from Oxyrhynchus suggest that the 
archephodus was still the chief of the police in the village in P. Oxy. 
1 80 (= W. Chr. 473) dating from 238-44 A. D.; this document is a 
declaration on oath made by the archephodus and is addressed to the 
chiefs of the police at the city of Oxyrhynchus. The next dated 
Oxyrhynchite order to arrest, P. oxy. XLII 3035, is from 256 A. D. and 
is addressed by the prytanis to the comarchai and the epistatai eirenes; 
in this document the comarchai are addressed as chiefs of the police 
34 
in the village and this means that the replacement has been already 
effected. It is of some importance for our discussion to mention 
P. Oxy. XXXI 2577, an order addressed by the strategus to the comarchai 
and the archephodus together, which is dated by the editor to the 
third/fourth centuries A. D.; this document reflects, perhaps, the 
earliest stages of the succession. From among the documents of a 
different provenance interesting information is provided by P. Flor. 
II 228r (Arsinoite nome) which is dated by the editor to the period 
242-54 A. D.; 
35 
the recipients of the order are the comarchai and this 
also points to the suggestion that the replacement in this nome might 
have taken place at a date close to that in the Oxyrhynchite. It is 
also worth mentioning here the fragmentary order to arrest P. Giss. Univ. 
1 15; the order is addressed by the centurio to the comarchai, and the 
archephodus appears to be the accuser; no concrete information can be 
derived, however, due to the fragmentary condition of the papyrus, but 
the archephodus appears to be an official of secondary importance. 
36 
1.6.3 As the above documentation suggests, the replacement of the 
archephodus at least in the Oxyrhynchite nome must have taken place at 
a date between 238-44 A. D. and 256 A. D. (terminus ante) ; the terminus 
ante for the Arsinoite nome seems to be 242-54 A. D. On the other hand 
as J. D. Thomas has shown, the re-introduction of the of f ice of the 
comarchai was effected at a date lying between 245 and 247/8 A. D., 
37 
replacing the commogrammateus who ceased to exist in Egypt. In view 
of this conclusion and taking into account the above discussion it 
should be noted that: 
(i) since the date of the re-introduction of the comarchai lies between 
245 and 247/8 A. D., the comarchai cannot have replaced the archephodus 
before this date (terminus Post) - Accordingly it would not be unreason- 
1 
35 
able to speculate that the comarchai replaced both the corinogra=-=te-,. ýs 
and the archephodus and assumed the powers of both officials simultaneo--isly. 
(ii) the comarchai become in fact officials with considerable powers, 
since even the typical divisions between administrative and police 
competences cease to exist. 
1.6.4 The office of archephodus, however, continued to exist as late 
as 359 A. D. (BGU 111 909 = W. Chr. 1 382), but as a minor official who 
was in the first stage subordinate to the comarchai (P. Oxy. XXXI 2577). 
As a recipient in orders to arrest after ca. 250 A. D. he is encountered 
only once, namely in P. Mich. X 590 (III/IV A. D. ), addressed by the 
strategus to him along with the nomophylax: the fact that his title 
stands second in the text is enough to show that he is of minor 
importance. Similarly minor appears to be his role in P. Sakaon 93 
from 314-323 A. D. The remaining documents from the fourth century 
concerning this official do not bear exact dates. 
38 
The diminution of the police powers of the strategus; other officials 
with similar authority. 
1.7 The replacement of the archephodus in the middle of the third 
century A. D. is not an isolated and unique reform in Egypt in the same 
period, but represents only a small part of the package of administrative 
and other reforms which took place in the years 244 to 249 A. D., in the 
reign of Philippus Arabs. 
39 
1.7.1 The documents suggest that refforms on a wider scale within the 
police apparatus were under way at a time close to that of the above 
discussed replacement. The most significant repercussion of these 
reforms at a higher level appears to be the diminution of the police 
ý6 
powers of the strategu_s; from ca. 250 A. D. onwards other civil 
and military officials whose authority is similar to that of the 
40 stratequs are designated as senders in the orders to arrest. 
1.7.2 Although the sender's title is very rarely indicated in 
the orders to arrest addressed to the archephodus, that is before 
ca. 250 A. D., it has been generally assumed that they emanate from 
the office of the strategus who was the head of the police in the 
nome. 
41 
This assumption was first made by J. Nicole in publishing 
P. Gen. inv. 103 and has become hitherto a standard argumentum ex 
silentio; 
42 
that document along with P. Tebt. 11 290 are in fact 
the only orders to arrest from the period before ca. 250 A. D., 
that is before the introduction of the comarchai, in which the 
strategus is designated as sender. 
43 
The secrecy of the sender 
is broken also in P. Med. inv. 71.39 (= SB XIV 11264) 
44 
, SB XVI/2 
12649 and, perhaps in P. Wisc. 1 24, but each of the three documents 
seem to bear more than one special feature: the f irst is the 
earliest order to arrest which also contains a fixed date, 6 B. C., 
the second is an ostra. con with damaged text, which is sent from a 
decurio to a curator praesidii, 
45 
and P. Wisc. 1 24 begins in a 
different way from any other order to arrest. 
46 
1.7.3 How, therefore, is one to explain the absence of designation 
of the sender in the orders before ca. 250 A. D.? The answer is very 
simple if we follow J. Nicole's assumption: if the strategus was the 
head of the police in the nome and, accordingly, the expected sender 
of the orders to arrest, there was no reason for this specification 
to be included in the document. The archephodus, for his part, was 
well aware that he was taking action on orders received from the 
strategus. J. Nicole himself interpreted this feature on the same 
3 
grounds pointing that: "Si c'4tait r6guliýrement le stratege qui 
exp6diait les ordres de ce genre, on s'expliquerait le sc, -, s-entendu 
47 de sa personne et de son titre dans l'addresse" . This must surely 
be correct. 
1.7.4 The replacement of the archephodus by the comarchai coincides 
with the end of the silence surrounding the sender: the usual 
practice after ca. 250 A. D. becomes the designation of the authority 
which gives the order and the absence of the title is only exceptional. 
48 
Quite surprisingly, the strategus is designated as sender in only 
three documents dating after ca. 250 A. D. 
49 
and this undoubtedly 
reflects the weakening importance of his role and the considerable 
diminution of his police powers from the middle of the third century 
onwar s. 
50 
Later, in the fourth century, the evidence for his police 
powers and those for his successor, the exactor, becomes even more 
scanty 
51 
and this clearly suggests that he ceased to be the sole official 
with police powers throughout the nome; the exact time of the replacement, 
however, and the immediate successor in this post are questions still 
to be considered. 
1.7.5 After the middle of the fourth century the riparii are especially 
prominent in the police force of the nome 
52 
and the existing evidence 
suggests that they are the leading officials in this field. 
53 
In the 
pagus the role of the praepositus is important and he is also designated 
54 
as sender in the orders to arrest. What happens in the meantime is 
far from clear: J. Lallemand implying that the strategus was replaced 
as head of the police by the eirenarchai of the nome, suggests that the 
epoptes eirenes might have succeeded the eirenarchai and subsequently 
the power was transferred to the ripariiý 
5 
while Oertel thinks that the 
56 
riparii might have been immediate successors of the eirenarchai. 
38 
1-7 
.6 Judging f rom the preceding discussion I would tend tc think 
that the strategus continued to be the head of the police in the 
nome even after ca. 250 A. D., until ne was replaced ty the eirenarchai 
of the nome, at a date perhaps not later than the general reform of 
Egypt in the reign of Diocletian. 
57 
The fact that other officials also 
are designated as senders in the orders to arrest in the period 
immediately after ca. 250 A. D. does imply the diminution of the 
strateguls police powers, but not necessarily his replacement. In 
this sense, the various civil and military officials might have been 
subordinate, acting either on behalf of the strategus or on commands 
received from him. In other words, issuing orders is not to be seen 
as a special area of judicial competence, but rather as a part of their 
area of administrative authority and this makes them merely executive 
agents. 
Up to this point I have tried to show the major problems one is faced 
with as far as the police force and authorities are concerned, when 
discussing the orders to arrest. The following points deal chiefly 
with the format of the orders to arrest on the basis of the chrono- 
58 
logical division drawn above and other related issues, such as, for 
59 
example, the recipient of the orders after ca. 250 A. D. Since the 
format of this class of documents has been exhaustively treated by 
60 
U. Hagedorn, I refer only to her general conclusions on this issue 
and I deal chiefly with the Oxyrhynchite examples, except for 
comparative reasons. 
39 
2. ORDERS TO ARREST BEFORE ca. 250 A. D. 
61 
Format 
2.1.1 The formulaic structure of the relevant texts in this 
period follows a regular pattern which presents a slight variation 
in the Oxyrhynchite and the Arsinoite documents. 
The Oxyrhynchite examples usually read: 
Recipient (in dative) 
0 TI C140V T6V 6EtV(l 
EVTUXOVTOC TOO 6EZVOC. 
and the Arsinoite ones: 
Recipient(s) (in dative) 
91 
C(VMIEýI(ýOV(-11E'PýaTE) TO'V 6E: I: VCC 
I E-YXUýOUjJEVOV U701 TOO 6EtVOC 
62 
2.1.2 Of a total of 35 orders to arrest of oxyrhynchite provenance 
63 
23 are to be dated before ca. 250 A. D. 
64 
and the above-cited schema 
is to be found in its exact form in 8 of these texts, 
65 
namely: 
P. Oxy. VI 969 as revised by U. Hagedorn, 
66 
P. Oxy. IX 1212r, P. Oxy. 
XXXI 2574 (as restored by Hagedorn), 
67 
P. Harr. II 196B, P. Oxy. XLIII 
3130, P. Oxy. XXXI 2575 and 2576, and P. Oxy. ined. 3; very close to the 
pattern but with small additions is P. Mich. Michael 5= SB XII 11107.68 
2.1.3 Significant departures from the basic Oxyrhynchite norm are 
recorded in P. Wisc. 1 23 
69 
; P. IFAO 1 36,70 P. IFAO 14 which is in 
a fragmentary condition, 
71 
P. Oxy. XXXI 2572-2573, PSI XV 1536,72 and 
p. Oxy. 1 172 
73 
; the first. two documents are very early examples and 
74 
both of them are addressed to the ephodoi. In the same group of 
texts which diverge from the usual pattern we should, perhaps add 
1 
40 
r" 
three more texts, despite their fragmentary condition: P. Ryý. IV I 
681,75 P. NYU inv. 367 76 and P. Oxy. ined. 2.77 
2.1.4 The imperative xcýjýcv is sometimes replaced by other verbs,, 
- most frequently compounds of Relinw-, such as EX7CW(ýUTE in P. Wisc. 
78 79 1 23 OcvcX-ýc cuv in PSI XV 1536 (which is an order to escort 
80 rather than to arrest) and ctv&ucpýov in P. Oxy. 1 169 P. Oxy. I 
17281 follows on the whole a completely different pattern and reads: 
fAI TI. UP&60C T; ý 6TIWOCLly AUOVUCLOV RUVEXWTOU npccýýTepov r, cU U"VEX-ýE. 
P. Oxy. VI 969 is not to be included in the group of the texts 
employing a verb different from ncýinw, for the reading ýicT&iT cýiOv 
of the editor is incorrect and as U. Hagedorn suggested one should 
readJIEXa-nepýov instead. 
82 
Finally, P. IFAO 1 36 
83 
and P. Ryl. IV 
84 
1 85 681 are damaged but the editors restore a verb dif f erent f rom -a c jj 71 w. 
2.1.5 The 'participle F-, vTuxotvToc is occasionally omitted in the texts, 
namely in P. Oxy. XXXI 2572 and 2573 and P. Oxy. I 172 = SB XVI/2 12706.86 
The alternative expression xa-ý' [WTVI EVETUXUUV is suggested by 
87 1") D. Hagedorn for P. Wisc. 1 23, and, perhaps, the variant xa-ý(Ot 
A 
ýVC [TUXE: V1 is correct in the very damaged text of P. NYU inv. 367 = SB 
XVI/2 12697.88 Furthermore, the participle ývTuxovToc is missing in 
P. IFAO 14 and P. Oxy. XXXI 2874 as the text survives, but it has been 
89 
restored by U. Hagedorn in both texts and this appears to be correct. 
Finally, I can add nothing more to the controversial restoration of 
9 P. Ryl. IV 681: Youtie has omitted cvTuXovToc (or ývTuXoýcnc) in his 
own restoration, 
90 
while U. Hagedorn argues that this participle might 
91 
have been included in the document. 
2.1.6 Among the additions in the texts of this period we must note 
- 
92 
the use of the adverb eEctuTTIc (P. IFAO 1 36) and expressions such as 
41 
9% q00 Tj TOV OLPXC(POýOV (P. Ryl. IV 681 = Scriptiunculae 1 335-7) or " cý T1 
it ctvF-X-5E: (P. IFAO 14 and P. Oxy. 1 172 = SB XVI/2 12706), both of which 
call the archephodus to appear before the higher authority instead 
of the accused person; 
93 
the employment of such expressions makes 
the relevant documents sound more like summonses than orders to 
arrest. 
The Sender 
2.2.1 As I have already noted above, the omission of the sender's 
title in the orders to arrest seems to have been a general administrative 
practice throughout Egypt, but it is generally accepted that these orders 
were issued by the strategus who was the head of the police in the nome. 
94 
Indeed . none of the hitherto published Oxyrhynchite examples records the 
sender explicitly or contains any implications as to his office. 
2.2.2 In the documents from elsewhere the strategus is designated 
openly only in P. Gen. inv. 102 (= APF 3 (1906), 226-31) and in P. Tebt. 
290,95 both of which are of Arsinoite provenance. Other officials, 
but with similar authority to that of the strategus are recorded in 
three documents, namely P. Med. inv. 71.39 = SB XIV 11264 (6 B. C. ) , 
96 
where the official is referred to only as Artemidoros, a decurio in 
SB XVI/2 12649 and an epitropos in P. Wisc. 1 24; 
97 
the first and last 
documents come from the Arsinoite nome and the second one which is a 
very damaged ostracon, may come from Contrapollonopolis Major. It is 
worth noting here that SB XVI/2 12649 is a rather exceptional document 
and I, indeed, doubt whether it is an order to arrest; the surviving 
text is too small and fragmentary to enable us to draw any firm 
98 
conclusions. 
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The Recipient(s) 
2.3.1 With the exception of P. Wisc. 1 23 and P. IFAO 1 36, which 
date from the early Roman era, the Oxyrhynchite orders to arrest 
from this period are addressed exclusively to the archephodus. 
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In contrast, the Arsinoite examples show that, although the 
archephodus is the normal recipient, the orders are sometimes - and 
this is not infrequent - addressed to him along with other officials 
who seem to have had similar authority. 
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In some other cases there 
is more than one archephodus 
101 
the majority of these documents 
come from big villages in the FayU"'M and reflect the increased number 
of police force which was required to prevent crime and keep order 
in the overpopulated areas of this nome. 
2.3.2 According to Wilcken 
102 
and Jouguet 
103 
the archephodus gradually 
replaced the epistates of the Ptolemaic period as head of the local 
police, but both coexisted for some time in the earlier Roman period. 
His primary responsibility was to maintain order in the village, but 
he was also involved in administrative and financial matters: among 
his other duties he had an intermediary role in the collection of 
taxes and the obligation to publish edicts. He was one of the demosioi 
of the village who were liturgic officials and he was associated chiefly 
with the presbyteroi in the administration of the village. However, he 
ranked last in the administrative hierarchy and his powers were only 
104 
executive. 
2.3.3 Although there is no concrete evidence in the orders to arrest 
from this period, I note also that the involvement of the army in the 
preservation of order was important 
105 
and the archephodus was in fact 
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assisted in this respect by a semi-military gendarmerie. However, 
as the occupational army was not numerous enough, the archephodus 
had to rely mostly on the civil guards who were also under his command. 
The organisation and the number of such mixed forces differed from 
village to village (perhaps also from nome to nome) according to the 
needs and the existing conditions. 
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ORDERS TO ARREST AFTER ca. 250 A. D. 
107 
3.1.1 In contrast to the earlier period the orders to arrest after 
ca. 250 A. D. present a great variety of patterns, 
108 
which in fact 
are very difficult - if not impossible - to classify into strictly 
defined groups. P. Oxy. 1 65, XII 1505-06, IX 2229 and PSI 1 47 do 
not f it any pattern, each presenting a particular phrasing. 
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Furthermore, BGU XI 2084 and P. K8ln IV 189 do not provide reliable 
information, for both are partly mutilated, but they seem to have 
some common features. 
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The remaining five Oxyrhynchite texts, 
although not identical, can be classified into two basic patterns. 
In P. Oxy. XLII 3035 and XII 1507 the formula reads: 
Sender (TEap& + genitive) 
ill 
Recipient(s) (dative) 
ýý(XUTýC &V(17161j(ý(XTE TOIV 6CtVa 
4 112 
TI ýJJEUC OLLTOL", &VCXeýaTC (or &vE-'pXF-c, 1ft). 
The striking feature of this formula is the absence of accuser, but 
both documents seem to deal with special cases: in P. Oxy. XLII 3035 
113 
the wanted person is a Christian and this is stated in the text (11.4-5), 
while the order in XII 1507 concerns not an individual, but a whole group 
of people who might have been in charge of a certain office. 
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3.1.2 The verb &vaTcc',,, nw of the above formula is found also in 
Arsinoite orders of the same period, namely in BGU XI 2080,114 
BGU 11 634,115 P. Oslo 11 20 and P. Giss. Univ. 1 15, but the adverb 
p 116 F-CauTF, c either occurs after the verb or is absent; all these texts 
lack the final clause of the above formula. 
3.1.3 P. Oxy. 1 64 (= W. Chr. 473), XLIV 3190 and P. Oxy. ined. 4 form 
another group, for they present, more or less, the following formula: 
Sender (napý + genitive) 
Recipient (s) (dative) 
ýýOLUTýC RaPa T 6EtVL, TO 
t6OTE 
y IV 6EtVCL 
If 117 EVTUXOVTOC TOU 6euvoc. 
3.1.4 A very close wording to this occurs also in P. Cair. Isid. 129 
of Arsinoite provenance, but there are two slight differences: the 
adverb ýýauTýc is employed at the very end of the text, while the 
participle referring to the accused is, as normally in that nomeý 
ýYxaxo6PEVOV UITO. 
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3.1.5 Judging from the above discussion one must first of all stress 
the lack of standardized formulaic patterns and this is better 
manifested in the Arsinoite nome, where, in contrast to the earlier 
period, the orders to arrest follow individual patterns. The 
Oxyrhynchite examples, on the other hand, although they differ 
markedly from the earlier pattern, do nonetheless exhibit some common 
features even after ca. 250 A. D. That the various changes which took 
place in the middle of the third century affected to a certain extent 
the content and consequently the format of the orders to arrest is 
119 
beyond any doubt and this has already been shown by U. Hagedorn. 
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I must make clear, however, that the key-factor for the deviation 
from the traditional writing patterns lies primarily in the changes 
that affected the higher authority which was responsible for issuing 
the orders; in other words, the assumption that the orders before 
ca. 250 A. D. emanated from the office of the strategus justifies 
the existence of the traditional patterns in the relevant texts from 
both nomes, for they were issued by the same office for a period 
longer than two centuries. The change of the patterns and the 
deviation from the traditional ones coincides with the diminution 
of the powers of the traditional sender, the strategus, and the transfer 
of some of his powers to officials with similar authority which entitled 
them to the right to issue orders of a similar nature; this evidently 
resulted in the introduction of different styles of writing and wording. 
Some further observations on the format and the content. 
3.1.6 A more detailed approach to the texts in this period suggests 
that after the middle of the third century there were changes even in 
the procedure concerning the appearance of the accused before the 
higher authorities. 
3.1.7 Firstly, it is worth noting that the Oxyrhynchite examples of 
this Period call for immediate action from the village officials, for 
- 
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they employ constantly the adverb F-CUUTTIC or phrases with a similar 
meaning, such as cýýlcpov (P. Oxy. 1 65) and au-ýwpov P. Oxy. XII 1506). 
In the Arsinoite examples this feature is attested already in the 
period before ca. 250 A. D. and it continues up to the fourth century 
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A. D. or even later. 
Interesting in this respect is P. Mert. 1 29 of Arsinoite 
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provenance, where the recipients are warned that, if they neglect 
to fulfil their duties, they will have to appear and justify their 
negligence before the authorities. In a similar way PSI 1 47, a 
document from Oxyrhynchus, informs us that the police authorities 
of Tholthis have neglected their duty to find and arrest some culprits 
and the riparius threatens them with punishment. Both texts show 
clearly the uneffective functioning of the police apparatus and it 
is not, perhaps, unlikely that these texts may reflect a general 
situation rather than two isolated instances. 
3.1.8 A second feature is the escorting of the accused individual 
to the metropolis under a guard provided by the official in command 
(sender); this is indicated in the documents with the expression: 
Tuxpa T ýTl OCTCt XCN)T U( 6R 'E &60TE T ýjjoZ)..., a feature which does not occur 
in orders dating before ca. 250 A. D. 
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These guards have various 
titles such as voýjoT&ýaC (P. Oxy. XLIV 3190), CTPUTUJ0TnC (P. Oxy. 1 64 
f W. Chr. 475 and P. Wisc. 1 24) , U'RnPF-TrIC (P. Oxy. 1 65) , (ppoupo'c (P. Oxy. 
ined. 4) and a 6TIIJ6CL. OC (P. Cair. Isid. 129). Before ca. 250 A. D. no 
mention of such guards is made in the orders which is an argument 
ex silentio that guards were provided by the local police authorities; 
this is a4t. -. tested at least once in the Oxyrhynchite orders, namely in 
P. Mich. Michael 5= SB XII 11107 where the archephodus is ordered to 
send the culprit 6u& (pUXamoc (1.3), referring evidently to a guard of 
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the local garrison. 
3.1.9 Finally, in quite a few orders it is stated that there is an 
alternative to arrest in the respective cases: if the local police 
authorities do not manage to send the culprit to the metropolis, the 
responsible village official must appear instead. This condition is 
46 
not a new feature in the procedure of arrests; similar clauses are 
recorded both in Oxyrhynchite and ArsinoL ite texts in the period 
before ca. 250 A. D., 
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where the. archephodus is asked to turn up 
in front of the authorities instead of the accused. In the later 
period similar clauses occur in texts which begin with the imperative 
t1 ccvaiicýiý)(xTc (P. Oxy. XII 
125 
1507 126 and XLII 3035 ) or 7apLoTc (P. Oxy. 
64 = W. Chr. 475 and P. Cair. Isid. 129 from Arsinoe) . in another text 
ji from OxyrhUnchus the recipients are told to go to the metropolis, 
if they have anything to say in favour of the accused (p. oxy. 1 65, 
4-5). Very surprising and difficult to explain is the provision in 
P. Oslo 11 20, where the village official is instructed to send -'j 
Ia 'j, T 01 V 
[sc. the accused] '% 6po. Xýidc EmaTov ýEýxovTa. T) 
The Sender(s) 
3.2.1 1 have already mentioned on several occasions that the orders to 
arrest after ca. 250 A. D., in contrast to the earlier period, record as 
a rule the title of the sender. For convenience I give below a list of 
all the oxyrhynchite examples: 
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Ref. Date Sender Recipients 
1. P. Oxy. XLII 3035 256 A. D. prytanis XWýI&PXaU/ýRUCT&T(XL, 
2. P. Oxy. XLIV 3190 III/IV prytanis xwvapxau/6qpoCuou x w*, pqc 
3. P. oxy. xii 1507 111 eirenar. XWjApXaU/ET[UCT&T TIC F-'ý', PTjVTjC 
4. p. oxy. 1 64 III/IV decurio 
f 
XWjAPXaU/ý1UCTaTTjC Eý', PýVTJC 
w. chr. 495 
5. p. ()xy. i 65 III/IV benefic. xwýl&pxau 
6. p. oxy. ined. 4 III/IV strategus xwýAapxau'ýRTIPOCLou 
H-, Prlc 
129 
7. p. oxy. xiI 1506 early IV praepos. ? 
130 
8. p. oxy. XIX 2229 346-50 riparius 
ME: (PCCX 
9. p. oxy. XII 1505 IV 
131 ,, Dioscor . EUPTIVUPXOC 
47 
Ref. Date Sender 
10. P. Kbln IV 189 IV/V 
11. PSI 1 47 VI A. D.? riparius 
Recipients 
ELLPTIvan 
132 
ME: QOtX )/Ek, ý--rýVCLPX 
3.2.2 Similar is the picture presented by the Arsinoite examples 
and those from elsewhere: 
Arsinoite texts 
1. BGU XI 2080 after ca. 250 -? 
133 
1 -4 A 2. BGU 11 634 111 RWIAPxau 
3. P. Oslo 11 20 111 
135 
proes os XCTOýu6c. 7nc n 
4. P. Flor. II 228r 242- xwliapxau 
S. P. Giss. Univ. I. 15 III centurio xwýl&pxau 
6. P. Cair. Isid. 129 308/9 centurio xWýlOO(pxau/6njlOOcuOu xWopric 
7. P. Cair. Isid. 130 308/9 epi tes eir. xwji(xpxau/6Tjýi6cuou xýwic 
8. P. Cair. Isid. 131 ca. 314 praepos. TEccEp6puOc/xOua6pýpuOc 
9. P. Mert. 1 29 III/IV apUýOTOCOTUU 
10 P. Lond. III 1309 VI/VII comes 
137 
Eupnvapx( ) 
3.2.3 Texts from elsewhere 
1 P. Mich. X 590 III/IV 
138 
strateg. 
1.39 
voýIOTUXUý/apxt(po6oc 
2. P. Turner 46 IV strateg. E LIP TIV&Pxqc/6 Tip Ocuo u 
140 1 3. P. Mich. Michael 6 IV ? ERLCT&TaU E4TIVTIC 
(= SB XII 11108) 
4. P. Amh. II 146 = M. Chr. 141 
11 76 V riparius C upnvapx 
5. p. mil. 11 42 VI 
F culipax0c 
6. P. Mich. X 591 VI 
142 
RPWTOX )/E4qvapx( 
7. P. Lond. III 1074 VI/VII comes CýP-nVýPXOLL 
143 
(desc. ) 
The sender is designated, as a rule, with napý+genitive: the 
only exceptions are P. Mich. X 590 and P. Osio II ý-O (see 
III, p. 275 and BL III, p. 119) which employ a nominative. 
3.2.4 The succession of the various officials as head of the police 
1A in the nome has been discussed elsewhere in the present introduction. " 
As is shown in the above lists, however, almost all officials who had 
administrative authority had a say in policing and could also exercise 
police duties; such officials are the prytanis, the eirenarches (-os, -ai) 
the strategus, the praepositus and the riparius, so that a clear 
distinction between officials with purely administrative authority and 
those with police duties is impossible. 
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In this period also the role 
and the involvement in the police apparatus of the higher military 
officials, such as the decurio, centurio and the beneficiarius, becomes 
more important and decisive. 
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The Recipients 
3.3.1 In contrast to the earlier period, the examples after ca. 250 A. D. 
are characterized by the variety of recipients they present. As the lists 
above show most common among them are the comarchai who, as I have argued 
in the second part of this discussion, replaced the archephodus as head 
of the police in the village as a date close to 250 A. D. 
147 
These officials 
are addressed either on their own (e. g. P. Oxy. I 65 and P. Giss. Univ. I 15) 
or, more frequently, along with other officials who had a similar authority; 
the comarchai, however, are not attested at all in orders from nomes other 
than Oxyrhynchite and Arsinoite) , but this may be a mere coincidence, 
for 
the relevant examples are very few. According to the existing information 
the comarchai are addressed only along with the demosioi in the Arsinoite 
orders, while in the Oxyrhynchite ones either with the demosioi of the 
village or with the epistates (-ai) eirenes. In more or 
less the same 
49 
period other officials are addressed as recipients of such orders 
too, but they seem to be of a lower grade and, perhaps, subordinate 
to the comarchai; such officials are: a TccccpdOpuoc and a -Acu--'-, ---. 'tpLoc 
(P. Cair. Isid. 131), a ýr , jCTOT[LA CTTIC(P. OS10 11 20) , the a'PC(""OTO', '-' 
(P. Mert. 1 29) ,a voýioýpýXuý and an 6. pXEQo6oc (P. Mich. X 590) . 
3.3.2 In the texts which date from approximately the middle of the 
fourth century onwards different officials occur and this implies 
that the comarchai too were replaced in the course of the fourth century. 
Important officials at this later date seem to be the eirenarchai of 
the village, who might have been the successors of the comarchai; their 
title and history however, is very complicated and unclear. 
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3.3.3 What changes and reforms took place in the following centuries 
is difficult to guess. The number of the orders decreases immensely 
and the texts diverge altogether from the classical patterns; the 
eirenarchai of the village still seem to have a distinctive position 
among the local police officials. Two of the latest documents, PSI 
147 and P. Lond. 111 1309 (p. 251), give the impression of instructions 
to the local police to make inquiries into certain cases rather than 
orders to arrest in the proper sense. 
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NOTES 
1. La Vie Municipale 269. 
2. Ibid. 259. 
For a similar observation, cf. e. g. J. Lallemand, L'Ad-. -iinistration 
Civile 162-3. 
4. See P. J. Parsons, JRS 57 (1967) 140. 
S. The list contains 78 examples; the only other document known to 
me, but not included there, is P. Lond. 1074 (descr. ); add now 
P-Oxy-ined. 2-3 (total 82 texts). 
6. Aegyptus 38 (1958) 59; cf. also H. C. Youtie, TAPhA 91 (1960) 
250-1 = Scriptiunculae 1 332-3. 
See introd. 
Cf. P. Oxy. XLIV 3190, where the editor - and I do not intend to 
dispute the correctness of his argument here - notes that "a 
distinction is drawn between 'summons' and 'orders to arrest'; 
3190 is probably to be classified amongst the latter for the 
phrasing of the order suggests that the people are to be 
escorted to the metropolis under guard" (introd. ) ; cf. also 
P. Wisc. 1 24, introd. 
9. See P. Mich. X 589-591 introd., p. 50. 
10. The measurements of all the known orders are in col. 8 of the 
list in ZPE 66 (1986) 95-97. The dimensions of P. Lond. III 
1074 (descr. ) which is not included in the list are to be found 
in the description of the text. For our three texts, see 
individual introductions below. 
11. Quoted by J. Nicole, APF 3 (1906) 229, note 2. 
12. See e. g. P. Lund. VI 2 introd., p. 121 and P. Aberd. 60 introd. 
13. See P. Mich. X 589-591 introd., pp. 50-51. 
I 
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14. Vide supra note 10; the relevant information is listed in col. 9. 
15. P. Lond. 111 1074 (descr. ) provides no information abol-, t the 
fibre direction, but a photograph which I have seen seems to 
suggest that the writing runs across the f ibres. Of the 
documents published here, only P. Oxy. ined. 2 is written in the 
abnormal manner (along the fibres), while P. Oxy. ined. 3 and 
are written in the usual way (across the fibres); this changes 
the figures given to 14 and 53 respectively. 
16. The figures are equal when P. Oxy. ined. 2 is added to the latter 
group (cf. supra note 15). 
17. Vide supra note 13.1 do not intend to dispute the argument 
in principle, but it is not supported by the orders to arrest. 
18. This has been discussed in detail by U. Hagedorn, BASP 16 (1979) 
61-74; cf. also my discussion below, sections 2 and 3. 
19. For detailed discussion, see para. 3.1.1 ff. 
20. The relevant documents are: P. Gen. inv. 102 published by J. 
Nicole in APF 3 (1906) 226-31, P. Haun. inv. 54 published by 
A. BfAlow-jacobsen in ZPE 66 (1986) 94, PSI XV 1536 (see below 
note 72), P. Oxy. XLII 3130, P. Mich. X 590, P. Cair. Isid. 131, 
P. Mich. Michael 6= SB XII 11108 and P. Oxy. ined. 3. 
21. P. Cair. Isid. 129 and 130 date from ca. 308/9 A. D. (see introd. 
to the former document), and 131 from ca. 314 A. D., "on the 
assumption that it [sc. the order] was delivered to Isidorus 
when he was tesserarius" (see introd. ). 
22. The date has been established by J. D. Thomas in ZPE 19 (1975) 
111-119 (see p. 115). 
23. The higher authority,,. usually the strategus, but also other 
officials with similar authority, normally address the orders 
52 
to arrest to the chief of the police in the village. Minor 
or subordinate officials are also known to get such orders, 
but these seem to be extraordinary or exceptional cases, 
which become more common from the third or fourth centuries 
A. D. onwards; for details, see para. 2.3.1 - 2.3.3 (before 
250 A. D. ) and 3.3.1 - 3.3.3 (after ca. 250 A. D. ) . 
24. The changes in the formulaic pattern of this class of documents 
coincides with the date of the replacement of the archephodus 
by the comarchai and other changes in the police machinery in 
the same period, such as the diminution of the strategus' 
role as head of the police in the nome; see my discussion below, 
para. 1.7 ff. As the distinction between the two chronological 
divisions is so clear, the entire present discussion is based on 
this very division. That the orders to arrest before and after 
ca. 250 A. D. present many differences had already been shown by 
U. Hagedorn, but her discussion focuses mainly on the various 
formulae employed in this class of documents, see BASP 16 (1979) 
61,64,66 and especially 73, where she suggests the replacement 
of the archephodus by the comarchai. 
25. For a more detailed reference to these officials in both periods, 
see below para. 2.3.1 ff. and 3.3.1 ff. 
26. All the necessary information is to be found in BfIlow-jacobsen 
ZPE 66 (1986) 95-97 in col. 6. 
27. For the various recipients of this class of documents, vide 
supra note 25. The discussion here focuses only on the dates 
of introduction and the replacement of the archephodus. 
28. Vide supra note 26'. 
29. For this information cf. also P. oxy. XXXI 2572-6 introd. along 
with note 1. 
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30. The same date in N. Lewis, CPSRE sv ýpXE(poftc 2. 
31. Cf. also ibid. sv. 1. 
32. Vide supra note 26; nos. 44-54 and 56 should in fact precede 
nos. 42-43, since the latter two are addressed to the comarchai. 
33. Text published by Pintaudi, ZPE 60 (1985) 260-61. 
34. See BASP 16 (1979) 73. J. Lallemand is incorrect in suggesting 
that the eirenarchai of the village "dirigent la police du 
village et remplacent sans doute, dans cette fonction, l'archephode 
qui existe encore au delbut du We diecle et l'epistate de la paix", 
see L'Administration Civile 166; in note 5 she quotes P. Oxy. IX 
1193 (IV A. D. ) and BGU 111 909 = W. Chr. 382 (359 A. D. ) which she 
understands as documents recording the archephodus as chief of 
the police in the village; cf. my interpretation of both texts 
at the end of the present heading, para. 1.6.4 and note 38. 
35. Vide supra note 33. 
36. This document is definitely to be dated after ca. 250 A. D., since 
it is addressed to the comarchai. 
37. see ZPE 19 (1975) 113-119. 
38. See BGU VII 1630 A 111 24 (IV/V A. D. ) , P. Princ. 11 99 (IV A. D. ) , 
but the remaining of the title is questionable, and P. Oxy. XXXiv 
2730 (not later than the beginning of IV A. D.,, see Aegyptus 48 
(1968) 256). In P. Oxy. IX 1193,2 (IV A. D. ) the text is restored 
and the editor notes in 1.2: "perhaps [dp1XF-ýp[06y) is wrong, 
though it well suits the remaining". 
39. See P. J. Parsons JRS 57 (1967) 134-141; cf. also J. D. Thomas, 
ZPE 19 (1975) 111-119. 
40. Cf. A. Bfilow- Jacobsen, ZPE 66 (1986) 96-97 (col. 5) ; see also 
my discussion on the sender in the texts after ca. 250 A. D., para. 
3.2.1 ff - 
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41. The same observation is made by Browne in P. Mich. X 589-591 
introd. (p. 51); however, he does not stress the fact that 
after ca. 250 A. D. the designation of the sender is actually 
the normal practice; he simply speaks of "contrary indications", 
which "begin to appear in the third century". 
42. See APF 3 (1906) 226-231, especially p. 230. 
43. Cf. also para. 2.2.2 and note 95 of my introduction. 
44. The sender is an Artemidoros (1.1), but the name is not followed 
by a title; see, however, G. Geraci , Aegyptus 54 (1974) 6, where 
the document was originally published. 
45. The document is recorded on an ostracon from Contrapollonopolis 
Major (? ) ; the lower part of the text is missing and, in my 
opinion, it is difficult to describe it as an "order to arrest"; 
see also below para. 2.2.2 (end). 
46. The text in 1.1 reads F-'ý CvxEXc6ccwv Cupanuwvoc CnuTpORou xTX.; 
see further the note to 1.1. 
47. Vide supra note 42 (p. 230). 
48. For detailed discussion on the titles of the various officials, 
see the relevant heading in para. 3.2.1 ff. 
49. P. Mich. X 590 (III/IV A. D. ) , P. Oxy. ined. 4 (III/IV A. D. ) and 
P. Turner 46 (IV A. D. ) 
50. For the limited powers and activities of the strategus in the 
fourth century A. D., see J. D. Thomas, CE 35 (1960) 26-4-270, 
where he had already suspected that "some diminution in the 
strategus' powers may have taken place even earlier [sc. than 
I 
the munipalization of Egypt]", ibid. 262 note 5. 
51. See J. Lallemand, L'Administration Civile 121 (with notes I 
/ ('y 
and 3) and cf. 162. 
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52. Their earliest occurence cannot be established with certainty, 
but the earliest evidence of compulsory public service is in 
0 346 A. D., see N. Lewis, CpSRE sv ýD, -Tlaptoc and cf. J. Lallemand, 
op. cit. 163. The riParius is sender in three orders to arrest, 
namely: P. Oxy. XIX 2229 (ca. 346 A. D. ), P. Amh. 11 146 = M. Chr. II 76 
(V A. D. ) and PSI 1 47 (VI A. D.? ). 
53. So also J. Lallemand, op. cit. 163-164 with detailed discussions 
on their duties. 
54. See ibid. 131-2 and cf. the lists in para. 3.2.1 ff. of the 
t4 present introduc A_ on. 
55. I-bid. 163. 
56. See Die Liturgie 284. 
57. For the complicated history of the eirenarchai and officials 
with similar titles, see N. Lewis, CPSRE sv and also P. Turner 42 
introd. and P. Oxy. XXXI 2568, note to 11.1-3. 
58. See para. 1.5.1. 
59. see the relevant heading in para. 3.3.1 ff. 
60. See BASP 16 (1979) 61-74. 
61. This group contains orders addressed mostly to the archephodus, 
but also in the early Roman period to officials with similar 
authority, such as the archiphylacites, the ephodoi and the 
epistates and it consists of nos. 01-08,10-38,40-41,44-45F 
47-54 and 56 in the consolidated list of Btlow-jacobsen, ZPE 
66 (1986) 95-97. NOS. 39 (P. NYU inv. 367 = ZPE 46 (1982) 221-2) 
and 46 (BGU XI 2084) are mutilated and lack the part of the text 
where the recipient is expected; the editors wish to classify 
them as texts of Oxyrhynchite provenance and although there is 
no decisive evidence for this, I have accepted the editor's 
56 
suggestion in the discussion which follows. In the former 
text the editor restores in 1.1, while in the latter 
the editor offers no suggestion: judging from the text that 
survives, I would tentatively include in the group of the 
early period only P. NYU inv. 367, while BGU XI 2084, recording 
a rather unusual formula, is perhaps more properly included in 
the texts after ca. 250 A. D. No. 55 (P. Oslo 11 20) addressed 
by the TIPOCCTýC to the XT; CTOruacTTjc belongs to the orders of 
the later period for the recipient is attested in documents 
I between 256 and 307 A. D., see N. Lewis, CPSRE SV XT. ICTOITUaCTTIC. 4 
If we add P. Oxy. ined. 2 and 3 the total for the period before 
ca. 250 A. D. will be 53 texts (including P. NYU inv. 367). No. 9 
in the above-mentioned list (BGU XI 2080) dates after ca. 250 
A. D. (see BL VI, p. 21 and BL VII, p. 24) while no. 6 (P. Aberd. 
60) was probably addressed to the archephodus (see P. Mich. X 
589-591 introd. , p. 47 note 5 and cf. BL VII I p. 
1) . 
62. For both schemata and detailed discussion, see U. Hagedorn, 
BASP 16 (1979) 63 ff. 
63. The figure includes P. NYU inv. 367 published in ZPE 46 (1982) 
221-22 and BGU XI 2084 (cf. supra note 61) as well as P. Oxy. 
ined. 2-4. 
64. The figure includes P. NYU inv. 367 (supra note 63) and P. Oxy. 
ined. 2 and 3. 
65. Cf. U. Hagedorn, art. cit. 66-67 note 16. 
66. Ibid. 66 note 16. 
67. Ibid. 67 note 16(2). 
68. The editor dates the text to III/IV cent. A. 
D. , but Browne 
rightly corrects to II cent. A. D., see 
P. Mich. X 589-591 
introd., p. 48 note 6. 
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69. Text revised by D. Hagedorn, ZPE 1 (1967) 152-3. 
70. Originally published by B. Boyaval, ZPE 6 (1970) 11 (not in SB) ; 
for the reading in 11.4-5, cf. BL VI, p. 55). 
71. Text revised by U. Hagedorn, art. cit. 67 note 16(l) (= SB XVI 
12313); cf. also BL VI, p. 55). 
72. Text quoted by R. Pintaudi, ZPE 46 (1982) 263-66 note to P. Oxy. 
1 172,4. 
73. Ibid. 264 = SB XVI/2 12706. 
74. For a detailed discussion of the texts, see U. Hagedorn, 
art. cit. 68 with note 17 and 69 with note 20. 
75. Text revised by H. Youtie, TAPhA 91 (1960) 233-35 (= Scriptiunculae 
335-37) ; cf. also U. Hagedorn, art. cit. 67-68 note 16 (3) . 
76. Published by H. Caughran, ZPE 46 (1982) 221-22 (= SB XVI/2 
12697) . 
77. See my discussion to this text. Of the remaining texts PSI XV 
1537-8 were not accessible to me; P. Harr. II 196A omits the 
participle ývTuXovToc, but it should not be listed as variation, 
because the text is only a draft (see editor's observations 
in introd. ). 
78. As revised by D. Hagedorn, ZPE 1 (1967) 152-3. 
79. Vide supra note 72. 
80. Published by Daris, Stud. Pap. 19 (1980) 5 ff. = SB SVI/2 12534. 
81. Vide supra note 72. 
82. See BASP 16 (1979) 67-68 note 16 (3). 
83. This text allows two different restorations: either ý[XREJJIOTC (the 
verb is preceded by the adverb ýEauTýc) or F- see 
i-bid. 69 note 20 and cf. BL VI, p. 55. 
84. The text is very badly damaged; Youtie has suggested the 
restoration IýOUTýc avancý, 4, a 
]Ic (see Scriptiunculae 1 337) but 
Hagedorn seems to prefer simply ncý, $Ov, see ibid. 67-68 note 16(3) . 
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85. A compound of -ntp-w was, perhaps, used also in P. Oxy. ined 2, 
see introduction and note to 11.1-2. The form -, c", Yo,, is T-; =rtly 
or fully restored in P-IFAO 1 4, P. Oxy. XXXI 2574, P. NYU inv. 
1 367 = ZPE 46 (1982) 221-22 (a compound form would also fit 
to this text) and P. Oxy. XXXI 2575. 
86. P. Harr. II 196B also lacks the participle, but see note 77 above. 
87. See ZPE 1 (1967) 152-3. 
88. Vide supra note 76; see note ad loc. 
89. See BASP 16 (1979) 67 note 16 (1 and 2) ; for P. IFAO 14 cf. 
also BL VI, p. 55) . 
90. See Scriptiunculae 1 335-7. 
91. See art. cit. 67-68 note 16 (3). 
92. This adverb is frequently employed in the relevant texts from 
the Arsinoite nome, cf. the schemata quoted above, para. 2.1.1; 
in the Oxyrhynchite nome it becomes more common in the orders 
after ca. 250 A. D. 
93. Similar expressions are much more frequent in the Arsinoite 
orders of the same period, see P. Aberd. 60; BGU XI 2082, 
P. Tebt. 11 560 = SB XVI/2 12707, P. Wisc. 1 24 and P. Stras. IV 
188; further on such clauses, see para. 
94. See my discussion above in para. 1.7 ff. 
95. The editor notes in his introduction: 11 at the end is a well- 
preserved seal with the same inscription as that found on a 
corresponding seal upon a contemporary Geneva papyrus. .. ". The 
sender, however, is not listed in BiAlow-jacobsen, ZPE 66 (1986) 
95 (no. 05). A similar seal with the same inscription might have 
been attached also to P. Yale 1 62, see introd. (p. 190) and note 
on the verso (p. 193) . 
96. See editor's introduction in Aegyptus 54 (1974) 5. 
b 
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97. See editor's introduction. 
98. See also note 45. 
99. The dative 6ý,, Xe(ýO, 'dt, is restored in only one case, namey 
P. NYU inv. 367 = SB XVI/2 12697. In P. Ryl IV 681 Youtie has 
restored [7PECý(UTE"POLC)l (see Scriptiunculae 1 335-7) 
, 
but I 
think that U. Hagedorn is right in suggesting -AýýXeýr3'6ý; instead, 
for this is the rule, as the documents overwhelmingly show, 
see BASP 16 (1979) 64 note 10 and 67-68 note 16 (3) ; on the 
whole I believe that Hagedorn's suggestions on P. Ryl. IV 681 
are much closer to the original wording of this document. 
p 100. He is addressed along with the fiyouýicvoc in P. Oslo inv. 1063 
= SB VI 9630, BGU XI 2016 and P. Yale 1 62; with the 6-jjocuou 
of the village in P. Wisc. 1 24, cf. also P. Gen. inv. 102 = 
APF 3 (1906) 226-31; with the TOR&PXTIC in BGU XI 2063 and 
Stud. Pal. XXII 1; and with the cu'cXTj, ýiovcc in BGU 11 376 and 
P. Tebt. 11 594. For this feature cf. also U. Hagedorn, art. cit. 68. 
101. P. Wisc. 1 24, BGU XI 2083,11 476, VII 1569 and 11 374; cf. also 
P. Gen. inv. 102 (supra note 100). 
102. See Grundz. 415. 
103. See La Vie Municipale 259-60. 
104. For a detailed account on the office of the archephodus, see 
P. Jouguet, op. cit. 260 ff. and especially, OerteL, Die 
Lit 
-urgie 
275-77; see also P. Mich. X 589-591 introd. 51. For the dates of 
introduction and replacement of the archephodus, see my discussion 
above, para. 1.6 ff. 
105. SB XVI/2 12649 seems to be the only example from this period 
addressed from a decurio to the curator praesidii; cf. note 45. 
106. see P. Jouguet, op. cit. 261 ff. and U. Wilcken, op. cit. 414-5; 
the former referring to the police powers of the army notes: 
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ce role de l'armee dans l'oeuvre de police est un caractýre 
g4n4ral de l'epoque imperiale; il ne fera que se develcp--, er 
avec les temps" (ibid. 266). 
107. The number of the documents declines abruptly in this period, 
as there are only 12 examples of Oxyrhynchite provenance (see 
list below under the sender) , 11 of Arsinoite and 7 from 
elsewhere or unknown provenance; this makes a total of 29 
examples contrasted with 53 of the earlier period. Among the 
Oxyrhynchite orders I include also BGU XI 2084 (see supra notes 
61 and 63) . Its Oxyrhynchite provenance is supported also by 
the fact that it presents some resemblances with P. K6ln IV 
189 from Oxyrhynchus, which is also partly mutilated. 
108. For the discussion that follows, cf. also U. Hagedorn, BASP 16 
(1979) 64 and 66 (Arsinoite examples) and 69-70 (Oxyrhynchite 
examples). 
109. cf. i-bid. 72. 
110. Vide supra note 107. 
ill. The sender is the prytanis in P. Oxy. XLII 3035 and the eirenarchai 
of the nome in P. Oxy. XII 1507. 
112. In P. Oxy. XII 1507,6 the editor reads: [-moL(", ] avc"pXF-c. --ýE; 
" 4F-Uc 
U. Hagedorn observes correctly that the restoration Tý 
9% 
or simply T, instead of xall' gains more support from the parallel 
texts, see art. cit. 69 note 25. 
113. See note ad loc. 
114. For the date of the document, see BL VI, p. 21 and BL VII, p . 
24. 
115. Date corrected by Browne in P. Mich. X 
589-591 introd. , p. 48 
note 8; cf. also BL VII, p. 14. 
90 116. dvaTccjjRw is the most frequently employed verb 
in the Arsinoite 
examples of the earlier period, while 
the adverb ýEauTýc is found 
ýl 
always at the end of the order. 
117. P. Oxy. XLIV 3190,5 reads: F-'-v7uty3Xoucqc (fem. ) . P. Oxy. 
64,4 reads: ýREXEYX3VTOC instead of EVTUX00"ýTOC, and concludes 
with the additional expression r4i 'ý', tC OLUTOL'I, -"-W! -ýXF-C-ýE 
(1-5) ; 
cf. the first formula of this period. 
118. See e. g. P. Oslo 11 20,2-3, BGU XI 2080,2-3, BGU 11 634,2 etc. 
119. See BASP 16 (1979) 61-74. 
120. For the earlier period, cf. my observations in para. 2.1.6 and 
note 92; after ca. 250 A. D. this adverb occurs in P. Oxy. XLII 
3035, XLIV 3190, XII 15C)7,1 64 (= W. Chr. 475) and P. Oxy. ined. 4. 
121. Cf. U. Hagedorn, art. cit. 64. For late examples, see BGU XI 
2080 (supra note 114), BGU 11 634 (supra note 115) , P. Cair. Is. Ld. 
129-131 and P. Lond. 111 1309 (p. 251) (nýpauTa); similar is the 
situation in orders from elsewhere, see P. Turner 46 (ýýauTýc). 
122. Except for P. Wisc. I 24, dating before ca. 250 A. D., which has 
several features, see above para. 1.7.2 with note 46 and 2.2.2 
with note 97, the expression is found in P. Oxy. XLIV 3190 1 64, 
1 65 and P. Oxy. ined. 4. P. Oxy. XII 1506 contains a similar 
wording iicjjýccv (IY'IIU TT (XnOCTaXEVTL XXn. For the Arsinoite nome, 
see P. Cair. Isid. 129. 
123. Cf. also P. O. *, cy. 1 172 = SB XVI/2 12706. TnP. Wisc. 1 24, however, 
from Arsince, addressed to the archephodoi and the demosicf- the 
guard is provided by the sender, cf. note to 1.1. 
124. Oxyrhynchite orders: P. IFAO 14 (= SB XVI 12313), P. Ryl. IV 681 
(= Scriptiunculae 1 335-37), P. Oxy. 1 172 (= SB xvi/2 12706). 
Arsinoite orders: P. Aberd. 60, BGU XI 2082, P. Tebt. 11 560 
(= SB XVI/2 12707), P. Wisc. 1 24, P. Stras. IV 188. Explicit is 
the order in P. Mich. Michael 4 : -- SB XII 11106,4-6: E-'&v 6E: wrl 
JjC(, ýnaCTTICT, jC C UVCX, ýC IJCT& TOID 'ýTITJPEITOU. 
I 
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125. Cf. U. Hagedorn, art-cit. 69 note 25. 
126. For documents from outside Oxyrhynchus, see P. 14ich. Michael 6 
(= SB XII 11108). 
127. For the indication of the recipients' title in the -Icllow-j'-ng 
lists I follow the original. 
128. Title restored, see note to 1.2. 
129. Recipients' title missing, bat the editor restores 
without justification. 
130. The editor prints 
131. The editor assumes that Dioscorus might have been a stratequs 
or praepositus or a police officer. 
132. The editor expands XCQaX(QUWTatC) MaLl E'PTIV'PX(ULC), Cf. s,, ý-pra L 0. 
notes 127-128 and BL IV, p. 87. 
In the same period belongs, perhaps, also BGU XI 2084, see 
above notes 61,63 and 107, but as it is so badly mutilated on 
the left hand side, I have omitted it from the table. 
133. For the da-Ce, see BL VI, p. 21 and BL VII, p. 24. The first line 
of the text is badly damaged and the editor notes in 1.1 that 
the text allows two restorations: either [mwwI)pX[uuc1 or 
[TOTIC"XI PX [ T, ý 
I 
134. For the date, see P. Mich. X 589-591 introd., p. 48 note 8 and 
BL VII, p. 14. 
0 135. For the reading, see P. Oslo ! II p. 275. 
136. For the date, see editor's introduction to the text in ZPE 
60 (1985) 260. 
137. The editor expands to ck', prjvOLpX(auc). 
138. The sender's title is in the nominative. 
139. The first title is abbreviated in the form voýioýý,, j'k( 
) and the 
second is missing after the phi. 
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140. The sender's title was originally included, but is missing 
now due to damage. 
141. The editor expands in plural. 
142. The editor prints npw-, ox(wjjýTaLc) -X. aL, E: ýp-, ýý)ýpX(aLc). 
143. S2e the descriptio n of the document. 
144. S-zýe para. 1.7 ff. 
145. cf. J. Lallemand, L'Administration Civile 162 ff. 
146. Cf. ibid. 162. 
147. See para. 1.6 ff. 
148. See N. Lewis CPSRE sv cýp'vTj, F-'pTjv(jcjDXTjc -P ývapXoc and, TI U 
especially, P. Oxy. XXXI 2568, note to 11.1-3 and P. Turner 42 
introd. J. Lallemand is incorrect in suggesting that the 
eirenarchai of the village replaced the archephodus and the 
epistates eirenes, see op. cit. 166; cf. note 34 of the present 
discussion. 
a 
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ORDER TO ARREST 
75/35 b 
7.2 cm x 4.7 cm 
I! A. D. 
This dark brown strip of poor quality papyrus is preserved in 
a very bad condition and contains only part of the originally issued 
order (see below) The surviving portion of papyrus bears a good 
many holes at the top and the bottom and further damage is caused 
by two horizontal creases, one of them running along 1.3 which is 
seriously damaged, but the reading ýVTUX6V[TOC which is a key-word 
is secure. The reading of the first two lines is also certain. 
There is a substantial margin of ca. 1.5 cm at the left hand side 
and similarly wide is the free room at the bottom, where there are 
very faint and blurred traces of ink, an off-set, no doubt, caused 
by the wet ink during folding. The writing, contrary to the normal 
practice,, runs along the fibres, see my introd. para. 1.3, and the back 
of the papyrus is blank. 
However, what immediately attracts attention in this papyrus is 
a number of indecipherable and meaningless scrawls at the top, above 
the first line of the text proper in a space measuring approximately 
2.00 cm. This odd drawing is partly damaged by holes, but from what 
I can see, it runs in two parallel lines and consists of eight (above) 
and seven (below) ovals respectively. From the left, the first oval 
of the top line is probably crossed from top to bottom with a straight 
line. Numbers three and four interlock and the fifth contains a sign 
like an inverted V. The series begins with the shape <. The lower 
series is marked by a horizontal line which intersects the first fo-, ir 
ovals and terminates in a small dot. This creates the imt)ression 
v 
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of four connected thetas. The last three ovalls are similarly connecteJ. 
As the nib of the pen used for these doodles is -ich finer t. -; aLr., one 
used for the proper text, it is obvious that they were written by a 
different hand, being added after the order had been received. So far 
as I can judge, the drawing does not appear to convey any particular 
message or importance, but it may rather be explained as the mere Froduct 
of an idle moment either by the recipient himself or by an individual in 
his of f ice. 
That the surviving portion of the papyrus preserves only the left 
hand part of the original order, separated perhaps by a crease running 
vertically down the middle of the sheet, is suggested by the discontinuity 
of the text in 11.2-3 and the absence of the accuser's name, which is 
expected in this text, because it contains the participle ývTuxl' , vToc at 
1 
the end of line 3, where the text breaks suddenly (see note); for the 
formula of these orders before ca. 250 A. D., see my introd. para. 2.1.1 ff. 
It is very likely that the present order stated the name of the accused 
(Tapa'ýc) after the verb (TiE'p(ýo%) or a compound, see note) followed by her 
father's name, whose ending is to be identified with the faint traces in 
1.3 (see note). If we are to judge from the restoration in 1.1, then it 
is obvious that the room left after ývTuxov[Toc in 1.3 is rather short 
and it is unlikely that the participle was accompanied by both the name 
of the accuser and a patronymic. This pattern is not without parallel 
in orders before ca. 250 A. D.; a good example is P. Oxy. 1 169 = SB XVI/2 
12534; cf. also P. Oxy. XXXI 2576. 
There Is another feature which suggests that only part of the 
original papyrus survives: its dimensions in 
its present statc are 
-his c' 
approximately square in contrast to the normal rectangle 
in Lass 
of document, see my introd. para. 
1.2. The only interesting feature 
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in the surviving part of the order is the f act that the person 
accused is a woman; for this cf. also P. oxy. ined. 3. 
There is too little left of the text for us to be able to say 
much about the handwriting. The script is non-cursive, bold and 
easy to read when preserved in good physical condition. Almost 
all letters are formed independently with careful strokes and in 
some cases they are separated with a substantial free space between 
them, as for example in ýoýwou (1.1). 
A year date is, as normally, not recorded, but since the order 
is addressed to the archephodus, the document must definitely 
be dated bef ore ca. 250 A. D. , see my introd. para. 1.5 ff. On 
palaeographical, grounds the handwriting presents similarities with 
scripts of the second century A. D., such as P. Wisc. 11 81, pl. 37 
(143 A. D. ) , P. Harr. 11 191, pl. 15 
(152/3 A. D.? ) , P. Harr. 11 192 (verso) , 
pl. 20 (1.67 A. D. ) and P. Med. 60 = 0. Montevecchi, La Papirologia pl. 62 
(II A. D. ). It is also worth noting in this respect that P. Harr. II 
196 A and B (II/III A. D. ) , pl. 10, - two orders to arrest 
in draft - 
are written by a very similar hand. 
a 
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UPXF-TC'-6w 4)0ý' 
& WOU. 
ncp4lov Tctýio. O[v 
E: VTUXOV[TOC 
ca. 81 
ca. 81 
I To the archephodus of Phoboou. At once send Tamaus, 
daughter of ..., who has been accused by 
41 
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NOTES 
'Doý'. I. )ou: for the archephodus and his main duties, 
see my introd. para. 1.6 ff; for his designation as recipient of 
the orders to arrest before ca. 250 A. D., see para. 2.3.1. The 
archephodus of the same village is addressed in one more document 
of the same class, namely P. Oxy. 1 172 = SB xVI/2 12706 (first half 
of third century A. D. ). For the village, see P. Pruneti, I Centri 
Abitati sv (ýoýLu. 
1-2 [F-'-, Euu-uýc c'x]TEE: p(ýov: the restoration is exempli gratia and is 
based on the reading of P. IFAO inv. 323,3-4 as published by B. Boyaval 
in ZPE 6 (1970) 11: ý EaUT ýc f x1l F-'Ij I ýuT E (cf . the reading in P. IFAO 1 36) 
This is in fact the only document of the period before ca. 250 A. D. 
from the Oxyrhynchite nome to use the adverb ýýauTFjc, cf. my introd. 
para. 2.1.6 and note 92. An alternative to could be 
&v&]-gE: 11(ýov which is very frequent in Arsinoite orders of the early 
period and found once in the Oxyrhynchite examples (P. Oxy. 1 169 = 
SB XVI/2 12534), but without see further the note to 1.3. 
on the verb, see my introd. para. 2.1.4. 
Ta-puO [v: the person to be arrested is a woman, since T a-pa7ýc is a 
feminine name and is the only one of those recorded in the papyrologica 
lexica to fit in the present instance. According to ONOMASTICON sv, 
the name is very rare and is recorded only in P. Cair. Zen. V 59819, 
P. Mich. IV 224 and 0. Petrie 313 (it is not recorded in NB). 
11 3 F-VTUXCFV[TOC ca. 8 the traces at the beginning of the 
line must be identified with the ending of Tamaus father's name. A 
reasonable reading would be Toc which is a very likely ending 
for a 
#A 
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masculine name, but this is very uncertain. on the other hand, it 
would be without parallel for the name of the accuser to precede 
the participle ývTuXoON)Toc. 
The name of the accuser must have followed the participle. After 
the chi of ývTuXh [Toc the papyrus is damaged due to a hole running 
0. 
along the line, which was caused, no doubt, by a horizontal crease 
(see introd. ). The traces of the omicron and nu are very poor and 
the room up to the edge of the papyrus is just enough to accommodate 
the three missing letters. There would be in fact no room for the 
name of the accuser, if we restored in 1.1 simply E-'x- or dva-, as a 
compound of ncvnw. on these grounds the adverb ýEaUTýC must certainly 
be restored in 1.1. It is unlikely that there was sufficient room 
in 1.3 for the patronymic of the accuser, cf. introd. to this text. 
4t 
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ORDER TO ARREST 
75/35a 
13.00 cm x 10.6 cm 
early III A. D. 
This light yellow papyrus of good quality is preserved in a 
very good condition and contains an order to arrest written, as 
normally, across the fibres (see my introd. para. 1.3). There are 
a good many holes scattered over the surface, some of considerable 
size, but the losses are only minor. The present papyrus is note- 
worthy among orders to arrest in that it is not a long rectangle 
like the majority of the documents of thi-s class, but rather an 
approximation of a square; cf. P. Mich. X 589-590 introd. , p. 50. 
With the exception of the right, the papyrus has margins on all sides, 
the most substantial being the one at the bottom measuring a 
surprising 5.00cm, which is more than the papyrus used for the 
writing of the actual order. On the back which is blank, there are 
obvious signs of three horizontal creases, but no indication of 
vertical ones. 
The most interesting f eature of the text is the handwriting 
which in some respects resembles a chancery hand; for such hands, 
cf. G. Cavallo, Aegyptus 45 (1965) 216-249, where he discusses in 
detail the development of this style from the second to the fourth 
century A. D. The script is semi-cursive, upright and 
bold, elegant 
and easy to read, containing all the required features 
for an official 
hand. The letters are tall and, on the whole, formed with clear 
vertical strokes. Letters like 
iota, rho and phi have the vertical 
stroke quite pronounced either at 
the top or at the bottom, where, 
occasionally, they curve to 
the left. 
FA 
1 
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In the order itself there are two interesting features: 
(i) there are two accused persons of whom the second is a woman, and 
(ii) it records a month date which is true of only a minority of 
orders, see my introd. para. 1.5 and the relevant note. 
The format of the order follows the normal pattern of the 
Oxyrhynchite orders, see para. 2.1.1 of my introd. and cf. the 
schema given there. 
Similarly to P. Oxy. ined. 2, this order is also addressed to the 
archephodus and therefore dates before ca. 250 A. D. On palaeographical 
grounds a date at the beginning of the third century is very likely, 
since the script presents similarities to hands of the chancery type 
of that period, such as PSI X 1148 (210 A. D. ) and P. Giss. 11 40 (ca. 
212/215 A. D. ), pl. 8 and 9 respectively in the above-mentioned article 
of Cavallo. 
4 
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I OtPxF-(po6wL, NE-pýpwv. TC-psov 
0 ALOVUCL, ov OýCCXE: P(, 0, L) -ma(, 
,' 
m(, cr). rc)c E\)-[UX6V-roc 
CL, P(, oc 
. ýD ot 23 (ý t, ß. xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
'To the archephodus of Nemera. Send Dionysius, son of 
Valerius, and Taaphynchis, daughter of Mieus, who have been 
accused by Hatres, son of Pausiris. Phaophi 2. ' 
of 
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NOTES 
&PXE'-, --06WU 1, CIJ ' 1.1 cpwv: on the archephodus, see note to P-Oxy. 
ined. 2,1. For the village, see P. Pruneti, I Centri Abitati sv. 
2. ALOACLOV OýaXEPI', OU: the accused is, perhaps, the son of a 
Roman soldier, cf. H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae Posteriores 1 17-34, 
esp. 31 ff. 
For a list of orders to arrest recording a month date, see 
my introd. note 20. 
The crosses, as in e. g. P. Oxy. XLIII 3130 and BGU 11 634/ are 
inserted to prevent unauthorized additions. 
0 
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ORDER TO ARREST 
[361 4B/99A (1-5) (6) Late III/early IV A. D. 
19.8 cm x 5.3 cm 
The papyrus, which is blank on the back, is preserved in 
a good condition, except for the left hand side which has suffered 
some damage along two vertical creases and some mutilation at the 
top corner; the latter has caused the loss of the beginning of the 
f irst two lines, but there is little doubt about the restoration 
(see notes to 11.1 and 2). Thirteen creases are clearly marked on 
the back and, as the damage is limited to the left, the papyrus 
must have been folded with a sequence from the right to the left. 
Like the large majority of this class of documents, the present order 
is written on a papyrus sheet whose dimensions form a long rectangle, 
see P. Mich. X 589-590 introd. , p. 50 and my introd. para. 1.2. 
The script is the product of a professional, neat and rather 
attractive semi-cursive hand with letters standing mostly upright 
and, occasionally, of variable size, notably the omicron - large in 
C Opn(xFlcLv (1.3), but very small elsewhere - and the iota, which goes 
both above and below the line in L'EpEa (1.3), below the line in )icL, -" 
(1.4) and of normal form and size elsewhere. Also notable, but not 
uncomiaon in scripts of this period, is the prolongation of the vertical 
downstroke of letters such as rho and phi -a good example is QpoupL,, 
in 1.3 - as well as of the horizontal stroke of the letter found at the 
very end of the line (see 11.3-4) , but occasionally, also 
in the middle, 
such as the alpha in LepCa (1.3) and sigma in CVTUXOV[T)EC 0 
remarkable feature of the script is the frequent word-divJLsion in 
which together with the unusually broad interlinear space of 
11.3-4, may 
a 
6 
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denote the scribe's desire to fill the lines without leaving free room 
(though there is a small space at the end of 1.2). As the customary 
official practice shows, such blanks had to be filled with crosses as 
a precaution against unlicensed additions (cf. P. Oxy. ined. 3, note to 
1.4). The same feature explains also, perhaps, the fact that CVTUXOV[TIEC 
in 1.4 is not written at the very beginning of the line, as were the 
preceding ones, but at some distance from the edge of the papyrus. 
The writing across the fibres follows the normal official practice; see 
my introd. para. 1.3. 
The order is addressed by the strategus of the Oxyrhynchite nome 
to the comarchai (see note to 1.2) and the demosioi of the village 
called Nesmimis and concerns the arrest of a pagan priest who was accused 
by an individual of the same rank, designated also as a sealer of the 
sacred calves (ýiocxoc(ppayLcTýc, see note to 1.4). Whether the accusation 
is brought as a result of personal controversy or is in some way connected 
with religious matters, is quite uncertain. The formula is not frequent 
among the orders to arrest of the same period but it finds some close 
parallels in at least some Oxyrhynchite examples, see my introd. para. 3.1.1 ff. 
(especially 3.1.3). 
As is the practice in this class of document, the present text records 
neither a month nor a year date. The fact, however, that it is addressed 
to the comarchai proves that it is not earlier than ca. 250 A. D. and the 
fact that it is sent by the strategus suggests that it is not later than 
the beginning of the fourth century A. D. (see my introd. para. 1.7 ff. and 3.3.1 
and cf. below note to 1.1). 
The palaeography supports such a dating, since the handwriting presents 
many similarities with P. Med. 52 = 0. Montevecchi, La Papirologia pl. 
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(285 A. D. ), BGU 111 922 = W. Schubart, Papyri Grecae Berolinenses pl. 37c 
of 
I 
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(286 A. D. ) , P. Panop. 2 viii = Eý. ý71 -yp- - v, 
7-- -V-, -- 
- 1- -Z5 ,A-ýI-, -, --A.. i: 
0, '. ý- -- 
pl. 58 (300 A. D. ) and P. Select. 7= Boswinkel - Sijpesteijn, Greek 
Papyri pl. 40 (314 
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aPOL T 010 CT P[ C(T ) rl'yot5 
100 XWJJ Ot ] PXa tC H Ot [ 1, ] 6TI 11 OC t, 0 LC -Aýýj TIC NEC W Lll ýCaUTýc 
TIUPU #60TC Tý &7EO- 
CTOLX[EVITL UR' LpOZ (ppoUpý 'OpnaýCUV ýEpCa EL', C TýV 
CVY 0p ON 
<vacat> EVTUXOV[TIEC ECTOCLIPEWC U'<E>peu%C HCLL 
IIOCXOC [ [1111 ýPP(XYLCTýC. 
U7EEPOU 1 ýVTUXOVTOC; ýcpLc Ma LI, 
POCXOC(PpayucToz; ýp in IIOCXOC(PPaYLCTOO is a correction from n 
and the following three letters have been written twice. 
'From the strategus to the comarchs and the demosioi of 
the village Nesmimis. At once give up to the guard sent by 
me Horpaesis, priest, at the market-place, since Petosiris, 
priest and sealer of the sacred calves has made an accusation 
against him. ' 
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(T'ý ((YP '1)] '107) CTP [(YT I 'rjyc)7): the r-, -, it-ilat ion of the upper left 
corner has removed the preposition which is expected here (see 
my introd. para. 3.2.3 end) and the beginning of tlýe next line (cif- 
introd. to the document). Although there Jý_- enough room to accommodate 
naplýl in full, the texts of the same class suggest the abbreviated 
form n/ (vel sim. ) is to be expected here, see e. g. P. Ox, Y. XII 1507,1, 
1 64,1, XIX 2229,1, P. Giss. Univ. 1 15,1, P. Turner 46,1 etc. 
For the diminution of the strategus' police powers after ca. 250 A. D. 
and his occurrence as sender of orders to arrest, see my introd. para. 1.7 
ff and 3.2.1 ff. In the fourth century the range of his duties becomes 
even smaller (see J. D. Thomas, CE 35 (1960) 262-270) and after 309 A. D. 
he is gradually superseded by the exactor (see id. , CE 34 (1959) 124-1,40)1 
but his title is still encountered in the papyri as late as 363 A. D. in 
Hermupolis (P. Lond. V 1651). Here it is uncertain whether the order was 
issued before or after the introduction of the exactor's office. 
t 2 I-xwP&IPXUUC xu[", ] 6mjocýouc xýpTjc NccpujjEwc: the beginning of the 
title of the first recipient is missing (cf. supra note 1) , but we can 
be confident about the correctness of the restoration, for the comarchai 
are addressed as recipients along with the demosioi in one more document 
of this class from Oxyrhynchus (P. Oxy. XLIV 3190) and in two of ArsinoLte 
provenance (P. Cair. Isid. 129 and 130) of approximately the same period. 
In the Oxyrhynchite orders to arrest the comarchai are usually addressed 
along with the epistates eirenes. 
Palaeographically, the only possible alternative would be to restore 
[ck'. pTjva]pXcxL, c, but this is less likely and gains little support from the 
existing evidence, for these officials are addressed, along with the 
demosioi of the village, in only one document, namely P. Turner 46; this 
also emanates from the office of the strategus but is of Hermopolite 
19 
provenance; see further on the recipients after ca. 250 A. D. r: ry 
introd. para. 3.3.1 ff. and the preceding lists. 
The office of the comarchai was re-introduced int-o Egypt at a 
date lying between 245 and 247/8 A. D. and replaced the archephodus 
between this date and 256 A. D.; see further on this my introd. para. 
1.6 ff. 
On the village NEclitpuc, see P. Pruneti, I Centri Abitati sv. 
ýE(XUTýC: for the frequent employment of this adverb or similar expressions 
and their significance, see my introd. para. 3.1.7 with the relevant notes. 
2-3 Tiapct6oTc. . . ýppoupý: as frequently in the orders to arrest after ca. 
250 A. D., the guard intended to escort the accused to the metropolis is 
supplied by the sender of whom he is a subordinate; see further on the 
formula and its interpretation my introd. para. 3.1.8. This is the 
first instance of a (ppoup6c in an order to arrest. other subordinates 
of the strategus and other high-rank officials who occur in such orders 
include a cTpaTuLqc (P. Wisc. 1 24 and P. Oxy. 1 64 = W. Chr. 475) and 
an UTITýPETTJC (P. Oxy. 1 65). For such subordinates of the strategus, 
see J. Lallemand, L'Administration Civile 125 with notes 6-7 and 126 
with note 1. 
Opmxýcuv: according to NB sv, 'Opnaýcuc is an alternative spelling 
for 'ApRaýCLC; it occurs in two more documents, namely P. Oxy. XII 1571,1 
(297 A. D. ) and XIV 1747,36 (late III/early IV cent. A. D. ), both of 
Oxyrhynchite provenance; cf. also ONOMASTICON sv. For the interchange 
of a with 0 (or w), see Gignac , Grammar 1 286-87. 
ýP-pE': a: accused priests occur also in Stud. Pal. XXII 1, P. Oxy. XXXI 2573 
and BGU XI 2084. 
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CL, c Tqv ýYOP'v: this expression, which is without parallel in the 0 
orders to arrest, is obscure and ambiguous; it may refer either to 
RapU6oTE - in which case the local police authorities would have to 
surrender the accused, for reasons far from clear, to the escorting 
guard at the market-place -, or, perhaps more likely, it may be 
understood as referring to u'cpca and, therefore, implying that the 
accused individual was a priest in a pagan temple located in the market- 
place. 
4 With the exception of mau the line has word-division throughout 
(similarly also 1.3). The fact that all words except ECTOCUPEWC 
contain at least one error is very striking. 
EV-LUXOV[-rlec: this should be a genitive ending in -os; to agree with 
''F-TOCL, Pewc (subject); for the frequent interchange of o>E in general 
and before the final -c in particular, see Gignac, Grammar 1 289-90. 
t 
L, <C>Pc6c: for the omission of c in this instance, see ibid. 1 304. 
pocXoc[[7c11QpayucTýc: the initial pi has not been erased properly, 
but phi has been written on top of it; for the interchange, see ibid. 
87-88. 
Although we know a good deal about the jiocXocQpayucTnc, the 
information comes chiefly from literary sources (see e. g. Herodot. II, 
38). In the papyri he occurs very rarely, where he is designated also 
41 L, EPOjJOCXOC(PPaYUCTnC. He belonged to the higher ranks of priesthood and 
his main duty was to examine the calves destined for sacrificial 
slaughter and also to stamp them as indication of approval that they 
could be used for ritual sacrifice. For this purpose he had to issue 
a certificate that the above procedure (6oxupacLa) was completed and 
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that the calf could be offered for sacrifice; see further on this 
Otto, Priester und Temj2 Lel 1 62,84 ff. and 11 173 note 3; cf. also 
H. Kupiszewski, JJP 6 (1952) 259-60. 
The present title in its exact form, i. e. u'EPEuIC c 
is not recorded elsewhere, cf. Otto, ibid. 85 note 1. A ýiocXocýpý-a'yucTýc 
is recorded in P. Oxy. 1 46,12 (100 A. D. ) , BGU 1 250,6,9,16,23 
(= W. Chr. 87) Stud. Pal. XXII 138,1 (11 A. D. ) and an LcpopocXocýpa), LcT I ýc 
in P. Grenf. 11 64,1-2 (11/111 A. D. ) , W. Chr. 89,2-3 (11'19 A. D. ) 
and P. Gen. 32,4, cf. BL I, p. 161; in PSI V 454,9 (320 A. D. ) it is 
uncertain which of the two titles has to be restored. Finally, BGU 
11 356,7 (= w. chr. 88) (213 A. D. ) refers to the sealing of a calf, 
but the actual title of the priest is not recorded. As can be seen 
from the dates quoted above, the present document records a rather 
late occurrance of a 'pocXoc(ppayucTýc. 
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PETITION TO A LOGISTES CONCEPI. 'ING A M-11-DICAL EXAMIN. ý-ITION 
43 5B. 64/K(5)a 
16.00 cm x 26.00 cm 
22 June, 305 A. D. 
This sheet of papyrus which contains a document written along 
the fibres was provided to me in an almost complete form and in 
a good physical condition - save for minor losses - but it is 
evident that it has been reconstructed to the present integral 
unity from five adjoining fragments. One cf the fragments is a 
strip which measures approximately 3.5 cm in width, while its 
length corresponds to that of the sheet; it bears the final part 
of all lines of our text, but the script is severely faded in 
some parts, see e. g. 11.1,2,6 and 7, where the text needs to be 
restored and contrast 1.12, where the reading is hopeless and the 
restoration uncertain (see note). The left side of the papyrus 
is preserved in better condition, except for parts which are 
either abraded (1.2) or affected by tearing (1.10). 
A small portion of the papyrus sheet which was originally 
located in the centre, along the irregular tearing running across 
11.11-26, has been lost. The missing part of the text (11.16-22) 
is not very extensive, but because of the elaborate style and the 
uncommon wording, it threatens to undermine the precise inter- 
pretation of the concluding part of the document. 
On the whole, however, the papyrus shows only minor losses, 
despite its fragmentary condition, and the text is almost completely 
recoverable. 
The margins at the top and the left side of the sheet measure 
approximately 2.5 cm and there is a space of 4.00 cm 
left free at 
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the bottom. There is no margin at the right side and the script 
runs to the edge. 
As the papyrus sheet has suffered distortion, it is hard to 
estimate the exact number of the creases and the way the sheet 
was once folded. It is likely, however, that the separate strip 
at the right hand side was caused by a vertical crease. Possibly 
this strip was the outer part of the folded sheet, because it has 
suffered the most serious abrasion and damage. Furthermore, I 
tend to think that there were not more than six folds - resulting, 
therefore, from five creases - if one is to judge from the width 
of the aforementioned strip. On the other hand, the horizontal 
creases seem to have been only two, located perhaps along 11.10 
and 23. The back of the papyrus is blank. 
Palaeographically, the text does not present any extraordinary 
features. At least three hands can be distinguished with certainty. 
The first hand responsible for the main text of the petition is a 
rather neat, semi-cursive script, sloping slightly to the right, and 
consists of a mixture of letters of various sizes: big, 'Like beta 
(11.7,15) , xi (1.11) , phi (1.16) , psi 
(1.14) , average, such as 
alpha (in all forms), delta, tau etc. and small ones for which the 
best example is the tiny omicron throughout the text. In some parts 
the size of the letter depends on the type of the handwriting employed: 
the letter epsilon, for instance, when written independently, stands 
upright and at a somewhat higher position compared to the other letters, 
see e. g. 1.13: ýnucTaXývau , but it is rather smaller and broader when it 
is formed cursively, see e. g. 1.6: 
46TE'Pac. Note also that the letters 
alpha, epsilon, sometimes upsilon, and sigma present a variety of forms. 
A clear example of the cursive element in the script is the constant 
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0 use of ligatures in the writing of the conjunction xaL as well as 
of the diphthongs alpha-iota and epsilon-iota; cf. also the 
surprising ligature in napavopwc (1.5) (last five letters). 
The script in the regnal formula (11.20-22) is darker and 
distinctly more cursive, but there is little doubt, I think, that 
this part is also the product of the same first hand, since there 
are many similarities. 
I 
The second hand, semi-cursive and rather untidy, is that of the 
petitioner himself (1.23), while the third one (11.24-26) is also 
semi-cursive, but with considerably larger and bold letters and a 
more free style showing its clerical background: the main features 
here are the long tails of the letters iota and rho and the way the 
writing is spread out. 
In the present document Aurelius Hierax, son of Asclepiades, 
addresses a petition to the logistes of the Oxyrhynchites requesting 
that one of his assistants along with a public physician be sent to 
carry out a medical examination and certify his wife's condition. 
She has been assaulted and injured by certain individuals mentioned 
briefly in the petition. He also requests that a copy of the petition 
- and, perhaps, the resulting report, see note to 1.16 - be kept on 
file to be used as evidence in case legal action is initiated against 
the assailants in the future. 
Petitions of this type are directly associated with the role of 
the public physicians (6TIIJOCUOU ýaTpoLt) in Roman Egypt, who appear to 
have been assigned specific forensic functions in cases involving 
violent death or injury. 
A good many documents from the Roman period have survived pertain- 
ing to this type of medical examination, which, according to D. W. Amundsen 
I 
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and G. B. Ferngren (see bibliography below) can be dividez` into 
four dif f erent categories (pp. 34 3-8) ; each of the types reflects 
a different stage of the administrative and penal procedure, as well 
as the various steps and measures for action taken both by the 
officials and the individuals involved: 
(i) Petitions addressed to a high-ranking official requesting 
medical examination or investigation into a particular case, such as 
the present one. 
(ii) An order from an official to his assistant to examine the 
case along with a demosios iatros and submit a written report. 
(iii) Medical reports (npocTwvýccuc) written by the appointed 
physician or the U'7nP! TnC or by a scribe, and signed by the physician (s) ; 
this is the best illustrated type of document. 
(iv) Use of Tipoc(pwvýccLc in a trial; this occurs in only two 
extant papyri, namely P. Oxy. XVII 2111 (ca. 135 A. D. ), see esp. 11.20 ff., 
and P. Oxy. XII 1502 (ca. 260 
In their discussion o' the second class Amundsen and Ferngren 
(art. cit. 345) are right to point out that "the only papyrus that contains 
the actual text of the official's order is P. Oxy. 475". This papyrus 
contains also the text of the petition addressed to the strategus, but, 
so far as I know, this is without parallel among the known examples. 
I-- view of this i suggest that the orders of the officials were ncrmally 
spoken rather than written. 
The subject of forensic medicine, the functions of the public 
physicians and those of the 
ýR9PLTJC in the investigatory and certificatory 
system which operated in Roman Egypt have been discussed 
in detail from 
various points of view. I need do no more than mention 
here the most 
important and extensive treatments (in chronological order) : P. Oslo 
III 
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95-96 introd. (pp. 100 ff. ); 0. Nanetti, Aegyptus , -'l (1941) 301-314; 
H. Kupiszewski, JJP 6 (1952) 263-265; R. Taubenschlag, The Law 
2 
633- 
634; E. Boswinkel, Symb. R. Taubenschlag I (= Eos 48) 1956,181-190; 
H. Kupiszewski7J- Modrzejeviski, JJP 11-12 (1957-8) 141-166; and most 
recently by D. W. Amundsen and G. B. Ferngren, Bulletin of the History 
of Medicine 52 (1978) 336-53; for the earlier literature see 0. Nanetti, 
art. cit. 301 notes 1-3; also for further incidental references in more 
general works, see Amundsen and Ferngren,, art. cit. 342-43 note 40. 
A list of all the relevant texts then known is given by Nanetti, 
art. cit. 301-302; to those E. Boswinkel, art. cit. 184 note 6, adds only 
P. Rein. 11 92 (393 A. D., see BL VII I p. 169) ; all these texts are discussed 
individually by Amundsen and Ferngren, art. cit. 343-348. 
Since the publication of P. Rein. 11 92 very few relevant documents 
have appeared. Below I give a list of those known to me according to 
the type to which they belong (see the classification above): 
(i) Petitions for medical examination or investigation 
There is only one text to add with certainty to this category, 
namely P. Oxy. LI 3620 (326 A. D. ) of Oxyrhynchite provenance addressed to 
the \)URTOCTP&TTIYOU. The extraordinary feature of this text is the fact 
that the petitioner requests a pata (1.16) to be sent to make the 
examination, who might have been a demosia, see 11.17-18 and note. 
The recently published P. Harr. 11 192 (167 A. D. ), perhaps, also 
belongs to this category. The document, described by the editor as 
petition to a strategus, is badly damaged (the right segment is completely 
missing) , but 
from what survives we can be sure that the strategus is 
requested to send one of his assistants to make an a'ýTOýýL(X; a 
demosios 
iatros is not mentioned in the surviving part of the text, 
but the 
editor argues that a physician was, perhaps, mentioned 
in the petition, 
see note to 11.19-20. 
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(i i) medical reports (T(poc, ý-wv,, -cFLc) 
(1) P. Oxy. XLV 3245 (297 A. D. ) addressed to the Prytani-s-, cf. 
introduction to the text. 
(2) P. Oxy. XLIV 3195 col. ii (331 A. D. ): the document is 
addressed to the logistes along with the defensor (E'x6L,?, oc) ; no 1*1-, npj-LnC 
is mentioned and the examination is made by four public phys-cians, 
all of them from Oxyrhynchus, see note to 11.28 ff. 
(iii) medical reports mentioned in other texts 
The only example of such a text is P. oxy. XXXI 2563 (ca. 170 A. D. ), 
which is, perhaps, a draft of a petition intended to be addressed to the 
. 
epistrategus. The petitioner narrates a story of violence and theft 
presented in that document for the third time and asks the official to 
take action. That a medical inspection had taken place under the super- 
vision of an UgpLqc is mentioned in 11.17-30. 
Returning to the present document it must be stressed that the type 
to which it belongs is not very well represented in the papyrological 
documentation: out of 25 texts listed in Nanetti and here, only 5 are 
petitions for medical examination compared to 17 which record medical 
reports. 
The contents of our document fall under three major headings: 
(i) 11.5-8: Aurelius Hierax introduces the main subject of the petition 
by mentioning the action he had previous taken concerning the assault 
against his wife. Both the story of violence and the assailants have 
been posted publicly in a jjapTuponok'ITjpa (1.9), an affidavit. As the 
petitioner here avoids giving a detailed account of the case and the 
motives of the assault, this was, no doubt, done in the affidavit 
(cf. 11.5-10). 
What is not clear in this part of the document, is the 
function 
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and the role of the affidavit in the whole process. According t, 3 a 
recent suggestion by J. Rea "the affidavit was used particularly 
when one party to the dispute could not or would not particiýýate in 
the ordinary legal procedure", see P. Oxy. XLVI 3304 introd.; see 
further on the affidavit as an edictio actionis E. Seidl, Rechts- 
geschichte Agyptens 116-117. 
In the present case, however, the affidavit was made at a very 
early stage of the procedure, that is even before the petition for 
the medical examination. Must we, therefore, understand that the 
culprits had taken flight immediately after the assault, or is there 
something else implied here? 
It is also worth noting in this respect that this is the first 
instance of an affidavit mentioned in this type of petition and, indeed, 
so far as I know, the only known instance of its use in a case concerning 
assault. Both these facts point to the suggestion that the making of an 
affidavit is not a necessary, but rather an extraordinary step, in such 
proceedings. 
(i -L) 11.9-16: the request of the petition: as a result of the assault 
the petitioner's wife bears a number of injuries. A forensic medical 
examination is, therefore, needed to certify the fact; the resulting 
testimony (npoc4)W'vTjcLc) will constitute an impor'Cant document for possible 
legal action. 
(iii) 11.16-19: despite the fact that this is the most damaged part 
of the text, which also contains a number of unusual expressions (see 
e. g. note to 11.16-17) , the f inal part of the request clearly ref 
lects 
the intention of the petitioner to take legal action in the future. The 
petition must be kept on file as evidence for the case which will 
be tried 
in the presence of the prefect of Egypt (see note to 1.16). 
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The same feature is recorded in two more petitions cf the same 
type: P-Oxy. XII 1556,6-9 (247 A. D. ) and P. Oxy. LI 3620,20-24. T'-Ie 
text of P. Flor. 1 59,11-15 is very uncertain, but it should perhaps 
be listed under the same category, cf. the text as restored by 
U. Wilcken, APF 3 (1906) 536 and cf. also BL III, p. 56. All these 
petitions, including the present one, request an investigation or 
examination to be carried out with a view towards possible future 
legal action. This fact supports the argument put forward by Amundsen 
and Ferngren, art. cit. 348-350, that the physicians who are encountered 
in the medical reports are assigned a special and exclusive function, 
that is to produce written testimony for criminal proceedings and civil 
suits; on this contrast Nanetti, art. cit. 314. 
The present petition, like the majority of the texts associated 
with forensic examination in the course of the first half of the IV cent. 
A. D., is addressed to the logistes. This official replaced the strategus 
as head of much of the administration in the nome just before the general 
municipalisation in Egypt in 307/8 A. D. 
The following relevant documents are also addressed to the logistes: 
BGU 111 928 (307 A. D., see J. Lallemand, L'Administration Civile 108 note 1 
and cf. also BL III, p. 15 and VII, p. 16), SB 111 6003 (= P. Oxy. VI 983) 
(316 A. D. ), P. Oxv. Vi 896, col. II (316 A. D. ),, P. Oxy. 1 52 (325 A. D. ) and 
P. Rein. 11 92 (393 A. D., see BL VII, p. 169). Finally, in P. Oxy. XLIV 
3195 col. ii (331 A. D. ) the logistes is addressed along with the ecdicus. 
As to the chronology, it is worth noting that the present text is 
the earliest example of a document connected with forensic medicine in 
the Oxyrhynchite nome or elsewhere in Egypt which is addressed to the 
logistes; the latest one is P. Rein 11 92 listed above. For the role and 
the functions of the 
. 
1ogistes in general, see B. R. Rees, JJP 7-8 (1953-4) 
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63-105, and J. Lallemand, op. cit. 107-11,72. For the career of our 
loqistes, see note to 1.3. 
Other officials addressed in the relevant doc=ents from 297 A. D. 
onwards are: / 
(i) E'-x6L, -xOc: p. Oxy. XLIV 3195 col. ii (331 A. D. , along with the logistes) 
and P. Cair. Preis. 7 (IV A. D. ). 
(ii) VUHTOCTPUTTIYOC (-Ot, ) : P. Oxy. LI 3620 (326 A. D. ) and P. Lips. 42 
(end of IV A. D. ) , and 
(iii) TIP6TaVtC: p. Oxy. XLV 3245 (297 A. D. ) , cf. introd. 
Two points are worth making here, as to the recipients: 
(i) From an examination of the documents before 297 A. D., it is clear 
that the strategus was the only recipient in the period until just before 
the end of the third century A. D. and, therefore, the only competent admin- 
istrative official to conduct cases involving medical examination; see 
also Nanetti, art. cit. 303-4 and Amundsen and Ferngren, art. cit. 343. 
(ii) In the fourth century A. D. the main recipient is the logistes, but, 
as the above list shows, he shares this administrative competence along 
with other officials. 
Two final remarks on the importance of the present text: 
(i) The petition is the only example of this particular type so far 
published to be addressed to the logistes. It is almost complete and its 
importance lies mainly in the unusually elaborate style and wording (see 
notes to 11.5 ff. and 16 ff. ). 
(ii) The date of June 22,305 A. D. is of importance for two reasons: 
firstly, because it provides the latest known occurrence of Diocletian's 
regnal formula in the Oxyrhynchite nome (see note to 11.20-23) and 
secondly, it is the safest dated document to preserve the exact name of 
the first logistes in Oxyrhynchus and perhaps, throughout E-ypt, see t, - 
note to 
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The form, structure and various formulae used in official 
petitions from the third century B. C. to the third century A. D. 
have been discussed thoroughly by J. L. White, Form and Structure 
of the Official Petition. In view of this analysis, the structure 
and the particular structural units of the present doc=, ent can be 
represented in the following schema: 
I THE OPENING (11.1-5) 
Consular formula 
Address in the form "To B -- from A --" (3-5) 
li THE BACKGROUND (11.5-12) 
(i) Statement-proof of unjust treatment; previous legal action 
(legal background) 
Description of the circumstances eliciting the plea 
(factual background) followed by the "necessity phrase" 
t90 &VUY)I(YI, WC CTIL, 6L, 6wýju 
III THE PETITION (11.12-19) 
Statement of request (11.12-13) 
(i) The verb of request: [ClCuý3v] 
(ii) The agent through whom action is requested 
object of request (11.13-17) 
The requested action: E7ucTaX7jvau. 
(ii) The desired action: Tlv ýno0pCvOv... nOOc(ýwvO,, -, vTac 0 
Further request resulting from the fulfillment of the 
desired action 
(5-9, see note) 
(9-12) 
see note) 
(12-13) 
(13-14) 
(14-16) 
(16-17) 
C. Anticipated result issuing from the fulfillment of the request (11.17-19) 
The concluding part of the petition states the anticipated 
justice 
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which the petitioner will receive if the request is granted. 
IV THE CLOSING (11.20-24) 
(i) Regnal formula and date (20-L2) 
(ii) Signature (23) 
The last three lines (23-25) written by a different hand do not 
count as part of the original petition, since they were added after 
the presentation of the document to the logistes. 
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Ell TL,: l ri, ýj yCI ot'. 'T C )o OL 
.......... 
L JJ Ot', r" li [T : 1,0C CT CLr Cx C 1- 
L cc 0 
T. a ri >. ýC -M 0C 6TC. TFIC Qý 
16xc, -, C. 
6C a rapo(voý,, )C TF--, 1-[ 71 C 
ýJJCTEPCLC CUIýr-, LO P., u 
cctpct .R L'ý K 0- . roývoýjct ýr- 
-I 
)(CLý, TLT)LýVoc 'YCLLCDC), -ý CLuTo 
t'7 lift! room 
TriV 6. ýý'r'ICLV IE'ROL, 'ý'OCLt, 
bt, ' oT3 rpoýeT-, xa 6Tilic)cý9 
IIJ'3LP 
T UP 0 11 [ C) L, Ci -, 0C7L 
fi [C) 
. 5a1- 
xcL1, gnXTIgcLv xcL-1oL Tor) ßpcLXL"[0), v, [olc &va-y- 
XCCLWC iT, LÖL, 6WýJL, TÜft TOL ßLý[XLCL C' V6 CT Z'.; 
.......... 
RE-PL, Cý ýT. 'T-IPE: TrOV irLCTCLXýVCIL, Ör)[IJIOCLOV ýa- 
TpýV TO, v inoý, ýPEV0V &pa Tý UUTQ URTIPE'TP 
0... 
15 Týj'ý Týc C"),; jßL", oLI b1-6-CýCCLV XCIL, cvypa[(r, ]wc COL, 1[POC- 
q)(2VO''VTCLC YaL CLý [TCLI TCXZTa CZVCLU iV [TTI -L&ZEL, JJCLPTU- 
4 
PE: 'OLC ROL &C(ýOL), ELac [t7c) ý,, F--TEpctc tvc-mEv IIC--'c T6 TTI- L 
PTI-ýFIVCLL JJOL TOV X(CYOVI ZLEPL, T? jC Clf [6LI )(CLCkC 
0 40 
11CLP& Tý JJE)'! -ý[CL TýCl 
ý'YEjJCVIpC(C, <vacat> 
20 (trouc) )(CLfY)ICLL,, L-YS4, [. Tc3v) XUPLLjv TIlpl:, %; L6 1 io DO, 
I L, (X%)OT3 
MCL ELP LCLVC) ZX CL 
%L K WN CT CL N) [T LO CU 'M CL CE 60L [CT I U)V 'ý 
0 
TiV lR LQOLVEC [T&TW] V 1<0tLC&pýÄ)V# 
llct~, L)VL. >rl. 
(m. 2)Au"PTPIXucc 'IF-'Paý "Acxý, TiTt, &öou 
9p. 
25 <va c at >E rri, EY X[ CL I- 
(ETOUC) 
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UII(XTW'J 3 CF-'L')-ýEL. or cE6-ýTý 4 CEpcL-xoc see note 
7 yuvauxw 8 ý3uwv 9 1. E'REU, 10 1.1. 
nxu, cbn or T")xucTau. see note: 1. Tatc nXnyatc 13 URTIPETWV 
14 URTIPET Tj 14-15 L'OLT POV 15 1. ýYYPLPWC 
see note 16-17 1. llapTupuac 18 1. 
b6LXUaC 
20 Lma S# XaL IY511 23 L, 6 pa 25 cnnvcy'xa 
26 LxaS. I/mat, uyS# 
f 
15-16 1. npoc"ýu,,, ýýCovrctc, 
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'Under the consuls our lords Constantius and Maximian, most nob-le 
Caesars, (both) for the fifth time. ' 
'To Aurelius Seuthes, also called Horion, logistes of the 
Oxyrhynchite [nomel , from Aurelius Hierax, son of --. s-,: lepiades, 
from the same city. Of all those outrages that were committed 
illegally against my wife called Sarapias by Psois and Tiron, his 
son-in-law, and their wives and sons, I have already given a 
detailed account in the affidavit which I have posted publicly. 
Since, then, my aforementioned wife was assaulted with blows and 
they wounded her arm, I present of necessity this petition requesting 
through one of your assistants that a public physician be dispatched 
to inspect along with the said assistant my wife's condition and make 
a written report to you, and that these actual documents(? ) be kept 
in your office for the sake of my (or our) testimony and safety in 
order to secure my legal claim for satisfaction in front of his 
Highness the prefect. Year 21 and 13 of our lords Diocletian and 
Maximian, Augusti, and Constantius and Maximian the most noble Caesars, 
Pauni 28. ' 
' (2nd hand) I,, Aurelius Hierax, son of Asclepiades presented it. ' 
I (3rd hand) I, Aurelius Horion, assistant to the logistes, delivered 
it. Year 21 and 13, Pauni 28. ' 
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NOTES 
1-5 For the opening of the petition, its structural units and the 
various formulae involved, see J. L. White, Form and Structure of 
the Official Petition 13-14,21-22 and 31. In the Roman period the 
normal salutation formula employed in petitions is "To B -- from 
such as here (ibid. 31). 
1-2 The writing in these two lines is to a large extent damaged 
due to abrasion, but this is the only consular formula which 
corresponds to the regnal formula in 11.20-23, see R. S. Bagnall- 
K. A. Worp, CSBE 105 and for the concordance ibid. 70-71; cf. also 
my note to 11.20-23. 
Traces of ink at the end of 1.2 show that the space left after 
the consular year number was filled with a horizontal dash. 
Aurelius Seuthes, also called Horion, is well illustrated in the 
papyri; as logistes he was already known to B. R. Rees, JJP 7-8 
(1953-4) 104. Today we have a more complete picture of his career, for 
his name is securely identified in at least four documents. 
His earliest occurrence is in P. Oxy. XLV 3246,6 as yuýivacLctpXoc, 
along with another individual of the same status; the text cannot be 
given a precise date, because of its fragmentary condition, but the 
editor reckons as most probable the year 297/8 A. D. As such he is 
included in P. J. Sijpesteijn, Nouvelle Liste des Gymnasiarques 41 
(No. 50 9) . 
He definitely holds the office of logistes in the years 305 and 
306 A. D.; apart from the present text, he is also attested in P. Oxy. 
VI 895,3 (= W. Chr. 48) (305 A. D. ) and P. Oxy. VIII 1104,3 (306 A. D. ): 
the former document lacks a month date, but we may be confident, that 
1 
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this was some time after Pachon (April/May) , since the text recýýrds 
a statement of the village accounts for the months Pharmouth-i and 
Pachoni and the latter was written on the fourth of Pauni (11.20,25), 
that is May 29: this is also the latest known date of Aurelius 
Seuthes in office as logistes. 
To these documents, however, one must also add P. Oxy. XVIII 2187 
(304 A. D. ) , which records the earliest occurrence of a logistes in 
Egypt,, see J. Lallemand, Ll Administration Civile 108 note 2 and cf. 
BI, VI,, p. 105) ; the name of the logistes in 11.2 and 5 is raissing due 
to damage of the papyrus sheet on the left hand side and the estimated 
number of the lost letters is 38 per line. The editors had already 
suggested that the logistes in question might have been Aurelius Seuthes, 
but they also questioned whether he might be Zenagenes whose name occurs 
there in 11.29,31. The possibility of Zenagenes must be ruled out, 
however, since we know now that he was the strategus at the time and not 
the logistes, see P. Oxy. XLV 3246 introd. and note to 1.2. In view of 
this fact, I would be inclined to suggest the restoration: [Aýpf ,, ý' (0C 
CF-7), h, C 6 X(XL, %2PL', W%) XOYLC-, C OEupuyXtTolu (in 1.2) and 
WpqXuy CcU-ýu 
TY HaL, OPU'W")L, 
ý710 TaUTTIcl xTX. (in 1.5) . 
If our restoration is right, then Aurelius Seuthes was in charge 
of the office of logistes for at least three years (304-306 A. D. 
) , which, 
according to Lall-lemand, op. cit. 114, seems to be the normal term 
for this 
office; in exceptional cases, however, as the papyri show, the term could 
be extended to four or even f ive years. 
No papyri from Oxyrhynchus, so far as I know, record 
the name of 
the logistes in 307 A. D. in that nome. The next known 
logistes, a Valerius 
Heron, also called Sarapion, is in office 
in the years 308 and 309 A. D. in 
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in the following documents: P. Lond. inv. 2226, described by J. 
Lallemand, op. cit. 265, and P. Oxy. xXXIII 2666,1-2 and 2667,1. 
If the succession took place in 307 A. D., which seems to me less 
likely, then the term for our logistes was 4 years. 
Two more papyri, namely P. Oxy. XXXIII 2666,3-4 (ca. 308/9 A. D. ) 
and 2667,2 (309 A. D. ) (for the dates see introduction to the texts) 
record the name of Aurelius Seuthes as ex-logistes and they refer to 
misdeeds during his term in office. 
At this point, I must briefly refer to one more text which 
mentions an Aurelius Seuthes, but there is not a second name. This 
text is P. Oslo 111 135,1-2, dated by the editors between 286 and 
1 293 A. D.; the individual there is qualified as yu-pvacuupxoc and, perhaps, 
as ýOUXEUTIJC, but it is not certain whether he is to be identified with 
our logistes, see the editors' note to 11.1-2, although the idea is very 
tempting. 
Finally, the identification is even less likely is P. Oxy. XLIV 3183 
(292 A. D. ),, where an Aurelius Seuthes without a second name and without 
any further qualification occurs in a document concerning registration of 
children. 
Cc&ýL,: it is hard to decide if this must be corrected to CEýbEu or 
Cc6, ýT. j; both the spellings CcZ-ýuc and Cc6Jýnc for the nominative are 
recorded in WB sv and ONOMASTICON sv, the latter form appearing more 
frequently. Where the same man occurs , the name is in exactly the same 
form as in the present document in P. Oxy. VI 895f 3, VIII 1104,3 and 
XXXIII 2667,2. In P. Oxy. XXXIII 2666,3 the dative is Ccý-ýr and in XLV 
3246,6 the genitive is Cc6-ýou, which both imply a nominative 
CE: '-"-'-: 7TIC. 
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ý, OYL, [CTý '0ý I upuyXuTou: there is not much room after the iota, but 
an abbreviated form of the title is unlikely. If the writer were 
to choose to abbreviate, then he would probably prefer to abbreviate 
the second word as often in the papyri, see e. g. P. Ox,.,,. XLIV 3195, j 
3: Xo-y [L, ] c-rý '0C'1QUYX( U'TOU). On the other hand, no abbreviation at 
all is employed throughout the text and this implies that the writer 
avoids it systematically. 
5 ff. The style is somewhat elaborate and the wording in some parts 
unusual. 
5-12 As J. L. White, op. cit. 14-15, argues, this part of the petition, 
which he calls "background", always precedes, and is complementary to, 
the main request, and is "the most plastic and unstereotyped element 
within the structure". The main purpose of the "background" is the 
"description of the circumstances which prompted the plea", see also 
ibid. 22-23 and 32-36. 
In our document the "background" consists of two units: (i) 11.5-9 
state that the petitioner's wife was unjustly treated and as a first 
legal step the petitioner has posted an affidavit. Because this part 
stresses especially the legal aspect, I call it "legal background". 
(ii) 11.9-12 describe the circumstances, that is the facts, which 
elicited the petition. Usually, official petitions contain only the 
second part, while the "injustice clause" (= W above) is much less 
frequent, see J. L. White, op. cit. 15-16 note 17. 
UIp oca Tccxpavoýiwc Te-r6Xprl[vl-r[aL.: the adverb (but not the adjective) is rare 
and the expression, in this exact form, without parallel in the papyri, 
see the examples in WB sv and 8POGLIO sv; add P. Oxy. XLVI 33021,7. often 
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TICxPCC',,. )O, pwc and its adjective are found with the verb Tp'-'tTTLý, see 
e. g. P. Oxy. 11 237 VII 13 (186 A. D. ) ELc ý,, ' '-Cý, -, c 
TIOLPO-vo, pwc TLpaý". 'Xcrc and P. Oxy. VIii 1106,, 5 (VI A. -. ): xixýl I E: 
#199p T UVEC blL, [XI EUP ' , ICOUCL, V llaPCLN)0ý10V TL, ýIET ERELVw\, TlPaýOtL,; Cf. 
also P. Oxy. XLVI 3302,7 where the verb used is xPaTýw. The closest 
parallel I was able to find is P. Sakaon 38,2-3 (= P. Flor. 1 36) 
(IV AD. ): TOL 'RCLPCCV3P WC X Ot Lý Lý 0[ k LVÖýVWC E9 TI 1UTZV TO IIWV TO 
There is no substantial difference, however, between the expressions 
F with TLpaTTw and those with ToX-pM; it is rather a matter of choice of 
words than of significance. 
fI TETOXýITj[V]T[aL,: the construction ýno+genitive in 11.6-8 suggest that 
here we must restore the passive form of the perfect; TETOXIýý[Xla[CL, 5 
therefore, or any other alternative must be ruled out. We must also 
reject the possibility of the periphrastic perfect indicative for two 
reasons: (i) there is no room after eta for so many letters, and (ii) 
periphrastic forms are attested mainly outside the indicative, see 
Mandilaras, The Verb, 6ý 454-455 
The only plausible alternative would be to restore TETOX-PnT [aU 
(Attic syntax) , but I think that TETOXPrl 
[VI T [OLL, is a better reading, 
since the lacuna in this part of the papyrus is just enough to accommodate 
the nu. 
6U Tco: the writing is severely rubbed and the reading quite uncertain, 
but what one expects here is a preposition along with the genitive to 
indicate the agent of the action. This is usually k'-, no+gen. or, less 
F frequently, napd+gen. , but the remnants 
here support only 'ýTTLO. 
0.. 
1 7 TLpwvoc: according to NB sv and ON011ASTICON the name TILpl., v is found in 
only four more papyri; add also P. Mert. 111 
106,4. None of the individuals 
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mentioned there seems to be identifiahle with the present one. 
TrIV 6LT'I'(TICLN) TrElIOLPTIIJ(XL,: the word 6! -r', y-, cý, c is very rare in the 
papyri, see WB s-, -; add also P. Haun. 111 57,9 (412-415 A. D.? ) I 
where the word is partly restored. Furthermore, I was not able 
to find a parallel for this unusual periphrasis, which is equivalent 
to 6cýL, ý-YmiaL,. In the texts 6uýyqcuc is chiefly used with reference 
to a preceding narrative, see e. g. SB 1 5357,10: xo. T, x TO'V T'PORCU'PE'JOV 
TTýC btTIYACE: WC TPOnOV, P. Oxy. XII 1468,11: Tta ÖE TOZ UP--'tý", iCL-, OC TO(, aý-TwC 
EXCU Týv 6L, ýyTIcv) and P. Monac. 7,47: RP6C Týv ývwTýpav 6UTj-YTjCLA). In 
P. Haun. 111 57,9, however, the word refers to a narrative which is 
about to follow: xaul Týc ýno-ýcccwc [ji]cXXo6cTjc xuTý 6LT'I), [TicLv) 
OU, ý TIPOU-ýTIH,: x IlOtPTUPOT[ [0 L, ý ]'PUTOC: translation: "in the af f idavit 
which I have posted publicly"; parallel is the expression in P. Oxy. XLVI 
3304,20-21: T66c To' JJUPTUP070Unýla 6TJJýOCLý TIPOU'%ýTP(EV, cf. also the note 
to 1.10 there. 
9-11 The petitioner does not give a detailed account of the facts and 
his wife's injuries. He speaks generally of blows and the only specific 
reference is in connection with arm injury, perhaps the most serious one. 
qV 
I "' 
The clumsy description along with the syntactical blunders imply, perhaps, 
that the writer was actually trying to surmnarize at this point the 
incident as narrated in the affidavit. 
10 cv-yE: ypotppE: vTj pou cUýj: Suoc: cf. the medical report in P. Oxy. XLv 3245, 
't fZL, 11-12 (297 A. D. ): w"CTE E(PL, 6Ct) T IOV EVYEYPUýll IICIVOV TO Cýý, ýL6L'OLC , which 
0 ... 
'th forensic examination that uses in fact is the only example associated wL 
this participle, if the restoration is correct. 
10-11 nXTjyZj-v: a surprising double error. The reading of 
lul A, ' 
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the alPha iota is very dubious, but the remaining traces do not 
favour either an eta or an epsilon iota, which the scribe writes 
rather broadly, see e. g. Tý&CU (1.16), ý,, ýIPTUPCItUC (11.16-17), 
I ýc(pocXcuuc (1.17). The room after theta can accommodate only a 
f very cursive alpha iota, like the one in nc7ou7, ýiau or, 
even better, in Tnpq-ýývau (11.17-18). The traces after the lacuna 
0 
cannot be sigma or tau; the long horizontal stroke and the rather 
round ones at the top and the bottom seem to favour a theta. 
Now,, if our reading is correct, it is uncertain what the scribe 
had in mind: it could be either a third person perfect (ýXUCTau) 
with interchange of T>-ý, which is not unusual after sigma (see Gignac, 
Graimmar 1 87) or third person of the passive aorist with interchange 
of TjXxL, (see ibid. 247-8). 1 suspect that the writer had the latter 
form in mind, cf. the following aoriSt E"TEXTICaV. 
Indeed, the grammatical and syntactical confusion after ck'ý, ýjýuoc 
is extraordinary, but apart from r'xu' [cl-ýau, no other reading can be S' 0.0 
disputed: the scribe is led from one blunder to another. As to ýxý[c]-5aL, 
I must stress that this verb, followed by the dative nXqyaCc, is the 
one we expect here, as the parallel texts show, see e. g. P. Oxy. XXXI 
9FI It 2563,33-34 (ca. 170 A. D. ) : r, )XLCOLTO Ct-ýTOUC T, XnYUtC and XXXVIII 2853,8 
(245/6 A. D. ): CRWýov ýptv xaL RXiýyaLc nmuca%)To. In BGU 111 928,8 the 
editor prints MaL' E': 'XTIYF-C E-xLcaljE: vo,, )(? ), but I think that we must read: 
the same expression was, perhaps, Finally, I 
included in P. Flor. 1 59,2 (text as restored by Wilcken, APF 3 (1906) 
536) . 
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11-12 cc I 
ývOtY-, ", ý'Lwc Cn L-6 L, &o; ýu Tý56 T [ýý(l 6L' ' C' CT the 
script at the end of the line has been ruhted and the reading is 
very uncertain. The traces after the lacuna do not fit with the 
letters of the expected participle but rather give the 
I 
impression of a horizontal finish of a delta written in a cursive 
form together with an iota, such as in e. g. s'-L, 6L'. 6w,, u (1.12) or 
T) 6uýyqcuv (1.8); this means that the participle was written in the 
space just before and in the lacuna. The next traces on the separate 
strip suggest a rather flat and narrow epsilon and a nu written in a 
similar way. The only letter after that which can be recovered with 
some confidence is the tau; the remaining traces are very dubious. 
Our restoration, apart from the fact that it is consonant with what 
follows in the next line, it is also supported by parallels in various 
types of petitions, see e. g. SB IV 7468,13 ff. (221 A. D. ): conucTaX7, vau 
p% it 6L, 9 6ý, OIC TMV REPU% CE* Uln9PETWV TOUTOU TO LCOV and P. oxy. XVIII 2198, 
(II A. D. ): (Iva 6t, ' EVOIC TMV ý [7tTIPET]MV )IOU ý1ETOCK XTX. , see also my 
note to 11.24-25. 
The damage is also severe after the second beta of ýuýX'uou. The 
fibres have been removed from their original position and they are very 
distorted. What we are dealing with here, however, is a well-known 
formulaic expression, which is frequent and typical in all sorts of 
-he verb peti4. --ions: the expression normally consists of t in the 
10 present indicative followed by Taft Ta or its alternative ýuýXLýx 
(for the word ýL, ýXL, ov used in the same sense with ýuýXu6uov, see WB sv 5) 
along with the present participle of the verb ýCuCj. The participle is 
completely missing in our text and it should be restored, for it is the 
governing verb of the infinitives E-*RUCTUýFjVaL (1.13) and Eývau (1.16). 
If this is correct, then I think that the scribe wrote ýLýXL'a and not 
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ýL,, ý, XL, 6Ua which is too long to be restored. 
Alternatively, it could be argued that the writer actually wrote 
only ýuý[Xý6La omitting the participle This solution leaves 
us with only five letters in the lacuna, but it is not unusual for the 
scribe to leave space between the letters, like that before the second 
beta in this line, see also 11.15,16,17 and especially after nct, -av-! ýpwc 
in 1.5, where the horizontal dash of the sigma is markedly prolonged. 
Although such an eventu&ity is not impossiblq, for the writer has given 
in the preceding lines quite a few examples of the kind of errors and 
blunders to which he is prone, it would be very risky to restore and, 
at the same time, emend the restoration itself. 
Indeed, it would be very odd if the scribe actually omitted ýýu63v, 
which is the most basic structural element of the document, since it 
introduces the request clause of the petition; for the frequency of 
the verb &ýuW' in this part of the petition, see J. L. White, Form and 
Structure of the Official Petition 51,53 and esp. 41 note 46, where he 
points out that the verb of request occurs in every petition. For the 
101 formula &vayxauwc cnubL', 6wpu T& ýuýXua which White calls either "necessity 
phrase" or "need clause" depending on its function in the "background", 
see ibid. 36 with notes 39-40 and 61 with note 68. The "necessity phrase" 
is very characteristic of the Roman period. 
Not all petitions of this type request the official to send an 
assistant along with the physician, as is the case here. In P. Oxy. 
LI 
3620 (326 A. D. ) the petition requests a midwife (who is perhaps a demosia, 
see note to 11.17-18) to carry out the examination without mentioning 
an 
ýnnpLnc; in P. Oxy. 111 475 (182 A. D. ) , although the petition asks 
for 
tP Jos iatros an uTITIpE: -rrlc to be sent, the official 
(strategus) orders a demosL 
to accompany his assistant and submit a report; see 
for further discussion 
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on these cases Aniundsen-Fermgren, Bulletin of the His--ory cf Medicine 
(1978) 343-4. 
On the functions and the role of the ý-q-,; DF-'TT-, c and the demosios 
iatros in the system of forensic medicine and medical examination, see 
the bibliography given in the introduction. on the 1'7-- 
1 
,, 'ý'Trjc as 
subaltern and assistant to various officials, add the general study by 
H. Kupiszewski-J. Modrzejewski, JJP 11-12 (1957-8) 141-166; on the 
exemption of the demosioi iatroi from public services, see N. Lewis, 
BASP 2 (1964-65) 87-92. 
12-19 For the main part of the petition (request) its structure and 
formulaic nature, see J. L. White, Form and Structure of the Official 
Petition 15-18,23-24 and esp. 59-61. 
15-16 HOýL, 4, ýVYPa[(PIWC COL, T1POcQwvoOvTac: the participle is not what we 
expect here. The parallel texts usually employ at this point the aorist 
infinitive npoc(pwvýcaL (here governed by [&ELEo, ý] in 1.12), see e. g. 
P. Oxy. LI 3620,19 and XII 1556,4. Our writer, however, might have 
wanted to avoid such a construction, because employing the infinitive 
would not have had the desired result, that is to indicate as subjects 
both the physician and the ý7nPCTnC. In other words, the scribe's 
implied intention here is to designate both the physician and the 
,ývoZ cc c assistant as subjects of the action indicated by Rpocý 
Now, if the Writer had indeed a participle in mind, we should 
correct into TcpocTwvqcovTac to accord with T6v bioý, o,, Evov, since both 
words are governed by c'nLcTaXývau and signify a future action. 
16-19 A very complicated and puzzling word order, which becomes obscure 
in some parts due to the unusually elaborate, somewhat pompous and 
strained style. 
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The petitioner requests that the petition be kept in the office 
of the logistes, as evidence for his own safety and for future legal 
action, since he intends to bring the case before the prefect. 
Although requests of this kind are often found in petitions of 
this type, our formula, in this exact form, is without parallel. 
Similar is the character of the provision in P. Oxy. LI 3620,21-24 
(326 A. D. ): (&ýL, [Civ], 1.16) ... E-'-y-y6OLC 0[ýT&C THYPUCXýC-ýaL luN)' EL, 
cuijýcrj -rL, cuw$L', y pou ý 6Luca(v] ýX6LXL', Ot -yýVTýTaL, Rap& Ty- 
&xp&vTy 6LXCLCTTIPL'y TOZ) )(UPLIOU IJOU 6L(ICTIIJOT&TOU cu6pXou Týc ALYUTITOU 
xTX. In P. Oxy. XII 1556,6-9 (247 A. D. ) the petitioner very plainly 
requests: C"Xcuv 6c Ta ý04u6La EV MaTaXWPUCPY 0"(XPU TýC RaPa Ty 
IIE: ýCO'VL, ýx6uxUac; the closest parallel, perhaps, could be P. Flor. I 
59,11-15, see text in APF 3 (1906) 536: this at least is the 
impression given by words like &C(PaALý61JEVOV (1.12), tvva pý &iAPTUPOv 
ý. (1.13), ýx6LXT14ýýVaL (1.14), but the text is very fragmentary (cf. 
also BL III, p. 56). 
9 16 HOLU" OL6 [T('111 TOLOTOL CZV(YL, EV [Tý T&ýEL: the infinitive is governed 
by [&CL. Mv] in 1.12, but I cannot decide whether aýT& TaOTa refers only 
to the ýL, ýXV% or to both the petition and the resulting medical report. 
So far, we have learned from two other texts, namely P. Oxy. XVII 2111 
(ca. 135 A. D. ) and XII 1502 (ca. 260 A. D. ) that it was either the 
7Epoc(pWvTlcuc itself (in the former text) or the RpocQývTjcuc along with 
the petition to the strategus that were introduced as evidence in the 
respective trials. on this basis I would tend to suggest that we must 
interpret aýTa TaUTa as referring to both documents, the petition and the 
certificate of the examination which is requested. 
The expression b [Tý T&ýcu is very rare in the papyri. The 
closest parallel is P. Oxy. XII 1467 (263 A. D. ), a petition 
for ius trium 
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liberorum, but the word T6ýuc is restored: (1.30) E"CTCLL CO[Z) TA 
ýLýXLa Ev -rý, [-raýu (sic! ) (cf. note there) and the editors translate 
if your application shall be kept in the office". In a similar tone 
the petitioner in the body of the same document requests (11.21-24): 
91 EXE [LV) (XýTCIC &T1O'APL0', TWC To [tc 6u) -xoC(', OLC ý1 [01 U L) Tý Cý TOO [6Loilc -POTL OU 
T[&ICL,; actually, what is recorded in 1.30 is the answer to this part 
of the request; cf. also P. Stras. VI 560,8. 
The expression found elsewhere TOL T-rjC T&CEWC ýuýXua reflects the 
same practice of keeping documents, especially applications and 
petitions , in the of f ice (i. e. on f ile) , see e. g. P. Lond. 11 306,15-16 
(pp. 118-9) (145 A. D. ), P. Fay. 35,8-10 (150/1 A. D. ), P. Oxy. LI 3601, 
12-13 (202 A. D. ): note especially P. Oxy. XL 2895 ii 12-13 (270 A. D. ): 
6ua TM Iv ýn * aýTO! 3 Et TEL, 6 [0-ýCVTWV ý] UýXUIWV E-9: V T6EEL 
Finally, I think that the expression ýv Tý T&CEu (or without the 
article) is an alternative expression to the more frequent one Ev maTaxwpLcjiy,, 
see e. g. P. Oxy. XII 1556,6-7 (247 A. D. ): c"Xcuv 6ý Ta ýuýXuo6ua 6v xaTa- 
XWPLcpy and P. Oxy. XLVI 3289,15-16 (258 A. D. ): RP6C T6 EtVaU a6T& CV 
XaTaXW, OL, CýJý X-rX. 
,; 
the space After ýv there is definitely room to insert the article Tý 
in the lacuna here corresponds with the room occupied by the letters 
epsilon and kappa of E": vcxcv in the next line. 4b 
16-17 JIOLPTUPE: LXC maL, 
&cq)aXEL, ac [Týc] ý11ETE#pac I do not quite 
understand the function of this provision at this point of the petition. 
Is the petitioner afraid that he may f ind himself accused? Or, must we 
tI 
suppose that nPETEpac refers both to himself who makes the papTuptla 
and his wife for whose safety (&cQ6XEua)he 
is worried? 
I could not find a parallel for this 
juxtaposition of wapTupýa and 
II &C(p&XEL, a; for 6C(PaXELa alone see e. g. P. Oxy. XXXVIII 2849,20: 
ýnLK6wwu 
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Tý6c- T ýOýL", a ýCTOLXC L, (XC TýC ý'WET 6paC ývc mEv and cf . P. Stras . VI 00 
560, 
'I 17-18 TIPOC T 0% TTJPrj-ýý'VUL, POL, TO'V [6YOV] TEEPI, ' Týc ýy (6u] xEL, (xc: the 
best parallel I was able to find is P. Col. VII 171,18-20 (= P. Coll. 
II Youtie 11 77) (324 A. D. ) : MaU REPU TýC CROPaC XaU' REPU' TýC U%PEWC 
TTJPECC-ýaL ýPO'U XaL', TO'V X6yOV ERU TOO ýyEpoVuXOO 6GXaCTqPL'OU ... 0. 
For X6"yov used in this sense see also WB sv 10. 
6y[6L, 1xE: L', ac: the reading of the surviving traces is not without doubts, 
but this is the only word which fits properly and makes sense in the 
present context. 
The term is found in a similar context in petitions of all types; 
see e. g. P. Oxy. LI 3620,21-22: L"v' cu' cupý-cn TL ... 
ý 6Luca(vj 
ýX6LXL"Ia YEVTITaL P. OXY. j, 
XII 1556,7-9: OIXPU TýC RaP& Tý JJEL, ýOVI, ýX6UXLXC 
and cf. P. Flor. 1 59,14: b6uxn-ýývau. 
10 Ex6uxua is the technical term in Greek penal law denoting satis- 
faction conceded to injured persons, see R. Taubenschlag, The Law 
2 442. 
PEY"-ý[EL, TýCl ý'yE: jjOV(taC: 19 7E(XPOL T& E the expression refers to the prefect; 
. 0. 
for the formula see e. g. P. Oxy. XVIII 2187,13, XXII 2343,3 etc. For 
ýyepw'v and other titles of the prefect, see G. Bastianini, Atti XVII 
Congr. Intern. Papirol. 111 1335-1340. 
According to the list in J. Lallemand, L'Administration Civile 238, 
the prefect in 305 A. D. was Clodius Culcianus (7 Nov. 302 (? ) - 29 May 
306 A. D. ) . 
20-23 The text is badly damaged, but the restoration is absolutely 
certain. After VY there is no room for another regnal year, cf. also 
1.26. The surviving letters at the end of the line suggest the name of 
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Diocletian; for the regnal formula see Bagnall-Worp RFBE 10 f7f 
and cf. note to 11.1-2 above. 
It is worth noting here that the document was written on J'ane 
22, but still mentions Diocletian in the regnal formula, although 
he had abdicated on May 1 of the same year (see P. Petit, Le Bas- 
Empire 45), that is nearly two months ago. This is the latest 
document from Oxyrhynchus to record the regnal formula of Diocletian; 
the previous one appears to be P. Oxy. XLIII 3143,21 (27 May or 14 -71ý-: ne 
305 A. D. ). In the Arsinoite nome the latest document is P. Cair. Isid. 
41,75, which dates one day after our document, that is on June 2-3, 
30 5 A. D. 
24 -25 AýpijXuoc 'OPLV ý71TJP [ETTICI XO'YLCTOT) hE 'ivF-y-x [(xj: the whole formula 
is sometimes used to indicate delivery of the official correspondence 
and communication by 6iirjpC'TaL, see e. g. P. Oxy. 1 59,22 and P. Oxy. 
XLIV 3182,17. Here, however, the case is not the same, for the 
petitioner is not an official. According to Kupiszewski-Modrzejewski, 
JJP 11-12 (1957-9) 161 ff. , "l'hyperýte dýlivre aussi des actes 
& 
caractere tout ý fait prive, sur la demande du petitionnaire address6e 
au strat6ge ou au magistrat auquel il est attache"; for the various 
officials that the ýRqpcTTjc assists, see ibid. 144-5. Here, therefore, 
the petition was handed to the ýT[nPLqC whor subsequently, delivered 
it to the logistes. 
i 26 I'll(xUvL, Hrl: cf. also 1.22. The coincidence of the two dates indi- 
cates instant action. The document was drawn up and passed to the 
logistes in the same day. 
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APPLICATION FOR THE REGISTRATION OF A LIEN 
37 4B. 109/H(1-2)a 1 January,, 287 A. D. 
Frag. A: 8.7 cm x 13.7 cm 
Frag. B: 10.2 cm x 13.4 cm 
The present document survives in two fragments on two, now 
separate, pieces of an originally single sheet of papyrus: both 
external (dimensions, quality of the papyrus, handwriting etc. ) and, 
in particular, internal indications (names, subject, continuity of 
the text) suggest that the two fragments are undoubtedly parts of 
the same sheet which was broken into almost identical halves due to 
a folding running along 1.25. 
Fragment B, which contains the concluding part of the document 
(11.25-43), is preserved in a very good condition and the corresponding 
text is complete, save for 1.25 which is partly missing due to its 
location right at the top of the fragment, that is along the horizontal 
crease which has caused the papyrus sheet to break. The only other 
noticeable damage is to be found at the left margin and the left bottom 
of the sheet, where a small portion of blank papyrus has been 
broken 
away. 
Fragment A, on the contrary, (11.1-25) is rather seriously 
affected at the left, where the margin and the beginning of all 
lines is 
missing. In 11.1-20 there are only minor 
losses and the estimated 
number of lost letters ranges between one to seven, 
but the damage is 
more severe in 11.21-24, because the mutilation 
becomes progressively 
more extensive resulting in the almost complete 
disappearance of the 
text in 1.24. The writing is, on the whole, recoverable and 
we can he 
confident that the restoration 
in 11.20-24 is sensible and secure, for 
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the missing part is an expected formula which - with slight variants 
in each individual case - is normal in Oxyrhynchite documents of the 
same type, see note to 11.21 ff. 
The papyrus sheet was originally of light brown colo-,. ýr, which 
is still preserved in fragment B, whereas the top fragment has been 
affected by humidity and is covered with dark stains. There are 
margins on three sides of the sheet, while the script runs to the 
edge at the right hand side. The free space at the top, which contains 
the notation of the property registrars (1.1) , masures 2.1 cm, while 
that on the left, as preserved only in fragment B, is somewhat 
irregular and does not exceed, at its broadest point 1.9 cm. The 
back of the papyrus contains the endorsement. 
It is hard to decide with absolute certaintý, the exact number of 
hands on both sides of the papyrus, but we may be confident that at 
least four are certainly to be distinguished. 
The first, rather skilled, hand, responsible for the main part 
of the document (11.2-38), produces a neat, upright and small, semi- 
cursive script which in some parts becomes very cursive, such as in the 
imperial titulature (11.34-37). The letter which is the most distinctive 
in size and prominent in position is beta which, as a rule, is written 
independently and is formed with two bold strokes, see e. g. ýuýXuo,,,, ')Xccýu 
1 (1.3), ýS (1.6) and BF-pcvLxTic (1.8). The broadest letter, although not 
throughout the text, is the delta, such as in L'u66jjou (11.8 and 32) and 
&ýj(po6ou (1.18), and in quite a few instances also the omega, see e. g. 
p 
cup]TcocL. y (1.18), ýc T6 (1.20), 6uxauy (11.30-31) etc. 
The majority of the letters are written in a standard form and it 
is perhaps only the letters alpha, epsilon and upsilon that occur in two 
different forms. As to upsilon in particular, it is worth noting that 
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it is written in two different ways, with the Y-form prevailing 
throughout the text, whereas the U-form is used mainly after 
omicron at the end of words and is written as a superscript letter 
see e. g. 6r: ý, ou', 1vou AToý (1.15)and [, 'ýu&up]ou (1.16). Also the 
letter rho is written either independently, see e. g. xEup6yPaýI'Ov 
(1.5) and Ezpcvt, 'IIIIc (1.8) or cursively in a single stroke with 
the preceding letter. such as in AýpýXuoc (1.7) and 7, aTpOc (1.15) ; 
in the former case the ending of the vertical stroke is rather 
elongated, whereas in the latter the stroke presents a curving to 
the right with its final part going up so that it almost meets the 
following letter. 
Finally, abbreviations are indicated in two different ways: 
I either with a superscript letter, see e. g. Xpnp(aTuCEu) (11.3,5) or 
with a mark, which does not present a fixed form throughout the text, 
cf. the critical notes. 
The second hand (11.39-42) is that of the person signing on behalf 
of the applicant. It produces a rather bold, broad and semi-cursive, 
script sloping slightly to the right and is written with a very thick nib 
which turns into a much finer one after Ucp in 1.41. 
The signature in 1.43 is that of the property registrar himself. 
This third hand is apparently very skilled and the script produced is 
f average s- semi-cursive and attractive, with letters o. Lze. The lower 
part of the vertical strokes of the letters rho, iota and alpha are 
considerably elongated with a slight curve of the lower final part to the 
left. Note in particular the use of the u-form of beta. 
The endorsement on the back is due to a fourth, clumsy, semi- 
cursive hand, which does not seem to be identifiable with any of the 
other hands of the papyrus. There may be a fifth hand in 1.1, see note. 
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The handwriting on both sides of the papyrus runs along the fibres. 
The papyrus contains a petition from Aurelius Apollonius, a 
freedman, to the property registrars of the Oxyrhynchites. Although 
the purpose of the application is not explicitly stated, for the text 
simply reads ERU6L16WýIU T6 unoýjvrjýjc( in the part where the request 6&4 
clause is expected (11.26-27, see note). it is clear from the docket 
TMPE(TE-ýTj) (see note to 1.1) and the text as a whole that the applicant 
is requesting that the aforesaid officials make a provisional registr- 
ation of a part of property encumbered through a loan concluded eight 
months before the present application was submitted. 
According to the cheirograph of the loan, as mentioned in our 
document, Aurelius Asclepiades borrowed a certain amount of money 
(11.11-12) from Aurelius Apollonius - henceforth called debtor and 
creditor respectively - on the surety of a third part of a house, which 
had come to the former by law of inheritance from his late father Didymus. 
The creditor, as the narrative of the application shows, in order 
to ensure his claim in case of default by the debtor, had taken the 
following steps with the approval of the debtor: (i) at f irst he applied 
to the appropriate authorites (in Alexandria) so that the private 
transaction (XcupOypa(pov) be approximated to a public document through 
the process of 6rpocL', wctc (11.21-23), and (ii) he addressed the present 
application to the property registrars so as to bar a possible alien- 
ation of the mortgaged property. 
The loan was recorded in a private contract (cheirograph), which 
was drawn up in the month Pachon (26 April-25 May) 286 A. D. The exact 
term for the repayment of the loan is not stated, but it is clear from 
lines 19-20 (6ucXnXu, ýuCqv... Rpo-ýccjjG'av) that it had already expired 
when the present application was submitted, that is before Tybi 6 
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(1 January) 287 A. D. . Also unknown is whet. ý, ef the demosiosis of the 
cheirograph, which took place in Choiak (27 November-26 Decerher) 286 
A. D., was effected within the fixed term for repayment. As the dates 
show, the time-gap between the demosiosis and the application for 
parathesis is 35 days or less; the precise date of the former is not 
stated in our document, see 1.23. 
The chronological sequence can be summarized in the following 
way: 
(i) 26 April-25 May 286 A. D. (11.6-7, see note): the loan is drawn up 
in the form of a cheirograph. 
(ii) 27 November-26 December 286 A. D. (1.23, see note): the demosiosis 
of the cheirograph takes place. 
(iii) Unknown date before 1 January 287 A. D. (11.19-20): the debtor 
finds himself in arrears. 
(iv) 1 January 287 A. D. (11.34-38): application for parathesis. 
Accordingly, the present document records the final stage of the 
above procedure: the creditor informs the registrars about the mortgaged 
property, which - it should be stressed - by the time of the present 
application, is likely to have come to him by contractual right, for 
the debtor appears to have found himself in arrears. 
The debtor has not declared the property at stake to the registrars 
(1.28: ýiý &TcOYF-, YPa(P-aaL, ý, see note) , 
but it is still under the name of the 
previous owner, his father Didymus (11.13-16 and 29-32) ; this means that 
there was no record at all of the mortgaged property in the personal 
folio of the debtor, since no apographe has taken place. The creditor, 
therefore, in order to ensure the priority of his personal claim to that 
particular part of the property, and also to bar the possibility of 
alienationt by whatever means, requests the registrars that a provisional 
registration (parathesis) be entered in the folio of the 
debtor. In 
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passing, it should be noted that no definitive registration can be 
effected in the present instance, as this presupposes that the 
property under consideration is free from encumbrance; in other 
words, the mortgage itýelf rohibits a definitive registration, a 4. 
p 
view which was expressed long ago by L. Mitteis, Grundz. 104. 
Finally, there is no promise that further information will be 
provided regarding the encumbered property when the &7oypaTý is 
made. As a rule such a provision is absent in documents of this 
class from Oxyrhynchus, see e. g. p. oxy. ix 1199, P. Oxy. XXVII 2473 
and SB VIII 9878 (= JJP 15 (1965) 73-74). 
Applications for parathesis constitute a very difficult type 
of document to deal with; both the legal purpose and the nature of 
this type of registration has been disputed among scholars of Graeco- 
Roman and Graeco-Egyptian law. In the interpretation of the present 
text I follow closely the original analysis made by L. Mitteis, Grundz.. 
90 ff, esp. 103-105 and partly repeated by A. M. Harmon, YCJS 4 (1934) 
135-234, see esp. 163 note 28. The main point of this thesis is that 
the term nap&-! accuc refers to the recording of an interest or claim to 
a title and it constitutes a bar to alienation. The resulting registr- 
ation is characterized either as provisional (Mitteis) or as conditional 
(Harmon), as a result of a different understanding of the legal purpose 
2 
of parathesis. R. Taubenschlag, The Law 227, refers to applications 
for parathesis as a means of registration of real property but he does 
not give an overall and detailed discussion. In recent years the material 
about the registration of real property has been re-examined by 
E. Kiessling, JJP 15 (1965) 73-90, where he makes two important points: 
Graeco-Egyptian legal terminology lacks precision (pp. 75-76), and 
(ii) parathesis in connection with real property registration can be 
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defined as any kind of entry made by the property registrats (p. 81). 
Finally, the material has been restudied most recently by H. J. Wolff, 
Das Recht 235-245, where he draws a clear distinction between definitive 
notifications (Sperrvermerke) (pp. 235-238) and provisional registrations 
(vorlgufige Buchung) (pp. 238-245), with a detailed list of the previous 
biLiography (238, note 73) ; our document falls into the second 
category. 
On the legal purpose and the organisation of the registry of real 
propertY (ßußýLO-ýýmT1 Tý3v ýyxTýcEwv), see R. Taubenschlag, The Law 
2 
222 ff. 
with a summary of the early theories in p. 224, and, especially, H. J. Wolff, 
op. cit. 222-255, with a detailed account of the previous theories and a 
good bibliography. 
The most up-to-date list of applications for parathesis is in 
H. J. Wolff, op. cit. 238 (P. Coll. Youtie 1 65 has been republished as 
P. Oxy. XLVII 3365); to that list now add: P. Oxy. L 3560 (163/4 A. D.? ) 
described by the editor as "application for the registration of a lien", 
CPR VII 14 (305 A. D. ) from Hermopolis, which is an apographe of land 
acquired by sale; also add P. Mich. inv. 988 published by M. Damen- 
N. Priest, BASP 19 (1982) 129-141 (189 A. D.? ) (= SB XVI 12333) from 
Oxyrhynchus (? ) described as "registration of a deed of sale". 
It is worth noting that the present document is the only Oxy- 
rhynchite application for parathesis of mortgaged property known to me,, 
and is thus without a very close parallel. It presents, however, 
many similarities with the Oxyrhynchite paratheseis P. Harr. 1 75 
(III A. D.,, cf. BL V,, p. 41) and P. Bibl. Univ. Giss. Inv. No. 243 published 
by E. Kiessling, JJP 15 (1965) 73-74 (259 A. D. ) (= SB VIII 9878). 
In conclusion, it should be added that the present application is 
presented to the registrars accompanied by (i) the docket (chrematismos) 
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authorizing publication of the private transaction (cheirograph) 
(11.23-25), and (ii) copies of the application for demosiosis and 
the covering letter notifying the registrars, which was affixed to the 
copy of the application, see note to 11.25-26. All accompanying 
documents are associated with, and have resulted from, the demosiosis: 
this is a legal procedure by which private legal instruments (xEuPOYPaTa) 
are approximated to public documents (6qp6cLou Xpqýj(xTucýjou); this could 
be done only in Alexandria, where both the original cheirograph and an 
application were deposited in the two central libraries. The publication 
was authorized by the archidicastes in a docket on the original 
application and the relevant documents were examined and cleared either 
by the Catalogue (E'Y TOO xaTaXoycuou) or by the Bureau of Examination 
(ýTi6 6L, (xýoyýc); these two offices were closely connected, but the latter 
seems to have been the office responsible for instruments which, when 
originally drawn up, did not enjoy the status of public documents,, see 
notes to 11.23-26; for further discussion on the demosiosis, see L. Mitteis, 
Grundz. 82-87 and, especially, R. H. Pierce, Symb. Osloenses 43 (1968) 68- 
83, esp. pp. 77 ff, and H. J. Wolff, Das Recht 129-135. 
To sum up: the present document is a typical example of request 
for parathesis, which bears all the essential features of the relevant 
type of text from Oxyrhynchus, but it is also a unique instance of a 
parathesis of mortgaged property from this nome. It is preserved 
in a 
fairly good condition: the missing part in 11.21-2.4 has close parallels 
in texts of a similar type and the restorations can be made confidently, 
mutatis mutandis. The only uncertainty lies in the 
legal purpose and 
nature of this type of text, but this is a more general problem, which 
must be left to the experts. 
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IMPE(TE-ýTj) 
[A]ýpr, XL, ot, c 'AcxXTInu&Ön, YEVOý! EVW ýnOPVTýPaTOYP(&Qy) 
(IC XprllJ(CLT(0, ýEL, ) Tý CýV aýTý3 ßtßXL, 0ý'-ýýiO(gL, 
6- 
TL(xp& A6pTIXLou 'AnoXXwvLou LIEXEUý-. -CPOU 
0 
['AIVTWVL", OU MOLL", !C Xpqp(aTUICCU). NUT(X XEUP6YPaQOV 
UCCOV 'YC'YO'VOC Tý 6tEX! a6VTL, ýS MOCUI (IS E"TL 
[IjlnvL', Ilaxlv ! jjoXo-yTjcE: v AýpýXuoc 'Ac-xXrl- 
[RL('X]6nc Au66pou pn(Tp6c) Bcpcvýxqc &Tco' Týc 
xaýl ( TE pac -Aa [ L, XI (Xlj ( TE Po -1 L Tic OCUPV-YXELTMV T[Oý, EWC 
tCXrXC'- 
99-0P%%00 10 [vat, ) -nap EJIOU EV XpnCU 6Ua XEUPOC aPYUPUWV 
[CEýOLCTIMV VOPUICPaTOC T&XCL%)TOV E-41V 
t, 6P(Yxp&c IX16LCXELXLac 6LIolayocuac MeTaxtou 
L, Xa ýnO-ýýXD TOID ýR&PXOVTOC aýTUJ Mal 
[TTIVT1T1M6T0C ELC UýdV XXnP0V0I1Lký ÖLRUý- 
15 ly npI3TEPOV T0Z3 ÖnxoupEvou aýTOU naTph 
0 
0 
[AL, 66PIOU -1PLTOU IIEPOU<C> OUHUaC XaL aýXýC HaU 
10 [Tuiv] TaUTTIC XPTICTTIPLWV TEOLVTWV Xw- 
[pL", c cup]-gocuw, ou"cnc En' &li(p66ou KpqTL- 
[XO£5p ELPCI EPVCTOV5EICCaV XW, 6(, F-XtlXUeU'Cr]V 
20 [-[ýc &. no6loccwc npoýEcpu'av ic TO, 
[XCUP6YPWPOV IIEPUCXEIU, Oý 6T1ý10CLWiýE'V- 
[-roC ýIt' EPOU pE: -r' F-660-xn', 1cEwc 70ý) 
ýnOXPt- 
0. 
[C)U Tý EVE CTZ4-T L, 'Y XOLL, E"TEL 
)V TIN) L, XO I L(I)i T6V 
[7[POIC 
Urv cU'V 25 Tot xpnwaTucpov 
ýXI-QýPWV 
E: (Ico(IC OCVT(1)'POL(Doiýc Tý 
ýn6pvrl- 
0.0 
t 
v AT 
'v Uli [ýXI PE: 6v Pou POL XCCL önxýj To 0 
pn, 4 &7[0-yF-yp&(P,! ý(XL, To TPUTOV PEPOC TMV 
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09 lipoME: L, 1jEVwV oLxoniÖwV EýVUL'ÖE UýTO5 
.0 
0 30 TO5T0 X0te9 059 TL T[PýXELTOLL XXnP0V0PUXý.: ' ÖLXOLL- 
RPOTEPOV TOU %(C) 0 ÖTIXOUPEVW OtýTOU UaTPO 
A6pTIXýou AL, 6upou (k xau' 6pvýw 
TOV E-hIJOV *PWP(IL'OUC OSPHOV Pý 
cTouc)y AýTOXP&Topoc KoL, capoc Fatlou AUPqXýou MaXEpUou) 
35 ALOXXTITL(XVOO rEppaVLXOO ýJC'YUICTOU XaUý EwTOUC ýS 
A6Tomp(x'Topoc Kaucapoc M&pxou A6pnXu'ou 06aXcpL, (Ou) 
MOtýLJJLOWOU EýccKv EýTuxUjv CEýOtCTMV 
TUýL, ý-,. (m. 2) A6pýXuoc 'AT[oXXw'vLoc 
bEL. 6E: 6wxa maL'. w"tioca To'v ouvxov 
40 (LC RP6XUTaL. AýpTJXLOC CaPaRLMV) 
of EYPWýOt ýTEýP OLýTOID Vý Eý66TOC 
0 
ypappaTot. 
(m. 3) A6pr'lXuoc 'Ac-xXT)Tct, &6rjc ýOXU04)WOLE) CECTJýI(E: L, WýIaL). 
t01v 
Back: (m. 4) YTLO-ýTjHrl CaPOLTIL [WVOCI X(XX-AEWC. 
nape- 2 U7EO11VTIVaTOY 
p3 
)(p rl 5 xpTI 
8 T? 9 xall SI Ha [uXI Uýi S 'OEUPUYXLTMV 10 1. XPýCEL 
12 1.6LcxuXLac, L xc(puýai, 'ou, 18 1. CupnOCLIOU 19 1.6uEXnXubirLav 
0 
0 26 1. t"'COLC 31 1.6TIXoup--'vou,, 7E Ct -1 P 34 Ly; C)U(XXEPU, so also 1.36 
39 1. Oupx0v 40 1.7[POXE: LTCtL,; CaPCL71LW 41 U71EP 43 U ýý LO(PUX/ 
CECTIP/ 
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'(5th hand? ) Entered on the register'. 
'To Aurelii Asclepiades ex-hypomnematograph, and however else 
he is described, and his colleague, (both) property registrars, from 
Aurelius Apollonius, freedman of Antonius, and however else he is 
described. According to a cheirograph in two copies drawn in the 
past 2nd and 1st year in the month Pachon, Aurelius Asclepiades, 
son of Didymus, his mother being Berenice, from the illustrious and 
most illustrious city of Oxyrhynchites acknowledged that he had 
received from me from hand to hand as a loan one talent and two 
thousand two hundred drachmae of silver in imperial coinage as 
capital, on the mortgage of the third part of a house and courtyard 
and all its appurtenances without a dining-room, belonging to him 
and which had fallen to his share by right of inheritance, formerly 
the property of his said father Didymir,, sited in the quarter of 
Kretikon, with a fixed term of repayment which has expired, as is 
contained in the cheirograph, whereof, having been published by me 
with the approval of the debtor in the present 3rd and 2nd year in 
the month Choiak, I forward you the official notice of the deed 
furnished to us by the Bureau of Examination along with identical 
copies; and I submit the application and declare that my aforementioned 
debtor has not registered the third part of the aforesaid buildings and 
that this belongs to him, as aforesaid, by right of inheritance, being 
formerly the property of his said father Aurelius Didymus, as is 
appropriate; and I swear the oath customary among the Romans that I 
have not made a false declaration. Year 3 of our Emperor Caesar Gaius 
Aurelius Valerius Diocletian Germanicus Maximus and year 2 of our 
Emperor Caesar Marcus Aurelius Valerius Maximian, Pii Felices Augusti, 
Tybi 
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I (2nd hand) I, Aurelius Apollonius, have submitted it and sworn 
the oath as aforesaid. I, Aurelius Sarapion, wrote on his behalf 
because he is illiterate. ' 
' (3rd hand) I. Aurelius Asclepiades, property registrar, have 
signed' . 
Back: ' (4th hand) Mortgage of Sarapion [sic] , copper-smith' - 
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NOTES 
1 71(IPE: (-rC-ýTý): the handwriting presents no evident similar-, '-ties with 
the other four scripts, but it would be reasonable to expect that 
this notation was made either by the propertJ7 registrar Aurelius 
Asclepiades whose hand is identified in 1.43 or by the official who 
wrote the endorsement. 
The significance of the notation is clear: the request of the 
application that a parathesis be made on the folio of the debtor 
has been accepted by the property registrars and the necessary entry 
has been carried out. The approval of the request is in, -3icated at 
the end of the document, where the registrar has added his signature 
The notation T[apc(TE: -ýn) simply confirms, I believe, that the 
entry was made and that the necessary procedure was, thus, completed. 
This type of notation is well attested, as far as I know, only 
in Oxyrhynchite documents, regularly but not exclusively in applications 
for parathesis, see e. g. P. Oxy. L 3560,1 (163/4 A. D.? ), P. Harr. 1 75,1 
(III A. D., cf. BL V, p. 41) and SB VIII 9878,1 (= JJP 15 (1965) 73-74); 
for other types of documents, see e. g. P. Oxy. IV 713,1 (= M. Chr. 314) 
(97 A. D. ) and W. Chr. 217,, 1 (172/3 A. D. ). 
For the use of notations and dockets and their variation according 
to nome, see A. M. Harmon, YClS 4 (1934) 161-165. 
2-3 Both lines are written in darker ink, but definitely by the same 
hand as that responsible for the rest of the main part of the document 
(first hand). 
c, ýv Tý a"-Lý X L, o -A 
1,7L finds a The address formula Tý 6EUvu Kau 
parallel in SB VIII 9878,2-3. The editor reads: [A1uprXt', (j 
'A,, juvTuavT 
)(C(ý C,. xpcx [Tc) 
ýwVL. xaý Tý CýV (Y, 6T; X' (UXL) ; hOwever, it is clear 
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from our text that the abbreviation must be expanded to 
there are two property registrars mentioned in the address and the 
title qualifies both of them; cf. also P. Harr. 1 75,2-4 and P. Oxy. 
IX 1199,1-3. 
For the office and the duties of the ýL, $XLow,! Iýaxcc, see the 
bibliography on the ýuýXuo-5ýxTj TMv ýyxTýccwv given in my introduction. 
The ex-hypomnematographus Aurelius Asclepiades is well represented 
in the papyri of the last two decades of the third century A. D. as 
holder of various posts. As deputy strategus and ex-h omnematographus 
he occurs in P. Oxy. 1 59,6 (292 A. D. ) and XXXIV 2712,1 (292/3 A. D. ) 
(see note) and he must surely be identified with Aurelius Asclepiades, 
alias Achillion, of P. Oxy. XLIV 3184 A 4-6 (296 A. D. ) (see note ad loc. ) 
0 and B 4-6 (297 A. D. ), where the writing TLXXýwv is an error for 'A: ý, LXXUWV 
(see note to 11.2-3 there). A. Bowman has also suggested that Aurelius 
Asclepiades, son of Achillion, known from P. Oxy. XXVII 2477 to have 
been prytanis in 288-9 A. D., is most probably the same man as Asclepiades 
called Achillion, see P. Oxy. XLIV 3184 A, note to 11.4-6; cf. also J. Rea, 
JEA 49 (1963) 180-181. 
An Asclepiades son of Achillion is also mentioned briefly in a list 
of 290 A. D. from Oxyrhynchus (PSI V 461,24) and an officer with the name 
Asclepiades occurs in an official document of 289-2-90 (P. Oxy. X 1252 (verso) 
i,, 4-5) , see BL VII r p. 136, but the evidence 
is inconclusive and the 
identification uncertain; for PSI 461 cf. also BL V, p. 123. 
As holder of various posts, Aurelius Asclepiades (son of Achillion, 
or alias Achillion) is recorded in the following lists: as deputy strategus 
in J. E. G. Whitehorne, ZPE 29 (1978) 183 (no. 108) ; as gymnasiarch in 
p. j. Sijpesteijn, Nouvelle Liste des Gymnasiarques 40 (nos. 503 and ýf9l? 
) 
and A. K. Bowman, The Town COUncils, Appendix 1 135-136, cf. note 
22 there. 
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An Aurelius Asclepiades is mentioned in P. Oxy. XLII 3049 
(texts A and B) as ex-gymnasiarch and prytanis; hut this text 
dates from 247 A. D. and, thus, he is hardly likely to be the . -., an 
in our text. However, it is possible that the person mentioned 
there could be a member of the same family, perhaps the father 
or grandfather of our Aurelius Asclepiades. 
There has been much dispute among scholars about the office 
of the hypomnematographus and, unfortunately, no certain conclusion 
has been reached yet. Originally found only at AlexandrLa, from 
237 A. D. it is attested also in the metropoleis and as N. Lewis, 
CPSRE 77, note 64b, observes, it seems likely -k-hat the office "was 
introduced in the nome capitals as part of the broad administrative 
reform under the reign of Septimius Severus in 200 A. D. ". 
The most controversial parts of the problem seem to be the 
following: 
(i) The number and the types of the hypomnematographi, both in 
Alexandria and the metropoleis; in particular, F. Oertel, Die Liturgie 
351-54, has suggested that there is evidence for only one type in the 
Roman period. 
(ii) The nature of the office: Braunert, Binnenwanderung 
349-52, 
considers them to be municipal officers, and 
(iii) The nature of duties they fulfil: Oertel suggests 
that they 
were granted various administrative and 
jucicial duties. 
In the most recent discussion about this office 
J. Rea finds 
Oertel's considerations convincing and makes two main suggestions: 
(i) The hyponinematographi were Alexandrian citizens reside-t 
in the 
metropoleis "who took a continuing active part 
in the administration 
of the area in which they 
lived", and 
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(i i) As in some cases these officials seem to have had "a co=--issJI-on 
to hear and settle doubtful claims, this -ight well be consistent with 
what we hear of the judicial activities of t. ý, e hyponmernatograph.: see 
P. Oxy. XL 2892-2922 introduction, where he gives a ! is-- of a1l the 
previous bibliography; cf. also N. Lewis op. cit. 77, note 64b. 
4-5 Aurelius Apollonius, the creditor, is a freedman, that is a 
former slave who was granted freedom by his patron Antonius. On Iff-reedmen 
in general, see I. Biezunska-Malowist, Atti XI Congr. Intern. Papircl. 433- 
43; for their occurrence in documents such as sales and loans, see esp. 
p. 438. I have not been able to identify our creditor with any known 
Aurelius Apollonius. 
5-21 This forms part A of the hypomnema which gives a detailed account 
of the content of the cheirograph; there is no mention of whether inte- 
rest was provided for in the original transaction. 
0 6-7 6LF-X-ýOVTL, ýS aS E'TL, [ýilrývý HaXýv: 26 April-25 May 286 A. D.,, 
cf. note to 11.34-38. 
The writing between chi and omega of the verb 
! ýjoXOynccv has almost 
vanished due to abrasion, but the space is too small to contain a month 
day number. In the parallel texts there is no universal practice: 
in 
some cases, such as, for example, P. Harr. 1 -,, 5,9-12 and 
SB VIII 98,78,11, 
only the month name is stated, while P. Oxy. IX 1199,9 and 
P. Coll. Youtie 
1 65,11-12 do give a day, as well. 
7-8 An Asclepiades, son of Didymus and Berenice occurs in P. Oxy. 
XL 
2935 ii 21. This belongs to the corn dole archive from Oxyrhynchus and 
must, therefore, date from the period ca. 
265 to 280 A. D. It is vcýry 
likely that this is the debtor in the present papyrus. 
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8-9 &IT ýT ýC, it Prxc -R(j [" 'OE . n'Xcýjc: the alpha 
L X1a'P(nPOT-ýx-LTjC) 
I of Mcc [L, is covered with stain of ink: what is still visible, appears 0 
to be the upper angular part of the letter. Also slightly smudged 
is the sigma of the word Xpýcu in the next line. 
For the use of this formula referring to the city of Oxyrhynchus, 
see P. Oxy. ined. 11, note to 11.7-8. 
12 fXl6LcXELXL'I(xc ftfolaxocUtc xEý)aXE-'ou: apart from the two very common 
interchanges of CL>L (6LCXELXuac) and E>aL (XE(PaXE': OU) , the line presents 
two more errors of which the second one is odd; it is also surprising 
that there is no indication, as far as it can be seen, that the scribe 
tried to delete or abrade any of the errors. 
Whereas the insertion of the chi before the first numeral can be 
II easily explained as a mere confusion between 6ucXcuXuac and XELXLUC, 
the occurrence of the omicron before the alpha in the second numeral is 
more obscure and it is difficult to decide what the scribe had in mind. 
Between the omicron and the following alpha the scribe has left an unusually 
large space free, which perhaps implies that he momentarily ceased writing 
after omicron and resumed with the alpha, as soon as he realised the 
error. For the interchange of a with o, see Gignac, Grammar 1 286-88. 
It is also possible that the first omicron is a mere blunder caused by 
confusion due to the second omicron in -mo- which the writer had in mind. 
, q: on 
the hypothec as a form of lien and its difference from 13 un0 JVI XT 
2 
the hypallagma, see R. Taubenschlag, The Law 277-85. 
13-14 TOO U&PXOVTOC (16Tý X(Al HOL[TTIVTITIXOTOC EUIC a6TOV: on the signi- 
f icance of these two participles in documents recording property returns, 
see A. M. Harmon, YClS 4 (1934) 189-92, where 
he points out that XaTTIVTnxoc 
is characteristic of the Oxyrhynchite property-returns only 
(p. 192ý. 
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14 ff. The date of decease is not specified and the expression 
'MXT)POVOIIL, xrj 6LXaL" [Y could be interpreted either as testamentary or a 
intestate succession. For the wording here, see e. g. P. Oxy. IX 1199, 
ý 11 14-16: TT%lv u*R&aPXOUCaV aýTý, HXnPOV0ý1LxM 6LXaL'IW RPOTEPQ'V T07 6'i'ýOUýJEVOU 
aýTOU RaTPOC OEWVOC XTA. 
16 pýpou<c>: for the frequent omission of the final sigma regardless 
of the nature of the following sound, see Gignac, Grammar 1 124-25. 
Here, however, it is better to explain the omission as result of a 
strong analogy of pepoc with the nouns of the second declension ending 
in -oS;, -ou (gen. ), see ibid. 11 43-44, where he quotes examples of the 
incorrect form IjEpou (gen. ) (p. 43). 
16 ff. The fact that Asclepiades has mortgaged one third of the house 
is based on the right given to him by the communio pro diviso; the co- 
owners of the jointly held estate (socii) had no right to protest, see 
R. Taubenschlag, op. cit. 239-43. 
On the terms OýXýa, (XýXT12 XPTjCTTtjPtCL (always in plural) and 
f CUPTIOCLOV, see G. Husson, OIKIA svv. 
17-18 Xw[pLc cull)-noctw: the same feature in 1.31: ToO 6nXoupEvwe 
For the interchange of -ou with -w (L) , see Gignac, Grammar 1 
208-211 
and 213-14; cf. also 11 22. 
1 18-19 The KprITLXOV &'PýPO60V is well attested in the papyri: it is first 
recorded in a document of A. D. 117 (P. Oxy. 1 105 = M. Chr. 303) and it 
quite frequently occurs in texts of the third century, see Calderini, 
Dizionario sv. 
19-20 E: Ccl F-vcTwýctcotv mat. 6tEXTjXU-ýUUTjV [Týc (Ovto6locEwc itpolýccýju`av: 
have not found an exact parallel to this expression, for, as 
far as 
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know,, the two participles never occur in such a juxtaposition; in 
separate examples, both verbs, especially the former, occur with the 
word npobEc1jua, see e. g. P. Oxy. 1 37,11 (49 A. D. ) : EVECTru 7, p o'ýEcj. ý, - a 
TOO 6EUTEPOU EVUaUTOZ, P. OXY. 11 270,28 (94 A. D. ) : tdv 66' TýC 7ý)O-FýCC'ý"'OLC 
EVCTaCnC pý &no6M xTX. P. Flor. 1 1,6 (153 A. D. ): Mv 6EI Pr", at-706OU TýC 
RPOftCýIUPaC EOVCTaCTIC XTX; for the second participle, see e. g. P. Oxy. III 
485,27 (178 A. D. ) : Týc 6F- npobccpuac 6LEXJýoucqc maul Týc ýno, `)ocEwc Pou 
ljý YEVOPE'VTIC XTX. 
The beginning of 1.19 is lost; after the gap there are very uncertain 
traces, but the reading -cTabctcav and the examples cited above suggest 
that covcTa-cýeCcav is a plausible reading. Before that the restoration 
of the preposition euc seems to be the only sensible suggestion and this 
is also compatible with the estimated number of missing letters; for the 
preposition Euc with the word npo, ýEcýiua in a similar context, see e. g. 
P. Oxy. L 3560,11-12: W4 TOZ aýTOO (DaM(ýL CU9C nPO, ýECIILtaV TPGUXa6a 
(PatJF-VW'e WrX. 
19 6L. F-XTjXu-ýuUTjv: the interchange of a with q in this position is very 
0 
rare, see Gignac, Grammar 1 286 and cf. 11 8. 
20-21 (LC T6 IXEUP6yPaýpov neput'xclu: the expression concludes the first 
part of the hypomnema and the description of the private transaction, as 
contained in the cheirograph. Similar is the wording in all the documents 
of this class from Oxyrhynchus; it is normal for the expression, as here, 
to follow immediately after the description of the property at stake, see 
e. g. P. Harr. 1 75,20-21: 
ký CL)YX6PncUc nCPU6XEUj SB VIII 9878,20-21: 
k fi CUyXýPnCUC nEpucXcu and P. Oxy. IX 1199,16-19: 
k nq <u>5uoypa(ýoc 
npacuc nepuEXcu. in the present instance the article T6 and 
the size of 
the lacuna strongly suggest that XupbypaTov must be restored; cf. also 
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11.5-6: MOCTa XEUPOYPUTOV [6)LCC6V. 
0 
21-26 Part B of the Laomnema: this refers to the steps taken by the 
creditor for the publication (6qpocuwcuc) of the cheirograph, a 
procedure which appears to have been necessary for applications for 
parathesis, see my introduction. 
The papyrus is very damaged after 1.20 and the largest part of 
11.21-24 is now missing. The lacuna, however, can be filled in with 
the help of the surviving parts at the end of the line and, especially, 
with the assistance of parallel texts, mutatis mutandis, such as P. Harr. 
1 75,21-24: ýc T o1v &vanep(p-ýcvTa np o1c ýpac &n6 6ua Xoyýc XPqPUT UCW Iývl 
ýT[L'"6wl", ýýIF-Uv CýV U"COIc &VTUYP&ýPOUC XTX. SB VIII 9878,21-24: ýc Týv 
I &VOCTEEPýO-H(V)TOt &TE61 6VXXOYýC XPnýJaTUCJ104V ýjtj, (pE-"poljCa 6ý1EUV C6V 1", COUC ýVTLYP&(ýOL. C 
xTX. , and especially P. Coll. Youtie 1 65,78-83: ýc 6qpocuw-ýEuIcnc PET' 
E66oXTICEWC TOO a6ToU AýpnXýou Capanuwvoc TOO maul Auovuco-ýýwvoc YPCC(PO'VTOC 
UEP TOO Oý*U*ýýOU 4 SýPUYbOUC TOO XUL, M&YVOU &ROVToc 6Ga Týc 6GaXOYýC TýC 
T16XCWC Tý 6UEA-ý0VTU 'Y(E"TEU) PnVLI HUXIV T6V 6VaREP(P-ýýVTa ýR6 6UOLXOYýC 
XPTjPOtTL, Cp6v 6uunoxoXXýcac POVaX6(V) TZ5V6E TCjv O0Xu6utwv <ýRL6Ut6WP'->XTX. 
0 
cf. also P. Oxy. XXVII 2473,23 ff. and P. Oxy. IX 1199,19 ff. 
All the above documents record either explicit or implicit reference 
to a preceding demosiosis and mention the resulting chrematismos submitted 
to the ýL, ýALoq6Xaxec. A similar expression was, perhaps, included also 
in P. Oxy. X 1268,13-14, with a very damaged text, where I would restore: 
I IC 1,5cl (1-ýOc) ýTLO 66aýLoyýc 6vancpýOcý)Ta [XpqpaT6cpolv ýR6ýPEPWV ýc '16V 71po 
'I "[COILC &VTLYP(XTOLC ýIPU[V CUVI L 
21-23 o6 6npocLw, ýEv [Toc ýn' 400 PET ' CUOXýIccwc TOU ýTloxpF-' [Oul . the 
expression in approximately this form, but without the words ýn' 
ýpoZ, 
occurs, as far as I have discovered, only in one other text, P-Coll. Youtie 
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65,78-60, (see the quotation in the preceding note). In oar text 
the restoration 6nj-, ocuwbE-'v[Toc ýjET' c66ox, ', Iccwc will not fill tý. e 
lacuna. I have, thereforer suggested adding the words "-7' F-", o7- for 
t which cf. P. Oxy. IX 1199,19: L'WC(ý, TUPTJ-ýCýCT; C )T'o ýJ, o7). and XIV 1636, 
36-37: Tý F-COIJEVri 
ýnO' 
COZ 6nýIOCULCEL. 
Sometimes provision for the demosiosis of a private contract is 
made already in the original transaction itself, before it becomes a 
public legal instrument, see e. g. P. Oxy. XIV 1636,34 (249 A. D. ), 
1698,24 (268 A. D.? ) , 1700,25 (late III cent. A. D. ). 
23 [Tý ýVECTMTL 'y XCCý ý (E'TEt, ) IJTIVL", XOILLR T6V: the surviving letters 
at the end of the line (LUXTov) do not fit any of the Greek words 
recorded in 0. Gradenwitz, Kontrgrindex or the DDBDP. As the parallels 
show, one would expect at this point the date of the demosiosis (see 
examples supra, note to 11.22-26). Accordingly, the letters must 
indicate the end of the month name (Xolt', (x-x) and -rov is the article 
which goes with the following expression: XPný, CCTLCjJ6V 
(11.24-25). 
For the restoration I took into consideration the following 
chronological facts: the cheirograph was drawn up in Pachon of the 
second and first year of Diocletian and Maximian respectively, that 
is in 286 A. D., whereas the application to the registrars was submitted 
on Tybi 6 of the third and the second year, that is on 1 January 287 A. D.; 
the month Choiak (27 November-26 December) occurs only once between these 
two dates, which for the scribe was the current year (3 and 2) when he 
wrote the present application. 
24-25 These two lines are the most seriously affected ones as a result 
of the separation of the two halves of the sheet. 
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What remains of 1.24 is only a nu right at the end of the line and 
very slight traces of the upper part of the phi, theta and epsilon, 
which despite their poor condition, sufficiently confirm the proposed 
restoration; cf. also the parallels quoted in note to 11.21-26. P. 
Coll. Youtie 1 65 provides the following interesting variants of the 
same expression: in 1.5 the text reads 6 ýva7cjj(;, ýcýc nPo'c 45c L, l 
LU X0 )'7 IC XPTjJJ(ITLCýJOC, but the general context is different; in 1.81 
6L, C( TýC 6LCLXO'YýC TýC TloXEwc, where the expression depends on the 
preceding participle 6Tjjjocuw-ýcII'cTjc and in 11.81-82: TOV 
tI 
UTIO ftaXoyýc xpnjjaTLcp6v in a context similar to the present one with 
ýTIO' 6L, (XXoyýc governed by the participle. 
As the parallels present slight variants, I have suggested the 
restoration in the text on the basis of the following considerations: 
(i) the majority of the parallels give the reading 6Laýoyýc when 
depending on the participle Th and this is probable here 
9 too. P. Coll. Youtie 1 65,82 which gives Ono' 6uaXoyýc should, I think, 
be corrected to &R6 6uaXoyýc. 
(ii) P. Harr. 1 75,21 reads Tpoc ýp'-': c, whereas P. Coll. Youtie 1 65,5 
I reads Tcpoc 6p&c; note also P. Oxy. XXVII 2473,28, a document also asking 
for parathesis, which reads: T6V RP6C TOýC T: v' CVXTýCCWV 
ýLýýL, OQUXWAOtC XPnPCtTLCjJ6V. These both suggest np6c ýpac in our text; 
nevertheless I think that ýjjac gives a far better sense. In passing 
I must note at this point that the editor of P. Coll. Youtie 1 65 quest-Lons 
f the correctness of up5c which the scribe has written there, see note to 
1.5. 
25-26 cýv E: L, 'coLc ývTL,, yp(')4oLc: this expression is found in almost all 
the parallel texts, but it is rather obscure and it has not been discussed 
by the scholars. 
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In P. Coll. Youtie 1 65 it is very clear that the app141-cant 
submits the chrematismo_s alone, for the text reads in 11.80-82: 
%t% TCV ýVUREP(PýCVTU '--RO' 6uaXoyýc XprwaTuc-, cN) 6uuRc-,, o, Aý, cac ýiova), Uv); 
the word povaXov in this context has, syntactically, a position-. and 
function similar to the present expression, but it is used in 
exactly the opposite sense. To put it in a different way: in our 
text it is stated that the applicant has attached to the hypomnema 
a certain number of identical copies of other documents an--' not just 
the chrematismos. 
The problem is too difficult to deal with only on the basis of 
what is said in the applications for parathesis, as it is not clear 
what the significance and purpose of the identical copies is. It 
seems to me that the interpretation of the expression lies with the 
process of demosiosis and it is, therefore, more sensible to seek 
information from this process. 
As Pierce observes, after the publication of the private legal 
instruments has been effected and the appropriate officials (i. e. the 
ones asked to be informed in the application for demosiosis itself) 
have been notified of this fact, "the applicant, upon payment of a fee, 
obtained from the Catalogue [in our case from the Bureau of Examination) 
a copy of the covering letter, the application (sc. for demosiosis) and 
the docket authorizing publication and sent them, on his own initiative, 
to the official to whom it was addressed", see Symb. Osloenses 43 (1968) 
% Pf 9f 
78.1 think that the expression cuv Gcouc dvTuypaQouc is to be under- 
stood as referring to copies of all these documents, while in P. Coll. 
Youtie 1 65 the applicant submits only the covering letter. 
11.26 ff. Part C of the hypomnema: this contains (i) the actual request 
of the application, that is the request that the parathesis 
be made, and 
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(ii) a special point about the property at stake. 
26-27 ERU6ý6wý, U TO' ýT[61jvqjja: it is quite surprising (but not with- a4a 
out parallel) that the purpose of the petition is not explicitl, -, -, 
mentioned. The expected formula at this point would run: 
-c6 ýTE6'pvnIja -Rpo'c To' -rýv 6coucotv 7[ap. cr-ccLv ycvcc-ýau (vel sirý. ) , see 
e. g. P. Oxy. IX 1199,22-23 and P. Oxy. XIX 2231; slightly different 
(expanded) is the format in P. Coll. Youtie 1 65,81-84: 
t4 U7to 6LC(ýOyýc XPT1ý10t-rucPOV 
... <E: TLL6L 
6WP L> CC ý Gýý)V ý7 LCT E C(XU TO ý, c Tý 
VXT r)CE: WV ýL. ý XLO(P6XOtC 1, T ý%) 6LUCaV T1 a P&ýCCUV TIO L, 71CUC-ýOL, 
Similarly to our text the formula is incomplete also in P. Harr. I 
75,24-25: Elnu6ý6wpL To' ýT: opvTjýia, while it is missing altogether in SB 
VIII 9878. 
Completely different is the format of the documents from Fayu"m, 
where there is usually reference to a future apographe, see the 
observations of H. J. Wolff, Das Recht 239-40 and 242-43. 
27-31 )J(Y. ý 6, TIXM ... jjý 
LT0YEYP&(P-5aL ? ýTý.: it is normal in Oxyrhynchite 
paratheseis for a special point like this to be singled out, see e. g. 
P. Oxy. IX 1199, P. Oxy. X 1268 (where it is stated that the previous owner 
had not had the property recorded; the declaration goes on to give 
evidence of the title), P. Harr. 1 75 and SB VIII 9878, but contrast e. g. 
P. Coll. Youtie 1 65, where there is no such feature. 
In our document the debtor, Aurelius Asclepiades, has not reported 
the encumbered part of the property and, accordingly, the creditor 
informs the ýuýXuoýp6Xaxcc a-bout the source of the title, repeating, in 
fact, what has a-ready been stated in 11.13-14. Once more there is no 
precise information either about the date of decease of the predecessor 
or about his status in the books. 
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The fact that this sort of 6'ýýwcuc is singled out in the TI 
majority of the Oxyrhynchite paratheseis seems to be of considerable 
importance to the registrars, since no notification can be made on 
the folio of the alienator, if he has not reported the property in 
question, unless evidence is provided about the source of the title. 
See for further discussion Harmon, YClS 4 (1934) 159,197-98 and 
215-16. 
1 29 AxoTEF-6wv: the term summarises the description of the mortgaged 
property as reported in 11.16-18 and it, therefore, signifies "un 
bien immobilier qui prend souvent la forme d'un batiment", see 
G. Husson . OIKIA sv. 
30 ToO 6TIXOUPEVOU: Cf. 1.15: ToO 6TjXoujj6vou and see note to 1.18. 
32-33 Op-XOV jjý ýýEZ<C>-ýUL: on this Xaý 
6PV6W T6V E-ýL410V 'PWI'(XL"OL'C 
oath.. its nature and the dispute on its interpretation, see Harmon, 
art. cit. 172 note 52. 
34-37 The regnal formula in this exact form is not to my knowledge 
found elsewhere in the papyri. It is very close to formula (1) of 
Diocletian and Maximianus listed by R. S. Bagnall-K. A. Worp, RFBE 3, 
with the exception that that formula does not include rcpjiavuxoO McyutcTou 
in the titulature of Diocletian, as here. Amongst the imperial 
titulatures before the first Tetrarchy (292/3 A. D. ), 
is found only in formula (2) (ibid. 4) . which refers to both emperors 
and it is in use only from year 5 and 4 onwards (288/9 A. D. ). This 
makes it difficult to suggest a possible mingling of the two formulae 
in our document. 
r 
38 TOýu g: the form of the stignia is odd, but nothing else can be 
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read here. The upper horizontal stroke is unusually long and in 
the middle there is a mark which resembles an omicron. Also the 
space between the month name and the figure is large, but there 
f are no indications that there was something written originally 
there, which the scribe might have rubbed out. 
39 O"vxov: for the interchange of a liquid with a nasal see Gignac, 
Grammar 1 109-110. 
44 Uo-ýý-xq C(xp(x7EL' [wvoc] XaXxE: wc: the reading of the four letters 
0* 
before the lacuna is quite certain and the only name known from the 
text which could be restored here is CapanLwv. This name, however, 
must be an error for 'AcxXqnLdl6qc, since Sarapion is the person who 
signs on behalf of the applicant (the creditor) , Aurelius Apollonius 
r 
(1.40). 
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ORDER T-ýý, PAY 
36 4B 99/J (3-5) 
10.00 C-m x 8.80 cm 3037/8 A. D. 
This light brown piece of poor quality papyrus with a rather rough 
surface contains an almost complete docunent written across the fibres. 
Several small holes are scattered in the centre without causing serious 
damage to the text, whilst the script has faded and even been abraded 
along three visible horizontal creases of the papyrus (11.1,4,6). 
The lower part of the sheet containing the regnal formula has been torn 
away, due, perhaps, to another crease, see 1.8 note, but on the whole 
the text is recoverable, cf. 1.6 note. There is a very small margin at 
the top and the left side of the sheet, which measures 1.00 cm and in 
some parts even less, while the script runs to the edge of the papyrus 
(esp. 11.6,7) on the right hand side. A larger space is left free 
after 1.7 in order, perhaps, to indicate the beginning of the dating 
formula (1.8). The back is blank. 
The entire text is the work of one rather unskilled hand. The widely 
spaced letters are rather large - with the exception of the tiny omicron - 
bold, rough and clumsy, and they stand upright. The letters alpha and 
epsilon are always joined in a single movement with the iota, when it 
0 follows: a good example is Xaupcuv in 1.2. Very surprising is the 
I ligature of the letter pi in the words -7F-vcXwTr)c 
(1.3) and -Tp-'ixTopL, 
(1.4). Worth noting also is the large hlack stain of ink between lines 
5 and 6, see note. 
The document recorded in our papyrus is an ordinary type of order for 
payment; these orders normally follow the structure of epistolary texts: 
Prescript (sender - recipient - XaLýDcL,,,,, in various forms) body 
(which contains the order itself), and iii. - date. A large nunber of 
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similar texts is included in CPR VI 12-71; see also P. Oxy. XLVIii 3375, 
3387,3388,3390 etc. and P. Oxy. ined. [271 3B 42F(3) 73; 74; 75; 76; 
77; 78a; 78b; 79a and 79b, of more or less the same period, published 
by S. A. Stephens in ZPE 31 (1978) 145-160 and republished as P. Oxy. 
XLIX 3513-3521. 
In our text Theudas instructs Ananias to pay one thousand drachmae 
to Penechotes, the Xoyonp&xTwp of an estate; this money is part of a 
bigger amount (1.5: ýýp' WV ý10L, F'-'XF-LC) which Ananias owes to Theudas for 
the value of wine (see below). 
Neither the motives for nor the nature of the order can be easily 
detected due to the phrasing of the text and, especially, because we know 
so little about the duties and the functions of the logopractor, an 
official who seems to have been involved to some extent with the collection 
0 of taxes, see note to 1.4. Furthermore, it is unknown whether the oýcLa 
mentioned in 1.4 is a private or state-controlled estate. 
We may be, however, rather confident as to the situation implied in 
the text and the purpose of the order. As said above, Ananias holds a 
certain amount of money for Theudas (1.5: lioL, E'XeLc) , which is part of a 
debt for the value of the balance of wine due; the message of the text 
would then be that Penechotes is to be paid by giro-transfer, that is by 
Ananias on behalf of Theudas. 
Furthermore, the expression Tt, ýjý oL, 'vou frequently occurs, especially 
at this period, in receipts and denotes the commuted money payment for wine, 
called ýýUPYUPLCPOC (adaeratio in Latin) and contributed for the annona 
(this applies to other products as well). It is, therefore, likely that 
the present order may have something to do with this kind of taxation, 
see note to 1.6. 
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AvctvLct 
&6E: x W, 0 X ot t', ' p E: t, v. 
Öoc lIE: VE: )(W, TT. ý ýo-yo- 
npýxTopu Týc oýCýac 
PO 5 (P wv IJOL, EXELc Ano' 
T LIAC X[0L, TE 1 U6 0C 
6pctxýi&c XCLXLCLC, 
Space of 
9F 
CTDUC Lj XaL", 61 
0* 
P 
[XUPL, wv ýPmv 
to C) UVOU 
'Yt"(VOVTau) (6pax1jact") 
one line 
TMV 
±6] 
.. SSSS 
e 
t 5 space between pou and E"Xcuct cf. note ad loc. 7 1. xLXLuc; Ttf 
'Theudas to Ananias his brother, greeting. Give Penechotes, the 
logopractor of the estate, from the money you hold for me, from 
the value of the balance of wine, one thousand drachmae, total 
1.000 dr.. Year 16 and 4 of our Lords.... ' 
_____ 
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NOTES 
1-2 In both lines there is word division, which is not a general 
feature of the text, but it is a rather deliberate effort of the 
writer to fill the two lines proportionately. 
E)E: U65c: the name is very rare and this is a very late occurrence. 0 
According to NB sv and ONOMASTICON sv, it is recorded in only three 
more texts, namely: SB 1 5026, P. Lond. 11 194,23 (p. 125) and 
P. Mich. V 318; all these texts, with the possible exception of the 
first, date from the first century A. D.; add now SB XIV 11426 30; 
126 (end of I A. D. ). 
II Avocvuu: according to NB sv and ONOMASTICON sv, this name is very 
rare in Ptolemaic texts, but very frequent in late Byzantine ones, 
especially those of the seventh and eighth centuries. As to the 
Roman period, there is no positive information, at any rate until 
at present, that the name was in use at all. So far as I was able to 
discover, the name occurs only twice in the Ptolemaic period, namely 
in SB 111 6709,17= P. Cair. Zen. 1 59003 = P. Edg. 3= Sel. Pap. I 31 
(259/8 B. C. ), and the rather later P. Tebt. 111 618,19 (174 
both text-s are included also in C. Pap. Ll; ud. as nos. 1 and 24 respect- 
ively, as they bear explicit evidence of Jewish influence. With the 
exception of the present text (307/8 A. D. ) , the name is not attested 
in the next six or seven centuries and only makes its reappearance in 
the late Byzantine era; according to ONOMASTICON sv, the earliest 
text of this period is P. Herm. 25,24 (V A. D. ) . It is evident, 
therefore, that the occurrence of this name in the present text is an 
exceptionally early one within the later of the two periods. 
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As regards the Ptolemaic period it is beyond doubt that the 
name is Jewish and is, indeed, recorded as such by the editor of 
C. Pap. Jud. I (see introd. p. 2-/) , where, with reference to typical 
e Jewish names, it is noted that "all these na-,, ies had been brought 
by Jews from their mother country and their use in Egypt would 
be explained by family tradition and by habit". 
It is difficult to assume the same for the late Byzantine 
I period and it is, perhaps, more likely that the name 'P'Ivavuuc 
had by then been adopted by Christians, see R. S. Bagnall, 
BASP 19 (1982) 110 and cf. E. 
WiPSZI, 7 cka, ZPE 62 (1986) 173-181 
(especially her general conclusion in 181) ; iff this was the case, 
the present occurrence would be a particularly early example. 
ý6cX(p-y: in most cases this word, when occurring in the prescript 
in the dative, is preceded by the article TZ ,; 
for further examples of 
its omission, as here, see e. g. P. Oxy. XLVIII 3390,1 and 3405,1. 
The use of ý6cXQOc on its own, even at this period, does not 
necessarily indicate that either the sender or the recipient or both 
of them were Christians, cf. M. Naldini, Il Cristianesimo in Egitto 
15-16. 
TIE: vF-XL, Tj: this spelling is not recorded either in NB or a 
ONOMASTICON. IIF-vE: Xw"Tnc seems to ýýe a hitherto unrecorded variant of 
P IlctvcXwTTIc (see NB sv and ONOMASTICON sv) ; this is a plausible explan- 
ation and is supported by the fact that the interchange of a>E is a 
common feature, frequently attested in Egyptian names, either when 
alpha is found in unaccented syllables, such as the present one, or 
before /r/, see Gignac, Grammar 1 278-9. 
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4-5 XO'YO TI POIL XT 0PUT ýC 0 'j'C I-' aC this is the second tex-- in which 
the term Xo-yonpaxTwp occurs fully written; it is mentioned for t-e .i 
first time in P. Baden 11 26,40 (293 A. D. , cf. BL III, p. 23-5) from 
the Hermopolite nome; as the term in its full form has been hit-er- 
to unparalleled, the reading of the editor has puzzled the scholars 
and led to dispute, see BL V, p. 8 and VI, p. 7. 
In a recently published text, P. Oxy. L 3564, from the 
Oxyrhynchite nome (235 A. D. ) , the editor suggests that the abbrev- 
iation Xoyonp( ) in 1.4 must be resolved into Xo-yonp(a%TOPoc) (see 
note) , proposing also the same reading for P. Harr. 1 97,7 (IV A. D. ) , 
for which cf. BL III, pp. 80-81. 
A Xo-yoT', Po'cxTwP is, perhaps, also mentioned in P. Select. 22,10 
(II A. D. ),, where the editor reads: X&pTac xailý X6yo npaxTcpw[v xTX. 
.&W0 
and notes that "Xo-yoTipctxTop. [ wohl XOYO(1. XOY(ý) T[PaXTOPW[V sein 'auf 
IP 
das Konto der Praktoren"'; he also questions the reading of P. Baden 
11 26,40 suggesting that one may read instead: "ýý ýTE(XLTTjCLjJOU XC'ýYO(U) 
oder Xoyo<u> npaxTopoc". In my opinion, the correction of the reading 
in P. Baden is unjustified and risky, since the editor of P. Select. 22 
uses as evidence an already uncertain reading, and it would be, perhaps, 
safer to read XOYORPaXTOPW[V in the latter text instead; for this cf. 
0 
BL V, p. 64. 
In LSJ the term is quoted twice in two different entries; with 
it is listed as XOYORP,. j. XTwp and noted reference to P. Baden 11 26,40F 
as "dub. sens. ". while the entry for P. Harr. 1 96,26 is XoyonpW,, T, c 
and is to be found in LSJ Suppl. sv, where it is translated as 
"accountant". 
The term is not included by N. Lewis in his list of the various 
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TIP A'MTOpE: c in CPSRE sv Rpuý4. Topct', U, Tlpýý,, Twp 6 and it is indeed 
uncertain if the XoyonpýpcýtTwp was a liturgist, since none of the 
texts which record him provides any firm evidence. However, a 
CL, TOý, O-yOT[pd'xTwp, a term which bears many similarities with ours, 
is known to have been a liturgic of f icial; this term is f irst 
attested in PSI Omaggio 8,5 (138/9 A. D.? ), with the note to 1.7; 
see also CPR 1 243,26 (=W. Chr. 367) which dates from 224/5 A. D. 
In the margin of this discussion, it is worth mentioning also 
that a term similar to CLTOXOYOTCP&XTWP occurs in an ostracon of 
the Louvre Museum (Inv. No. E 25684) published by J. Schwartz, 
in Pap. Brux. 12, p. 146; the ostracon, of Arsinoite provenance, 
dates from 13-12-296 A. D. and the relevant term is found in the 
abbreviated form CUTOT[PaX( ), which the editor expands cuToupax- 
(TOpwv) (gen. pl. ) . What the link is, if there is any, between 
these officials, is far from clear. For a list of nouns ending 
in --npoxTwp see Buck-Petersen, A Reverse Index 309 and Kretschmer- 
Locker,. Rýckla-ufiges Worterbuch 211. 
As to the XcyonpaxTwp, on the basis of the aforementioned 
texts, including the present one, the following points can be made: 
(i) his earliest attested date is in 235 A. D. (P. Oxy. L 3564) 
and the latest one in 307/8 A. D. (the present text). 
(ii) there is no evidence that he is a liturgist, and 
(iii) his duties do not seem to be similar in all texts, but in 
at least two cases, P. Baden 11 26,40 and P. Harr. 97,7, 
he is involved in the collection of taxes on baths. In 
P. Oxy. L 3564 he occurs as acting-representative oil a 
certain individual (no doubt an important person designated 
as ýno' Mouccu'ou, see 1.2) and the document itself deals with 
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grain transfer. Since P-Oxy. L 3564 is the earliest one 
it is possible that his functions and duties changed in 
the course of the third century A. D. 
The editor of P. Oxy. L 3564 translates the term "accounts 
manager'. but, in my opinion, it is unwise to offer any trans- 
lation until further evidence comes to light. 
5 ýýpl 'rv IjOL, "XrLc: the large stain of ink located below this W 
expression led to a space between the words ljou and cXF-uc; this 
can only imply that ink was spilt before the writing of the latter 
word. 
ýP 
5-6 &T[O' TUýIýTC ... o(wvou: it is uncertain if the expression TLýIý 0 LVOU 
here has any connection with- the annona. The exact phrase, which 
occasionally occurs in receipts for commuted payments iS ýTLCP TLýIýC 
ouvou, followed sometimes, but not normally, by: cuc Xoyov ývvw'vqc, 
see U. Wilcken, ostraka 1 271-2? Wallace, Taxation 24 and 
J. Lallemand, L'Administration Civile 199. 
The middle of the line is badly damaged due to a horizontal 
crease located at this point. 
X[oLTc1('x'5oc: the surviving traces of the lambda and the delta are very 
a&6 
poor, but this is the only possible restoration which makes sense. 
The word, which is used in the sense of "remainder" - in our text the 
translation "balance" is more appropriate - (see LSJ sv) is common in 
the papyri (see WB sv and SPOGLIO sv) ; for its use in a similar context 
and construction, see e. g. P. Sakaon 72,6 (= P. Flor. 1 
53) (327 A. D. ) 
OIPOXOYM EO: XEUV COU XULII OQUIXCU<V> 
&70 XOUTIaI60C T[Pfý(XTCL (note the 0 
use and construction of F'-Xw) and P. Mich. XIII 
659,341-2 (first half of 
VI A. D. ), ýnClp XOLRý60C TýC TUýj! ýýC TOIýV RE7PýxýJCVWV UUTT 
, 
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8ff. E"'UOUC LSf 'RCXL, 6f TMV XTX: with the exception of the first --ný] .0 
the last words, the line is badly damaged due to abrasion; 
damage is particularly severe between the two regnal years; as a 
result of this, although we may be confident about the reading of us 
and 6f, the restoration of the symboll after the first regnal year 
is very uncertain. What remains from the symbol is extremely poor 
traces below the rather oblique upper stroke of the sigma of the 
first regnal figure; the room, however, between this sigma and the 
following kappa is just enough to accommodate it. The most crucial 
part of the phrase is after kappa where abrasion is at its worst 
and, although alpha and iota can be read with some confidence, it 
is not at all certain whether the following regnal year was merely 6f 
or a two-figure regnal year, the second figure of which was 6. 
The only possible alternative is to read LýfXCLU [LIJ5 which, if .0 
right, would date the document to 321/2 A. D. (= 16th year of 
Constantinus I and 14th of Licinius) . However, this alternative is 
much less likely, because (i) there is hardly enough room after the 
faded alpha iota to accommodate another iota, and (ii) this date is 
only found in papyri without any regnal formula, cf. Bagnall-Worp, 
RFBE 40 (for the concordance of the regnal years, see id. , CSBE 72) . 
In our text, however, the reading Twv at the end of the line proves 
that a regnal formula followed. 
According to our reading Mj xctý 
J) 
the document dates from 
.0 
307/8 A. D. and the regnal years correspond to the 16th of Galerius 
and the 4th of Maximinus; for the concordance see Bagnall-Worp, CSBE 
71. The regnal formula, however, which was originally written in our 
document cannot be restored with certainty, because two different ones 
are attested in the documents for this particular year (cf. 
id., 
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RFBE 31-33): 
either: TMv xupuwv ýpMv raXcpLou OLLýE: pL, ou 1. aýLpLcLvo7) 
CEýaCTOO XCCL, rCLXEPL', OU 06aXEPLIOU MUýU'PLIVOU TOO 
I# ETEL(PaVECTUTou KaL', capoc 
or: TCJV HUPUPWV ýPMV MUýLJJLUVOO CCýU(ýTOO I`! aýLjJI*, VOU 
0 TOý) E* TE VPOLVECTOLTOU 
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LOAN WITH DEFERRED DELIVERY OF WIINE 
389/1 
11 .8 cm x 33.6 cm 
May, 618 A. D. 
The present document is written on the front of a brown sheet 
of papyrus along the fibres. Five well-marked creases are easy to 
see on both sides of the papyrus, four running vertically and one 
horizontally; the latter, which once divided the sheet into almost 
equal halves, has caused a good deal of damage to the text in 
11.22-26 and has also caused the two halves to break apart. A good 
number of small holes are scattered mainly within the horizontal 
zone stretching along the middle of the document, but the losses 
are of minor importance. With the exception of 11.23-25 which are 
severely mutilated (see notes), the papyrus, on the whole, is 
preserved in a good condition and the text, where damaged, is easy 
to restore. 
The papyrus is slightly wider at the top and becomes progressively 
narrower at the bottom where it measures only 10.3 cm. There are no 
margins at either side of the document and the script runs from edge 
to edge. Similarly, the papyrus lacks free room at the top, but there 
is a very substantial one at the bottom of approximately 6.4 cm. on 
the back, which contains the address, also written along the fibres, 
the text has suffered damage both in the middle and the right hand side 
caused by the above-mentioned horizontal crease and, chiefly, due to 
abrasion and fading of the ink. The reading of some parts, especially 
the decipherment of the frequent abbreviations, is difficult and 
partly conjectural, see notes to 11.41-2. The dark brown patches on 
the back ma-v imply that the papyrus was once affected by humidity. 
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Two different hands can be distinguished WJLth certainty on 
the front, while a third one may have written the address on the 
back. 
The first hand, responsible for the main text, produces a bold 
and legible, but unattractive, non-cursive script; the letters which 
are formed independently and upright, are large with an evident 
tendency to become smaller in the lower part of the main text. 
Ligatures are very infrequent. A further feature of this hand appears 
to be the systematic avoidance of hyphenation at the end of the lines 
by writing very large letters and leaving blanks at the right hand side 
(see 11.13,18,32) 
, or by squeezing the ending of the final word in 
the interlinear space, as, for example, in 11.20,27,35. 
The signature at the bottom of the papyrus is the work of a second, 
very cursive, hand with letters of variable size and form sloping to 
the right, which are in parts difficult to decipher, see note to 1.39. 
Very surprising is the way that omicron and sigma are written (liga- 
tured? ) in the word uL', 6c (1.38). 
From the little that can be seen on the back it is difficult to 
decide if the address was written by a third hand. The script is semi- 
cursive and attractive with bold and upright letters; the formation, 
nonetheless, of some letters, such as eta, gamma and epsilon-rho in 
a single movement (see 1.41: 'IF-P-,, p, -'o(u) ) is fairly similar to the 
corresponding letters when written by the second hand. However, this 
may be a mere coincidence and one should, perhaps, identify a different 
hand producing the script on the back. 
Aurelius Ieremias having as guarantor the administrator of the 
epoikion where he resides, acknowledges his indebtedness to Aurelius 
Epiphanius, a veterinary surgeon from the city of Oxyrhynchus, for the 
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amount of eight gold solidi to be paid back at harvest 1ý-. e by -JT 
providing an appropriate amount of wine, that is 800 fi%, e-sextarii 
jars. Ieremias - henceforth called debtor - undertakes also the 
obligations W to cover the expenses of the vintage b, -, ' providing 
certain goods (see below), and (ii) to deliver the fixed amount of 
wine and the above-mentioned goods at his own expense (see note to 
11.35-36). 
The content and the structure of our document can be represented 
in the following schema: 
PRESCRIPT (11.1-15) 
(i) Christian invocation (1-3) 
(ii) Regnal formula and date (3-7) 
(iii) Address: the contracting parties with the 
formula: 6 6Etva PET ' ýYYUTITOZ TOU 6EtVOC Tý 6EtVL 
BODY (11.15-38) 
A. The clause acknowledging receipt (11.15-21) 
(i) Receipt formula: c'poýoyM ecXqxE: vau xTX. (15-17) 
(i-J) Specification of the loan, i. e. amount of money received 
calculated as price for equivalent amount of wine (17-21) 
B. The promise-to-repay clause (11.22-25, see note to 11.22ff. ) 
Time 
(ii) Measurement provision (? ) 
Surety clauses (11.25-30) 
(22-24) 
(22-25, see note) 
(i) Surety for payment undertaken by the guarantor in case of 
default by the debtor (25-28) 
(ii) Surety for the good quality of the wine to be delivered 
undertaken by the debtor with the formula: ctva6EX6pcvoc 
TT'-j ,, s, aXXo-,, T"-, ) 
Too OL"Ivou wrx. 
(--, E-30) 
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D. Additional provisions (11.30-36) 
Provision concerning the expenses of the vintage (30-31, T) 
Delivery provision (35-36) 
E. The kyria-clause and the stipulatio (11.37-38) 
SUBSCRIPT (11.38-40) 
Signature of the debtor. 
f 
The document is drawn up in the form of a subjective 
and follows very closely the structure and the language of ordinary 
loans; for the similarity compare the above schema with the ccrres- 
ponding one in P. Oxy. ined. 10 introd. The formula is clearly, that 
of a loan, cf. also R. S. Bagnall, GRBS 18 (1977) 86 with note 5. 
Such texts are normally described as a "loan with deferred 
delivery of wine", or else "sale of wine on delivery" and belong to 
the type of contract in which receipt of money is acknowledged and a 
certain kind and amount of commodities is promised in the near future 
in lieu of repayment. This class of document, whose normal purpose is 
to provide the farmer with the money he needs for bringing the crop in 
and to assure him an immediate market, has been widely discussed and 
interpreted in various ways by scholars, but no conclusive or 
universally accepted answer has so far emerged as to the precise nature 
of the transaction. 
From time to time these documents have been regarded as: 
(i) dationes in solutum, i. e. cession of property in settlement of 
a debt contracted earlier; this explanation was given especially to 
documents which do not mention the price. 
(ii) genuine sales with the payment effected some time before the 
delivery; the followers of this interpretation, which has been widely 
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adopted, use descriptive terms such as "sale with deferred 
delivery" or "sale on delivery", etc. 
(iii) simply money loans to be repaid in kind, and 
(iv) neither sales nor loans, but a "new type of contract". 
The bibliography is extensive and still increasing as is the 
number of this class of documents. The legal aspects have been 
treated by D. Simon, Studien zur Praxis 71 ff. 0R. Taubenschlag, 
The Law 
2 
336 ff. (with ample bibliography up to 1955) and in 
particular detail by F. Pringsheim, The Greek Law of Sale 268-286. 
Also the social and economic aspects as well as other more specific 
issues have attracted the attention of many scholars: beside the 
standard study by 0. Montevecchi, Aegyptus 24 (1944) 131-158, 
important is also the very constructive analysis of R. S. Bagnall, 
GRBS 18 (1977) 85-96, which although specifically pertinent to the 
price in this class of documents, makes, nonetheless, interesting 
comments on the nature of the transaction and the motives of the 
contracting parties; the arguments on the price advanced by Z. M. 
Packman, CE 50 (1975) 286-96, are complicated and, to some extent, 
far-fetched (see Bagnall's severe criticism in the above article); 
for incidental references see especially P. Cair. Isid. 90 introd., 
P. Col. VII 182-184 introd., and cf. P. K81n 111 152 introd. and 
P. Mich. XV 748 introd. 
As I already mentioned above, the number of this class of 
document is ever increasing. The standard list given by Montevecchi, 
op. cit. 131-133, has been updated by H. Maehler in BGU XII 2198, 
introd., R. S. Bagnall, art. cit. 85 note 1 (with some deletions) and 
most recently by P. J. Sijpesteijn, ZPE 622 (1986) 138 note 1. Add 
now: SB XVI 12267 = Anagennesis 1 (1981) 226 (wine; 540 A. D. ) and 
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P. Gen. inv. 106 published by B. Bouvier-Cl. Wehrli, ZPE 52 (1983) 
261-266 (wine; 522 A. D. ) .A good number of such documents are 
included also in the recently published CPR X, namely 23 Bý7'j III G 
740, see ZPE 20 (1976) 83-86 (vegetable seed, hay and one more 
unknown commodity; 520/521 (? ) A. D. ); 24 = BGU 1 318, see ZPE 20 
(1976) 83-86 (wool; 522/523 A. D. ) ; 25 = P. Laur. 11 31 (11.8 ff. 
previously published by H. Gerstinger, Eos 48 (1956) 201-203 = SB 
VI 9281) (vegetable seed; 526/527 A. D. ); 38 (beans; 420 A. D. ) ; 
39 (wine; 443 A. D. ); 107a (vegetable seed; 396 A. D. ); and 120 (hay; 
523 A. D. ). Add also the corrections to SB XIV 11617 by Sijpesteijn, 
ZPE 55 (1984) 155, and the new edition of Stud. Pal. XX 136 also by 
Sijpesteijn, ZPE 37 (1980) 281 ff. (republished now as SB XVI 12639). 
Finally, the six texts published by H. Harrauer in Pap. Flor. VII 
(= Miscell. Pap. ) 109 ff. can now be quoted as SB XVI 12486,12488- 
12492 and the text published by Harrauer-Sijpesteijn, CE 57 (1982) 
296-302 as SB XVI 12401. 
The phrasing of the present document and the general structure 
with but one exception (see below) , do not present any extraordinary 
divergences from the usual Oxyrhynchite pattern, save for one or two 
uncommon or unparalleled expressions which I discuss in detail in my 
commentary, see e. g. notes to 11.19-20,24-25 (where the text is 
badly damaged) and 25-28. Insofar as the structure is concerned, the 
most striking feature is the absence of the introductory formula 
promising payment (cf. my schema above), but this, as I argue in the 
note to 11.22 ff., must surely be treated as a merely accidental 
omission during writing, for the text does not make sense otherwise. 
There are some features, however, of a more general importance which seem 
to be related to the particular nature of the transaction and also, 
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perhaps, to the social and economic status of the debtor and, thus, 
req--ia. re a more special treatment at this stage. 
A noteworthy feature in our document is the stipulation of a 
guarantor who undertakes the obligation and the responsibility to 
deliver the promised amount of wine at his own expense in case of 
default by the debtor (11.25-28). This is indeed quite exceptional, 
for a guarantor is very rarely found in documents of this class as 
contrasted with the ordinary loans of money or commodities: out of 
almost a hundred published loans with deferred delivery dating 
between the first and the early seventh century A. D. a guarantor is, 
so far as I have discovered, found in only six more documents, which, 
with the sole exception of SB V 7667 (320 A. D. - cummin) , promise to 
deliver wine, namely PSI XII 1249 (265 A. D. ), Pap. Flor. VII (= Miscell. 
Pap. ) pp. 109-112 = SB XVI 12486 (470 A. D. ), P. Antin. 1 42 (= C. Pap. jud. 
111 508) (542 A. D. ), P. Mich. XV 734 (572 A. D. ) and BGU XII 2207 (606 A. D. ); 
our document is thus the latest among the knovm examples. What is the 
particular situation in the present document that requires the presence 
of a guarantor? It seems to me that there is more than one factor 
which is in fact interrelated. The main factor is the particularly 
large araount of money involved (8 gold solidi) and, on the other hand, 
the weak and insecure (for the creditor) social and economic status of 
the debtor (see below); this is indeed risky business for the creditor 
and the only way to safeguard his interests is by obliging the debtor 
to provide a guarantor. 
Firstly, the amount of 8 gold solidi in lieu of the price of the 
anticipated amount of wine is, to my knowledge, the largest ever 
attested in loans of this type; only P-Mich. XV 743 (VI/VII A. D. ) 
records a price which is at all close, namely 6 solidi, for future 
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delivery of wine. On the other hand, as only a limited numher of 
documents mention the amount lent (see 0. Montevecchi, Aegyptus 24 
(1944) 134 and cf. Z. M. Packman, CE 50 (1975) 292), one needs to 
check also the amount of the wine to be delivered: in doing so 
found that only exceptionally is the anticipated amount as high as 
2.500-3.000 sextarii and none of the parallels, so far as I have 
discovered, records 4.000, such as here, see e. g. SB V 8264 (524 A. D., 
see BL VII, p. 198) - 500 six-sextarii, CE 27 (1939) 165 ff. (523 A. D. ) 
- 500 six-sextarii and BGU XII 2207 (606 A. D. ) - 240 metra (for metron, 
see L. Casson, TAPhA 70 (1939) 8). 
Secondly, our debtor, Aurelius Ieremias, belongs to the class of 
I the E-': VaT[OYPUQOU -yCWPYOU (coloni adscripticii) who are found chiefly 
(but not exclusively) on the estates of the Apion family; now, his 
status designation is not included in our document, but he occurs in 
I a. papyrus of 609 A. D. (PSI 1 61) and there he is called c-'va7oypaýpoc yEwpyoc; 
see also note to 11.8-10. On the ývan6ypwpoL, see e. g. E. R. Hardy, 
The Large Estates esp. 75-78,90-91 and 114-115, A. C. Johnson-L. C. West, 
Byzantine Egypt 29-32 and A. H. M. Jones, P&P 13 (1958) 1-13 = The Roman 
Economy 293-305; very interesting are also the observations of J. M. Carrie 
on the use of the term in Atti XVII Congr. Intern. Papirol. (111) 939-948. 
It is worth remarking that amongst the loans with deferred delivery 
known to me there is only one instance, namely P. Oxy. XIIIIX 3512 (= ZPE 30 
9 
(1979) 295), where the debtor is specifically called cvaT6ypaToc 
(yE: wp-y6c is omitted); the creditor there, however, is his patron and it 
seems that the status designation is necessary only when the ývan6ypa; oc 
contracts agreements with him/her. 
Returning to the discussion on the guarantor I would like to suggest 
that his presence might have been dictated in the present instance by one 
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more factor, namely the legal status of the debtor. As Hardy 
observes, opc. it. 78, the "coloni were forbidden to alienate their 
personal property without the lord's consent"; in our document 
there is some reason to suspect that the guarantor may also act as 
a representative of the patron, for Stephanus was the administrator 
(TPOVOTJTýC) of the ý, m 0 L,,, X L, Ov EayyouXcE: ýou in 616/17 A. D. (P. Oxy. VI 
999 =1 196, descr. ) and was still in charge of this post when the 
present loan was made, see note to 11.11-13. To put it in a different 
way: the debtor, Aurelius Ieremias, being an enapographos, is not 
allowed to execute the transation without his landlord's consent; the 
presence of his administrator, however, could perhaps be understood as 
a positive intervention of the landlord, who, thus, consents to the 
transaction. 
The most unusual feature of the present document is the provision 
in 11.30-34, whereby the debtor promises that beside the 800 five- 
sextarii jars of wine he will also furnish certain goods at the cost 
of four carats for the (XVUXýPaTU TýC TPLYTIC (1.31). Neither the 
expression &vaXýj-, uTa Týc Tp6ync itself is known to me from any other 
document nor the provision as a whole. 
What is the exact significance or whether there are any implic- 
ations of surcharges here, I cannot say with certainty. I take the 
expression to mean "the expenses of the vintage" in its literal sense, 
but this can raise questions difficult to answer, such as: if the 
present document is the only one in which the debtor has to cover the 
expenses of the vintage, for such an obligation is stipulated exclusively 
here, do we have to understand that in all the other loans oil thi-s type 
it was the creditor who had normally to pay the expenses? Or, is the 
provision in the present instance associated in some way with the status 
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of the debtor (cf. above)? 
On the other hand, the phrasing of the provision reminds me of 
similar stipulations found in the Byzantine leases of land, especially 
from the sixth century A. D. onwards; there the relevant provisions 
refer in fact to extra charges added to the normal rate of the rent, 
see e. g. SB VI 9587 (VI/VII A. D. ) and IV 7369 (512 A. D. ), where it 
is stipulated that the goods are to be delivered in the vintage (! ) ; 
see further on this J. Herrmann, Studien zur Bodenpacht 118-122. 
Finally, the provision might be associated in some way with taxes; 
9f according to Johnson-West, op. cit. 300, the term dvaXwýiaTa was used as 
a heading in tax accounts from the fourth century A. D. onwards and 
included all sorts of minor charges mentioned with taxes in kind in 
the sixth century. This explanation, however, is not supported by the 
context. 
on vine, wine and the vintage, see Cl. Ricci, La Coltura de la 
Vite and M. Schnebel, Landwirt! ýchaft 239-292. 
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6V611 OLT[ L, I TO 7) XUPLtOU Ha Ll, 6ECTI '(TO U) TIC( OTJ' 
XPL, CT07) TOZ @COO MaU' CWTýPOC 
ýOCCUXCLOCCC TOO bEUOT(IXTO'-" HOLL, 
E: 6CE: ý(CCT&TOU) ýPUJV 6ECRIV(TO', 
-ý) JJEYLICTOU 
5 E6EPYETOU I)X(CLOUL", OU) 'HpaxXCýOU TOO 
90 aL, WVL, ou A6yo6cTou xaL' a6Toxp(&Topoc) c'Touc 
<vacat> ý FaXýv U$VÖ(LMTLWV)%3"(C) <vacat> 
00 
0FI AupTIXL, oc 'Iepnpuac uu'o'c jwcýýp 
11TI-Upoc Oarlct,, Tlc &no ýnOUML'ou 
f 10 ITaY'YOUXECLOU TOO "OE(UPUY)'IX'(LITOU) VOý107j 
ýIET I LYYUTjTOT3 EPIIO-U CTCýOOCVO(U) 
1EPOVOrITOZ UL*OZ TOO PCLX(XPLOU* 
II MTlvri AýpTIXLw ' En L. (pav uy 
t0 
L, IE7[OL, aTPY ULI, ý IPOL, ý&JIJJOVOC 
15 &7E0, -Uýc *Wupuy)"X, (L, -rcjv) 7[OXEWC. 0110 XOYCO 
1 8,1 ECXTI)IEVCtL TI(XPa COO EVTEO, ýEIVI 
T16TI XPUCOV VOPLCP&TLCL 
OXTW L, 66WTUXý CUYY- 
Etc TTIIV Cuvapecacav IJOL, 
20 TLPTIV ItXTIPTIC OL"VO(U) 7lEVTOLýECTL%OXU>W(V)' 
tf0 CrlXWIJUTWV OXTUXOCLWV 
EV Tý4 TPUYýi T[OIDI MECO[PTII PTIV0%[C] 
0.00000 
TýC lIOLPOýC [TIC LVÖ( LXT L'WV)'0 
'(C ) OL", VOU) 
0.. 0 
PUCEWC 0-Y160, nc enLvc(PTICEWC) ca. 51 
25 Toö &yCou Enu[ ca. 41u n [xaL' ý]yl 
0 TOUTO<u> EYYUTIT [n] C0 L"IXO [e] EV 
006000 
U4 CLý-rou öLöov[alu 
ULV &yvwpov, ), cn. 
itpw-ro-ruTEoc &va6cxoliEvoc 
00o00 
%%oo0t, 
Triv xctxxovriv TO (, vou PEXPL 
0 
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TOO T7)ýL, ljrlvoc. 6ýcw 6c' H(XL,, l -r& 
0 
&Vaxýpoml 
Týc Tp6yr)c OL"Vou 
RCLXUL(IX CTIXWOPaTa OXTW Xau 
'4 6EXýO&M1,0V IJOUCT&PL, Ct 6XTWI MaLl 
EV TUJJýC REPOLTtoWV TECC&PWV. 
t 
olioxoyw- 6E TazTa &RoxaTaCTýcw 'cob' 
v CWC TýC &PXOVTUXýC 6[6]6pUmoc. 
X6PGOV TO' YPapjl(&TUOV) &TEX(OOV) ypaQ(EV) XUU' ýREp(wTTJ-ýEUC) 
0 
qF WPOX(OYTICOC (m. 2) + A4 ( ýXLoc E prjýi Lac uL, oc 
vIwcfi(P c-Iotxz <POL> 
ic llpox(EL-r(X(, ) TO0T0 To yp(otýllj"TLOV 
U'n rt p 
0-Ip of OWTOU OLYP OLPII(XTOU OVTOC+. 
f 
OTLXoc( ?) IE"] yp (a4, a 
Back, downwards along the fibres: 
O(u) UL-, (orj) WC ri (P &n ý- 0 (m. 3? )+ -yp"ot"(Ii-pjrL, 0v) 1jEpT, ýll, 
O'(OU) JJETI ý'YY(UTITOU) CTE(D&V(OU) 71p 
10, (VOrIT0Z3) )(P(UCOrJ) 
t t(JULCIAOLTL", WV) v0 Ti 
T(UpýC) OLIH'(VOU) (11EVTCC)g(ECTLCttWV) 
[CITI'X(WIJ&TWV) W 
0 
1 6EC7ESq UTICS 4 CUCCýS, 6ECTOES 5 (P Xs 6 auTom 91 
7 UV6 08 UE P TIP UOLC uL Oc LWcr)Q 9 1. OaijcLoc, see note 
10 OC 
x 11 CT E (Pavo 12 u Uou 14 u U. w 15 Oýx 
aw 
18 'L*, 6 UWT L MW 20 OUVORcVTaEcCT 22 E: V 
32 1. naXauog, see note 34 Ev pap. 36 1.6uwPuYoc 
37 yp Ot ýj 114 anX/ypa (P /X Ot GEnCP 38 WPOX/5 allp/; 1. CTOUXEC 
5 
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39 yp/wcRpox/(? ),, see note; 
.0 
40 ayp/ 
a0 0- Back: 41 YP/LE: Pri]JLOUU/5 RaIYYOUIXEEU/WETEYY/CTEQaVRP/XP/Vn 
42 L, 6/ [ýU-y/? )T/ OL/E: E [C) TjH1W 
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'In the name of our Lord and Master, Jesus Christus, our God 
and Saviour. In the 9th year of the reign of our most divine and 
most august ruler, the greatest benefactor, Flavius Heracleius, 
the eternal Augustus and emperor, on the 7th of Pachon, in the 7th 
indiction. ' 
'Aurelius Ieremias, son of Joseph, his mother being Thaesis (? ) 
from the epoikion Pangouleeiou of the Oxyrhynchite nome with iry 
guarantor Stephanus, administrator, son of the blessed Menas, to 
Aurelius Epiphanius, veterinary surgeon, son of Phoebammon from the 
city of the Oxyrhynchites. I acknowledge that I have received from 
you immediately now eight gold solidi on the private standard as 
price agreeable to me in full of eight hundred five-sextarii jars of 
wine in the vintage of the month Mesore of the present 7th indiction 
from the wine yield of the eighth indiction... of the holy ... or, 
alternatively, I, his guarantor, will give on his behalf at mr. ' own 
expense, if the principal party should be in default, guaranteeing 
the fine quality of the wine until the month of Tybi. Moreover, I 
will pay the expenses of the vintage, that is eight jars of old wine 
and eight moustaria and one suckling-pig, worth four carats. I 
acknowledge to deliver those to you at the Archontike canal. The 
document written in a single copy is enforceable and in answer to 
the formal question I have given my consent. I 
'(2nd hand) Aurelius Ieremias, son of Joseph, this contract 
pleases me, as is written above. I, ... ophilus 
(? ) , have signed on 
his behalf, because he is illiterate. ' 
'(3rd hand ?) Document of Ieremias, son of joseph, from 
Pangouleeiou with guarantor Stephanus, administrator, for 8 goLd solidi 
on the private standard as the price of 800 5-sextarii 
jars of wine. I 
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NOTES 
1-3 The introduction of the invocation formula in documents 
was instituted by imperial decree of Mauricius and it is -lo-, -Lnd for 
the first time in P. Erl. 67 of 591 A. D. (see BL VII, p. 47) . During 
the reign of Heracleius a major division takes place in which (i) the 
Upper Egyptian nomes continue to use the Trinitarian for. -,. ala introduced 
by Phocas, and (ii) the Lower Egyptian nomes revert to the Fresent 
formula which was in use under Mauricius, see R. S. Bagnall-K. A. Worp, 
CE 56 (1981) 112-133, esp. 120-1. 
3-6 This is the only type of regnal formula of Heracleius found in 
Oxyrhynchus; the present document is the only example found hitherto 
for the year 618 A. D. The only other example from Oxyrhynchus dated 
before the Persian conquest of Egypt in 619 A. D. is P. Iand. 111 49 
(5 August 619 A. D. ), see R. S. Bagnall-K. A. Worp, RFBE 68-69. 
9p 
cTouc: the ink has been erased severely, but this is what we have to 
read here. The letters that survive in comparison with the others in 
the same line are much smaller and squeezed in at the end of the line; 
cf. 11.16,20,27 and 35. 
6--/ ETOUC 
ý ll(XXýV C U'V6((, 'XTLV)'b'(C) the ninth year of the reign 
of Heracleius which coincides with the seventh indiction is 618 A. D. ; 
for the concordance see R. S. Bagnall-K. A. Worp, CSBE 92. 
The writing in line 7 is centralised and equal spaces have been 
left free on either side. This feature is quite common in Byzantine 
documents, cf. my note to P. Oxy. ined. 13,2. 
8-10 The debtor, Aurelius Ieremias, is known to us from PSI 1 61,10 ff., 
which dates from the same period (609 A. D. ) and belongs to the 
documents 
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of the Apion archive. That document is a "deed of surety" and 
90t 
Iep, ý,, 'L, otc is described as yE: wp-y6c Eva-joypa(ý, Oc (see also my 
introduction). The relevant part of the text reads: Lwl 'IF-p-j'.. ': xc 
[u) Llo'c 'Iwcllcý , r-, TP(6c) C-aý [CL,? ]()C &710 L70L, ýf(LU) TCt)-yOUýEEl-'OU -, 07 
OEIýp IIJ I'X( L, u 'IOU) VOý1107) 6L, 0(ý06P(OVTOC) LýjET6P(a 
.) 
REPQ(UEUý), 
ýv [a T[6-yp](xT(oc) ocU'-rýc -yFwp-yOc (for the reading TccyyouýEF-u'ou, see 
EL I, p. 390 and cf. BL VII, p. 231 ). For the use and the significance 
of the gentilicium Aurelius, see the extensive and detailed study of 
J. G. Keenan, ZPE 11 (1973) 33-63 (esp. 55 and note 96 where he gives 
a list of all the known enapographoi designated as Aurelii) and 13 
(1974) 283-304. Note the absence of the gentilicium in PSI 1 61. 
What is interesting in our text is the absence of the designation 
of Au'pýXuoc 'IcpTjpuac as enapographos georgos. However, there is a 
substantial difference between the present contract and PSI 1 61, for 
while the latter is a deed of surety addressed to Apion III, who is 
the patron, our document is of a completely different nature in this 
respect, since it is addressed to a person, who, to the best of my 
knowledge, is related neither to the Apion family nor to the particular 
estate. Although there are no further examples to trace men known as 
enapographoi in documents coming from outside the estates, the present 
example seems to suggest that the colonus was not required to specify 
his status in documents addressed to an individual other than the land- 
lord, whereas this was necessarily done in addressing the patron himself 
or his agent. 
I IcpTjpýac: the name occurs frequently in the papyri of the Byzantine 
period and is quoted both in NB sv and ONOMASTICON sv either in the 
91 
present or in the alternative spelling IEpEpuac. 
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9 EaTjcýrjc: in PSI 1 61 11 the editor prints 6a-' [c. -., I Oc (vide supra, 
note to 11.8-10) from a nominative EaýcLc which is frequent in the 
papyri. The form @anc, -'qc in our text would have a nomii-native 6a-, cL'Ct 
which is attested in a few papyri, see NB sv and ONOMASTICON Sv- 
Now, one of the two genitives must surely be incorrect, for both 
refer to the same person. The most likely suspect is the version 
found in this text, primarily because the name t,, ýTjc. a is not partic, -alarly 
frequent and also because the second eta could very easily have resulted 
from attraction to the preceding eta. I would tend to rule out an 
explanation on phonological grounds, for the interchange of o and ri, 
despite the fact that it is encountered in a few instances, is 
uncommon,, see Gignac, Grammar 1 293. 
9-10 (XT[6 ý-gOL, -RL', Ou HayyouXcEuou: the name of the locality, according to 
P. Pruneti, I Centri Abitati sv, is encountered only in documents of the 
sixth century and thereafter, with the sole exception of P. Harr. 1 137, 
5,24 which is of an early date (II A. D. ). The latest example quoted 
by Pruneti is P. Oxy. VI 999 (descr. ) of 616/17 A. D. (see also below, note 
to 11.11-13) ; the present document is even later (618 A. D. ) 
A good many of the papyri which mention Lou'xuov RayyouXecL'ou are 
associated with the Apion family and it is certain that the epoikion 
belonged to their estate; cf. the observations of S. Daris, Aegyptus 56 
(1976) 70-73, and see the lists given by A. C. Johnson-L. C. West, 
Byzantine Egypt 50-51. 
The epoikia were the nuclei forming the large estates in Byzantine 
Egypt; see E. R. Hardy, The Large Estates 132-33, and also cf. M. Lewuillon- 
Blume, Actes XVe Congr. Inter. Papyrol. IV 177-85. 
11-13 The guarantor is the pronoetes of the epoikion to which the del or 
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belongs and is known to us also from P. Oxy. VI 999 (= 1 196) of 616/7 
A. D., a document described as an "account of receipts and expend -tures 
on one of the estates of Flavius Apion the younger". The editors cite 
a small part of the document whose most interesting lines read: 6L. ' 
E1107) CTEýPýVou RPO(VOTITOO) RUYYOUXEEýOu C'ý', `) TO(ZC) ra t "ýX (0 LC ) IJE P( ECL, 
Chronologically, our document is only one or two years later and the 
identification of Stephanus is indisputable, for pronoetae in the Apion 
estates are mentioned as having been engaged in the same post for two or 
even three successive years, see Hardy, op. cit. 93. 
The chief responsibility of the pronoetae was the collection of the 
taxes from one or more xTýjjuTa or cnouxua which were assigned to their 
supervision, but they were also closely concerned with the tenants since 
they checked the whole range of their every-day activities; in general 
the pronoetae appear to have had considerable influence in the life of the 
district; see further on this Hardy, op. cit. 87-93. The fact that 
Stephanus acts as a guarantor in our document is quite exceptional, for, 
as Hardy notes, op. cit. 92, "the pronoetes is not usually referred to in 
acknowledgements of loans, but in at least one case [P. Oxy. 1 2061 we 
have a receipt showing that it was he who actually paid out the money". 
13-15 The lender, Aurelius Epiphanius, a veterinary surgeon, comes, as 
normally in documents of this type, from the city, while the borrower is 
from a village; this element, according to 0. Montevecchi, Aegyptus 24 
(1944) 150-158, is indicative of the economic status - strong and weak - 
of the contracting parties. The polites to villager pattern stresses the 
importance of the Egyptian poleis as market-places and denotes the 
domination, social and economic, of the former class: see also P. Oxy. 
ined. 11, note to 11.4-8. 
tjT[-ffOL'. (x-rpoc is a title which occurs in less than a dozen papyri and 
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a few Greek inscriptions from the Ptolemaic period onwards and is 
the descriptive term for the veterinary surgeons specializing in the 
medicine and general treatment of draught an-L-ma1s. Their status 
especially in the Byzantine period is not clear due to the poor 
documentation. If we are to judge from the existing information, it 
would be difficult to describe their class as being a prosperous one 
(but cf. below); for a detailed discussion of the relevant sources, 
see 0. Nanetti, Aegyptus 22 (1942) 49-54. Add now the following 
documents: 0. Florida 15,3 (11 A. D. ), SB XIV 12059,6 (III/IV A. D. ) 
and CPR VII 38,3 (IV A. D. ). The occurrence of an uTnoýaTpoc here is 
chronologically the latest. 
Although most of the papyrological documentation belongs to the 
later Roman and early Byzantine era, our knowledge about the L77oýaTpoL 
in that period is very poor and this is chiefly due to the fact that the 
majority of the relevant papyri are merely lists of payment, such as, 
for example, the recent SB XIV 12059. The most interesting document, 
which is of some importance for the present discussion, is P. Oxy. XVI 
19 74 (5 38A. D. . see BL VI IIp. 14 3) , an acknowledgement of a debt of one 
and a half solidi in compensation, as it seems, for sour wine delivered 
some time earlier. Now, the transaction recorded there presupposes an 
agreement such as the present one and the vet was once again the lender. 
The editors of P. Oxy. XVI 1974 do not comment on the text, but Nanetti 
rejects the possibility that the document may be payment of the vet, on 
the grounds that the amount involved is too high for such a service and 
in fact interprets the text in the same way as I have adopted above, see 
art. cit. 52-3. 
Returning to the present document two features need be pointed out: 
(i) our vet seems to be quite well-off, for, since he is in the position 
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to afford eight gold solidi -a rather high amount - for lending (or 
buying) 
, he must have been in possession of substantially higher 
and (ii) in compensation for the amount lent he will receive four 
thousand sextarii of wine, an enormous amount which surely was not 
intended for personal consumption, but rather for commercial use. 
As Nanetti shows the rate of payment of vets, at any rate insofar 
as the period from Diocletian on is concerned, is not high and vets do 
not appear to be a particularly prosperous class of people. However, 
as our document seems to imply, although it is risky to generalize, 
the L', TlTIL", (XTPOL, might have discovered other means to increase their income 
and to improve their position. Perhaps, also a similar situation in 
P. Oxy. XVI 1974 (vide supra)? 
4 14 LnnoL, 6TPy: the word is recorded both as ý7-,, Tou'aTpoc and LniiulaTpoc 
(more frequently) in LSJ sv; any attempt to correct is questionable. 
15 &T[O TýC "OC(UPU'Y)'4X"(LTMV) TIOXCWC: for the title of the city see 'I 
P. Oxy. ined. 11, note to 11.8-9; the omission of the adjectives Xa-pnpac 
XCtU X(XjJTIPOTýTrjc is normal in this period. 
15-17 6110XO'YM ýCXTIME! VUL, TLOCP& COZ 'ATX. : this receipt formula, sometimes 
40 
with slight additions, such as, for example, ELc 
&vayxau'av ýiou xpcýav 
(e. g. P. Wisc. 1 11), is typical of Oxyrhynchite loans belonging to 
this 
class. The present version is found also in P. Amh. 11 
130,17-18 (592 
A. D. - X6pToc) , PSI 111 
239,13-15 (601 A. D. - X6pToc) and P. Mich. XV 
743,11-12 (VI/VII A. D. - wine). For the close relation to the receipt 
formula of an ordinary loan, cf. e. g. P. Oxy. ined. 
11 i 8-9. 
Our document states both the amount of money received and the amount 
of wine to be paid back and this 
is not the most common practice in 
documents of this class, cf. 0. Montevecchi, Aegyptus 
24 (1944) 134. 
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Our papyrus is also in accord with Packman's observation that when 
loans of thiS type state the amount received, they normally fail to 
include a penalty-clause, see JJP 19 (1983) 21-26. 
18 ff. The papyrus is damaged from here on, chiefly due to holes 
scattered on the surface of the sheet; the damage is particularly 
severe in 11.22-25 at the right hand side where the largest part is 
now missing (see also my introduction). 
19-20 EýC TTIV CUVC(PECaCaV ýIOL TLPTIV: this expression is not frequently 
found in this class of document, especially those of Oxyrhynchite 
origin; the only exact parallel, to my knowledge, from the same nome is 
P. Amh. 11 150,19-20 (592 A. D. - XOPTOC). In two further examples the 
I formula is very close, but lacks the preposition eLc, namely P. Flor. I 
65,5 (570/1 A. D.? - wine) and P. Mich. XV 734,14-15 (572 A. D. - wine). 
On the contrary, the general tendency in all nomes is to use a form of 
cup(ýwvEw instead of cuvapccxw, see e. g. SB V 8264 (524 A. D. - Oxy. 
P. Stras. 11 (510 A. D. - Herm. ) , P. Select. 15 (435 A. D. - Heracl. ) etc.; 
in fact the formula which employs a participle of cujjQwvýw is the standard 
for the Hermopolite nome (where Tu-oý is preceded in almost all examples 
by the adjectives TeXEuoc and ýýuoc). 
According to F. Pringsheim, The Greek Law of Sale 282-83, the 
expression EL. C TLlJrIV in this class of doc,, =ents indicates that money is 
advanced "to be used for the price" and not "as a price", which he 
interprets as a legal scruple and explains that "perhaps the idea, if not 
the legal interpretation, was that money became price only when the goods 
came into existence and were delivered". 
The employment of the participle cuvapLacav or an equivalent form 
of the verb CUP(PWVF-'W indicates that there was mutual agreement as to the 
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amount of money stated in the document; see Bagnall, GRBS 18 (1977) 93. 
20 r 
IT'IpTIc: 
the adjective is frequently used, as here, indeclinably, 
see Gignac, Grammar 11 138-9. 
TIEVTaCECT(, 'a<U">W(V)0: a small hole at the end of the line is responsible 
for the damage of the three dotted letters; however, nothing else but 
the restored letters can be expected here which fit suitably with the 
remaining traces. The iota of -a<L', >w(v) added in the interlinear space 
has been omitted; the assumption that iota might have been written 
cursively at the bottom of the alpha must be ruled out, for there is not 
enough room. An explanation of the omission on phonological grounds is 
not very convincing. Although there is an occasional interchange of aL>a 
in medial position, I have, nonetheless, found no example of this inter- 
change before omega, such as here, and it would perhaps be more plausible 
to interpret the absence of iota as a pure scribal error; cf. Gignac, 
Grammar 1 194-5 with note 1. 
20-21 CqxwppctT(x of 5, as here, 6 and 8 sextarii only are known, see L. 
Casson, TAPhA 70 (1939) 8. The amount to be supplied is 800 five-sextarii 
(= 4.000 sextarii) at the rate of 1 sol. /100 sekomata (= 1 sol. for 500 sext. ) 
This price can be compared with PSI X 1122 (VI A. D. ): ca. 1/520 sol. , SB 1 4505 
(606 A. D. ): 1/532 sol. and 1 4504 (613 A. D. ): 1/539 sol. In P. Mich. XV 743 
dated roughly to VI/VII A. D.. the value is 1/435 sol. In view of the 
occurrence of the 11th indiction (1.4) in connection with the employment 
of the invocation (11.1-3), the editor suggests as more probable the dates 
592,607 or 622 A. D. If we are to judge from the value of the wine, on 
which the editor makes no comment, then the most suitable date would 
be 
592 A. D. 
As I mentioned above the price of wine in our text is 1/500 sol.; 
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taking into consideration Casson's analysis, art. cit. 15,1 would say 
that we certainly deal with wine of the cheapest grade. Casson 
distinguishes three grades of wine: (i) a very cheap grade ranging from 
1/500 to 1/792 sol. per sextarius, (ii) a medium grade ranging from 1/150 
to 1/336 sol. and (iii) an expensive grade with prices less than 1/100 
sol. Casson's examples for the cheapest grade (i. e. the lowest prices) 
all come from documents of the same type as the present one, i. e. loans 
of money with repayment in wine. As Bagnall convincingly argues, GRBS 
(with note 18) this feature "also points to a deduction of interest before 
the amount stated", and this may well have been the case in our document. 
In other words, what Bagnall argues, is that interest was deducted before 
the eight gold solidi changed hands and, hence, the amount stated as 
received here represents a price less interest. For a different inter- 
pretation (price inflated by the incorporation of interest) , cf. Z. Packman 
CE 50 (1975) 285-296. 
22 ff. F-v Tý Tp6yr from here on the text refers to the repayment, XTX.: 
but, surprisingly enough, the scribe has omitted the most basic part of 
the promise-to-repay clause and the text, as it stands, does not make sense. 
0 After 6'x'ruxocGwv in 1.21 the total might have, perhaps, been indicated in 
(nEVTU)ý(CCTUata) CTIH(W the form: yul(vETau) otw, (vou) Pa-La) W (vel. sim. ) (for 
the abbreviations cf. the title on the back), although this is not a 
universal practice in this type of document, see e. g. SB V 8264,13 
(524 A. D. ) j 
where the total is stated and cf. P. Wisc. 1 11,16 which gives the total of 
the price, but lacks the total of the wnount of the goods to be delibered. 
What is certainly expected and has surely been omitted is the intro- 
ductory part of the promise-to-repay clause which I supply exempli gratia: 
.v wcw coL, or ovT[F-p OZVOV 
&RO6W'CW COL (vel. sim. ); also (jREp cn&vaymcc 
&Tco6' 
expressions referring to the good quality of the wine 
to be delivered should, 
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I perhaps, have been used before oL., )ov and, perhaps, also a provision 
about the supply of the jars by the debtor or the creditor, see e. g. 
SB V 8264,13 ff. and the documents published by Harrauer in Pap. Flor. 
VII (= Miscell. Pap. ), pp. 109 ff. 
22 ýv -rý TPUYT, ý T [OZ] MECO [Pý] ' [c] : the papyrus is seriously damaged vi TIN) o 
after TPUYT, ý, but the surviving letters and the parallel texts leave no 
doubt about the correctness of the restoration. 
As normally, the delivery of the wine will take place in Mesore 
(25 July/23 August), which is the month of the vintage, see 0. Montevecchi, 
Aegyptus 24 (1944) 146 and, especially, M. Schnebel, Landwirtschaft 275-80. 
The only example from Oxyrhynchus where delivery is promised in a different 
month is, to my knowledge, P. Oslo 11 43,3 of a rather early date (140/1 A. D. ); 
there the delivery is to be effected in Hathyr (28 October/26 November), well 
out of the normal period of the vintage. 
The term of our loan is very short, for the document was drawn on 
the 2nd of May, 618 A. D. and repayment is expected at the latest by 23rd 
August of the same calendar year. 
23-24 The space after napo6c(rjc is too small to accommodate the number of 
0 
the indiction as well as the word Cv6LxTupwv itself in full; for the 
restoration I follow the practice of the scribe in 
1.7. The genitive oL", vou 
must surely be inserted in 1.23, for it is normal 
in this class of document 
in the late Byzantine period for it to precede 
ýýcEwc (1.24), see e. g. 
SB V 8264,19 (524 A. D. ), P. Wisc. 1 11,22 (VII A. D. 
); contrast P. Mich. 
XV 743,18, where oL", vou is not followed by 
ýUccwc due, perhaps, to the 
different construction of the clause promising repayment. 
So far as I was 
able to discover, the expression oL'. 
'vou ý6ccwc is found exclusively in 
Oxyrhynchite loans of this type. The expression, 
however, is found rarely 
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in papyri of various types from other nomes too, see e. g. P. Lond. I 
113 lla, 3,7 (Ars. ). 
The term ý6cuc in the papyri properly indicates the total yield 
I from the wine-press; frequently, but not here, it is used in the sense 
of "vintage", see m. Schnebel, op. cit. 292, and .T L. Casson, TAPhA 70 
(1939) 4 note 1. Also LSJ sv translates "flow, yield" (with reference 
to liquids). 
24-25 This is the most difficult part of the missing section to restore 
with certainty, chiefly due to the unidentifiable expression at the 
beginning of 1.25, which might have been governed by a missing word at 
the end of 1.24 (cf. below). 
The well-preserved ý6cuc in 1.24 is a key-word, because it proves 
that our scribe, following the traditional practice in the Oxyrhynchite 
nome,, separates the chronological sense of the indiction from the fiscal. 
I In this sense the harvest (Tpuyn) will take place at the end of the 7th 
indiction, that is before Mesore epagomenae 5 (6) , but the wine is to be 
accounted to the crops and taxes of the eighth epinemesis running from 
1st May 618 A. D. to April 30,619 A. D., which had already started when our 
document was drawn up (May 2) ; for this method of fiscal reckoning in 
Egypt see R. S. Bagnall-K. A. Worp, CSBE 5 (with note 21) and esp. 26. 
This double indictional date is constantly in use in the Oxyrhynchite 
loans with deferred delivery of wine of a rather late date, such as the 
present one, and the reference to epinemesis follows straight after the 
ýI 
expression ou"Vou ucewc,,. see e. g. SB V 8264,19 and P. Wisc. 1 11,22-23; 
cf. also P. Amh. 11 150,28-29 (X6PTOC) , P. Michael. 35 B 
9-10 (wheat). 
Normally, the formula runs Týc cuv -ýcý X 
ýrLuvEpýccwc or Týc(c'u". bcZ) 
i 
0f (see the above-quoted examples). CkU06CrIC X ETILVC-PTICEWC 
In our text the reading before the lacuna in 1.24 is not very 
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certain, but I think that the traces after p', 'ccuc can be interpreted 
as an omicron followed by a gamma and this is in accord with the 
expected number of the eighth epinemesis. It is most unlikely that 
the scribe employed any of the above elaborate formulae, but rather 
the simple form oL',,., ou ýOcEwc X cnuvcjj I jcEwc, for which, however, I 
have not managed to find parallel. 
Now, I do not think that the genitive TOO &Y!, OU ERu[ca. 4]u in 
1.25 is governed by cTiuve(liýccwc) and I cannot offer a satisfactory 
explanation as to what the significance of such an expression could be. 
On the contrary, I am inclined to think that the word CRLVEjJccwc was 
abbreviated in such a way that one more word was originally written at 
the end of line 24 which was syntactically associated with the genitive 
in 1.25. 
For 1.25 1 believe, first of all, that ToZ before ayu'ou is not to be 
interpreted as the ending of a word which could have started at the end 
of 1.24, but is rather the singular genitive of the article (masc. or 
neuter), because it is alien to the practice of the scribe to hyphenate 
words. 
The reading biu[ca. 4]u is very uncertain, because some of the 
horizontal fibres of the papyrus have been removed and the surviving ones 
F are seriously distorted. The traces after the upsilon of &yLou can be 
interpreted either as sigma or, more likely, as upsilon, and the iota 
which I print could also be a rho or a tau whose upper part -: s missing. 
The reading of the pi is perhaps more secure. For the trace before eta 
I 
after the lacuna there is a choice between sigma and upsilon in view of 
the fact that the word is in genitive; I think that the small trace that 
survives cannot fit with a sigma. 
What was stipulated here must have been indeed very rare, for I 
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checked many expressions with UuYLOC, but no help has emerged. 
Furthermore, Oxyrhynchite loans of this type do not provide any help 
for restoration: after the reference to the epinemesis they usually 
conclude with the clause securing the quality of the wine, sometimes 
preceded by the adverb &vunEp-ýcTwc, see e. g. SB V 8264,19-20, P. Wisc. 
1 11,23-24 and P. Bad. IV 55,22. Some other Oxyrhynchite examples of 
a rather earlier date contain a measure provision or state that the 
wine comes from a certain parcel of land, but both provisions are found 
in a different part of the text, see e. g. PSI XII 1249,24-25 (265 A. D. ) , 
1252,9-10 (111 A. D. ) and P. Oslo 11 43,3-4 (140/1 A. D. ). 
In a good number of documents from the Heracleopolite nome of a 
late date there is a measure provision at this part of the text, see 
e. g. P. Amst. 1 48,14 (VI A. D. ). BGU XII 2207,15 (606 A. D. ) and 2209, 
11 (614 
Indeed, the restoration of the dative 1ATpy at the end of 1.24 is 
very tempting and would fit neatly if cnuvcpýccwc were abbreviated to 
ETC LIVE . If this is so, then we are 
dealing with the name of a new 
measure of wine which I have not been able to identify. 
ýRu[xuo)u (for 
II cTco,. xL, oý,, ) is also tempting, but I have found no example of the word 
I ýnovxi, ov described as (vxyuov. A possible alternative. would 
be to read 
F-itL, [cxOrLo]u, but this seems too long for the size of the 
lacuna and &yuoc 
when referring to a bishop is used in the superlative, see e. g. 
P. Grenf. 
1 66,4 (VI/VII A. D. ). 
I have also checked whether 
Ayu'ou Lu [ca. 4] u could be identif ied with 
*0*a 
any locality in -the Oxyrhynchite nome, 
but no relevant entry was found either 
in P. Pruneti, I Centri Abitati or in Calderini, Dizionario. 
, P% ý TIPWT6TUTIOC: the only parallel of 
Oxyrhynchite 
25-28 n[ 
provenance is, as far as 
I have discovered, P. Oxy. XVI 1976,20-21 (592 A. D. ) 
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which reads SiMply: T'ý HUYW 0' TOUTWV CYYU-, TnC OUXO, ýCV ýTlýp Ct-"TCýV 6U66VaL,. 
That document is an acknowledgement of loan of seed corn and is 
addressed to the heirs of Fl. Apion II; its primary interest lies in 
the fact that the borrowers are enapographoi georgoi and their guarantor, 
similarly to our document, is their pronoetes. Very close is the 
stipulation concerning the guarantor also in SB XVI 12486,21-24 (470 A. D. ) 
of Hermopolite provenance: -,, pocopoXoyCý 6c% ýywl 6 ýyyunTr'jc clva6cxcc%ýau. 
EYW UUTOC ollxo, ýEv ý7cpqclýý ELU, 6F- &yvw-povýcu cv (sic ed! ) 6 7pwT6TU70c 
CJL TI 06 WCW XTX see all the relevant notes in Pap. Flor. VII (= Miscell. 
Pap. ) p. 112. 
In 1.25 the reading E-']YW', which is very uncertain, instead of 
as subject of the infinitive 6u66v[a]u in 1.27 is dictated by the 
nominatives that follow. The scribe seems to understand the verb 
ýpoXoyM 
as governing the infinitive and for this reason uses the first person 
as the pronoun. This feature is more understandable in P. Oxy. XVI 1976 
(supra) . 
26 6' T06TO<U>: the interchange of ou and o in this position 
is so 
unusual that it is probably to be regarded as a scribal error. 
oL, -Ao[b]Ev: the most suitable translation is given by LSJ sv 
3: "from 
one's own financial resources, at one's own expense". 
0 27 6L, 66v[a]L.: for the use of the present infinitive to express future 
sense see Mandilaras, The Verb 
(f214 ff. 
&Yvw)jOVý'cT, I' : the most suitable interpretation 
is in WB sv ýyvwjiovýw 
01 
1: "lässig sein bei Erfüllung von Verpflichtungen" 
(with examples) ; 
see also the example quoted 
in my note to 11.215-28. 
28 6' IIPwT6TU110c: "principal party 
to a contract" (LSJ sv II) ; here, the 
.0... 
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debtor, Aurelius Ieremias is to be understood, see e. g. P. Oxy- I 
136,11 (583 A. D. ) and P. Stras. 1 40,1ý1,28,39 (569 A. D. ). The word 
is frequent only in documents of the sixth century, hut very rare in the 
earlier period, see Pap. Flor. VII p. 112 note to 1.22. 
28-30 6va6F-x6pE: voc. . TOEL: the good quality of the wine is guaranteed, 
as normally, until Ty-bi (27 December/25 January) 618/619 A. D. , five months 
from the vintage in Mesore, see Montevecchi, Aecjyptus 24 (1944) 146 and 
Schnebel, Landwirtschaft 279. 
The formula in its present form is without parallel, since the 
Oxyrhynchite documents normally employ the verb ývtXo-ýýau instead of 
v dvaUXopm, and add malu napaýjovýv after YaXXovýv; the formula, thus, runs: 
&Va6F-XOPCLL, /-PEVOc 6ý Týv xaXXovýv maul napapovnIv ToO oLvou xTX. ; see further 
on this type of formula and its local variants Pap. Flor. VII (= Miscell. 
Pap. ) pp. 125-26 (Anhang,, part 1). 
-xaXXovTjv: the meaning of the word xaXXovTl in this context is obscure 
a 
and scholars have offered various explanations: the editor of P. Flor. I 
65,12, for example, renders "chiarificazione e purificazione del vino" 
(see note ad loc. ) and the editor of P. Mich. IX 608 "goodness", see note 
to 1.13. In the present instance I follow LSJ sv YaXXový - "metaph. fine 
quality". 
30-34 As I have already noted in my introduction, this kind of provision 
is not attested for certain elsewhere. However, in P. Flor. 1 65,17-18 
(570/1 A. D.? ), where similar goods are stipulated, the editor reads: 
XOYO [ I(XXOIJEVOC XVL, (5LCt 6 MaU POUCTUPUa 6 and notes that "aspetterei 
I 
00. 
qualcosa come 'f uori conto' o sim. 11 (note to 1.17) . The text is damaged 
at the most crucial point, but I am inclined to suggest tentatively the 
4k p 
restoration: mau Xoyy 
[ýVlaX6PaTOC (1. ývaX&paTOC) XTX. 
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31-32 o UVOU 
%F 
T1 OL X 3L UaC T-; C, ý P OL Ta 
knowledge not found elsewhere 
adjective RaXULC'x is a blunder 
following accusative; for the 
111 191,2; 193,3 and Stud. P 
the expression 7, aXauý is to my 
in the papyri and it seems that the 
for Tuý., auo, -j d,, ie to attraction to the 
expression oývoc naXccuoc, see e. g. PSI 
al. XX 2218,30. 
The capacity of the sekoma is not specified, but I suspect that 
a five-sextarii jar is also to be understood here, total 40 sextarii; 
on the measure see note to 11.20-21. 
33 IjOucT&PLa: this measure is very rarely encountered in the papyri 
and is known only from P. Flor. 1 65,18 (jjojc-, CLpLoc 6 ), 'P. Mich. inv. 
3712,2- (C'V 6LRXO-UV ýioucTapuov) published by P. J. Sijpesteijn, ZPE 
61 (1985) 78 and, perhaps, also in CPR VII 63,2- (where the reading 
presents many complications, see note ad loc. ). The identification 
of the term is difficult, but I think that both Ricci, La Coltura della 
Vite 73-4 and Sijpesteijn, art. cit. 78 note to 1.2 are correct to 
associate poucT&pua with poOcToc/po7)c-ýoc and particularly with the 
r measure poc-ýuov which is known from P. Oxy. XII 1589,16. All the 
documents which record POUCT&Puov date from the early sixth century A. D. 
onwards and it seems that the term is a creation of the late Byzantine 
period. 
35-36 For similar provisions whereby the debtor undertakes the delivery 
to a certain place, see e. g. P. Ant. 1 42,22-23 (542 A. D. ) , PSI X 1122,1217-30 
(VI A. D. ),, P. Lond. V 1774,12-14 (570 A. D. ). 
T(XDTD,: the fact, that the provision for delivery is inserted at this part 
of the text and not earlier suggests that the pronoun is to be understood 
as referring both to the wine and the goods mentioned in the additional 
provision in 11.30-34. If the debtor was to promise that only the wine 
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would be delivered at the ýýuLuE then this should have -'-een done after 
the provision guaranteeing the good quality of the wine, that is straight 
after Tij-', -L, ýjT-Iv6c; the writer has put Ta, --, Ta instead Of TO'7TOV (referring 
to 07-voc) , because he is thinking off the 
0jjoXo-y7) aRO'XOCT(XCTTjCW: with the verb --poXo),, we expect as supplement 
either an infinitive in the future, which is the most common construction, 
or, less frequently, a O"TL-clause with future indicative or a L"va-clause 
with subjunctive, see Mandilaras, The Verb J 805. The employment of 
&7OXaTCCC-1r'jCW only, without 03TU or Cvva, seems to imply that the scribe 
has confused the constructions; there is no reason for a phonological 
explanation. For the verb &noxa, ýýcTqjju used in the sense "to hand over, 
to deliver", as here, see e. g. P. Lond. V 1774,12 (570 A. D. ) and P. Ant. I 
42,22 (542 A. D. ) . 
U ewc: here it is used as preposition+gen. and indicates place; LSJ sv II 
lb quotes this construction and translates "up to the point where, as far as"; 
f 
see also WB sv 1 "bis (rgumlich)". The employment with 
ýTIOXC(-KCTrjýlL, is odd. 
&PXOVTL, -XýO 6[t, 16PUXOC: unique expression, but it is perhaps to be identified 
0 
with the 6uýjpuC ToO "ApxovToc known from P. Oxy. XVI 2035,12 (VI A. D. ) and 
quoted by Calderini, Dizionario sv *ApXOVTOC (gen. ). The interchange of 
y and x is frequent in this position, see Gignac, Grammar 1 79. 
The term 6L[3-puC in the papyri is closely related to the irrigation 
system and it describes the main canals which carried the water from the 
Nile to the dykes or the subsidiary canals. For a detailed discussion of 
the term, a list of 6uw'puycc and their location in the various nomes see 
A. Calderini, Aegyptus 1(1920) 37-62 and 189-216. 
37-38 on the Kyria-clause and the stipulatio, see P. Oxy. ined. 9 notes 
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to 11.24 and 24-5. 
38. The deleted iota after the cross implies that the writer intended 
to start straight away with 'IEpTjjjuac, but had second thoughts and 
decided to add the gentilicium. 
CTOL, XZ <IJOL, >: the reading cTou is clear and what follows can be read 
as xL,; something seems to have been written after this, but it is not the 
expected ýiou. 
38-39 A horizontal dash separates the subscript from the body of the 
document. 
39 Ic Tcpo-x(E: i, -raL, oýpuXoc( ? after the rho of the verb the papyrus breaks 
due to a hole and the reading of the slight traces is very uncertain, 
before and after the lacuna. There is no evidence that the gentilicium 
AýpýXLOC was employed before the name and the remnants suggest nothing 
of this sort. The dotted letters of the proper name are almost completely 
conjectural and none of the many names ending in -TuXoc seems to fit. 
Yp (o4a): the ink has been abraded severely and what survives can be 
identified tentatively only with a gamma followed by rho and a horizontal 
dash, no doubt an abbreviation mark, but this word must be restored here. 
41-42 The middle part of the address is damaged seriously as the papyrus 
breaks (see introd. ) and a good deal of the fibres has been removed, while 
the script on the right hand side has faded substantially. 
Ila [yyou]XF-E: L, (ou): the most damaged part of the address right in the middle 
of the papyrus sheet. The restoration is in accord with the estimated 
number of missing letters and the iota is quite certain. Part of an 
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oblique dash at the top of the following mu suggest that the name of 
the epoikion was abbreviated. 
42 LO6(LWTLX-M) [CUy%)] T(6ý1ý0: the iota is rather easy to read and the 
next trace gives the impression of delta, but what follows has been 
completely rubbed out. For the abbreviation of Cuy6c, see e. g. P. Oxy. 
XVI 1892,16,1911,217, but other versions could also fit. 
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APPLICATION FOR LEASE OF LAND 
46 5B. 48/C(4-7)a 
12.00 cr. -, x 27.00 cm 
Between 29 August and 
26 December 289 A. D. 
The present light brown sheet of papyrus contains a single 
document on the front, which is preserved in a good condition, 
except for the top and the bottom segments which are extensively 
damaged. At the bottom the papyrus has been torn away unevenly 
and, as a result, parts of the regnal formula and the countersignature 
of the lessee are now missing, but restoration can be effected very 
satisfactorily, see notes to 11.25 ff. At the top the damage is more 
extensive and has affected the opening part of the document (11.1-7), 
where the names of the contracting parties are expected (cf. the schema 
below); what survives from this section of the papyrus is the left hand 
margin and a few letters at the beginning of each line; the surviving 
letters range between only one and four, but this is just enough to 
enable us to restore the name of the lessor (11.1-4) ,a woman landowner, 
whose signature is recorded in 11.29-31 (see note) and is identifiable 
also in other papyri. The restoration at the top, however, is not easy 
and it cannot be effected in full, because the name of the lessee is not 
known and is not recorded elsewhere in the present papyrus, see note to 
11.1-6. 
There are two visible creases, one running horizontally and the other 
vertically, the former indicating that the papyrus was originally 
folded 
into almost identical halves; this is also supported by the resemblance 
of the damage, both at the top and the bottom. The left margin measures 
approximately 2.00 cm becoming progressively wider at 
the bottom (2.5 cm) 
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while the script runs to the edge of the papyrus on the right. At 
the top there is free room of ca. 1.00 cm above the beginning of 1.1 
in the present state of the papyrus, but originally this might have 
been slightly wider. At the bottom the strip of papyrus that 
survives on the left suggests free room of ca. 5.00 cm. The writing 
runs along the fibres and the back is blank. 
The body of the document is the product of a sole, stylish, semi- 
cursive hand with letters of average size, some of which - such as 
alpha, epsilon and upsilon - present a variety of forms. The hand 
becomes slightly more rapid in the regnal formula (11.25-29), but on 
the whole the script is attractive and easy to read. The horizontal 
stroke of the letter phi is normally quite prominent (see e. g. w6pou 
in 11.11 and 21) and the same feature sometimes occurs also in kappa: 
a good example for the latter is xapnCov (1.15). A further feature of 
the script is the elongation of the vertical stroke of letters, such 
as the phi, rho and, sometimes, the iota, below the line; similarly 
prolonged is occasionally the left vertical bar of the letter mu, see 
e. g. TZT) "pE-o'v (1.18) and contrast ýiqvu in the same line. It is also 
worth noting that the lower bow of beta is similarly written below the 
line, see e. g. TZýu (1.18) and dRoX&ýr 'v, ýc (1.16). The , ic, 
ýcýuuouýit 
omicron is normally very small and the letters eta, nu, pi and omega 
are rather broad. 
With the exception of two or three striking blunders (see 11.8,12-13 
and 14-15 with notes) the orthography of the text is very good and the 
occasional phonological errors, such as the iotacismus (e. g. RETPLUC, 
1) or the reverse (e. g. RcVTaxuc-xF-LAýau, 1.12) and the use, only once, 
of aL, instead of E: (caL, 1.14) are very common in this period. I 
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The little that survives in 11.29-31 is just enough to indicate 
that the signature at the bottom is due to a second semi-cursive 
hand which produces a legible script with big and bold letters sloping 
to the right. This hand can be identified also in the signature of 
P. Chicago Orinst. 17233 published by J. Rea as P. Coll. Youtie 11 68, 
11.39-40; see further on this the notes to 11.1-6 and 29-31. 
The papyrus records an application for lease of private land and 
belongs to the class of documents known as epidoche. The epidoche is 
a form of the subjectively worded hypomnema and is especially associated 
with the Oxyrhynchite nome, see ZPE 9 (1972) 1 note 1. In the Roman 
period leases of land are recorded in two different types of documents: 
(i) the hypomnematic lease (subjective style), such as the present one, 
and (ii) the contract type (objective style), also called private 
protocol; on the legal background and the significance of both types of 
documents, see H. J. Wolff, Das Recht 114-128; on their form and the 
variations in the different nomes, see J. Herrmann, Studien zur Bodenpacht 
25 ff. 
According to the statistical information given by Herrmann, leases 
of land in the Roman period recorded in the form of hypomnema are more 
frequent than those of the contract type (ratio 106: 95), see op. cit. 20, 
note 2. However, as the same scholar also points out, these figures are 
not representative of the actual preference in the Oxyrhynchite nome, 
where, in contrast to the rest of Egypt, at any rate until the end of 
the third century, leases of land are drawn up preferably in the form 
of a private protocol (op. cit. 21 with notes 1-3, where he offers all the 
relevant statistical figures). 
In view of this observation, insofar as the Oxyrhynchite leases are 
concerned, I checked all the documents of this class originating from 
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this nome which date from the first century A. D. to 364 A. D. using 
as source the most recently compiled list given in P. Oxy. L 3589 
introd. of the papyri tabulated there I was ahle to establish 
concrete information about the type of the lease in 97; of those 
62 are private protocols and 35 hypomnemata and this, in fact, 
reinforces Herrmann's argument about the preponderant number of the 
former type in Oxyrhynchus. However, as it can be seen from the 
list given below, the balance changes progressively in each century 
and the hypomnema. becomes the normal type of document in the fourth 
century; for this see also Herrmann, op. cit. 39-40 with note 1. 
Protocols 
I A. D. 6 [61 
II A. D. 29 [261 
III A. D. 25 [111 
Hypomnemata Total 
1 101 7 [6) 
5 Ill 34 [271 
16 [6) 41 (171 
IV A. D. (until 364 A. D. ) 2- 13 15 
Total: 62 [431 35 7] 97 [501 
The figures in square brackets are those given by Herrmann, 
op. cit. 21 note 3. 
On leases in general, see A. C. Johnson, Roman Egypt 74-146 and 
0. Montevecchi, La Papirologia 214-219; for a more detailed discussion 
on the various aspects and problems concerning this class of document, 
see J. Herrmann, Studien zur Bodenpacht and D. Hennig, Untersuchungen 
zur Bodenpacht, both with detailed lists. The most updated list of 
the Oxyrhynchite examples is to be found in P. Oxy. L 3589 introd., 
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which records all the relevant leases from 31 B. C. to 364 A. D. 
(With reference to this list I should mention that p. Oxy. L 3558 
(134 A. D. ) is an incorrect entry, for it is not of Oxyrhynchite 
provenance and should be deleted) The most recently published 
example of this type of document from Oxyrhynchus is P. Harr. 11 22-4 
(late II/early III A. D. ), where the citation P. Coll. Youtie 11 60 
is an error for 68 (see introd. ). 
The epidoche is addressed to Aurelia Heracleidiaena, daughter 
of Aurelius Heracleides, an ex-bouleutes of Alexandria, both of thei-, 
being known from other papyri; the name of the lessee is, unfortunately, 
missing due to the damage at the top, but there is good reason to assume 
that he was resident in the Oxyrhynchite nome, see notes to 11.1-6 and 
The unknown lessee undertakes to lease thirty four arurae of 
private land at a total rent of 2 talents and 5.000 drachmae, that is 
500 dr. /arura, which is a rather low rate of rent (see below). The 
term of the lease is, as normally in this period, one year (see note 
to 11.7-8) and the rent is to be paid in three-monthly instalments 
(see 11.14 ff. with notes). 
The following schema gives a detailed account of the content of 
the present lease: 
PRESCRIPT (11.1-6) 
The contracting parties with the typical formula: Tý 6EZvu (lessor) 
RUPU TOZ3 6EtVOC (lessee), see note ad loc. 
BODY (11.6-29) 
The object of the lease (11.6-12) 
The epidoche formula: bioucL', wc 
I E: 7L6 E' X0 11 CL L, 11 L, C, ýýCJ C -; ý aUXT 
(6-7) 
(ii) The term of the lease (7-8) 
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(iii) Specification and description cf the area and of 
the parcel 
(iv) Extent of the rented parcel followed by the formula: 
AUc I- %v IC Tj Oca E- WCU 
(v) Quality of the land 
Total amount of rent 
General and special provisions (11.13-22) 
The &xuv6uvoc clause 
(ii) The public taxes provision 
(iii) The xapnoL, clause 
(iv) The ýEýaL, wcLc clause 
Clause concerning the payment of rent (method and 
amounts involved) 
The execution clause (11.22-23) 
D. The kyria-clause and the stipulatio (11.24-25) 
Date (11.25-29) 
(8-10) 
(10-11) 
(11) 
(11-12) 
(13) 
(13-14) 
(14-16) 
(16) 
(16-22) 
SIGNATURE (11.29-31) 
For the content of the present lease, cf. the discussion in J. Herrmann, 
op . cit. 30-39. 
As is clear from the above schema, the present document follows 
very closely the normal pattern of the hypomnematic leases from the 
Oxyrhynchite nome and it can be compared with a number of similar texts 
of approximately the same date, such as P. Coll. Youtie 11 68 (266 A. D. ), 
70 (272/3 or 278/9 A. D. ), PSI 111 187 (280/1 A. D.?, cf. BASP 11 (1974) 
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65-6), P. coll. youtie 11 80 (= P-Oxy. XLV 3255 (315 A. D. )), etc. 
However, our lease differs from a-11 the others in two respects: 
(i) it contains an unparalleled expression to describe t, -ie poor 
quality of the land in 1.11: E'V (XLC TICTý, ---LC TOROU (see note) , and 
there is a striking absence of information about the crop to be 
sown; this makes the present document unique, so far as I was able to 
discover, among the leases of land, at any rate those of Oxyrhynchite 
provenance. The specification of the crop is always detailed and, as 
a rule, the relevant clause follows straight after the description of 
the leased object and its exact location, see e. g. P. Coll. Youtie II 
68,14,11 70,14 and P. Harr. 11 224,11 ff.; cf. also J. Herrmann, 
Studien zur Bodenpacht 68-72. 
In the short discussion that follows I try to give a convincing and 
satisfactory answer to the question raised by the absence of the clause 
concerning the crop in our lease, by process of elimination. I start 
with two important pieces of information contained in the text: (i) the 
location and the quality of the parcel to be leased, as well as further 
information referring to the area, and (ii) the low rate of rent (500 dr. / 
ar. ). 
Two possible suggestions can, I think, be ruled out: firstly, it 
could be argued that the clause referring to the kind of crop was not 
requirec! here, for there existed a previous agreement between the parties 
or, alternatively, that the present lease is just a renewal of a previous 
agreement. The document, however, contains no hint at such a fact and 
it is unlikely that a relevant clause was originally included in the missing 
part of our papyrus; cf. notes to 11.1-6. 
Secondly, one could argue that the option of the crop to be sown 
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was left at the whim of the lessee and, therefore, the crop was 
not specified in our document. However, this is also imjýlausihle 
and it is not supported by parallel texts, for when the lessee 
is allowed to choose the crop to be sown, as happens frequently 
in the Byzantine period, the leases always contain a special clause 
making this clear, see J. Herrmann, op. cit. 71 with notes 7-8. 
As the rent is to be paid in money, we m,, ýst first of all exclude 
from consideration crops which pay rent in kind (especially wheat); 
see further on these crops the detailed discussion in D. Hennig, 
Untersuchungen zur Bodenpacht 3-6 with all the relevant notes. 
The range of possibilities as to what might have been the crop 
in question decreases significantly, if we confine our attention to 
leases of land referring to REPUXWýIa HEXTU itself, where the present 
parcel of land was located, see 11.9-10 with notes. Of the four 
existing leases two deal with flax-land and in the other two the 
object is grass-land. A very similar picture is presented in the 
I leases which refer to the TiepuXwpu N6cXa: this embankment was in 
the same area as ours, that is in the territory of the village of 
Ision Panga, and so the documents referring to NýcXa may be of some 
t value for our discussioni for the location of the embankment of !, IF-cX(x, 
see P. Pruneti, I Centri Abitati sv NccXa (last four documents of the 
list along with note 4). 
For convenience I list below the documents referring to both 
perichomata: 
A. 
Ref. 
7[F-PL, XWPOt T-F-X'rU 
Date Kind of crop Rent 
1. PSI 111 187* 280/1 A. D.? cf. xoý-, Oc 
below 
200 dr. /ar. 
'l 87 
2. PEI IX 1079 2 96 A. D. cc 10 dr. /ar. in ., 3 '1 \j 
3 i-stalrne: -ýts 
P. Oxy. XXXI 2585 315 A. D. L, ,ýo 
4. P. Coli. Youtie 11 315 A. D. 
80 (= P. O>ry. XTV 3255) 
NccXa 
1. PSI 111 187* see above Al at the wnim of 
the lessee 
3. 
P. Oxy. 1 103 316 A. D., Cf. 
BL I, p. 315 
P. Oxy. XLV 3257 '118 XLVO-ýt0tX&IJ-, 
tal. /ar. 
IIf 4 ta.. /ar.; ha- 
of croýý (2 parcels) 
600 dr. /ar. 
half of crop 
3 tal. 1000 dr. /ar. 
4. PSI V 4E69 334 A. D. 'I ), L, vOxCL), - ýTl 1 cent. tow/ar. 
*In this document la-nd is leased in both perichomata. 
For A3, B2 and B4, see also 
P. OXý7. XLV, 
p. 1"g. 
What strikes one in both lists is the fact that, with the exception 
of PSI 111 167 in list B, all the leases concern either flax or grass 
produces which were, perhaps, rotated. The main crop, however, seems to 
have been flax, whose cultivation, as J. Rea has already suggested in 
P. Coll. Youtie 11 68 introd., was associated in some way with perichomata, 
because flax needs a good supply of water; on flax in general see 
M. Schnebel, Landwirtschaft 203-5 and P. Oxy. >MV 3254-3262 introd., 
and on X6ýToc, ibid. 211-218. However, I would be inclined to suggest 
that flax was not the crop sown, in our document on the following grcun3s: 
(i) the parcel is of poor quality (1.11: ev auc 7cTpw'5uc T67. ou, see note) 
and this cannot be a factor favourable to the production of flax, 
(ii) the rent rate at 500 dr. /ar. is very low for flax-land, even if we 
suppose that there was some reduction because of the poor quality of the 
land. The Oxyrhynchite leases of f lax-land of a sim' lar date to our 
document, at a time of high inflation, record much higher rates of rent: 
already in P. Mich. XI 610 (282 A. D. ) the rent is 1.600 dr. /ar. - although 
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the document is seven years earlier than o-ars - in P. Oxy. XIV 1691 
(291 A. D. ) 2.500 dr. /ar. and in P. Oxy. 1 102 (306 A. D. ) 1 tal. 3.500 
dr. /ar. 
Although there can be no conclusive answer to the question under 
discussion, the possibility that the parcel leased was intended to be 
used merely as grass-land gains some support from the relevant 
documents of the same period. I must note, however, that the 
documentation for grass-land is very scanty. In PSI IX 1071 (296 A. D. ) 
the rent runs as high as 1.300 dr. /ar. but this is not an =, reasonable 
rate for a document which dates some seven years later than our lease. 
Another document which is of importance is PSI 111 187 where the 
rent for X6pToc is only 200 dr. /ar. (cf. lists above); this document, 
however, lacks an exact year date. The editor suggests a date at the 
beginning of the fourth century A. D., but this is very unlikely, for, 
as I noted above, the rent for grass-land in 296 A. D. (PSI IX 1071) 
was already as high as 1.300 dr. /ar. Discussing the date of the same 
document, J. D. Thomas suggested a date either in 289/90 A. D. or, 
less likely, in 280/1 A. D. , see BASP 11 (1974) 65-6. Now, if the crop 
in question in our document is indeed grass, only the latter date can 
be suitable for PSI 111 187. Consequently, if this is right, the rates 
of rent for grass-land at the end of the third century will present 
the following picture: 
PSI 111 187 280/1 A. D.? 
P. Oxy. ined. 9 289 A. D. 
PSI IX 1071 296 A. D. 
200 dr. /ar. 
500 dr. /ar. 
1.300 dr. /ar. 
Finally, I should like to argue that the document is tc be dated before 
the end of 289 A. D. The problem of an exact year date is raised by the 
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lack of a month date, which was originally included at the end of the 
regnal formula in 1.29 (see note), but is now missing. 
As the text itself informs us, the hypomnema was to last for one 
year, that is for the regnal year 6 and 5 of Diocletian and Maximian 
which ran from Thoth (September) 289 A. D. to the end of Mesore (August) 
290 A. D. The use of the word F-%)EcT[ocl (sc. c'-roc) in 1.7 proves that 
the hypomnema was drawn up when the above regnal year had already 
started, that is after 29 August 289 A. D. (terminus post). The first 
instalment for the rent is due to be paid on the 15th of Ty-'oi (10 
January 290 A. D. ) and this means that the document was signed before 
this date. Furthermore, if the month date in 1.29 was the lst of TyL)i 
or later in the same month, the expression in 1.18 would be 7ZJ PEV a 
iiapovTL. TUýL, prjvL, (vel sim. ) indicating that the first instalment was 
to have been paid in the same month as that in which the document was 
drawn up. For this reason we must almost certainly assign the document 
to a date before lst of Tybi, that is before 27 December 289 A. D. (terminus 
ante). It would be quite normal for a lease of land to begin between 
30th August and 26th December. 
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5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
A6p[TIXLq 'Hpct-xXF-L6UUL?, VT, ý PaT4Vý CTOXýTq -ýUYa-l 
TPL A[6prlXLou 'HpamXEL'60U YEVOýlEVO`j ý&JXUUTOZI 
Tý [C XoCpTLpoTO"tTrjC nOIXCWC TMV 'AXEEaV6pE-'-] 
w [v napa ca. 30 
6 ca. 35 
a[ ca. 10 ca. 18 F-XOUCt, WC] 
t%1 bl [ulöE)( [Opal L latC-5W"CUCeOLt, [11P0C 110]VOV TO' 
bJECT [OCI 
C( E'-'TOC )// XUý E( E"TOC)// ýX T7W ýTEOCPXOVTWV COL E-'V l'ýEPLX [ý-1 
PaTL IIE-I'XTU TOtý66 TOt VOý107) ýV XOLtTT, ý MtXOUPEVý 
TEVF-PMTOC &POUPOtC TPUýXOVTOL TECCaPOCC 1'ý OCaC 'u 
HN WTCU ý%) (XZC nETPW ? 6LC TOROU (POPOU &nOT(*XXTO'Uf 
&PyUpt, OU TaX(XVT(X 660 MaL 6PaXIIaLl nEVTUXUCXELXLCtL 
&XUV66VWV Ra'VT04C XLVbUIVOU TMV TýC 'YýC 
6TIllocuwv O"VTWV npolc C(XILI Týv YEOZC(XV XU- 
PLE: U<OU>C(XV TWV X(XPTEMV E'WC T(IX O(PLXO-PEVa &110- 
fI Xo, ýr E: ETIL, 60xýc (Xlto- , ýc . 
ýE: ý(xLoujjE#: vTjc 61 JIOL TýC 
66CW TOIV ýOOPOV ýV 'PnCLI TPUCL4, HaT(X Pýva 
1 41 1s REVTE X(XL 6EX(XTTIN)g Ty pev TUL PnVts, ('XPYUPL', O<U> 
IA% TOLX(XVTOV E: V )(0, L, TT CtEýC MEXE%Up E"TepoV T&- 
A% XaVTOV CV XUL Tý 4DOtPjJOt5%N, T&C XOLROLC 
pIp9 T017 (popoU 6PCXXP(XC REVTaXLCXCLWXC aVUnCP- 
ff eETWC, -yF-1, VoliF-Vr)C COU TýC UPagEWC nUPoPL 
L, F_x TZO'V 
ý'ROCPXOVTWV POL X(PYVTW(V) - TE: 
ýPA Xai' 
ýTL(, ÖC)Xý Xot'% ýltEpwTneeL%C ýnO% cou xup (1 L, 
1, pOXO, yr, cot. (gTouc) g AýToxpotTopoc Kautcapoc raCou 
'% (E AýPTIýu"ou OýCXXEPL"OU ALO'XXTITLUVOZ MOLL 'TOUC) E: 
A[ýTolxp&, ropoc K(iL'caPoc. M(xpxou AýpriXt, o[ý» Oý(IXEPI, ou 
M[OLELPLOLVIOO FEPIIOlVLoXM[VI MF-'Yl6ocTwv E6cF-ýMv 
f E[UTUXMIV CF-$OtCTMV [ca. 61 (m. 2) A6pTj X t, a 
gC)XOV TOU'- [paX ) XE LÖUCLLV U)t 
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t tf 8 cs//HOLLES "TOC) mcc L, c( "T oc see note 10 1. EE Tj OCOLL, 
11 1. RETPýftuc 12 1. &pyupulou TaX&vTwv 66o xail, 6paXljMv 
TcEvT(xxL, cXL, Xt, 'wv, see note 14 1. np6c cý Týv yco%ov, see note 
15 1. O(PEUXOPEVU 18 1.6EX&Tri 21 1. RCVTUXUCXLXLICCC 
22 1. yuvoliE-'vnc 25 Lý; 26 LE, see note 
0 
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'To Aurelia Heracleidiaena, matrona stolata, daughter of 
Aurelius Heracleides, ex-councillor of the most illustrious 
city of the Alexandrians from [... I. I undertake of my own free 
will to lease for the present 6th and 5th year only out o. "' the 
possessions that belong to you at the embankment of Pekty of this 
nome in the parcel of land called Pseneros thirty-four arourae, 
or however many they may be, in which there are rocky places, at 
fixed rent of two talents of silver and five thousand drachmae, 
guaranteed against risk of any kind; the public taxes on the land 
being at the charge of you, the landowner, and you are to retain 
ownership of the produce until you receive what is owed. If MY 
undertaking to lease is confirmed, I shall deliver the rent in 
three instalments on the fifteenth of each month: in the month of 
Tybi one silver talent and in the following month Mecheir one 
further talent and in Pharmouthi the rest of the rent, five thousand 
drachmae, without delay, you having the right of execution against 
me and all my property. The undertaking to lease is enforceable 
and in answer to the formal question I have given my assent. Year 6 
of Imperator Caesar Gaius Aurelius Valerius Diocletianus and year 5 
of Imperator Caesar Marcus Aurelius Valerius Maximianus, Germanici 
Maximi Pii Felices Augusti, [month + day]. ' (2nd hand) 'I, Aurelia 
Heracleidiaena, have received the duplicate of this. ' 
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NOTES 
1-6 It is most unlikely that anything is lost before the first 
surviving line; above the alpha there is free room of ca. I. DO 
cm which bears no traces of ink and, there-'ore, must have been 
part of the free room which is usually left at the top of the 
papyrus, cf. my introduction. What one could, perhaps, expect 
to precede line 1 of the printed text, is only a consular formula; 
this method of dating was introduced at the time of Diocletian, 
but became, in fact, frequent only after 293 A. D., the year of the 
establishment of the Tetrarchy, see R. S. Bagnall-K. A. Worp, CSBE 
50-54 (esp. p. 50). For the year 289, from which our document dates 
(see my introduction), the above scholars quote only one example of 
consular formula, namely P. Mich. X 593 i. 18 (doc. 312) of Arsinoite 
provenance (see ibid. 104), which, however, is only a conjectural 
restoration. The earliest known example of Oxyrhynchite origin to 
record a consular date is P. Oxy. IX 1205,14 (= C. Pap. Jud. III 473) 
from 14 April 291 A. D. , and even there the consuls are not mentioned 
at the beginning of the text. On these grounds one must abandon the 
possibility of there being more text missing at the top of the present 
papyrus. 
The damage in 11.1-6 is very extensive and the little that survives 
is a very narrow strip of papyrus at the left hand side which preserves 
a very small number of letters at the beginning of each line. The 
damaged section of the document is the prescript which contained the names 
of the two parties. Normally, the formula employed here in the hypomnematic 
leases runs: Tý 6cUvu (lessor) RaPý TOO 6EZVOC (lessee), and is not 
followed by Xaýpcuv, see e. g. P. Harr. 11 224,1-5, P. Coll. Youtie 11 68, 
1-6, P. Oxy. 1 102,3-6,1 193,1-5; cf . also i. flerrmann, Studien zur 
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Bodenpacht 25 and 30. 
The countersignature in 11.29-31 is that of the lessor herself 
(see note), a certain Aurelia Hera 
k 
lceidiaena who is known from other 
documents. She appears for the first time in P. Oxy. XIV 1637, a division 
of landed property in the Oxyrhynchite and the Hermopolite nomes. The 
document is dated only roughly by the editor in the period 257-9 A. D. 
but as J. Rea suggests, the date could be anywhere between 256/7 and 
261 A. D. (see P. Coll. Youtie 11 68, note to 1.1) . As Heracleidiaena 
acts with a guardian in P. Oxy. XIV 1637, she could not have been older 
than 25 in that document (see note to 1.3) and, accordingly, she was 
aged between 53 and 58 in our document. Heracleidiaena also occurs in 
P. Coll. Youtie 68 (266 A. D. ), once again as a lessor in a lease of 
flax-land in the area of Antipera Pela; for the lessee in that document 
see P. Oxy. ined. 10, note to 11.1-4. There is a strong possibility 
that the land leased here might have been assigned to Heracleidiaena 
in P. Oxy. XIV 1637, but the document lacks a section at the end due to 
damage. 
IF P. Coll. Youtie 11 68,1-3 reads: Av'pnXLý 'HpuxXcu6uauvý, paTpývý 
rI CTOX'ý'XTq bU'YClTPL", 'HpaxXEu6ou -YcvoijEVOU ýOUXEUTOZ TýC XCLý111POTATT; (C] 
[ýCtjJTIPOTL'Cj 
I itoXF-wc -rCov 'AXcC(xv6pCwv. This formula appears to fit suitably the surviving 
letters in 11.1-4 of our document with a small alteration in 1.2, where 
the remnants of the fourth letter cannot be interpreted as eta but rather 
as alpha and I therefore added the gentilicium Aurelius before 
'Hpa-xý, EL'16o1j. 
An alternative to the restoration in 11.3-4 of our text would be: Tý[c 
X(xjjiipoT&Trjc TU)v 'AXE: ý(xv6PE'wv nOXE-1 /w[c naPý HTX. As our document dates 
23 years after P. Coll. Youtie 11 68, it is not unlikely that the address 
of Heracleidiaena might have changed or become more elaborate; 11.1-4 
may admit other restorations. 
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As to the lessee whose name and designation are completely missing 
(11.4-6), one can infer very little from the text: what can be suggested 
with certainty is that there was only one person and, accordingly, one 
name is to be expected in the relevant lines, for the text constantly 
uses the singular (see e. g. the stipulatio in 11.24-25). Also the 
expression ToZft ToU voijoO in 1.9 implies a previous reference to the 
city of the Oxyrhynchites or a village of the Oxyrhynchite nome; 
P. Coll. Youtie 11 68 suggests that this was not included in Heracleidiaena's 
designation, and so -Lt must have followed after the details of the lessee, 
that is in 1.6. In fact, because of the surviving alpha at the beginning 
I of the line it is very tempting to restore: &[76 Týc ýaýi(npýic) xaý 
00 XOLP ( TIP OT&T TIC) "OL', 7UPU-YX( L, T MV ) TEO XEWC LxoucLwc) and this is not 
incompatible with the estimated number of missing letters. 
6-7 EmoucL, wc] ýR[L, 16E: X[OjjcdL, ýluc-ýýcac-ýau: the first word in 1.7 is 
damaged and the reading is very uncertain, especially of the three letters 
between the pi and the chi; the iota is definitely missing and it seems 
that the delta and the epsilon were written cursively as in 6cjýD'(TTjv (1.18), 
for example, but much smaller and narrower. It is most unlikely that a 
different verb was used here, for this formula is invariably found in the 
hypomnematic leases of Oxyrhynchite provenance at this date; see further 
on this introductory formula J. Herrmann, op. cit. 30-31. 
7-8 [71POC P61 VOV TOI E-'VCCT [6C] C( C'TOCý/ -X(Xý E(E'TOC the f irst f igure 
for the regnall year of Diocletian is a mere blunder; the expected number 
is s (= 6), as is correctly written in 1.25, and not c (= 200). The 
regnal years are the 6th year of Diocletian and the 5th of Maximian 
(289/90 A. D. ); see also 11.25-9 with note. 
One-year leases are quite common in the Oxyrhynchite nome in the third 
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ce7-itury A. D. ; cf. the list giver. in D. He: -.: -, ic, Untersuchangen zur 
BD6enpacht 291-2-19E. For a general account of the perio, --- in leases 
cf land through3, -, +- Egypt and the various expressions used, see 
J. Herrmann, op. cit. 90 ff. 
EX TU-,, ý7, ap)(, ývTwv coL: the preposition normally er:. 7ýloyed in tlýis 
form-, ila is ýn6, see e. g. P-CO11- Youtie 11 68,8,11 SC), E (= P. Ox-y. XLV 
3255), P. Oxy. XLV 3256,6-7 and 3257,6. The examples of" 
followed by the preposition ýx are very few in DDBDP and none of them 
comes from the Oxyrhynchite nome, see P. Sakaon 73, '1 and BGU Xi 2032,7. 
Si-milarly negative is the information to emerge from t, -, e documents 
listed in P. Oxy. L 3589 introduction. The use of the present formula with 
the verb ýr, &pXw denotes private ownership as distinct from any other type 
of land; see further on its significance, Herrmann, Studien zur Bodenpacht 
74 ff., esp. p. 76. 
6-9 ýV TIEPLX[WO'IPCLTL, ITEXTU: for a list of the documents that mention this 
perichoma see my introduction above (under A) and cf. Pruneti, I Centri 
Abitati sx, Eco-Y. Tv. The present expression is identical wIth that found in 
PSI 111 187,12 and P. Oxy. XXXI 25E5, B. The other two documents, 
PSI IX 1071,10 and P. Coll. Youtie 11 80,9 provide more specific 
information as to the location of this perichoma and state that it 
was in the territory of the village of the Ision Panga (REPLI T--' 
! CC LIOV -'OLj'-Y5 b) 7EEPL )(ýJJOLT L RENT U For other perichomata in the 
same area see my introduction above. 
According to the editor of P. Tebt. 1 13 (114 B. C. ) the term X u: ;ýa3 
which occurs in a variety of documents from the early Ptolemaic period 
onwards (see WB sv, WB Suppl. sv and SPOGLIO sv) , is used in two senses: 
" (i) for xýpcx-Ta which surround an area of land as distinct from XýpaTa 
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which run in one direction", and " (ii) by a natural extension for 
the area of land surrounded by a nEpuXw-Pa, a sense frequently found 
in the survey lists, where the land is arranged according to the 
different REPLX(,, 4aT"x, which sometimes are numbered and sometimes 
have special names", see note to 1.9. Cf. also M. Schnebel, 
Landwirtschaft 35 ff. Here the term is used in the latter sense. 
Unfortunately, there is no specific information on how exactly 
perichomata were used for agricultural purposes. However, as I have 
already mentioned in my introduction, the cultivation of flax in the 
late Roman and early Byzantine periods seems often to have been 
associated with them. 
9-10 ýv xoLTT. 1 xaXoujicvn TEvcpýýToc: G. M. Browne in publishing P. Oxv. 
0 XXXVIII 2847 remarked that "the term -ROLTn corresponding to cTpayLc 
designates the topographical sections in which the land was divided, 
especially for purposes of E-'nL', cxc(ýuc. It has so far been used in this 
sense in the Oxyrhynchite, Hermopolite and Mendesian nomes", see note 
to col. II, 
I In the Oxyrhynchite nome, however, the word HOLTq does not seem to 
have been frequently used, because it occurs in only half a dozen 
documents and in contrast to the normal practice in the other nomes, 
I the HOUTT) is numbered in only two Oxyrhynchite examples; see further on 
this P. J. Sijpesteijn-K. A. Worpr Aegyptus 58 (1978) 157-159 with a 
list of all the known xoILTau in the volumes of the Oxyrhynchus papyri 
(p. 157) ; add now P. Oxy. XLVII 3365,36,53,62 (after May 241 A. D. ). 
The present xoLtTq is named and this, so far as I have discovered, is 
the only known example from the Oxyrhynchite nome. 
TEvEp7)Toc: (gen. ) implies a nominative TcvcpMc, but this is not 
recorded in the papyrological lexica either as a personal name or as 
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the name of a locality; no relevant entry was found in DDBDP. 
%U 10-11 TI Ocac cav w-ecL,: the pronoun is attracted to the preceding 
accusative UP06PUC TPU&XOVTU TECCaPaC; the same feature, which is 
quite frequent, occurs in e. g. P. Oxy. 1 102,12. 
T EV OUIC 76TPý6LC To"iiou: neither the expression as a whole nor the 
adjective nETpW'67ýc is found elsewhere in the papyri. LSJ, which 
quotes the adjective, suggests that it is attested as early as the 
Hippocratic corpus and translates it "like rock or stone, rocky, 
stony"; the same entry is also to be found in A. AHMETPAKOZ, META 
AE7-IKON sv which describes it as being very common in the koine and 
modern Greek and gives further quotations from the earlier literature 
of which the most interesting is from Dioscorides Medicus, De Materia 
I Medica 3,72: (PýETUU 6C' ýV TOnOLC nETPW66CL MaL', OPEUVOtC; the editor 
(D. C. G. KtIhn) translates: "in rupestribus et montosis locis nascitur". 
In our document it is difficult to say with certainty exactly what 
the expression signifies. The "rocky places" may imply either the 
original physical condition of the parcel or merely indicate a stage of 
the gradual degeneration of its quality due to erosion. Both explanations 
are plausible, but the latter seems to be more reasonable. Nonetheless, 
regardless of the exact explanation and significance of the expression, 
the condition of the parcel must surely have been considered infericr in 
respect of its degree of fertility and productivity. 
The employment of the expression under discussion is unusual for one 
more reason: reference to the quality of land is rarely made in this class 
of private agreements in the Roman period, see Herrmann, op. cit. 72, where 
also a number of other formulae describing the poor quality of land are 
to be found. 
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#9111 V)POU OLTEOT'A'XTO 1, ý : in the Ptolemaic and Roman periods the technical 
term normally indicates rent in money, whereas E Cý-jLcv is the 
corresponding term for rent in kind; in the Byzantine period this 
distinction ceases to exist, see Herrmann, op. cit. 98-100 and cf. 
Hennig, op. cit. 102, note 1. 
12 The total amount to be paid for rent is two talents and 5.000 
drachmae and this is equal to 500 dr. per aroura; as I have noted in 
my introduction, this rent rate is quite reasonable for X! )pToc-land. 
12-13 OLPYUPL"ou -roLx(xv-rc(. . H(XU' 6PC(X'PDL" RCVTC(?, UCXEUýL'OLU C'CXLV66VWN): the 00 
syntax is very confusing. The text should run: apyupuou 
maL, 6paxii7ov TEF-, vTaxLcxLXL', wv to agree with the following CC-xLv6'-",,, wv. 
Similarly confused is, for example, the same expression in P. Oxy. I 
pA%Ip 102,12-13: ýPYUPUOU T&XaVTOV EV HaL, 6WXXý10CC TPtCXUXLOtC REVTaXOCUC(Cý 
which is corrected by Grenfell and Hunt to: TaXaVTOU ýVOC XTX. (see 
critical notes). On the other hand, &Yuvbuvwv is correct as a 
grammatical form, but it seems to have resulted due to attraction to the 
following genitive o"\)Twv (1.14) , for since the 
6-x('Iv6uvoc formula refers 
to the amount of rent (see below) , the word should agree grammatically 
with the preceding T&XaVTa and 6paXpaLl; the same blunder also appears 
in P. Oxy. 1 102,15, see the correction in the critical notes. 
13 x Lv6 "' , JVWV II(XVT6C XLV6UVOU: the clause is regularly used to secure 
the lessor's interest against loss in the Roman period and the early 
stages of the Byzantine, but it gradually disappears completely in the 
late Byzantine era. The present formula in precisely this form is found 
only in Oxyrhynchite examples, where also the expanded version &xLv6uvu 
II 7[UVTU IICXVTOC -xLv6uvou is frequently employed; see further on this and 
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the various formulae found in the different nomes J. Herrmann, op. cit. 
1 134-5 and U. Wollentin, '0 -xLv5uvoc in den Papyri (Diss. 1981) [not 
seen] . 
I 
13-14 TW-V TýC 'YýC 6r1ý10CL! WV. .. TTIJV yEo7)cccv: as in the majority of the 
Oxyrhynchite leases, the lessor is liable for the payment of the 
public taxes; the formula in precisely this form is an exclusively 
Oxyrhynchite feature, see Herrmann, op. cit. 122-4. 
14-15 YEOOCUV XUPLE6<ou>cav: read ycoý3Xov xup. A very striking 
double blunder. ycot5cav has presumably resulted from false analogy 
with yupUE60Ucav; after the diphthong ov, which is the common sound in 
both words, the scribe seems to have incorrectly added the ending of 
the latter word to the f ormer. Furthermore, it is hard to explain the 
omission of the diphthong ou in the second word on phonological grounds. 
It is, perhaps, more likely that the scribe omitted it due to confusion 
caused by the sound of the previous word. 
HUPL, EU<OU>CaV TWV XaPRWV XT for the lessor's rights over the crop, 
see Herrmann, op. cit. 140-42 and, especially, A. Kranzlein, Akten XIII 
Int. Kongr. 215-24. The present version of the formula is the normal 
one only for the Oxyrhynchite nome. 
16 ýEýCLUOUPEN)rjC SC' JJOL TF,, C CIIL6CXýC : this clause of warranty which is 
undertaken by the lessor, in precisely this form, is typical of the 
hypomnematic leases from the Oxyrhynchites. Unlike the Arsinoite, in 
the Oxyrhynchite nome the employment of the ýcýaufwcuc-clause lasts 
until the end of the fourth century A. D., see J. Herrmann, Studien zur 
Bodenpacht 153 ff. 
16-22 On the payment of rent in money by instalments, see Herrmann, 
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op. cit. 113-4 and D. Hennig, Untersuchungen zur Bodenpacht 24-5 and 
117-8. Rent is to be paid in three instalments also in PSI IX 1036 
(192 A. D. ) and P. Oxy. XIV 1632 (353 A. D. ). The specification of an 
I 
exact day, here the fifteenth of each month, is not common in leases, 
at any rate those from the Oxyrhynchite nome; for a similar case, 
see P. Coll. Youtie 11 68,27 ff., where the rent is to be paid on the 
10th of each month. 
The sum due is two talents of silver and five thousand drachmae 
and the provision for payment is fixed in the following order: 
Instalments amount 
First 1 sil. tal. 
Second 1 sil. tal. 
time 
Ty-bi 15 (= 10 Jan. ) 
Mecheir 15 (= 9 Feb. ) 
290 A. D. 
to is 
Third 5.000 dr. Pharmouthi 15 (= 10 April) " of 
The time of the year for the payment of the rent is unusual, 
although almost all months occur in leases of land. However, the 
months Tybi (= 27 December - 25 January) and Phamenoth (= 25 February 
- 26 March) appear to have a special connection with the cultivation 
of xc-'p-roc, see Hennig, op. cit. 24 and 117 notes 135-6, and M. Schmebel, 
Landwirtschaft 211 ff. For the question of the crop in the present 
document see my introduction. 
18 6F-xd-rTiv: read 6E: x(x'-rTl (dat. of time); the accusative instead of 
dative seems to have resulted due to attraction to the preceding xaTa 
0 
I" 
11 Tj VOL 
&pyupL', o<u>: the omicron is very small - not larger than a dot - 
and there are no traces of the expected final upsilon. 
22-23 YELVOJJEýqC COUI TýC TLP&EE: WC ... 11ývTw(v): this is the 
full version 
, 
of the praxis clause; contrast e. g. P. Oxy. XXXI 2585,18-19 with 
note, where the formula is shortened. For the occurrence of the clause 
in leases of land, see J. Herrmann, op. cit. 150 and notes 1-2; also 
for its use and significance in contracts of all types, see H. J. Wolff, 
TAPhA 72 (1941) 418-38. 
24 mupL'. oc ý b: u6oXý: for the study of the kyria-clause see H. J. Wolff, TI 
Das Recht 145-6 and 155-64, and M. Hässler, Die Bedeutung d. Kyria-Klausel 
in d. Papyruskunden (Berlin 1960) [not seen]. 
" ýTIEPWTq-CýELLC 'I COO w'jioXby-nca: the earliest occurrence of 24-25 X(X U ', 
', TI 0 
the stipulatio in the hypomnematic leases from Oxyrhynchus is, so far 
as I was able to discover, in P. Oxy. XVII 2137 (226 A. D. ) . For a 
comprehensive study, see D. Simon, Studien zur PraKýý esp. 61-66 
for its functioning in the hyl2omnemata. In the Oxyrhynchite documents 
the addition of ýno' coO, as here, after ýnEpwTTIJýEtlc is very frequent 
and limited exclusively to this nome, see ibid. 15 note 72. 
25-29 The titulature of Diocletian and Maximian is regular for this 
year, see R. S. Bagnall-K. A. Worp, RFBE 4; for the concordance see 
id. CSBE 69. 
A of 26 XaL (ETOUC)F- it is very uncertain what was written after the 
& 41 
epsilon, but the remnants are difficult to interpret as oblique dashes 
which normally follow the regnal year, as, for example, in 1.8. It 
is perhaps more plausible to assume that the scribe wrote the first 
two letters of the next word and then crossed them out. 
29 The month and the day are expected at the end of the regnal formula 
and before the signature, but the papyrus is badly mutilated, see 
introduction. The name of the month must have been very short, for the 
'r- 03 
estimated number of missing letters (including the figure for the 
day) is ca. 6. As I have already noted in my introduction, the 
year in which the document was s -Igned was 289 A. D. and the month date 
between Thoth 1 and Tyýbi 1. In this period the months with the 
shortest names are Thoth, Hathyr and Choiak. 
29-31 The lessor's signature in the document suggests that this 
copy (To Ccov) was held by the lessee, while the lessor retained another 
copy bearing the countersignature of the lessee. 
The surviving le., ---ters are enough to enable satisfactory restoration, 
for as I have already noted (supra, note to 11.1-6), Aurelia Heracle-idiaena 
is known from other papyri of, more or less, the same period. Similarly 
to the present document the signature in P. Coll. Youtie 11 68,39-40 is 
the product of her own hand in an identical formula and the editor notes: 
"this hand is Heracleidiaenals own, since there is no countersignature of 
an amanuensis. It is a good practised cursive", see note ad loc. 
I am grateful to the editor of that document, J. Rea, for kindly 
providing me with a photograph; in the short letter sent with the 
photograph he notes that he also thinks that the signature in the present 
papyrus is Heracleidiaena's own. The signatures are obviously very 
similar, with the exception of the letter nu and the ligatures of upsilon 
and rho in P. Coll. Youtie 11 68, but this is not surprising as the 
present document was written 23 years later. 
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10. LOAN OF WHEAT 
48 5B. 25/F (6-7)a 4 January, 240 A. D. 
12.00 x 25.00 
The present light-brown sheet of papyrus contains one 
document written on the front in an attractive, semi-formal 
script running along the fibres: the back of the papyrus is blank. 
With the exception of minor losses caused by mutilation and several 
holes, confined chiefly to the left-of-centre part of the sheet, 
all sides of the papyrus are preserved almost intact. Fortunately 
enough, mutilation has affected only the upper and the lower parts 
of the left margin and it: is only in 1.25 where it causes some 
inconvenience of reading, see note. Where the left margin survives 
in full, it measures comfortably 2.00 cm. In a similar way, and 
contrary to the usual practice in at least the private documents, 
the right hand margin is distinctly wide and measures between 1.2 
to 2.00 cm, with the exception of 1.24 where the script runs to the 
edge of the papyrus. The free room at the top extends to 1.5 cm, 
whereas the blank at the bottom exceeds 5.00 cm. 
As mentioned above, the most severe damage to the papyrus is 
to be found on the left side. A good many holes of various sizes 
cause the papyrus to present a rather distorted picture, but the 
missing part of the text is easy to restore. The largest hole is 
located at the top left hand segment and affects the beginning of 
11.1-10, but the restoration presents no major problems. 
There seem to be seven vertical creases - most of the holes 
run in a direction parallel to them - and three horizontal ones; 
note the almost complete loss of 1.18 which was apparently caused 
by 
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a horizontal crease, see note. As the most severe damage and 
distortion along with the obvious effects of humidit-%, is confined 
chiefly to the left, it is likely that the sheet was folded from 
the right to the left, the latter being, thus, left unprotected 
against damage. 
The palaeography is one of the most interesting elements of 
the document. The script is produced throughout by a single, 
stylish, attractive, elegant and "Forma 1-mixed " hand with few 
ligatures, as for example in xaý in 1.12 and in general the diphthong 
alpha-iota throughout the text. The letter rho is sometimes 
ligatured to the preceding letter, see e. g. -Tp-. Ic (1.7) and 7, ap('Y. 
(1.14), and contrast )(wpu"c 6uaTopou in 1.10, where this letter is 
formed independently. Note also the exceptional cursive formation 
of the epsilon in ýp [c) 3 iý (1.15) On the whole the script, which 
slopes slightly to the right, consists of a mixture of narrow letters, 
such as epsilon, omicron (which is extremely small), theta (see 11.1,3, 
11,19) and sigma, and a number of broad letters such as delta (see 
I Auovucuou in 1.1) kappa (a good example is -moL,. ' in 1.19), mu, sometimes 
pi (see e. g. RPOHL', -pcvov in 1.12) and the flattened omega. As the hand 
slopes to the right, the angularity of some broad letters such as 
delta, mu and lambda is somewhat emphasised. Furthermore, the lower 
part of the vertical strokes of the letters rho, phi and sometimes iota 
(see e. g. 6L, )(popov in 1.13) is elongated and gives the impression of a 
decorative serif. 
All these features suggest that in the present document one is 
dealing with a literary hand. The script bears many similarities with 
Schubart's "Strenge Stil", the "Severe Style", as this had developed in 
the third century A. D., and with similar hands of the same period, see 
W. Schubart, Palaographie 124 ff. and pl. 89, and 
'A. -L, -yýXug, 'Ic-rop, 'a 
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TT, q T--a(p7r, 15C-1 with pl. 86. According to Turner's classification, 
the present hand could be described as "Forma 1-mixed " (a tern, w-ich 
I adopted in my description); this term, however, does not contradict 
Schubart, but as Turner himself observes "the hands I classify as 
"Forma 1-mixed" would have been included by Schubart under the rubric 
'Strenge Stil' , the 'severe style"', see E. G. Turner, Greek Manuscripts 
26-27 with the plates mentioned there (a good example is pl. 14). 
The pF'-VOVTOC TOO X6you clause in 11.24-25 seems to be an after- 
thought added by the same hand; for detailed discussion see note ad loc. 
Despite the fact that the script is evidently smaller and more cursive, 
the colour of the ink darker and the strokes of the letters thicker 
(the same feature occurs also in 11.1-7), the general formation of the 
letters is very similar to that in the body of the document. The main 
indication, however, that these lines were written by the same hand is 
given by the use of the possessive pronoun ljou (1.25) ; this pronoun 
is to be identified with the debtor himself, who also wrote the entire 
document, as is easy to deduce from the statement 
(11.17-18) along with the subjective style of the 
and 11.4ff.: 6VoXoyM... &no5ýcw xTX. ).. Now, if th 
0 
up by the creditor or a third person, a signature 
yp (Y. (p Lv Ua Ep 0XT 
homologia (see below 
e document was drawn 
of the debtor would 
be expected to follow after the regnal formula, but such an element 
is not necessary here, as the transaction has an immediate effect on 
the debtor with the addition of the xupua-clause and the response to 
the stipulatio (11.16-20). 
A final remark: the text throughout presents some surprising 
blunders, such as in 1.3 JwLXu) , perhaps in 1.11 
(E-YTCLCW) 1.17 
and 1.24 (PjVOCTOC COL) and corrections from other letters in 
XaLO[CLIV (1.4) and AýpTIXý. ou (1.17); none of the blunders can be 
explained on phonological grounds and both these and the corrections 
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have resulted from confusion caused by preceding words or sounds. 
If the writer was using an exemplar in writing up the document, it 
would hardly be possible that he would have been led to such mistakes; 
on the contrary, I would prefer to explain all these blunders as the 
result of the fact that the document was dictated to the writer. 
The document is a contract, which, like the overwhelming majority 
of Oxyrhynchite loans, is a subjective homologia in the form of a 
cheirograph; further instances of this type of 
_homologia 
included in 
the present thesis are P. Oxy. ined. 11 and 12, both of Oxyrhynchite 
provenance. For a detailed discussion on cheirographs and their 
legal importance, see H. J. Wolff, Das Recht 106-114. 
The transaction recorded here is a private contract of loan 
f written in a single copy (1.17: ýnX-n ypaýcv, see note). The debtor 
is an Aurelius Theon, alias Zoilion (see note to 1.1) from the city 
of Oxyrhynchus, who acknowledges his indebtedness to Aurelius Theon, 
alias Zoilus, a person frequently mentioned on various occasions in 
the papyri (see note to 11.3-4), who was a gymnasiarch in the city of 
Oxyrhynchus, for a loan of thirteen and a half artabae of wheat. The 
text also contains reference to a preceding credit granted by the 
same creditor to the father of the present debtor (11.24-25), but it 
is not clear how this statement of indebtedness functions within the 
present transaction, unless one is to understand it as a provision 
employed here to guarantee the creditor with respect to the execution 
of his claim on the previous debt. The clause as used seems to imply 
that in case of the father's death the son becomes responsible for the 
execution of the previous debt; see further note to 11.24-25. 
The following detailed schema gives a good picture of the 
content and the format of the document: 
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PRESCRIPT (11.1-4) 
The contracting parties with the typical epistolary formula: 
(the borrower) to B (the lender) xa, -'pcuv. 
BODY (11.4-20) 
A. The clause acknowledging receipt (11.4-7) 
(i) Receipt formula: 6POXQ-Y7, EICXTI [HE ] VO-L, 'AT (4-5) 
a&a 
(ii) Detailed description of the loan, i. e. kind and amount (5-7). 
B. The promise-to-repay clause (11.7-10) 
ts 191 Repayment formula: ac mau aRobwcw c[olu 
(ii) Time 
(iii) Place 
Amount 
(v) Measurement provision 
The XwpLc 6LWpopou formula 
C. Penalty clauses (11.10-13) 
(7) 
(7-8) 
(8) 
(8-9) 
(9-10) 
(10) 
(i) The f ai lure -to-di scharge on time clause (10-11) followed by 
I the rntýiLoXCa penalty clause (11-12). 
(ii) The overtime-interest penalty clause (12-13) 
Execution clause (11.14-16) 
The kyria-clause and the stipulatio (11.16-20) 
F. Date (21-23) 
POSTSCRIPT (24-5) 
p The pcvovToc ToO Xbyou formula. 
2 
On loans in general, see R. Taubenschlag, The Law 341-9, 
0. Montevecchi, La Paj2irologia 225-229 (with ample bibliography, 
lists 
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and mention of recently published loans of wheat) and H. Kthnert, 
Kreditgesch&ft [not seen). 
The fixed term for repayment is rather short: the loan was 
made on the 4th of January 240 (11.21-23, see note) and must be 
paid back by the end of Epeiph (= 24 July) , no doubt, of the same 
year, see 1.7 with note. No interest is stipulated for the normal 
term of the loan, since it is stated that the amount borrowed 
I (131 artabae) is to be repaid Xwpuc 6uaQOpou (1.10). In case of 
failure to repay on time the debtor is obliged to compensate the 
creditor with an additional 50% (1.12: pe-ý' ýpuoXL, 'Iac) of the amount TI 
3 stated, that is 50% of 1312 art. = 6-ý art. along with overtime 4 
interest, the actual rate of which is not specified in the text 
(1.13: 6L, &(popov), but might have been 50% per annum, see note to 
0. 
1.13. 
The statement that the amount of 1312 art. is to be repaid Xwp Lc 
6L. a(pO"pou,, is not to be understood in the sense that the loan was 
interest-free, but merely that this amount had already been added 
on the contractual interest at the normal rate of 50% and, therefore, 
no more had to be added at the time of the repayment, see further 
the discussion in the Excursus. 
Let us sum up the obligations of the debtor: 
(i) If the loan is paid back on time, the debtor will have to return 
only the amount stated as received, that is 131 art. of grain, regard- 
less the question whether this is the amount which actually changed 
hands or is a made-up figure which represents the principal plus the 
contractual interest. 
(ii) If the debtor finds himself in arrears, then he is obliged to 
compensate the creditor as follows: 131 art. (amount stated as received) 
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3 
+ 6-ý'- art. 4 (ýýJLOXUU penalty for failure to repay on time, calculated 
on the basis of the amount stated as received) + x% overtime interest 
1 
20-4: -- art. + unknown overtime interest. If we assume that the amount 
which actually changed hands was 9 art. only, it becomes very clear 
that this loan was a very risky burden for the debtor in case of 
arrears, for he would have to pay back almost more than doulDle the 
amount he had actually received. 
Finally, it is worth noting that the dates in which the contract 
was signe early January) and that fixed for the repayment (July) 
- the latter coinciding with or being just after the harvest - are of 
some importance as to the nature and the purpose of the present loan. 
One could, for instance, argue on the basis of the first date, that 
the present document is a loan of seed-corn which the debtor might 
have needed for the purpose of sowing; this case, however, seems to 
be the less likely here, for, although sowing could continue as late 
as January - and sometimes, perhaps, until February - this would be 
rather exceptional, see M. Schnebel, Landwirtschaft 137-145 1 esp. 144-5. 
Furthermore, the document contains no indication that seed was the 
object of the transaction, in which case a more detailed and careful 
description would be expected regarding its purity and quality. On 
the contrary, it seems more probable that the debtor, six months after 
the previous harvest found himself short of vheatto keep his family 
until the next harvest (almost half a year ahead! ) and had no other 
choice but to make this loan; see also note to 11.7-8. 
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006 
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ýCXTIIXEIV(1(, n[CLIP& COU nUPOU YEVIPIIJOCTOC 
0.0000. 
TOO 6[LEIXM"N)TOC (E"TOUC) &PT&ýUC 6EXa- 
ft TptL, c TýJ[JJUC]OU5 ac MaLul, &T[o66wcw C[OIL, Tý 'DiElw 
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11 10 XTI(pa XwpLlc 6LaýpOpou. nv 6E, 
0 
0 it 01 f4 . Ro6m xa-! ý (I YEYP(XPýIE, E"YTCLCW COL TOV 
11POXUJIEVOV ILUYO'V 1jeb 
ýtILOXUaC X(XL' 
9 
t ÖL, C(QOPOV TOO ýIEPnECOVTOC XPOVOU9 
000.0 
YL, VO[PIC'VTIC COU TýC npügEWC Uap& 
0000 
%01 15 TE CO IJ [0] 13 X CCLI Ex Tj)v Unccp [)(]0 VTWV 
a4. 
I 'POL TE [O't]VTWV. XU'PLOV Tol XLPOYPOL(pov 
000a0.00 
t 
aTcXý -yp(x(pEv u7E' E: po7i ToO AýpqXL'ou 
.00 
E)E [W] V [OC) 11 [E ] PLPI ÖE [TO] Z TOLZTOL 09 Pe [ZýCI 
XCLL, XCLXto'C YL"VECeCC(, E#7tEPWT9eEL%<C> 
.0 
20 lij 0x of YOC(x. <vacat> 
(ýTouc) y A6TompaTopoc Kau"capoc Mapmou 
19 
AvTwvL', ou rop6uavoZ E6cEýoOc EýTuXoOc 
40 
CCýOLCTOOI TZýL, TI. 
0 
00 PF-VOCTOC COU TOU ÄOYOU nEPL', 
IV O'(PL'X[L CO]L 0' na- 
000 
25 Tlýpl IJOU- 
0 
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capaT[UýýOc; Ocup-,, -"", 3 1. Zwýý 'Xy, see note 
4 1. XPrj'POLTL, CF-L,; X in Xaup[Eulv corrected from C, see 
0 
note 6 ýL, see note 7 l. -TPCtC rv)ýUCU 
9 1.6ExaTpEtc ýIjucu; 1- napcu- 
1. cxTcupcw, y corrected perhaps from c, see note. 
12 1. nPOxEL%IEVO%) 16 1. XEUPOYPa(POV 17 1. UT XOZV 
u in a, -)pTIXLou corrected from p 21 Ly, see note 
23-24 An interlinear horizontal bar at the left hand side of 
the text marks the end of the document and the beginning of the 
additional provision, see note ad loc. 
24 1. ýicvovToc cou; 1.6(peuXeu 25 T in -T[TIP] is a 
correction. 
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'Aurelius Theon, alias Zoilion, son of Dionysius, his mother 
being Sarapias, from the city of Oxyrhynchus, to Aurelius Theon, 
alias Zoilus, and however he is styled, greeting. I acknowledge , 
that I have received from you thirteen and a half artabae of wheat 
from the produce of the past 2nd year, which I shall give back 
to you in the month Epeiph in Antipera Pela, an equal amount of 
thirteen and a half artabae of wheat by the measure by which I 
have received it without (additional) interest. But, if I do 
not repay it according to what I have written, I will forfeit to 
you the aforementioned amount of wheat along with an additional 
one half and overtime interest, you having the right of execution 
on me and all my property. The cheirograph of which a single copy 
has been written by me, Aurelius Theon, is enforceable, and in 
answer to the question whether this is rightly and fairly done I 
have given my consent. The 3rd year of Imperator Caesar Marcus 
Antonius Gordianus Pius Felix Augustus, Tubi 8th. ' 
'You retain the claim to the debt which my father owes you. ' 
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NOTES 
1-10 The left hand segment of the papyrus bears considerable damage; 
the corresponding part of the margin has been mutilated almost 
completely, while a large hole has caused some damage to the text at 
the beginning of the relevant lines; the restoration, however, is 
certain throughout. 
1-4 The ink is markedly darker in some parts of the prescript; the 
same feature occurs in 11.6-7 and in 24-25, but this is merely due 
to the freshly dipped pen of the writer. The interlinear space 
between 11.1-2 is slightly wider than is normal elsewhere in the 
document. 
In spite of the seeming similarity of the two names, there is 
irrefutable evidence that there is no family tie between the 
contracted parties. First, the employment of the possessive pronoun 
pou in the expression 6 RaT[TO-IPI pou (11.24-25) strongly suggests 
that the two parties cannot have been brothers. Second, and most 
important, both the debtor (probably) and, especially, the creditor 
are known from other papyri which, apart from other valuable 
information they provide, also show that they originate from 
different families. 
I The debtor's second name, ZwuXuwv, which is an addendum papy- 
rologicis lexicis, is found to my knowledge only in P. Coll. Youtie 11 68, 
5 (see note). This document, published by J. R. Rea, is a lease of 
flax-land of Oxyrhynchite provenance and dates from 266 A. D. F that is 
26 years after the present one. What is even more interesting in 
I P. Coll. Youtie, concerns the full name of ZwuXuwv there, which is: 
II AýpýXuoc ZwuXLwv ýUovucLou ý2TJTP6C CapanU&6oc, who comes from the cit,; 
of Oxyrhynchus; since the full name is so close to the present one - 
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the only difference is the mission of 66wv in P-Coll. Youtie - 
and also as the two texts are not far distant in time, I am 
inclined to identify our Zoilion with the individual referred 
to in P. Coll. Youtie 11 68, S. On douhle names in the papyri, see 
R. Calderini, Aecjyptus 21 (1941) 221-260 and 22 (1942) 3-45; for 
the occasional omission of one of the two names see pp. 249-252. 
The creditor, Aurelius Theon, alias Zoilus, is frequently 
found in the papyri either as addressor or addressee or mentioned 
incidentally. As the formula xau' 1[c xpn1jjaT[u)ýu in 1.4 of our 
papyrus implies, the creditor was an important man who once held a 
high magisterial post. The relevant papyri disclose abundant 
information in this direction: he is mentioned as an ex-gymnasiarch 
as early as ca. 218-225 A. D. (P. Oxy. XLIII 3131,9-11) and, sub- 
sequently, in 235 A. D. once again with the same designation (P. Oslo 
111 111,128, cf. 11.154,208,216,217,224,256,264,277): as 
such he is included in P. J. Sijpesteijn, Nouvelle Liste des 
Gymnasiarques 29 (No. 356). In the former document, a fragmentary 
official letter addressed to a deputy archidicastes (&-,, TapXL, 6 L, -KcLc-r Tic) 
by a strategus, he occurs as plaintiff along with his father, Aurelius 
Theon, alias Ammonius, an ex-eutheniarch, ex-agoranomus and ex-bouleutes 
of Alexandria. Aurelius Theon, alias Zoilus is also mentioned in ca. 
264/5 A. D. in a petition to a prefect (P. Oxy. XLIII 3113,2) where he 
calls himself an old man (1.18) . His heirs are mentioned in P. Oxy. 
XIV 1701,, 10, a very fragmentary sale of house-property at Oxyrhynchus 
roughly dated by the editor to the third century A. D., whichlin view 
Of P. oXy. XT UJII 3113, is to be dated after ca. 264/5 A. D. Members of 
his family are likely to be mentioned in two more documents, P. Oxy. 
XXII 2338,45 (late third century A. D. ) and P. Oxy. IX 1199,9,16 
I) 
(third century A. D. ); in the latter document he is mentioned as 
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ex-exegetes of Alexandria. Finally, a woman called A, -), a 8Ewvuc 
appears in P. Oslo. 111 111 1 134 (235 A. D. ) I b,, it it is Luicertain 
whether she is related to our creditor; cf. P. Oxy. XLIII 3113 note 
to 1.2. Judging from the a-bove quoted dates, it is reasonable to 
assume that in our document which belongs in 240 A. D., Aurelius 
Theon, alias Zoilus, might have been in his late forties or early 
fifties. 
1 2 Ccpa-RLd6oc: for the frequent interchange of (), >E, see Gignac, 
Grammar 1 278-282; this feature is quite common in Egyptian personal 
and place names, especially in unaccented syllables and before 
(see P. 279). 
2-3 '0ýUpUvxwv R6Xcw[cl: for the titulature of the city see D. Hagedorn, 
ZPE 12 (1973) 277-292. 
1 3 ZwLXL,: this form is a mere blunder. As the relevant documents show 
(supra, note to 11.1-4), the second name of the creditor is Zw,, ', ), oc 
(nom. ) and this would give a dative form ZwLX(i. The use of iota instead 
of omega in our text cannot be explained on phonological grounds, for 
such an interchange to my knowledge,, is not attested elsewhere in the 
papyri, but rather as the result of a confusion caused by the preceding 
iota or, more likely, due to false analogy or assimilation to the 
dative form of the first name, Ocwvu. 
1 4 Xa. Lp[F-Llv: chi is a correction from zeta which has not been erased: 
0 
the incorrect letter may have resulted from a false start at repeating 
the ending of the preceding verb or it may be a repetition of the 
initial consonant of either ZwuXt', wv (1.1) or ZwL', Xu (1.3). 
ccXTI[xE]vaL,: the second letter is definitely a sigma and not an 
iota; the top is missing and what remains is a very short vertical 
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stroke, whose lower part is slightly curved to the right, such as 
in 6[uE1X-'; 
-o', )Toc (1.6) and --, ptc (1.7). Thus, the restoration 
E: L, XTI[QE': ]%)(XL, is to be rejected, although the survi-, -ing lower part of 
chi gives the false impression of a lar. riýDda. 
Tcupou: the reading is quite difficult here due to damage caused 00 
by a hole, but this is the word expected. The first letter is a broad 
pi of the same form as that in RLa (1.8) , but much larger. The L, 
remnants of the two damaged letters are very poor; the trace after pi 
can be interpreted as the upper part of the two oblique strokes of 
an upsilon, but the ink before the omicron is difficult to explain as 
the upper round part of a rho, for it is square rather than round. 
It seems, however, that both the upsilon and the following rho were 
written cursively in a single movement, so that the right oblique 
stroke of the former was in a way part of the latter; for the same 
feature, see ypa(pE: v (1.17) and ncpu (1.24). 
0 
TOO 6[LC1XH'VTOC ý'(E-"TOUC): the lower part of the letter which stands 
for the number of the regnal year is damaged. The respective letter 
in 1.21, where one expects the year in which the loan was drawn up, 
is similarly damaged. As the imperial titulature in 11.21-23 shows, 
however, our document dates from the reign of Gordianus III who was 
Emperor from 238 A. D. to 244 A. D., and this is equivalent to 7 
Egyptian regnal years (year I= 237/8 A. D. ), see D. W. Rathbone, ZPE 
62 (1986) 110-111. What is important for our document lies in the 
fact that from among the seven figures which correspond to the seven 
regnal years only beta can fit the remaining traces in this line. on 
the same grounds I restore gamma in 1.21, see note to 11.21-23. 
7 rý)[puc]ou: for the restoration cf. 1.9. The normal spelling is 
ýLýLcu, but Tujp,, )cU (declinable as here) anJ other othographic variants are 
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sometimes found, see Gignac, Grammar 1 270, cf. 1 199,215,237,238, 
240,243,253-4 etc.; for the inflectional variations of Tjýi ,cu v 
see id., Grammar 11 126-9. is normally expressed by the neuter 
which like all fractions, follows the integer immediately without an 
intervening mau. It is normally used indeclinably, but inflected 
forms are found occasionally" (ibid. 11 128-9). 
A%90%0 
7-10 occ xaL, aTio6wcw c [o Iu... xwpuc 6uwpopou: the clause includes a 
surprising reiteration of the amount to be repaid, which is also 
stressed very emphatically with the expressions T&C L, 'CUC(l. 8), ý16'TPY 
T 
nap UXMPOL (11.9-10); to put it differently, the entire clause, with 
the exception of the expressions referring to the time and the place 
of the repayment, underlines that the amount stated as received is 
the amount to be paid back without additions or weighed with different 
measures. The resulting construction is somewhat odd, as the verb 
seems to be followed by two objects: ck (1.7) and ApTccý[(xcl (1.9); the 
word &p-zaý[(xc] , however, along with the adjective T&c L'. 
'cac (1.8) and 
the numeral 6EXaTPUC TvIPU[CIOU, in effect, elucidates o1c which clearly 
refers to the amount stated in 11.6-7. 
7-8 -rý 
'ETcF-L', T pTlvu": in the present document, as in the majority of 
loans in kind, the repayment is scheduled for one of the harvest months; 
as Z. M. Packman observes, however, in a recent study, loans of grain 
are regularly to be paid in Pauni (May/June) (42 cases out of 61), see 
JJP 19 (1983) 21. These loans are usually received by peasants to 
tide them over until the harvest of the new crop and this may well be 
the case here. 
The present debt is to be repaid in the month Epeiph (June/July), 
but there is no mention of a specific date, such as occurs in e. g. 
P. Oxy. ined. 12,12-13: PCPXPUC 6CUTCPaC TaXIV TOý) [VIECTMTOC C"TOUC; 
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the exact date of repayment is unspecified also in P. Oxy. ined. 
%-f ii 12-13: Tý O'V*TL, IJT)V,, I. ICCXýý)V (also in i 13) 
If the starting term (dies a quo) of the present contract 
(Tybi 8 in 1.23) coincides with the date on which the loan was 
actually delivered to the borrower, one is inclined to suggest 
that the closing term (dies ad quem) will be Epeiph 8 (duration: 
six months). However, if the contract was signed some days after 
the amount of grain was handed over to the debtor, a practice which, 
according to J. modrzejewski, is not unknown in contracts concerning 
loans of commodities, see JJP 7-8 (1953-4) 214-224, one may be 
tempted to speculate that the starting and the closing terms of the 
contract might have been rfybi 1 (retrospectively) and Epeiph 30 
(duration: seven months). 
8 ý[vl 'Av'ruTiepa ITF-Xa: this village, which was in the western toparchy, 
probably on the opposite side of the Bahr Yusuf from Pela, first occurs 
in P. Oxy. 111 495,5 (181-189 A. D. ); the latest document that mentions 
it is P. Oxy. XLV 3260,8 (323 A. D. ), see P. Pruneti, I Centri Abitati 
SV. 
As R. Taubenschlag notes, "the loan in kind had to be repaid at 
the creditor's domicile; if to be effected at another place special 
provisions were required". see The Law2 334. In our document the 
repayment at 'AVTUnýpa Eba seems to be a special provision requested, 
perhaps, by the debtor and not the creditor. Both parties come from 
the city of Oxyrhynchus (for the creditor, see 11.1-4, note); the 
debtor, however, appears to be associated with the same village both 
in the present document and in P. Coll. Youtie 11 68 (supra, note 
where he leases flax-land. 
9-10 IJCTPY W, T`aPLATWOL: the specification of a special grain measure 
in contracts, and especially in loans, is necessary due to the diversity 
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of measures which existed in Egypt. The artaba, which was the 
chief dry measure, varied in different nomes and sometimes within 
the same nome. Further on the complicated problem of the ratios 
and the nomenclature for the artaba, see R. P. Duncan-Jones, Chiron 
9 (1979) 347-375 and D. W. Rathbone, ZPE 53 (1983) 265-275 with all 
the relevant bibliography in p. 265. 
10 xwpLc 6La(p6pou: the word bu&Qopov basically means "difference" 
and is used normally in loan contracts in kind of. Oxyrhynchite 
provenance to indicate interest charges of any magnitude, that is 
the dif f erence between the amount received and the amount to be paid 
back. It may signify either contractual interest or overtime interest; 
sometimes, it is used in both these senses in the same document such 
as in the present one, see N. Lewis, TAPhA 76 (1945) 128 et passim. 
For the interpretation of the expression xwpuc 6ua(ý6pou and mention of 
other documents that contain it, see my Excursus: it means in ef fect 
that no more interest is to be added to the amount to be paid back 
which in fact is equal to the amount stated as received; this, however, 
does not exclude the possibility that interest was added on to the 
principal in advance; with regard to this I would suggest that the 
translation "without (additional) interest" is more accurate than simply 
"without interest" which gives the impression that the loan itself is 
interest-free. 
yý-ypajjpc: for the interchange of au>e, see Gignac, Grammar I 
0 
192-193. 
010 11-12 E: -YTE: LCW COL, - ýIjLoXLac: in case of failure to discharge on 
time the debtor will have to pay back an additional one half of the 
3 
amount stated, that is 131 + 6-ý'. - artabae. 4 
I 
According to Packman there is a tendency in loans of co=. odoties 
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to omit the penalty clause from the Roman period onwards and it 
became the normal practice to omit it in later centuries of 
Graeco-Roman Egypt, see JJP 19 (1983) 21-26 and especially Tables 
2 and 3. 
I 
cyTeL, cw: the second letter, although not damaged, is difficult 
to read. As the writer has not written kappa, one expects as 
alternative a gamma. The lower part of the letter, however, curves 
slightly to the right which is not a normal feature of the gamma in 
our text, see e. g. -yuvo [; j cvTjc (1.14) and -y, -'vE: c, 5oL, (1.19) , but rather 
I of a sigma, such as in cou (1.11) or ý-puoXuac (1.12). Tý, e alter- 
native reading, however, is less likely and cannot be explained on 
phonological grounds but as a mere blunder, cf. 1.24: ýIE-'VOCTOC COL 
with note. I print gamma only because it is the expected letter, 
although the reading is not convincing. The assimilation of the 
preposition cm- in composition is not normal before voiceless 
consonants in the Roman papryi, see Gignac, Grammar 1 174 note 1, 
but it is not unusual in the Ptolemaic period, see Mayser, Grammatik 
12,1,, 201-2. 
PC -a ýpLoýL'Iac: this term when occuring in the penalty clause, 
as here, always denotes an amount (not an annual rate) which is 
equal to 50% of the amount to be repaid, see N. Lewis, art. cit. 126; 
for a different interpretation, cf. L. Mitteis, Grundz. 118-119 and 
A. Berger, Die Strafklauseln 24,92 note 5 and 123-124. 
13 6L, &(popov -roýD ý-nF-pnF-covroc XpOvou: here the word 6u&(; opov signifies 
overtime interest of a certain rate - not an amount - calculated on 
the principal, see N. Lewis, TAPhA 76 (1945) 128 and note 12. Quite 
surprisingly the rate of the 6Uý(POPOV is not specified; the papryi show 
that the normal rate of overtime interest in loans in kind was equal 
to the normal rate of the contractual interest, that is 50% per annum, 
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t see e. g. P. Oxy. XII 1474,18: ýUaUPOV Cý ý'pUCEUIIaC5 p. oxy. XXII 2350 
i 23: 6Lwpopov r'l-pub4ov. There is no obvious reason for the omission 
of the specification here and I am inclined to suggest that 6LD',, -oýov 
in our text is an ellipsis for bu4(popov... CE -, ý. ucEuac (vel sim. ). 
For the obligations of the debtor and the amounts involved on 
the two occasions, that is repayment on time or failure to discharge 
on time, see my introduction. 
14-16 YL, ",, )O 1111 ýVTIC- - -TL IýIvTwv: the same form of praxis-clause is to 
e 
be found also in P. Oxy. ined. 12,16-18 and 9,22-23, see note ad loc.; 
cf. 11 i 17-18 with note. 
16 x6PLOv TO' XLPoypa(pov: for the kyria-clause, see P. Oxy. ined. 9, 
note to 1.24. 
16-20 A very odd construction for which I have not found an exact 
parallel. In the examples I was able to discover with the help of 
DDBDP the ypaýpcv ýn' cýioO expression precedes followed by the kyria- 
clause, see e. g. SB X 10492,11 (recto) (163 A. D. ): [Tý 6F-" XEGpopyPa(ý0V 
TOOTO 6LCCIOV YPOLýPCV U7 EPOU xupuov ECTUr BGU XI 2117,10-11 
(end of II A. D. ) : [To" 6t! - Xc]Lp6ypcc(pov T[o]7)To 
&TcXo7)v [yp(IýOE: v ýTE' 
cpol7j xUPLOV E"cTw and P. Vindob. Tandem 23 i 9ff. (225 A. D. ): [T6 
I XELP]o['YPOt(POV) TOOTO [6]LCCON) YP(XýOýV U*T[o E-ljI[C'-JITOZ5 ['Aiiljwvi', ]O[ul -x[ý]Puov 
x-rX. followed in 11.12-13 by an expanded form of stipulatio (see also 
ii 34 ff. ) similar to ours in 11.18-20. 
17 &TcXý ypot(pcv: a small hole has damaged almost completely the eta and 
a 
the vertical stroke of the gamma; the former is the only letter suggested 
by the remnants and there is too little room to accommodate the ending 
of the correct form anXoý5v. A possible alternative to our reading could 
be an abbreviated form &nX/ which would suggest that the abbreviation symbol 
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should be identified with the traces after lambda; this, however, 
is against the writer's normal practice. LXF, is a blunder which 
seems to have resulted due to false analogy with Xcupoypaýpý , ý-3. 
that the writer had in mind. 
18 The writing in this line is very badly damaged partly due to 
a large hole in the middle and chiefly because of abrasion caused 
by a horizontal crease of the papyrus which runs along the line. 
P What remains from 8F- [w ]v[ oc ] is very poor traces of the upper and 
9 lower parts of the dotted letters, but because of 'ý',, T[' cýjoU in the 
preceding line which through the use of the subjective style of 
the document leads straight to the identification of the debtor and 
also because of the lack of signature at the end, we may be confident 
about the correctness of the restoration. The rest of the line 
includes part of a well-known formula and the restoration is also 
certain. 
4 14 18-20 u-no coO after bTEPWTq, ýEýC in the stipulatio is a normal feature 
in documents of Oxyrhynchite provenance, but it has been omitted here, 
cf. P. Oxy. ined. 9,24-25 with note and 12,20-21; for close parallels 
to the present expanded form of stipulatio, see e. g. P. Oxy. VII 1040,32-35, 
cf. BL I,, p. 331 (225 A. D. ) and P. Oxy XXII 2350,28-30 (223-4 A. D. ) which 
include ýRol coO after ERCPWTr, -ýELPC, but omit xcu', between the two adverbs; 
see also BGU XI 2118 (cf. BL VI, p. 22) (225 A. D. ) which also includes 
ýTtO` coO; all three texts are loans of Oxyrhynchite provenance. See 
further on this expanded form of stipulatio, Simon, Studien zur Praxis 
7,46-48 and all the relevant notes (note 26 in p. 46 gives a list of the 
documents which record the 6pKc xau' xaXMc form of stipulatio) . 
21-23 The symbol L and especiall' the figure used to indicate the 
regnal year have been damaged severely. What remains from the regnal 
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year is an uncertain upraised horizontal bar, whi: -ch can only 
fit 
a gamma, such as that in yLvo [p] 6vr)c (1.14) ; this restoration is 
also supported by 1.6, see note. For the regnal formula of 
Gordian III, see P. Bureth, Les Titulatures 113. 
Ty, bi 8 in 240 A. D. corresponds to 4 January (not 3), because 
240 was a leap-year. 
24-25 The darker ink and the thicker strokes of the letters 
suggest that this additional provision is an after-thought, but it 
is unlikely that this is a different hand. There are minor losses 
at the end of 24 and the beginning of the next line, but we may be 
confident about the restoration, since the clause follows a certain 
formulaic pattern which can be expressed as: ýitlvovToc ToO X6you Ty- 
creditor) ncpL, wv ccXXwv 6(pE: L', XF-L, o' Y (= debtor) 
According to G. H&ge, XII Int. Congr. of Pap. 205, the meaning 
of this formula is the same as that of the identification clause 
, roU-ro 6' C'c-rLv -uo' 6&vE: uov (see the quotation from BGU IV 1054,, 15ff. 
at the end of the present note) and the later formulae: xwpi', c o', XXwv 
Wv 0, (PEU'XF-L, or Viý E: XC('1TOUýIE#: 'JOU or -xupL. wv pF-vovTwvl all of which are 
found in daneia, chreseis, parathecae and untypified loan contracts. 
All these formulae refer to previous credits and they are used to 
ensure the right of execution for the creditor; they ensure that, 
where there are other obligations between the contracting parties, 
the debtor is obliged to hand over to the creditor, when the latter 
claims his due, only documents which are connected with the loan in 
question; see further on this, H. A. Rupprecht, Studien zur Quittung 
100-102 with lists of the relevant documentation in notes 50-51; 
according to Rupprecht, the earliest contract to record the jjc'vovToc ToO 
I Xoyou clause is P. Flor. 111 370,21-23 (132 A. D. ) and the earliest 
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receipt P. Harr. 1 66 (155 A. D. ); the earliest receipt, however, is 
now P. Oxy. XLII 3051,8ff (89 A. D. ). Some further instances of the 
expression, which are not recorded in Rupprecnt, are the following: 
P. Turner 33, B-9 (211 A. D. ), PSI XII 1249 (265 A. D. ), P. Mtinch. 
101,17ff. (150 A. D. ),, P. Vindob. Sal. 6,23ff. (192 A. D. ),, SB X 10293, 
23 (198 A. D. ),, CPR VII 31,39-41 (197 A. D. ) and P. Vindob. Tandem 23 
i 19-22 (225 
The clause is normally expected either in the body of the 
document, before or after the kyria-clause, see e. g. PSI XII 1250, 
14ff., P. Fay. 90,20ff. and P. MtInch. 111 101,17ff., or less frequentl, -"'- 
incorporated in the signature, see e. g. P. Flor. 111 370,21-23, Psi 
XII 1249,59-60 and P. Vindob. Tandem. 23 i 19ff. In the present document 
the fact that the clause has been added on its own, separated from the 
text by a horizontal bar between 11.23-24, implies that the writer did 
not have it in mind initially so as to include it in the body of the 
document, but it had to be added alone at the end as an after-thought. 
Furthermore, the clause refers to a previous loan which was not 
made by the debtor himself, but by his father, and it is difficult to 
establish how this functions within the present document. It seems, 
however, that the clause is used here to ensure the creditor that the 
debtor is aware of his father's transaction which has not expired yet 
and also that, in case of death, the son is going to undertake to fulfil 
all the obligations of the previous debt. P. Oxy. XLII 3051,8-11 (89 A. D. ): 
pýVOVTO"C [IJOL, TOZ X]O#'YOU TMV 6(PCUXOPEVWV Tý RaTPLI, 'POU ýJaU6UIY [ ....... 
I 
ýTl [0% T] 07) 71 [p ) 0-yCy [p] CLýlPýVOU T[aTp6C COU , where the transation 
is made by 
the sons both of the creditor and the debtor of the previous loan, is very 
similar to the present document. In P. Gen. 19i 16-18 and ii 15-17 (251 
A. D. ) the responsibility for the previous debt is jointly undertaken by 
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the father and the son; the clause reads: ', It. VON)TCC COL, TO-- [X, -! )'OU TIPOC 
1PM CL 1%, T 0' V[ 11 Ct T]P (X ýi C; U TL CPL, 
40 C't ýý WV [oTet, Xoljc]v co(, öctvE: Lýeý; for 
a similar case expressed with a different formula, see BGU IV 1054, 
15ff. ( 13 B. C. ) : ToZTO 6" F-"CTLV To" 60. 'JELOV E9 'ATOC 
ýTE'PWV WTV Cý; E: L, 
'A 
E: 
41%0 lk ýl TIT PU 0 (XUTOC All4vL'oc CU T-n aýTO7 TM 'AnoXXwvt, 'y xa, ý' C*TEtPý(V 
CUYXWPrJCL, 'VI 6paxýiwv ExaTov. 
s' #' pcvocToc cou: the first sigma is abraded, but the traces do not 
fit with a nu. The writing of sigma cannot be considered as phono- 
logical error, but as a mere blunder caused by confusion of the 
following sigmas. 
RaT [TIP] -pou: the lower part of the vertical stroke of the tau I 
0 
seems to be prolonged turning straight to the left; this additional 
trace could be either part of a letter which was afterwards corrected 
to tau,, or a mere of f -set. The explanation as an abbreviation mark 
is unsuitable. 
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11. LCAI. ' OF MONEY 
48 5B. 107/A(1-2)a 26 April - 23 May, 318 A. D. 
25.00 cm x 13.00 cm 
This single sheet of papyrus contains a private loan of money in 
duplicate; the two copies are written in two parallel columns - here- 
after cited as coll. i and ii - separated by a blank strip of 
approximately 2.00 cm. The lower part of the papyrus has been torn 
away unevenly and a certain part of the text in both columns is now 
lost,, see note to i 18ff. The colour of the sheet is light brown 
with some darker patches on both sides, especially on the back, which 
may imply that the papyrus was affected by humidity either during the 
manufacture or in the course of time, cf. N. Lewis, Papyrus in 
Classical Antiquity 59-60 note 34. 
The three surviving edges of the sheet were cut regularly but not 
straight and, as a result, the width of the papyrus increases slightly 
towards the middle. At the top there is a free room of approximately 
1.3 cm above col. i, but it becomes markedly narrower above col. ii, 
where it measures from 0.5 cm to 1.0 cm. On the left side there is a 
substantial margin of 2.5 cm contrasted to the right one where there is 
practically no free room left and the script of col. ii runs right to 
the edge. 
Apart from the mentioned mutilation of the lower part, there are 
also a good many small holes scattered throughout the papyrus. Half of 
the ten well-marked vertical creases of the sheet as folded once are 
located in col. i where the papyrus is badly damaged, especially along 
the second and third creases from the left; nevertheless, restoration 
can be effected successfully with the assistance of the well-preserved 
text in col. ii. 
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There are two features which may suggest that the papyrus, 
similarly to P. Oxy. ined 10 (see introd. ), was folded from the 
right to the left and that the left side was the outer part of the 
sheet once folded: 
(i) col. ii located on the right side is well preserved, whereas 
col. i which is on the other side, was more vulnerable to damage and 
mutilation, 
(ii) the endorsement of the document is on the back of the second 
folding from the left to the right, that - is on the back of col. i. 
The writing on both sides of the papyrus runs along the fibres; 
two different hands can be easily distinguished on either side of the 
papyrus: one is responsible for the main text in coll. i and ii and 
the other only for the endorsement on the back. The hand on the front 
is professional and well-exercised and produces a mediocre but legible 
script, which is mostly semi-cursive and in some parts turns into 
cursive, see e. g. ii 4: TaXX[3'Toc, i and ii 12: &Ro6ýcw etc. The most 
surprising ligature is in ii 10: T&XavTo, where all letters before the 
second tau were written in a single movement. The letters are of 
follOW4 
average size and they present the A-ng particular features: 
(i) they are bigger at the beginning of the line and they gradually 
diminish towards the right; with regard to this feature it is worth 
noting that the initial letter in some lines, such as in i 1,4,8,9, 
13 and ii 11,4,8,16 is markedly oversized. 
(ii) the script slopes slightly to the right. 
(iii) letters like the alpha, epsilon, nu and upsilon present a variety 
of forms. 
(iv) the letters alpha and kappa are, as a rule, written in a single 
movement together with one or more letters, see e. g. 
i and ii 3: 
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09r Kai, cocpoc, ii 8: EcXr; -ecvau etc. , while the conjunction ?. aU is always 
written in a single movement. Furthermore, the letter rho is 
written either independently or, more frequently, in a cursive form 
in such a way that the left side of its bov; is unfinished. 
The transaction contained in the present papyrus is a privat. e 
contract of loan in money; it is a subjective homologia in the form 
of a cheirograph, such as P. Oxy. ined. 10 and 12. The format and the 
structure of the present document is comparable with the two above 
mentioned documents, especially with the latter; see further the 
introduction to P. Oxy. ined. 10 with a detailed schema and the relevant 
bibliography. 
As our papyrus shows, the present agreement was written in 
duplicate, that is one copy for each party, but for reasons which are 
far from clear the two copies were never separated. Similar appears 
to have been the case with P. Select. 7-a close parallel to our 
text (see below) - which survives in duplicate but on separate sheets; 
the editor describing the physical condition of that papyrus notes 
that "the sheets - when bought - were one papyrus containing the text 
of a cheirograph in duplicate" (p. 15). Whether this feature reflects 
a more general practice at the beginning of the fourth century from 
which both texts date, is uncertain and I am not in the position, at 
least at present, to make any speculation of this kind. 
The loan is made between Aurelius Choous (debtor) and Aurelius 
Ammon (creditor) , both 
from the city of Oxyrhynchus, and concerns an 
amount of 3 talents and 3.000 drachmae for a term of 30 days or 
less, 
see note to i 12-13. According to the statement in 1.13 
-ro', mou), 
the loan must be repaid without interest; the implication of 
the 
statement presumably is not that the loan is interest-free, 
but rather 
that, as interest had already been added on to the principal 
in advance, 
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no more had to be added at the time of the repayment; for the 
justification of this interpretation and a general discussion on 
the various expressions of this type including 7t,,, E: u -, -xou, see 
my Excursus. 
Although not absolutely relevant either to the present loan 
or to P. Oxy. ined. 10, it is significant to note that, because of the 
Pentateuchal injunctions against exactions of interest on loans made 
between Jews, it has sometimes been suggested that interest-free 
loans reflect Jewish influence; see further on this matter the 
bibliography cited in 0. Montevecchi, La Papirologia 226, where there 
is also a list of such loans. This theory gains at least no obvious 
support either from the present document or from P. Oxy. ined. 10. 
The most interesting featuresof the text are to be found in the 
promise -to -repay and penalty clauses. Firstly, the loan, as already 
mentioned above, is made for a very short term, perhaps less than 
thirty days, and it calls for repayment at the end of the same month 
as that in which the agreement was signed, see i 13 with note. 
Secondly, the expression a'vcu Tomou in i and ii 13 is very rarely 
used in the papyri to declare that a loan is "free from (additional) 
interest", see my Excursus under 6"vEu Týxou and note to i 13. 
Thirdly, if the loan is not repaid on time, the debtor is to pay 
overtime interest, which is stipulated b17 the expression: -roxcv [Tcv 
CTU-56"VTOL TýCl PVaC ýX&CT [qC1 MUTOt IJ EvX(XCTOVI (i 16-17) ; the 
implications of this provision are not very clear, but there seem to 
be two possible interpretations: 
(i) the rate implied here is the legally permissible maximum of 12% 
per annum, i. e. 1% per month, which seems to have been fixed by law 
and was customary in loans of money in Roman Egypt, see R. Taubenschiag, 
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The Law 
2 
343. 
(ii) the expression implies that a certain rate of overtime interest 
was agreed orally between the contracting parties before the agree- 
ment was signea. 
Although both interpretations are attested in the papyri, I am 
inclined to adopt the latter one as being more applicable here, for it 
gains stronger support from the relevant documentation; further on 
this matter see the extensive discussion in note to i 14-17. 
The parallel texts which most closely resemble the present one 
are P. Select. 7 and P. Oslo 11 41, both of ther-, "loans of money" from 
Oxyrhynchus dating from the years 314 A. D. and 331 A. D. respectively. 
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Col. i 
ýTIOLTCL', CLC ITMV 61 EC71OTMv ý4v AL. [-?. ] LN)Lou 
I CEý(XCTOM T0'4 Ell'o xotL'. Kp [L', ] CnOU TOZ C' lIG(PaVECT a TO U 
Kaýcapoc -r[o' ctS]'ý <vacat> 
AuPýXLOC [Xwo0c) KapýToc pq(Tp6c) TaXXMToc 
5 &7E6 xý[Ijrjc Taalp7ctýiou c// n6you ToU 
OCupuyx[cuTou) voijot5 Au'pnXLy "Appwvu 
E)twvoc ait6 Týc X [otl ýi (Tcp5. c) ma ul Xaýi(npoTýTqc ) 'Oýupuy- 
XEL, TCJ[VI TIOXEWC XaGOPEUV. O'POXOYU) 
ýCxTjm(6vlat, napa c[oN ýv xpTicu 6u& xup6c 
10 E9 () 1, XOU COU UPYUP(', OU CF-ßCCCT&5V VOPLC- 
JIOLTOC T(X<XCL>VTa TpLt(X XaLl, 6paXP&C TPLCXLXLaC, 
ef 0 YL, (VOVTOLL, ) (TOLÄQLVTOL) Y (ÖPUXPUL%, ) 'F 3 unEp cnavayxauc 
&no66cw co6 
T-Y 5V (T 1, pI rlvL"O II(xx W'-v a"vF-u To' mou mot L" ('Y'N)EU 
I RaCTIC [U7EE: P-ýCtCCIWC XaU' CýPnCUX[OlYL' [aIC5 Eý 6E PT15 
15 CXT(PC[W COL, TOIO ý[IIEPIRCCOO'VTOC XPO*VOU 
Tomov [T6V cTaeevTa Týcl pv&c ýX(, XCT[nc 
[ýVOt EX0tCTOV9 YLVOIJI EVTI IC CO L] Tý IC lIP(Y. -] 
[ýCwc ------------------------] 
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Col. ii 
6TEOCTEL"I(IC TMV 6ECROTMV filjMv AuXLVU'OU 
CEßOtCTOU TO ESA/ xcLL, Kp(PCn0U TOZ ýULQaVECTOtTOU 
Kau'c(xpoc TO" aS'O' <vacat> 
AýpýXLOC Xwo0c KapýToc on(Tpolc) TaXXMToc 
5 &7to" xw'pTic Taapntpou c// nayou Too 
OE[ulpuyxEt, -rou voljoO A6pnXuy "Appwvu 
BCWVOC aRO' TýC XUIJ(RP&C) MUU' XUP(RPOT4TTIC) 
9F OE(UPU'YXL, TMV) 7EOXEW(C) 
Xa L, P E: LV 6110XOyM ýCXnXeVaU nap& coZ 
ýV XPT'ICL 6La Xupo'c ýE oCxou cou &pyupLou 
10 ccoacTMV voýlucpa-roc -r&xavTa 
f% TPL(l x(xu 6PaXU&C TPLCXLXLaC, 'Yl. '(VOV-UCLL) (TaXaVTOL) 'y 
(6p0tx, paL, ) "I', 
a7Ecp c7E&vaymaLc &no6wcw cou Tý 6v- 
TL PnVLI RaXIV aVEU TOMOU MaLl &VCU R&- 
crjc ýTEcp-! aclcE: wc [xa]L', CU'pncuXoyi. 'Cxc, 
15 EL 6E%: 11ý1, ýXTZXW CO[U T100 ýREPIICCOVTOC 
p0 XPOVOU [TOXOIV T6V cTaoctfvTa Tlýc vvzic 
u [CTI TI [C xctT] 
JX IlýWL EX CL [CT 0 V] 2 Y(, vopE-, 
tvrl [c] 
[COU TýC 7EP&CE: WC ----------------] 
Back,, along the fibres: 
" Tap7re"pou (TaX&\)TWV) y (6paxpUjv)'I. (m. 2) X(E; LPO*YPaq)ov) XwoOTOC 
&7EO 
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Col. i 
I Au-xLvv Cc u T? 5 Tual p REljou 
6 1. 'OEUPUYXLTOU 7X (a] ý111 Ha u xa lill 
f 9 1. XPIýCCU5 XELPL 12 -ytl5yS'F ; ET1aVaY'XCLLoC5 
15 Elm ,T toc [W 
Col. ii 
1v of fip7jv is a correction; 1. Au%LvvCou 4p TI) 
0 
6 1. 'OýUpuyxt" T0U X(xp//xaLýalj//OC//llOxCw-; R of TIOXEW(C) 
is a correction, see note. 9 1. XPýCEL3 XELPOC 
91 1-1 
-Y-05ySr 12 CRavay'XaLC5 ET[lavayxEc 
On the back 
*, zjs'r ; 1. Tccawreliou 
'5th consulship of our lord Licinjus Augustus and 1st of 
our lord Crispus the most noble Caesar. ' 
'Aurelius Choous, son of Cames, his mother being Tallos, 
from the village of Taampemou in the 5th pagus of the 
Oxyrhynchite nome to Aurelius Ammon, son of Theon, from the 
illustrious and most illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, 
greeting. I acknowledge that I have received from you as a 
loan from hand to hand out of your house three talents and 
three thousand drachmae, total 3 talents and 3.000 drachmae in 
imperial silver coinage, which I am bound to give back to you 
in the present month Pachon without (additional) interest and 
without delay or excuse; if not, I will forfeit to you interest 
for the time I shall be in arrears, being stipulated per mina 
per month, you having the right of execution... '. 
On the back: (2nd hand) 'Cheirograph of Choous from Taampemou 
for 3 talents and 3.000 drachmae. ' 
0- 
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NOTES 
Col. i 
1-3 The 5th consulsh4p of Licinius an6 the lst of Crispus is 
in 318 A. D.; for the concordance and the regnal formula, see 
Bagnall-Worp, CSBE 72 and 107 respectively. The correct spelling 
of the name Auxývuoc is with two nus, see e. g. ibid. 107; the 
present form is also found in P. Oxy. ined. 12,1 and 2. 
b[LQaVECTATOU: this is one of the best examples in this column 
to show the writer's tendency to reduce the size of the letters 
at the end of the line; similarly in col. ii 7/: n6Xcw(c). 
The upsilon is very damaged here because of a hole, but it 
seems that it was written in a high position in a similar way to 
the same letter of the same word in col. ii 2. It would be 
incorrect to assume that upsilon in this particular word was 
abbreviated, for upsilon is written throughout the document in the 
same way; cf. all the instances of this particular letter in the 
present line. 
4-8 None of the two parties is known to me from elsewhere. Here, 
as in the majority of loans of all kinds, the lender, Aurelius 
Ammon, is a polites living in the metropolis and the borrower, 
Aurelius Choous, is a villager. As J. G. Keenan observes, the 
polites-to-villager pattern, which becomes more evident in the 
succeeding centuries, points to the importance of the E gyp tian 
poleis as market-centres and, at the same time, the domination of 
the 710XOLTCXL, over "their contemporary villagers in a variety of 
economic relationships", see Proceed. XVI Int. Congr. 479-485. 
4 TaXXF, )-roc: the spelling of the name TaXFjjc with a double lambda 
is very unusual and is recorded only once in NB (not quoted in 
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ONOMASTICON) , while the alternative spelling -. CL". W-C IS frequent 
(NE sv and ONOMASTICON sv). 
I11 &nc, Z[ýiTjc Tcxa1p-FF-pou ch/ Tayou: this village which is attested 
in documents from the beginning of the second century onwards was 
located in the eastern toparchy of the Oxyrhynchite nome, see e. g. 
P. Oxy. X 1285,85,88 and XIV 1747,27,33. The present document 
provides the earliest evidence for its assignment to the fifth 
pagus; previously the earliest evidence was P. Oxy. VI 901 which dates 
from 336 A. D.; see further P. Pruneti, I Centri Abitati sv. The 
following documents should be added to the list given in Pruneti: 
P. Oxy. XLVIII 3387,3 (342 A. D. ); 3408,9,29 (IV A. D. ); 3409,6 
(IV A. D. ); 3410,24 (IV A. D. ); 3423,2,11 (IV A. D. ) and L 3584,3 
(V A. D. ) . 
'4 7-8 &716 T ýC X [a 111 ( It P&C ) Ma L, XCXýl ( TI PO T &T nC '0 ýVPUYXE UT ýJ [VIn6 XEWC 
for this formula which first appears in Oxyrhynchite documents in 
272 A. D. and is subsequently employed regularly up to the early 
sixth century A. D., see D. Hagedorn, ZPE 12 (1973) 277-292. 
9-10 TEap& c[o)7) c-, ) xpr'Icu 6L, & xLp6c E'ý oL"xou cou: the formula is 
identical with that in P. Select. 7A and B 4-5 (314 A. D. ) and 
P. Oslo 11 41,9-10 (331 A. D. ). 
Some papyrologists wished to refer the term Xpýcuc to interest- 
free loans as made between friends in contradistinction to the term 
6&vE: L, ov which, according to the same theory, is a loan bearing 
interest and is the result of purely economic motives; but as 
Pestman observes "this construction is really too good to be true" 
and also "the theory mentioned above cannot be correct and gives no 
information about the loans"; furthermore, the texts and the existing 
evidence in no way warrant the contrast Xpýcuc - 66'LvcLov, see JJP 
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16-17 (1971) 22 and notes 59-61. 
10-11 ýP'YUPL"Ou Cc, 
ý"(xcTý-, ) 'vojjL', cpaToc: for this descriptive term 
of silver currency, see L. C. West - A. C. Johnson, Currency 
67-68. 
T&<XCC>VT(X: the damage here, as well as in the previous and the 
following lines, is caused by the second vertical crease from the 
left to the right (see physical description in my introduction) . 
It is hard to say what exactly was written originally here, but it 
is certain that the writer omitted at least two letters of the word. 
The number of damaged letters in 11.10 (cou) and 12, where the 
figure representing the amount of drachmae has been affected, is 
compatible with the estimated number of omitted letters in 1.11. 
The traces after the first tau of the word under discussion are very 
uncertain but could be the lower part of a rather wide alpha which 
is what is expected here. The letter before the second tau is again 
very damaged, but the remnants suggest a nu rather than a lambda. 
The omission of the two letters is due to haplography. 
The talent, a unit of currency equal to 6.000 drachmae (= 1.500 
denarii), was used in Egypt from the Ptolemaic period onwards and, 
inasmuch as it can be proved, it never represented an actual coin, 
but was merely an accounting term; see further, R. S. Bagnall, 
Currency and Inflation 16-17. 
TcXxOt>N)T(X TPLIOt HOLLI, 6p(xxýjotc TpucXLXu(xc: the same amount is stated in 
ii 18 and also on the back. 
Amounts less than 4 talents are not unusual in loans from this 
period: P. Oxy. XIV 1711 (late III cent. A. D. ): 2 tal. and 4.800 dr., 
P. Bad. 11 27 (316 A. D. ): 3 tal. and 400 dr. , P. Sakaon 64 
(= P. Thead. 
10) (307 A. D. ): 3 tal. and 3.000 dr. By the fourth decade of the 
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fourth century, there are some extremely large amounts, e. g. 
P. Oslo 11 41 (331 A. D. ) : 53 tal. and 1.000 dr. and P. Coll. 
Youtie 11 82 (337 A. D. ): 500 tal. , which reflect the "rapid and 
violent inflation" which the silver currency underwent in this 
period, see A. C. Johnson - L. C. West, Byzantine Egypt 168 and 
R. S. Bagnall, op. cit. 49-55, where with regard to loans of money 
in silver currency he notes that "lending moneý,., at interest for 
repayment in a fixed number of units of billon currency must have 
been a somewhat risky business, -11"or the value o. 11- a loan out- 
standing could be reduced substantially by the issue of a new wave 
of currency" (p. 55). 
13 Tý ON) [T L, TjVt", ITUXýV: the date at which this agreement was 
signed is lost, see note to i 18, but the wording employed here, 
which refers to the conclusion of the loan, implies that it was not 
made for a term longer than one month, perhaps even shorter than 
thirty days. For the frequency of short-term loans, see 0. 
Montevecchi, La Papirologia 226. 
In a good number of loans the closing term is fixed on a 
definite day, e. g. P. Oxy. XIV 1711,9-10 (late III A. D. ) : E"WC 
6EX&TTIC 'Abu'p ToZ ýcuovToc xTX., P. Mert. 1 25,10 (214 
I; EXPL, TPL, (X)ICX60C: lIU7)VL, 'XTX.; in other cases, such as here, the 
closing term is merely fixed to a month, e. g. P. Coll. Youtie II 
82,15 (337 A. D. ): Tý J)apEvw"-, i IITIVý',; it is not, therefore, 
unreasonable to assume that in the second case the effects of the 
legal obligations will cease on the last day of the month by which 
the debt has to be repaid; see further P. Oxy. ined. 10 note to 
11.7-8. 
11 f%"ff 13-14 U 'r C, -e. 0UX CC L, UV EU... CUPTICLX [O]yL, [a]C: this provision in 
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precisely this form is not known to me from any other text. 
The expression a"vF-u 'co-you is found in one more document, P. 
Mich. inv. 1410 of Arsinoite provenance, published by J. G. Shelton .1 
in JJP 18 (1974) 157-160 (11.10,22) SB XIV 11385) and dates 
from 326 A. D. In both instances the expression a'vcu Toxou, 
regardless of its exact position in the text, is used to indicate 
that no more interest has to be added on to the amount stated as 
received at the time of the repayment of the loan, since it had 
already been calculated and included in that amount in advance; 
see further on this my Excursus. 
The following part of the provision (('x'vF-u T[otcTic ... F-6PTICLX (0 1 -YL, [a IC 
is in the expected form which is very frequent, see e. g. the parallels 
P. Select. 7A and B 7-8 and P. Oslo 11 41,14-15; see also P. Mich. XI 
614,19-20 and SB XII 11040,15-16, etc. An alternative form, but 
much less common, uses the preposition XwpLc instead of O"Lvcu and, thus, 
t 
the expression becomes Xwpuc nýcnc v-, qep-ýcccwc xau' EUprjcuXoyLac (vel. 
sim. ), see e. g. P. Genova 11 62,25-26, P. Mil. 11 52,12-13, etc. 
14-17 Here and in P. Oxy. ined. 12,14-16 the ýýj uo X L'Ia -penalty clause 
is omitted; cf. P. Oxy. ined. 10,11-12 with note, where the clause is 
included. Furthermore, none of the three texts specifies the rate 
of the overtime interest: P. Oxy. ined. 10,13 uses the expression: 
I 6L, &(POPOV TOU U'REp7ECOVTOC XPOVOU (see note), while P. Oxy. ined. 12 
and the present text hint at a fixed rate; in the former text over- 
time interest is determined by private agreement of the contracting 
parties and reads: TOyov Tol<v> cTa-'ý4LTa Rp6c &XXýXouc (11.15-16). 
The present provision relating to the overtime interest - which 
in fact is a kind of penalty - finds a close parallel in P. Select. 7 
8-9: E: ý 66" jlý, F-XTE: LtCW COU TOO 
6nEPRECOVTOC XPOVOU TOMOV TOIV CTaý, "EVTOL 
ý)(&CTTIC IIV&C T07) PTIAC 
bolcTou- In both texts the rate of the overtime 
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interest is not specified, but the employment of the participle 
CTOL-rv-F-VTOt suggests that it had been fixed in one way or another, 
which at this stage of the discussion cannot be established with 
certainty (cf. below). 
With regard to the use of this participle the editor of 
P. Select. 7 notes that "for the period in which he should be in 
default, the borrower promises to pay the monthly interest-percentage, 
which has been agreed on" (p. 17). What the editor, therefore, suggests 
here is that there was an oral agreement between the two parties only 
in so far as the rate of the overtime interest was concerned, for, as 
he also observes, "there is no mention of an obligation to pay 
interest [sc. contractual]". 
J. Shelton, however, in discussing the expression T6, d TouTouc 6pLc-ýc'vTot 
#f 
-ro-mov which, although using a different participle, conveys in effect the 
same message as the participle TOIV CTU-ýEVTa - expresses a different 
opinion in assuming that "since the rate of overtime interest is not fixed 
elsewhere in the contract, it must have been fixed by law", see JJP 18 
(1974) 159 note to 11.14 ff. 
The two quoted interpretations illustrate in the best possible way 
the uncertainty that surrounds the exact meaning of provisions such as 
the present one. That the relevant expressions imply a fixed rate is 
beyond any question and this is not the point of conflict of views 
between the above editors. What the expressions, however, do not get 
across to us is f irstly the way in which the interest was f ixed (by 
law or by private agreement) and secondly, the actual monthly interest- 
percentage; both these questions are interconnected and any possible 
answer to the former can elucidate the latter. The problem is too 
subtle and complicated to be discussed in a short note in full, but i 
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append a few preliminary remarks. 
In the notes appended to the above mentioned Michigan papyrus 
J. Shelton, although avoiding an explicit statement and a general 
conclusion, seems to suggest that documents which do not specify 
the rate of overtime interest, but simply contain expressions which 
denote that the rate was fixed or agreed upon, such as the present 
one, can be divided into two categories: 
either (i) the rate of the overtime interest is not fixed elsewhere 
in the text and it is, therefore, likely that it was fixed by law, 
or 
(ii) the rate of the overtime interest has been determined by private 
agreement of the contracting parties, as is the case in P. Oxy. ined. 
12,15-16; see JJP 18 (1974) 159 note to 11.14ff. 
Documents which belong to the latter category can be easily 
demonstrated as a result of the explicit wording of the relevant 
formula and I, therefore, absolutely agree with Shelton on this 
point. The following documents (not all of them known to Shelton) 
fall into this category, as indicating plainly the existence of a 
private (oral) agreement between the two parties: 
(Al) SB XIV 12088,22-23 (=ZPE 23 (1978) 139 ff. ) : Toxov Th 
-tI 'XX'Xouc; the same formula also in P. Oxy. ined. 12 cTaU, EN)TOL TEPOC cl rl I 
15-16. 
(A2) P. Sakaon 66,11-12 (=P. Flor. I 14): To'v ýc-i6[ýievov] 
p F-Taý[U'] ct6TCjv T6-xov; the same formula, but very damaged, also 
in 
P. Sakaon 65,14-15. 
(A3) P. Sakaon 64 , 12-13 
(= P. The ad. 10) : TOI [V CU 
[VTU 
)JICTOCý ocXXýXWV TOMOV- 
These expressions indicate clearly and unequivocally 
the way *n 
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which overtime interest was fixed in the relevant documents; yet, 
they give no indication at all of the exact rate of this type of 
interest. That the rate of overtime and contractual interest was 
fixed by law at a certain period is beyond question, as Shelton 
has already observed, and this must have been the ordinary charge 
set at 12% per annum for loans in money as the permissible maximum, 
see art. cit. 159 note to 11.14ff., where he gives the relevant 
quotations. One suspects, therefore, that rates determined by oral 
agreement normally exceeded the permitted legal maximum. Accordingly, 
it is reasonable to expect that texts where the rate was f ixed by law, 
must either state that the rate is 1% per month (that is 12% per 
annum) or contain a reference to the relevant law. The former case 
is indeed very common in loans of money; the latter is encountered 
at least once in the relevant documents, namely in P. Mich. Inv. 1353 
(288 A. D. ) of Arsinoite provenance, which is the second document 
published by Shelton in JJP 18 (1974) 160-162; that text in 11.15-16 
ýivý xuTu voýiouc T[6]xoc, see note to reads: [0 XC(Tla jlý-Va ENUCTOV TTý 
11.15ff. (p. 161). Among the documents quoted by Shelton, however, 
on p. 159 note to 11.14ff., there are cases like P. Oxy. 11 269,10 
and P. Gen. 43,13ff. which, in my opinion, cannot be explained as 
loans bearing overtime interest fixed by law. Shelton himself appears 
to be uncertain about the actual situation, for, although he 
acknowledges that the two mentioned documents bear the "customary" rate 
of interest, at the same time he implies that this customary percentage 
is to be identified with that fixed by law, i. e. 12% per annum. Starting 
with the examples quoted by Shelton my own search for expressions used 
to denote fixed or agreed rate of interest went further and with the 
help 
of DDBDP I discovered more relevant material - partly unknown 
to Shelton 
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when he published the Michigan texts -, whic",, in order to facilitate 
the discussion, I have arranged into two basic groups. 
The first group includes texts which contain the verb -?. a. '-ý-? w 
in the expression referring to overtime interest a.: -,, -3 read: To'ýc 
-xCc, ýT'j-XOVTOLC TOXOUC (or the singular) . This expression occurs quite 
frequently, at any rate in documents of a rather early date (first 
century A. D. ) , see e. g. P. Oxy. 11 269,10, SB X 10222,14-15 (= P. Oxy. 
305 descr. ), 10238,15-16 (= P. Oxy. 11 319 descr. ) , 10246 (= P. Oxy. 
304 descr. ), 10249 (= P. Oxy. 11 318 descr. ) , P. Oxy. X 1282,16 and 
SB XIV 11284,13 (= P. Mil. Congr. XIV, p. 80), see further WB sv xD7, -T',, -x ,. ) 
The verb xa-ýýxw is used in a variety of senses, and both LSJ sv and 
WB sv justify Shelton's interpretation in the sense that the expression 
I TOýC X(X-ýTjXOVT(IC TO-xouc denotes a "customary rate of interest", but, 
nonetheless, I am inclined to think that Shelton's implicat-Jon which 
tentatively identifies the customary rate of interest with that fixed 
by law is unlikely to be correct. As the overwhelming majority of the above 
documents come from the Tryphon archive - and this means that the lender 
in all these cases is the same person -I would rather tend to think that 
the expression TOU'C Xa-! ýýXOVTaC TOxouc hints at a "customary" interest- 
percentage "fixed" by the lender himself and not by the law. 
Apart from the documents which use the verb xa-ýý-xw there is a 
second group, including the present document, which uses a different 
verb; at least four of the following five texts (if not all c4f them) 
must, in my opinion, be explained according to the second theory 
mentioned above, that the rate of overtime interest was fixed or 
agreed upon by private (oral) agreement. The relevant texts are: 
(Bl) P. Select. 7A 8-9: TOMOV TOV CTOLý4CVTOL 
(B2) our text, i 16: -c6mov [Týv cTa-ýcvToj 
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(B3) P. Gen. 1 43,131,1: *f: [T-ýV ECTD'L'PIEVOV 
(B4) P. Amst. I 44F 13-14r: -, Ov Tov cuV1,, CQW')`ýlE-: VO')1 
(B5) P. Mich. Inv. 1410,14-15 (S-elton's first text): 
- it f LON) TO6TOLC 6PLC, ýEVTC( T--"ýtOV. 
have arranged the examples in such a way that the correspondence 
between the expressions given in list B with those in list A (see above) 
is very clear. With the exce, ý)tion of B5 all expressions find a parallel 
in list A. The only difference between the expressions of the two 
categories lies in the fact that those in list B do not contain the 
I words Tipýc &XXýXouc or ýIETOLýU OL'J'TZV; in P. Amst. 1 44 the text is damaged 
but there is certainly no room for either of these expressions. 
How can one, therefore, interpret the expressions in list B? 
P. Amst. 1 44 must refer to an oral agreement (accepting the editor's 
restoration cuv [RE(pwvTjýiEvov1 which appears to be certain); this shows 
0 
that the addition of pETaEý &XXTýXwv which is used in P. Sakaon is not 
absolutely necessary. Further evidence to support this explanation 
comes from LSJ which interprets cv-ýjQwvL sv 11 2 "make an agreement 
or bargain with any one". The examples quoted as B1, B2 and B3 are 
expressions with the verb L', 'cT,, jpL, which, according to WB sv 4, means 
"ausbedingen, vereinbaren" and this can be rendered into English 
"stipulate" or "agree"; similarly LSJ sv LcTTIpL, A 111 6 quotes the 
expression CTa-ýEGC Toxoc and translates "fix by agreement". 
In conclusion, I would like to make clear that, in my opinion, 
the expressions listed in B appear to be shortened forms of those given 
in A and I would, therefore, be tempted to suggest that the examples 
BI-3, which include also the present document, must be interpreted 
according to those in list A. In other words, that the overtime 
interest has been agreed orally between the contracting parties. 
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16-17 [TTiC) lIVrXC ýXC(CT [TIC) 'xc(T& li IýVcx substantial portions 
of the papyrus are missing and the surviving script is distorted, 
especially at the beginning of 1.17. The restoration, however, is 
certain and is effected with the assistance of col. ii 16-17, see 
note. 
The construction of the first adjective c"xacToc, accompanied by 
.1 
the article, while the second is preceded by the preposition xa-, ý'x, is 
so far as I have discovered, without a parallel. Close to the 
present one are the expressions in P. Mert. 1 15,15-16 (214 A. D. ): 
Ck TýC IJV&C HOLTOIL JJýVa E'-KCCCTOV (but this omits the first adjective 
t 
rlý E: 'A&CTTIc) and P. Oxy. XIV 1711,14-15 (111 A. D. ): ýx&cTnc jj,, )7-ic To, -) 
wivýc ýx&c-rou (article Týc and preposition xaTý omitted) ; cf. also 
P. Oxy. ined. 12,15. 
17-18 [YLVOPI F-VTI [C Coul Tý [c TIPa-I / [EEwc] : for the participle cf 
ii 17. The epsilon and the nu are clearly written, but the upper 
right part of eta is lost. The surviving traces of the tau and eta 
of the article give the impression of a pi, but this is a mere 
optical illusion, because: (i) the lower part of the f irst vertical 
stroke of the alleged letter pi is curved to the left, which is a 
feature of the letter tau in our text, (ii) the slight traces of ink 
at the edge of the gap cannot be interpreted as part of the letter 
rho and it would be, therefore, wrong to restore 7p[&Ecwc] instead of 
the article, which in any case is expected here, and (iii) two or 
three horizontal fibres have been removed just above the horizontal 
stroke of the suggested tau and this has also damaged the connecting 
horizontal bar of the restored eta of the article. 
The room in the gap at the end of line 17 suggests that the 
word Tip&ýcwc may have run on into the following line (18), but this 
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cannot be established with certainty because the number of letters 
at the end of the lines varies: so, for example, the last omicron 
of the word xpovou (1-15) is exactly below the iota of Eý 6E 
17 ff. For the T[pEiýuc-clause, see P. Oxy. ined. 9,22-23 note ad 
loc. The parallels P. Select. 7A 10-13 and P. Oslo 11 41,19-24 
both read: yuvoýi6vrjc Týc np&Ecwc nupclx. Te F-,, Ioo xaul EX TMV U'RaPX! VTWV 
JJOL, TL&VTWV H6PLov T6 XEUPO-YPUQov 6uccov ypaQcv RaVTaXTl 
I 
ýRU(PEP611EVOV 
XULýl RUVTý Tý ýnEP COZ ýRLTCli: ýOVTU RaGI F-"REPWTTý-ýE: ýIC 'L701 
Coo lpoxoYTjCa. 
P. Select. 7 continues in col. A- col. B is mutilated - with 
the regnal and consular formulae, for there is no date or any kind 
of formula at the beginning of the text, and concludes with the 
signature. P. Oslo 11 41 concludes with the signature of the 
borrower and this is likely to have been the case also in our 
document. 
Col. ii 
I TipZ6v: the eta is not connected with either the previous or the 
following letter; the rest of the word is written at a higher 
position and the ink is darker. The letter nu is unusually wide and 
there is evidence that it was corrected from a letter which is now 
illegible. 
5 Twipucliou: the dotted letters have been affected by a vertical 
crease. There seems to be an almost vertical stroke between the 
epsilon, of which only the lower part is partly visible, and the mu; 
however, a more careful examination of the handwriting shows that 
this merely is the way the two letters are ligatured together. The 
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same feature occurs in i 9: ýv and ii 9: Ev. As a rule, the epsilon 
is written in two movements throughout the text, one for the lower 
and one for the upper part; the latter is almost always joined with the 
next letter. 
7 nbXF-w(c): the writer has squeezed this word in the very small 
space at the end of the line. The letters are tiny and compact and 
the ink is dark; the sigma. seems to have been omitted, but very 
uncertain and faded traces just above the epsilon and the omega seem 
to suggest the existence of a horizontal bar which, if right, was no 
doubt an abbreviation mark. Also the letter pi seems to be a 
correction, but the original trace is difficult to interpret. 
1 8 E-'cXT-, xF-vaL,: neither form of the two epsilons in this word is 
frequently employed by the writer in the present text: of the first 
only the upper part exists and it is formed in a single movement 
along with the following sigma, which seems to have a double function 
here, both as the lower part of the epsilon and the sigma itself. 
16 [T]7c pvric: there is a big gap just before the article and the 
damage has affected the eta and the sigma; the remaining traces, 
especially those where the eta is expected, give a very uncertain 
reading. However, there is hardly room for a word longer than the 
article Týc, which is also confirmed by the following pvac, see i 16. 
19 The writing on the back is not clear at all due to f ading of 
the ink, but we may be confident that the name of the village is 
written with one alpha only; for the spelling Tal... -, cpoO see e. g. 
P. Oxy. XLI 2974,5 and XII 1491,13. 
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12. LOAN OF MONEY 
10 1B. 169/J(a) 
11 .2 cm x 22.7 cm 
Frag. A. - 3.1 cm x 6.1 cm 
, 29 Vlarch, KL2 A. D. 
The present document was originally written in duplicate by 
the same very cursive hand. Apart from the main sheet which 
records the transaction in full, another small portion of papyrus 
- described here and referred to henceforth as fragment A- bears 
the final parts of 11.1-8, merely enough to show that the texts 
are identical (underlined in the transcription of the complete 
II text) , see 1.19 (6tc [cov ypul ýptv) and note ad loc. 
The outer dimensions of the main sheet have survived almost 
complete, with the exception of two minor losses both on the left, 
at the top and right at the bottom of the papyrus (11.1-3 and 26-27 
of the text respectively); the missing part of the text is easy to 
restore, - save, perhaps, for the beginning of 1.3, where the 
restoration [KuLc]upoc appears to be incompatible with the estimated 
number of the lost letters, see note - for we are dealing with well- 
known passages of formulaic type. 
The most serious and extensive damage to the text is to be 
found at the lower part of the sheet and is confined mainly to the 
left-of-centre segment, between 11.16-23. The damage appears to 
have resulted partly from two vertical creases located at the left 
side which have distorted and even disjointed the relevant segment 
of the papyrus, and partly due to severe abrasion of the writing; 
there are also dark stains caused by humidity, as well as tiny holes 
and gaps of a more considerable size, which indicate that the corres- 
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ponding parts of the papyrus have been broken away. Once again, 
the surviving readings of the relevant passage with the assistance 
of parallel texts enable satisfactory restoration to be effected, 
see notes to 11.16-20. Problems of reading are also encountered 
in the consular formula (11.1-3), especially in 1.3; the formula, 
however, can be identified only with the one used to denote the 
era dating from the postconsulatum. of the Licinii; see further on 
this the note to 11.1-3. 
There are four vertical creases, whereas it is difficult to 
calculate the number of the horizontal ones - if there were any - 
due to the rather distorted condition of the papyrus. As the most 
serious damage is confined to the left, it seems that the sheet was 
folded from the right to the left protecting the former and exposing 
to damage the latter; cf. introductions to P. Oxy. ined. 10 and 11. 
There is hardly any room left free at either side of the sheet: 
at the right the writing runs almost to the edge, whereas at the 
left the margin does not exceed 0.7 cm. At the bottom the only free 
room is, in essence, that which is left at the end of 1.27, where 
the scribe has scribbled his signature, while at the top the free 
room is less than 1.00 cm. 
The first hand - which is to be identified also in frag, A- 
is responsible for the body of the document (11.1-21) and J-t produces 
a very rapid and unclear, but also flourishing and flowing, cursive 
script, which consists of letters of a surprisingly wide variety in 
size and form; the smallest letter is the omicron, especially when it 
is written cursively with the previous letter, see e. g. n, 
ýXcwc (1.8), 
VOIIUCPaTOC (1.10) etc., whereas there is no certain practice 
for the 
larger ones, see e. g. the epsilon in ýCxnx[6v], Au and cf. the same 
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letter in cv Xpýcu (1 - 9) . Note also that it is normal for the 
initial letters in the lines to be enlarged, see e. g. 11.4,9, 
10,13. 
The following points seem worth noting as to the form of 
some letters: 
(i) the form of the letter delta, such as in 6ua Xup6c (1-9) , 
is very similar to that of the alpha as in A,,. pýXu[oc] (1.4) and 
apyup UOU (1.10) 
(ii) the letters alpha and epsilon present at least three 
different forms each. 
(iii) the letter epsilon when followed by rho (and in one case 
by xi, see ýC oL", -xou in 1.9) is formed in the following way: its 
lower part is written either independently or in one stroke with the 
preceding letter, while its upper part is conspicuously upraised, as 
if forming part of the rho itself, see e. g. @Epjjou-ýu'qc (1.4), 
t 
u-nE: peEcE: wc (11.13-14) etc. 
(iv) at the end of the lines the final letter presents either an 
extremely elongated horizontal stroke (a feature especially of the 
sigma, see e. g. 11.1,2 (with note) , 11,15 etc. - cf . also the 
surprisingly flattened nu in Haxw'v (1.12)) or it is written very big 
and wide, see e. g. 11.6,8 and 10 (Ho), where the size of the final 
omicron has no equivalent throughout the text. 
Lhe notarial countersignature in 1.28 is written in a very 
cursive and difficult to decipher script (cf. introduction to P. Oxy. 
ined. 13 and note to 1.38), but both the delta and the epsilon in 6u' 
and ýyp(dýpTj) present many similarities with the respective letters of 
the first hand and I would tentatively suggest that the signature 
must be assigned to the same first hand, see note to 1.28. 
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A second bilinear semi-cursive script, clear and rather 
attractive, is to be found in the signature of the document in 
11.22-27. The script slopes slightly to the right and employs a 
rather flat, broad and somewhat square form c' letters, with the 
exception of the tiny omicron which in some cases is no bigger 
than a dot, see e. g. TLPOHELTaU (11.24-25) and the second one in 
q0 wijo OyTica (11.25-26) 
This contract, like the majority of the Oxyrhynchite loans, 
is a subjective homologia. in the form of a cheirograph; the format 
of the document and its content present many similarities with our 
loans P. Oxy. ined. 10 and 11; for a more detailed discussion and 
bibliography, see introduction to P. Oxy. ined. 10. A close parallel 
is P. Oxy. ined. 11 (318 A. D. ); even closer is P. Select. 7 (314 A. D. ) 
of Oxyrhynchite origin. 
The present transaction is a private contract of loan, drawn up 
in duplicate, see 1.19 note. The debtor is Aurelius Apphous, a priest 
of Zeus and Hera and celebrant (xwýiacTýc) of the imperial busts, see 
notes to 11.4-7, who acknowledges his indebtedness to Aurelius 
'Aphthonius, a councillor, perhaps, of the city of Oxyrhynchus, see 'Ile 
notes to 11.7-8, for the amount of 2 talents and 4.000 dr. 
The fixed term for repayment, as frequently at this period, is 
very short and is not to exceed 30 calendar days, see note to 11.12-13. 
No interest is stipulated for the normal term of the loan (one month), 
but this might have been added on to the principal in advance, see my 
Excursus. In case of arrears overtime interest is to be paid calculated 
per mina per month, the actual rate of which is not specified in the 
text, but it has been agreed upon only orally; for a similar case, see 
P. Oxy. ined. 11,11.13-14 with note. 
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The present text contains the following particularly inter- 
esting features: 
(i) the earliest attested Oxyrhynchite example of the era 
dating from the postconsulatum of the Licinii (29.3.322 A. D. ) , 
see notes to 11.1-3. 
(ii) a rather late occurrence of a pagan priest who also 
holds the office of xwjiacTýc, 11.5-7 and note, and 
(iii) a new councillor of the city of Oxyrhynchus, 11.7-8 
and note. 
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5 
11 ETa Tj TV ýTUXTIEUUV TMV 6ECnOTMV ý4'v Auxuvuou 
[CEý(XCTOZ TO )i(xLl ALXLVL'OU TOO EITITC(VECT&T[O)U 
o. 0 
0/ -rotc &Tto6Lx-ýrjcojj(Louc) ýn(&TOLC) <T6> [Kauclapoc 10' 
ap ýj 0y 
AýpýXL[OCI 'AnQo'ýc BE'WVOC JJn(TP6C) GEPjJOU-ý(', TjC 
W T-TIC X[al(ýInP&C) X(A Xa(PlIPOTýTTIC) 90ýUPUYXLTMV 
ROXEWC ýEpEk 
AU01C MaLl "H[plac xaL' moýiacTýc autwv RpoTopov 
mat, NLxqc a6T3v A6pnXuy 'AQ, ýovLy UL', ý) CTPaTOVLXOU 
Otpý( ) ýOU[Xl( ) TýC aýTýC R6XEWC XaLtPEUV. 611oxoym 
E*CXnX[E-'V](XL n(xp& coO tv xpýcu 6u& xupolc SEE oummou COU 
0 
9 10 apyUPL'OU CEýaCTUJV VOJACPaTOC T&X(xvTa 66o 
Motu 6pctxij(xc TF-Tpax6cXLX,, 'ac, (yL, vcTaL) (T&XavTa) (6potXj, (yu) 
omep Enavay- 
0 
XF-c &iloöw"cw cou PEXPUC 6EUTýpac EUXw, v 
TOIÖ E' [VI ECT2A0C F'-TOUC L9S 
j 
gf ct'VF_U lio"LCrIC UllEp- 
EXTLCLV ibcccwc x(IL eýpTlcuxoyuacj EL E COL TOU 
000... 
0.04 
t 
15 ý7[EPTLEC6VTOC XPOVOU TOPXOV Tý<V> CTUeiVTU UPO%C 
.0.00000.0 
%Q9 
&XÄýXOUC ýXCLCTTIC p[Va]C TOU ýinVOC EMUCTOU9 -ytVO- 
#, 
v 'p F- ]rl[c COG T]ýc llp(xgF-[W]c 'R[CL]P[ct TIE 
ýpor) XOLL, Tnv 
00.. 000 . 0.00. 
00 [1-)TECLPXO"VTWIV IJOU TZUVTWV. XUPLOV To% XLPOYpaQov 
0.... 0.0.. 0.0.0 
1%t 
öL, C[Cov YPCL](PEV llotvTaxý [ililt, (pF-PoljF-Vov 
00'*00009.0! 
0. 
(1 % UýIP COU 20 X L%, 7LOL[VTL, TQ 
'EnL[(pýIPOVTL XCCÜ ýUEP[W1- 
Tn[ect%IC Uo o-yrlca. <vacat> % COU ! POIXP 
000600 
[m. 21 Auprl[XIoc 'Anlcp[o£5)c gCXOV ýV XPACL, T& [[Tllf(ll 
0.0.00 
TOU &pyuplfou TOPLÄUVTU 
ÖUO XUL%, Öpax(PO%tc) TE- 
TPaXEL, CXCU<XU'>aC X(XU' &no6ýcw npo- 
000 
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25 MELTOLL, E*-11E: PWTrleýE [LIC ' ! IJC)XO'Yrl- 
»0» 000 
1 cot 
. 
Äw , ýL, 0c ) Zwt"Xoc "YP(Iýot t(Z% Ep) otý-ro£i lirl 
0 [ELIÖOTOC Y]P&IJP(XTCL. <vacat> 
.0 
[m. 1? ] <vacat> AL, 9 E*IJOZ CWTý EOYP(&WTI)* 
.p00 
I 
., also 
in 1.2 1A LxL,, vvLou, 
see note; 1. &no6Eux,! ýncop(cvouc) 
X [ot 11 X (1 (, X al 
l. (Y. ýTrOV 
Omo5ux, ýTjCOJj/UT1v 
0.. 00 
; I. E)E: pij ou-Nac 
6 1. xwjjacTýc -ftulwv npoTopav 
fr 8 apc4ou[Xl 9 1. xpnccu, xcupoc 
18 1. XE: LPoypaTov 11 /Y-fA. see note 14 l. F-X-[L'CELV , .-1 
22 1. xpýccu 23 6Pax) 23-24 1. TETPaXLCXU<XLI>aC 
26 auplý ?, see note; u'J 
00 
28 E -y pj 
I 
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'After the 6th consulship of our lord Licinius Augustus an, -3 the 
2nd of our lord Licinius the most noble Caesar, under the consuls 
to be designated for the 2nd time, Pharmouthi 3'. 
'Aurelius Apphous, son of Theon, his mother being Thermouthia, 
from the illustrious and most illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, 
priest of Zeus and Hera and celebrant of the imperial busts and 
their Victoria to Aurelius Aphthonius, son of Stratonilus, ex- 
magistrate councillor of the same city, greeting. I acknowledge 
that I have received from you as a loan from hand to hand out of 
your house two talents and four thousand drachmae in imperial silver 
coinage, total 2 tal. and 4.000 dr., which I am bound to give back 
to you by the second of Pachon of the present year, that is the 
16th and 14th and 6th year, without delay or excuse; if not, I will 
forfeit to you interest for the time I shall be in arrears, being 
fixed between us per mina. per month, you having the right of 
execution against me and all my property. The cheirograph, written 
in duplicate, is enforceable, wherever it may be produced and for 
everybody who produces it on your behalf, and in answer to the 
formal question, I have given my assent'. 
(2nd hand) 'I Aurelius Apphous, have received as a loan the 
two talents and four thousand drachmae in silver and I shall repay 
as described above and in answer to the formal q-aestion 
I have given 
my assent. I, Aurelius Zoilus, have signed on 
his behalf, because 
he is illiterate'. 
(1st hand ?) 'Written by me, Sotas'. 
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NOTES 
1-3 The present date formula is the earliest exan-ple attested 
in Oxyrhynchus of the type linking a postconsulatd7. of Licinius 
(VI) and Licinius Caesar (II) to the second year of the short 
era denoted by unspecified consuls to be designate-3 (P. Oxy. XLIII 
3123,16 dating from 2-19.3.322 A. D., cf. P. Oxy. XLV, p. xviii, is 
not of Oxyrhynchite provenance). This type of date is in use only 
in documents dating from 322-324 A. D.; the formulae found differ 
between the Thebaid and the Arsinoite and Oxyrhynchite nomes. In 
documents of the latter two geographical divisions the formula for 
the year 322 A. D. runs: postconsulatum of the Licinii + ToZc 
9 OCT[06CL, X, ýTjCOjJýVOL, C U'RýTOUC TO' ý, see L. C. Youtie - D. Hagedorn - 
H. C. Youtie, ZPE 10 (1973) 121-124 and Bagnall-Worp, CSBE 108; for 
the date of the present text, see also 1.14 and note. 
Both in the complete text and, as far as it can be decided, in 
fragment A, the date formula is separated from the rest of the text, 
as the writer leaves a rather wide space between 11.3 and 4 (first line 
of the text proper). Also the letters are smaller and the writing, 
especially in 1.3, is very compact. 
ýn(ITIELLv: the estimated number of missing letters in the 
lacuna here and in 1.2 is ±11; contrast, however, [Kau'clapoc in 1.3 
with the note. The surviving traces before the article Týý)v are very 
faded and, with the exception of the prominent upper part of the iota 
and the lowermost part of the nu, the reading is rather uncertain. This 
type of date formula, however, always begins with the postconsulatum 
of the Licinii (vide supra, note to 11.1-3) and 
this also fits with the number of the missing letters. 
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The end of the line is very damaged in Fragment A, but the 
surviving, very uncertain, traces and the fact that line 2 concludes 
with the same word both in the fragment and the complete text, makes 
it very likely that one should read AL, -xLv, -'ou- 
As the beginning of the line is missing and some parts are 
severely abraded, the restoration of the line presents some difficulties. 
There are very faint traces after the gap, merely enough to confirm the 
otherwise expected genitive (Kau'clapoc. The number, however, of the 
restored letters is not consonant with the estimated number of the 
missing letters, that is ±11 (vide supra, note to 1.1), but it is 
hardly possible that the scribe had added something else before 
[Ko, L'. c I apoc. It is, perhaps, more likely that he started the line with 
big and broadly formed letters and, perhaps, left also some free room 
at the beginning. This may well imply that the arrangement of the 
script in this line which the scribe had had originally in mind was 
I to write only the month date after [Kauc]aPOC T6 ý'and, therefore, to 
centralize the script leaving equally free space on either side; this 
however, would give an incorrect date and the writer, therefore, 
realizing this in due time, inserted the expression ToCc dno6uX-ýncojj(EI: vouc) 
<TO 
011 %> ý/: the writing after the first TOtC 00t06UOnCOPUý, )OUC) Un(aTOUC) '(To 
theta is severely abraded and the reading very uncertain, while the 
letters before beta are very cursively written, but there is little 
doubt that both words were abbreviated, for there is too little room 
otherwise. Before the upsilon Of UR(&TOLC) there 
is an upraised stroke 
which is very similar to an iota, 
but it cannot be part of the ending 
-cvouc, as there 
is not room enough to accommodate so many letters; on 
the contrary, it would be more reasonable 
to take it as an abbreviation 
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mark. After the pi in ý', 'TJLOUC) there is a little mark which could 
also be a very small and cursive alpha, but once again I interpret 
it as an abbreviation mark, because that is what is expected here; 
the expected article -rC has definitely been omitted. On the whole 
the writing in this line is very careless and the abbreviations 
quite astonishing and this indicates clearly the writer's confusion. 
He may have been confused, because this system of dating was very 
new. 
In fragment A the writing seems to have followed the normal 
pattern, as the corresponding line there ends with the complete form 
ýRaTouc Tý this may also imply that the preceding participle 
was also fully written; as a result of this the month date (ýapýio7)-ýL, 
had to be transposed to the next line and is now lost. A horizontal 
stroke running to the tau of the article gives the false impression 
that the writer had underlined the preceding part of the script, but 
I am inclined to believe that this is only part of the space filler 
that the writer used after writing the month date in 1.4. 
4-7 This is a rather late attestation of the pagan priesthood for 
Zeus and Hera combined with the sacerdotal dignity of "celebrant of 
11 . the imperial busts and their Victoria , the only later occurrence 
is 
P. Oxy. X 1265,6-11 and 21-22 (336 A. D. ) (cf. BL I, p. 334 and note 11). 
It is worthy noting that the office of komastes - of which the 
relevant texts tell us little - is in all documents, with the sole 
exception of P. Mich. XI 610 (282 A. D. ), explicitly connected with the 
priesthood of Zeus and Hera and a number of c6vvaou ýEoý, some of whom 
are named, see e. g. P. Oslo 111 94 and P-Oxy. "11 1449. 
The 5E: Ccxu 7[po-rojjau' refer to the emperor and his family and the 
NL'mTj a6TZT)V is their Victoria, which in two texts (but not here) 
is 
designated as npo6youca, i. e. "advancinall, see P. Oxy. XII 1449,2 
(see 
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BL I, p. 336 and note 3) and P. Oxy. x 1265,11 (see BL I, p. 334 
and note 11) . As the title shows, the kc:: ý-:: stes was a priest, as 
a rule of Zeus and Hera, whose duty was to carry the busts of the 
I 
emperor (and his family) and a small statue representing his 
Victoria (NL, xTI) in the sacred processions; see on this P. Oslo 
111 94 note to 1.2 and P. Mich. XI 610 note to 1.9 with hibliography 
on the komastes and the Graeco-Egyptian Caesar cult. 
The following is a full list of all documents known to me which 
attest a komastes: P. Oxy. 111 519,10,11 (11 A. D. ) (= W. Chr. 492); 
Stud. Pal. XXII 39,4 (118 A. D. , see BL III, p. 238) (text revised b--, - 
P. J. Sijpesteijn in BASP 20 (1983) 159-161); P. Oslo 11 94 
1 
(II/III A. D. ); P. Oxy. XII 1449,2 (see BL I, p. 336 and note 3) 
(213-7 A. D. ); P. Mich. XI 610,9 (282 A. D. ); P. oxy. XXxrVIII 2855,30 
(291 A. D. ) and P-Oxy. X 1265,10,21-22 (see BL I,, p. 334 and note 11) 
(336 A. D. ); also, perhaps, in P. Harr. 11 197,18 (169-176 A. D. ) , see 
note and P. Ryl. IV 592,1,16, see note to 1.1, but the reading is 
very uncertain in the former. 
Quite surprisingly the komastes is recorded only in texts of 
Oxyrhynchite. origin, with the exception of Stud. Pal. XXII 39,4 which 
comes from the Arsinoite nome. 
8 4 E? cp,,, ouKTýc: for the use of the form in --ic instead of -ac in 
names ending in -a, see Gignac, Grammar 11 3. 
For the use of the formula referring to the city of Oxyrhynchus, 
see P. Oxy. ined. 11 note to 11.7-8. 
The horizontal stroke of the final sigma in 76Xcwc is extremely 
r 
elongated, almost twice as long as that in 
0cp1jou. ýLqc in the preceding 
line, and, in fact, it penetrates all the letters of the 
following ýEPE'-', C 
which the scribe seems to have added as a second thought. 
o, 6-r3v: also cf. xcwacTýc and njDoTojj3v 
in 1.6. For týie frequent 
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interchange of - and o, see Gignac, Grar--, 7, ar 1 275-277. 
7-9 The abbreviations in 1.8 are somewhat confusing for it is not 
clear if they refer to the creditor himself or to his father 
I 
Stratonilus; neither of the names is recorded in A. K. Bowman, The 
Town Councils. 
ýOu [XI () Týc: there is enough room between the upsilon and the 
tau of the article to accommodate one more letter; however, in 
fragment A line 8 we appear to read [ýolu only. 
8-21 The format of our document in these lines is almost identical 
with P. Select. 7A 4-12 and B 4-15; cf. also P. Oxy. ined. 10 and 11, 
11.4 ff. and 8 ff. respectively and the relevant notes. 
11 The mark above the delta in the number representing the total 
is not clear at all, but it gives the impression rather of aC 
than of the usual 3. 
12-13 ýTio6ýc.., -, COL. E-"-[OUC LS; 
fL6f J: the loan was drawn up on 
.4 
Pharmouthi 3 (29 March) (1.3) and it is to be repaid by Pachon 2 
(27 April) of the same year (322 
The regnal years 16,14 and 6 correspond to those of Constantinus 
I, Licinius and the three Caesars, that is 321/2 A. D.; no regnal 
formulae are used in this period, see Bagnall-Worp, RFBE 40; IL 'or the 
concordance of the regnal years, see id., %CSBE 72. 
14-16 EL', 6c' ý015. .. TOO JJTý'AOC EX&CTOU: 
the second part of 1.16 is 
seriously damaged, but the restoration is certain. 
The parallel P. Select. 7A 8-9 and B 8-10 is very close and 
mov TOv cTa-ý' reads E: ý 6c pl'ý, ýxTL, cw cou TOO ýREVEcOvTOc XPOvou TO EV T ot 
bI&CTTIc Pvac T07, Wl%)ýc ýHOcTOU; cf - also P. Oxy. ined. 12 i 
14-17: 
2 ý, 
'I EMT LC (W COL TO] [-RE: p) TIE COVTOC XPOVOU TO XOV [T 0'%) C-L 
TTC1 "Jv7ic EX&CT [TIC) Xc(-Lc, X Ij Mvcc E"RaCTOVI 
The expression To<v> cTa-ýEVTU 7, pýc O'tXXr' I Xouc leaves no doubt that the 
rate of the overtime interest was agreed upon orally between the 
contracting parties, but, for unknown reasons, they avoid mentioning 
explicitly its actual rate; on this expression and kindred ones, see 
the long discussion in P. Oxy. ined. 11 note to 11.14-17. 
16 ff. The concluding part of the text is very damaged, but the 
surviving readings and the formulaic nature of the missing part are 
sufficient for a safe restoration. 
The damage has affected the section of the document which 
included the following elements: 
ITp: iCLc -clause (11.16-18), 
0 an extended form of the xupLa-clause (11.18-20), 
(iii) stipulatio (20-21). 
The damaged part is identical with P. Select. 7A 9-12 and 
10- 14. 
19 6Lc[ch ypal(ýcv: very uncertain traces, but the restoration is 
aa... 
supported by the existence of fragment A. 
21 There is enough room for 6-go coZ between the participle and the 
verb; identical is the stipulatio in P. Select. 7A 12 and B 14. This 
formula of stipulatio is confined to Oxyrhynchus, see P. Oxy. ined. 9 
note to 11.24-25. 
22 Ta [[T]]Jal: the mistake has been caused either by an erroneous 
repetition of the article - and this seems to be the most likely - or, 
perhaps, due to confusion caused by the following TCLýaVTU 
in 1.23, which 
the scribe had in mind. 
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26 Ai, ) P(ýXLOC): a part of the sheet has been broken off at the 
bottom left and the remaining traces are very uncertain, but 
there is too little room for the scribe to have employed a full 
form of the name. At the top left of the following zeta there 
is a very uncertain trace, but it gives the impression of the 
abbreviation mark which the second hand uses, cf. 6paX(jAc) 
(1.23) and ý(7EEp) (1.26). The room between the alpha and the 
zeta does not seem to be enough for more than two letters. 
28 The countersignature is an unclear and very fast scribble which 
is difficult to decipher, but it is a rather early example of a 
formula which is well known in later texts, especially those of the 
late Byzantine period when Latin is normally employed. The formula 
usually runs: 6u' E-'poU + name of the scribe +ýypýq)q 
UcmjEuý-ýq, 
LrE: XcL, W'-'aTj); for examples from the early period, see e. g. P. Select. 
7A 20; 13,25; 15,26; see further on the problems concerning the 
decipherment and the role of the countersignature the note to P. Oxy. 
ined. 13,38. 
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EXCURSUS 
P. Oxy. ined. 10-12: Interest-free loans or loans free from 
additional interest? 
The main interest in the preceding three loans lies in their 
provisions which concern the contractual interest. The relevant 
statement is effected in each case in the following way: 
P. Oxy. ined. 10 includes the expression Xwpi'-c 6LaýpC'pou 
in the promise-to-repay clause (11.7-10), while the amount stated 
as received is the amount to be paid back; in case of arrears, 
interest is to be paid, but the rate is not specified (1.13). 
P. Oxy. ined 11 presents a very similar picture to the previous 
document; the relevant expression here is C"(VEU T6HOU (11. i 13 and 
ii 13), but in contrast to P. Oxy. ined. 10 this loan does not include 
the miLOXL, (x-penalty clause, in case of flailure to discharge the 
debt 
on time. 
Finally, P. Oxy. ined. 12 makes no mention of contractual interest 
at all; overtime interest, however, is stip-, ilated, the rate of which 
is unspecified, but it was agreed upon between the contracted parties 
(11.14-16). 
Leaving aside at present P. Oxy. ined 12 which contains no mention 
of contractual interest and, therefore, a relevant expression 
to 
indicate this, my discussion will focus chiefly on the first two 
documents seen in the light of further information deriving 
from other 
texts where these expressions occur. Although the 
information is poor 
and the evidence weak, we may be confident that, as relevant 
theories 
dealing with the question of interest-free loans also strongly suggest, 
P. Oxy. ined. 10 and 11 are not actually interest-free 
loans, but loans 
which already include contractual 
interest added on to the principal 
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in advance; the expressions XýýpL'lc 6uu(p6p,, Dj and a"vEu T6'? Ou do not 
imply that the respective loans were exempted fro7i contract-, ial 
interest, but simply that no more interest had to be added to the 
amount stated as received, which was also equal to the amount to 
be paid back. In other words, although the two expressions, when 
interpreted on their own, give the false impression that no 
interest was involved, it is hardly possible that the amounts 
stated as received were the actual amounts that changed hands. 
A long time ago N. Lewis, discussing the meaning of the 
expressions c6v T'lýlUOXL'U (6LU(POPY, T6xy), made two important points: 
(i) When these expressions occur in the clause acknowledging 
receipt (E'xw X apT&ýacc cýv TjýjuoXu'ý or 6uaQ6py or Tcxy), it signifies 
that the amount stated as received, which is also the same as that 
to be paid back, includes 50% interest or some other rate of interest; 
in this case the expressions are used as an adjectival modifier of the 
amount of the loan. 
(ii) When cýv (6LaýObPy, -16, xy) is found in the promise-to- 
%9 
repay clause (tc xau aRo6ýcw cýv fipuoXL'. a or 6uaQOpý.,,, xTX. )5 it indicates 
that the amount stated as received, will have to be paid back "along 
with (i. e. plus) 50% "or some other rate of interest; in this case the 
relevant expression is an adverbial modifier of the verb to "repay". 
-her on this, TAPhA 76 (1945) 126-139. See furt 
More recently P. W. Pestman studied the so-called " interest- free" 
loans or "okoxoc" loans, see JJP 16-17 (1971) 7-29. The stimulus for 
this study came from the diametrically opposed views of the Greek 
papyrologists and the demotists as to the interpretation of the group 
of loans in which the word is used. "According to the papyrologists", 
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Pestman observes, " to uTOHOC means without interest"", and "according 
to the demotists, "including interest"". After a detailed discussion, 
which focuses mainly, but not exclus-vely, on the ý2tTo',,, oc loans, he 
arrives at the following two conclusions: 
(i) the word a'Toxoc means that no more interest has to be paid 
in addition to the sum stated, regardless of the syntactical position 
of the word; although there are some cases Of CILTOkOC loans where the 
debtor has to pay back the same sum as he borrowed without having to 
pay any interest on it, in the overwhelming majority of a'T, --xoc loans 
"the debtor has in reality received less than he states since the 
interest has already been calculated in the principal". 
(ii) the word F-vTomoc, on the contrary, indicates that the 
customary interest has to be paid on the sum stated in the agreement; 
while in the c'v-ro-xoc loans, it is clearly stated that the debtor has 
to pay interest and also how much, these factors are ignored in the 
90 
ci-roxoc loans. 
Inevitably, when the modern scholar finds himself dealing with 
expressions such as those above or different ones, such as those in 
P. Oxy. ined. 10 and 11, which, however, have a similar or opposite 
meaning, he has to bear in mind the above arguments and take a rather 
sceptical view of there not being actual interest in the relevant 
loans. Both studies have enabled us to understand more clearly and 
in detail the practices in drawing up contracts of loa-n in Greco- 
Roman Egypt; at the same time, however, both studies have managed to 
reverse the question one is faced with when dealing with loans which 
contain certain Greek or Demotic circumlocutions referring to contract- 
ual interest. The question one has to ask in these cases is not whether 
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the relevant document is interest-free, but rather, whether interest 
was added on in advance or had to be calculated later at the ti-e of 
the repayment. 
Although Lewis and Pestman started from opposite directions, 
the former studying expressions meaning "plus", "in addition" 
the latter dealing with U'TOHOC, a word which includes the a-privans, 
meaning "without", "-less", both of them were actually dealing with 
different aspects of the same problem and, quite reasonably, they 
arrived at almost identical conclusions (see the correspondence of 
the conclusions above). 
Linguistically, the expressions Xwpt', c 6Lot(p6pou and (x'vE; u T! 'mou, 
as is obvious, correspond to the word U'TOxoc and I am, therefore, 
inclined to adopt Pestman's conclusions pertaining to the ("xro-Aoc 
loans. My intention here is neither to produce a new theory, which 
in any case is not necessary since Pestman's conclusions are quite 
suitable, nor to discuss in detail the expressions Xwpýc 6uaTopou 
and c'ý'vcu -roxou; I intend merely to refer briefly to the relevant 
documentation. It is significant to note here that the only other 
document where ('xvEu Toyou is found makes a strong case in favour of 
the view that this exPression is used in the sense that no more 
interest has to be added at the time of the repayment, since contractual 
interest was added on to the capital in advance (see below) . 
XWPLc 6Lct(popou 
This expression is very rarely used in loans; the texts show a 
preference for the opposite cu'v 6ua(p6ptý in the clause acknowledging 
receipt, or its equivalents cýv ýjjuo), L", ý and cý, ) TOXW; for examples, S 
see N. Lewis, art. cit. 128-130 note 14, both in "loans in kind" and 
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in "loans in money" (6LaýOOPOV is used only of interest in kind on 
loans in kind). Apart from the present document, there is, so far 
as I was able to discover, only one further loan containing this 
I 
expression, namely P. Oxy. XII 1474,14 (216 A. D. ), described IDy the 
editors as "application concerning a loan". The expression is to 
be found, as in the present document, in the promise-to-repay clause 
and reads: TATuc uno6ýcuv cou Xwpuc 6uu(p-ý'pou. in case of arrears, 
the debtor will have to pay 6ud(popov Eý T'jpucEuac (1.18 with note); 
the amount stated as received is 45 artabae of wheat. 
The relevant expression is also found in three more doc=ents 
which concern acknowledgement of indebtedness for rent, see P. Oxy. 
XXII 2350 i 21 (223/4 A. D. ): E-'Tiu' 6c' n&vTwv XwpLc bLaTopou (the 
expression is in the promise-to-repay clause) and also P. Panop. 
2,7-6 (308 A. D. ) and 6,8, published by Youtie and Hagedorn in ZPE 
7 (1971) 9-12 and 20-21 (= SB XII 10969 and 10973) ; the editors note 
in P. Panop. 2,7-9 (p. 11) "Unter 6(, &cpopov (vgl. auch 6,8) ist hier 
daher das Wohlbekannte ÖL&WOPOV (POPýTPWV zu verstehen". In this 
category of texts one should also add P. Oxy. XIV 1628,16 = Sel. Pap. 
t 
1 40 (73 B. C. ) a loan in kind wh. 4ch instead of Xwpuc 6Lccý6pou reads 
66LA(popov; the editors, Grenfell and Hunt, observe rightly in the 
note to 1.16 that "this word which is new in this context, evidently 
corresponds to XwpLlc 6ý, a(popou (sc. clzobLcuv) in 1474,14". 
Unfortunately, none of these documents contains any information 
It P 
about the exact meaning of the expression Xwpuc 
6uaTopou and there is 
no explicit evidence that interest was added on to the principal 
in 
advance. The editor of P. Oxy. XXII 2350, 
however, who translates the 
expression under discussion "free from interest" 
is puzzled and 
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sceptical since "the indebtedness is in respect of a tenure now 
expired so that the document is in fact a deed of loan,, (for this 
observation cf. BL IV, p. 66) and, consequently, "there is no reason 
why interest is not charged on what is in fact a loan since the 
repayment is spread over three years" commenting also that "there is 
no reason to suspect any Jewish influence". 
Despite the lack of explicit evidence, I believe that the 
majority of these documents can be explained according to the a"Toxoc- 
loans theory of Pestman, namely that interest was added on in advance 
and that no more interest is to be added on the amounts stated. It 
is important at this point to see if this theory gains support from 
the figures of the amounts found in the documents which include the 
expression Xwpuc 6uwpOpou. In fact all of them record a figure divisible 
I by three. In our loan (P. Oxy. ined. 10) , the amount to be repaid Xwpuc 
6u(x(p6pou is 131 art. of wheat; this figure can be analysed into 9 art. 
(principal) + 41 art. (50% of the principal) as contractual interest 
added on in advance. Similar is the picture in P. Oxy. XII 1474, where 
the amount to be repaid is 45 art. which can be analysed into 30 art. 
(principal) + 15 art. (contractual interest). Finally, the figures in 
P. Oxy. XIV 1628 are 71 art. of xpvýý and 71 art. of Qax0c, and these 
could be equal to 5 art. principal and 21 art. contractual interest. 
This kind of analysis o-, " figures is not always safe, since interest 
could be charged at a lower rate, but it is, at any rate, indicative of 
the possibility of 50% interest added on in advance. 
(ii) otVE: u -10HOU 
Apart from P. Oxy. ined 11 this expression is to my knowledge found in 
only one more document, P. Mich. Inv. 1410, published 
by J. C. Shelton in 
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JJP 18 (1974) 157-160 (= SB XIV 11385) , who rightly transla-tes "free 
from additional interest". This document is quite revealing as to 
the meaning of the expression O'LVE: U TI), xou and, in fact, supports my 
suggestion that both this and Xwpuc 6LU(; 6POU, having the same meaning, 
must be explained in the same way as Pestman explained the ýTo-, -. 3c 
loans. In the Michigan text the debtor acknowledges that he has 
received 46 talents and 4.000 drachmae ci'vF-u -Toxou; the expression is 
found in the clause which acknowledges receipt and the borrower states 
that he will have to pay back the same amount as is stated as received. 
On the back of the document, however, there is a docket (11.2,11-5) which 
reads: "capital sum of 35 talents plus 11 talents 4.000 drachmae for 
eight months interest". It is clear that here the interest was added 
on to the capital in advance and not, as the editor suggests, "deducted 
in advance", see Shelton, art. cit. 159 note 24. Furthermore, the 
editor, surprised by the high rate of interest (50% per annum) , suggests 
that "this is rather a new loan to replace one or more earlier unpaid 
loans that had been subject to interest in the normal fashion". This 
is a far-fetched assumption, however, and similar arguments in parallel 
cases have met in the past with severe criticism, see e. g. Pestman, JJP 
16-17 (1971) 26 note 77 and N. Lewis, TAPhA 76 (1945) 130-135. 
*** 
When one comes to discuss the question of contractual interest in 
P. Oxy. ined. 12, it is impossible to reach a clear conclusion: there is 
no mention at all of contractual interest, whereas, although there is 
a reference to overtime interest, the rate is unknown and stated as 
TOMOV Tý<V> CTCt, ýE*VT(X TIPýC 
ýXVIXOUC (11.15-16) , i. e. "interest fixed 
between us", see note to P. Oxy. ined. 11,11.14-17. It is evident, 
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therefore, that no concrete conclusions can be drawn. Each of the 
following three assumptions could be right: 
(a) the loan bears no interest at all (interest-free) . 
(b) interest has already been added on to the principal and, therefore, 
the amount stated as received consists of principal plus interest. 
(c) the amount stated is only the principal; interest is going to be 
charged in addition to the principal at the time of the repayment. 
In view of the above discussion, as well as the discussions by 
Lewis and Pestman, I would suggest as most probable the second 
explanation, which seems to be the most frequent practice in loans. 
The absence of an expression similar to those discussed above does 
not necessarily exclude the possibility of interest having been added 
on in advance. 
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13. DONATION TO A HOSPITAL 
IB. 25(B)/A(l)a 
11.00 cr-- x 30.00 cm 
Lfter the middle of VI A. D. 
(19 Se:,, te, -nl:, er 555 A. D. or 
18 September 600 A. D. ) 
This single, rather long and light brown sheet of papyrus contains 
one document on the front. All four sides of the papyrus are 
preserved in a perfect condition, except for the top, which has been 
broken off unevenly; the missing section of the sheet comprised 
originally the regnal formula, which, as is normal in the Byzantine 
period, is expected in the opening part of the document (see 
discussion below). There are no margins on either side of the papyrus 
and the script runs almost from edge to edge, see esp. 11.6,7,10, 
12,17 etc. At the bottom of the sheet, there is a blank of ca. 3.00 cm. 
before an illegible notarial countersignature; also at this part of the 
papyrus, on the right hand side, there is a well marked incision, which 
extends vertically for ca. 5.00 cm and reduces the width of the sheet 
to ca. 10.2 cm. 
number of small holes are located mainly along a discernible 
vertical line at the left-of-centre on the front, which, apparently, is 
to be taken as a vertical crease of the papyrus. Furthermore, two 
horizontal creases are easy to distinguish on the back of the sheet 
which appear to have affected also the front, as a number of fibres 
have been either removed or lost, see end of 1.8; elsewhere the script 
has been abraded and damaged due to small holes, see 1.26 and note. 
A careful examination and calculation of the distance between the 
creases shows that the papyrus was first folded vertically about 
4.00 cm in from the left hand margin and then twice horizontally, which 
appears to have divided the sheet into approximate thirds. 
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The sections which are shown by the horizontal creases measure 
upwards as follows: the lower 11.00 cm, the middle 13.5 cm and the 
upper one 5.5 cm in its present state. It is very reasonable, 
therefore, to assume, on the basis of this information, that the 
length of the missing part at the top ranged between 4.5 cm and 7.5 cm, 
and this is enough room to accommodate half a dozen lines; for the 
importance of this assumption, see the discussion on the date. 
The existence of brown and dark brown patches on both sides - 
some of them large - implies careless processing and polishing and 
speak of the poor quality of the papyrus used; this is very common 
from the 3rd century A. D. onwards, cf. introd. to P. Oxy. ined. 11. 
The back contains the title of the document. 
The writing runs parallel to the fibres on both sides of the 
sheet; no less than four different hands can be distinguished with 
certainty. 
The first, responsible for the body of the document, is a large 
and clear semi-cursive script; the letters present a great irregular- 
ity in size and they are, on the whole, bold and easy to read. Some 
letters are very prominent, notably the epsilon, see e. g. 6RE, '-QUECTýafTy 
(1.6), ftc-no-rTý (1.23), and cf. the rounded one in (1.12) and F-'Oouc 
0 
e. g. AF-u)m6uou (1.17), E"cxov (1.19) etc. The letters phi and the huge 
kappa regularly also stretch above the 11-ine. 
There are few ligatures, mainly in words where the letters alpha 
and epsilon are followed by an iota; on the whole, however, the letters 
are formed independently from each other. Finally, it is worth noting 
that the letters epsilon, eta and mu appear in two different forms, 
throughout the document; for the eta a good example is in 
1.22. The most common and evident feature of this script 
is the big 
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letters at the beginning of the line (especially the first letter); 
the writing tends to get smaller and run downwards at the ricý, t, 
see esp. 11.10,12,17 and 25. 
The grammar and syntax with long and complicated clauses (see 
e. g. 11.4-18), as well as the elaborate style and the rather pompous 
expressions, is typical of texts of the late Byzantine period. There 
are a few minor phonological errors in 11.10,13,14, and 20. 
The first hand is a rather careful, slow, but also unskilled 
one; the scribe avoids systematically the division of words at the 
end of the line and for this very reason the end of the line is either 
left blank - sometimes of surprising width - (see 11.5,9,13,19,21, 
and 27) or overcrowded, such as in 11.10,12,17 and 25. 
The second hand is cursive with small letters; some of them 
present a slight irregularity in size, note especially the kappa in 
11.33 (OLAOV6ý10c) and 34 (vocomopuo(u)) ; in lines 35-37 this hand 
degenerates into a tiny and very rapid cursive, which in some parts is 
difficult to read. 
A notarial subscription in Latin appears at the bottom of the 
papyrus in an extremely cursive third hand. The hand seems to be 
skilled and fluent, but, as has been frequently the case with these 
t4 notarial counters ignatures, the wri Lng after Iosef has resisted &0 & 
decipherment. As the same name ('Iwcll; ) occurs both in the signature 
of approval (1.36) and the notarial countersignature, one might assume 
that the two scripts are due to the same writer who employed dif f erent 
styles on different occasions, cf. Stud. Pal. XVII, 1-8 and P. Oxy. 
XVI 1881, note to 1.24. In the present instance, however, the style 
of the script in the countersignature has not the slightest resemblance 
to the second hand; also the paler ink of the countersignature confirms 
that this is another hand; for further discussion, see note to 1.38. 
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Finally, a different hand is responsible for the title on 
the back. 
The document is a receipt from a hosp. -, 4-tal called Leukadiou 
(see note to 11.16-17) for 7 artabae of wheat, as an offering 
"according to the custom" (1.23: 'C " 0, 6 Eý, 40VC TPoc(ýopav, see below 
and note ad loc. ) paid for the 4th indiction. It is addressed to 
a certain Flavius Apion "landholder here also in the illustrious 
city of the Oxyrhynchites" (11.4-9), who, according to the formula 
of titles, is likely to have been either Apion II or, more probably, 
Apion III (see below and note to 11.4-9) ; the landlord is repre- 
sented by the agent of the oikos answering to the name Menas, see 
note to 11.9-11. 
The final statement of Maura, the stewardess of the hospital, 
that Anoup, who delivered the donation, was notary of "our honourable 
house" (11.29-30) suggests that she herself was in the service of the 
Apion family and also that the hospital, as a charitable institution, 
might have been under the protection and control of this family, see 
note to 1.30. 
Although the present document has very little to add to our 
knowledge about donations in general, it is of some importance, 
because: 
(i) it mentions a new hospital called Leukadiou; this institution 
takes its name either from a church which was in charge, as frequently 
is the case with charitable institutions in this period, or, more 
likely, from the name of the locality where it was established, see 
note to 11.16-17; 
(ii) it records the only case, as far as I know, of a woman 
being 
oikonomos in a church or charitable institution; and 
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(iii) it is the second fully published document to record acknow- 
ledgement of receipt of a donation; the only similar text and also 
close parallel is P. Oxy. xvi 1898 (587 A. D. ) = Pap. Primer 
2, 
No. 70, 
a receipt for a donation made to the hospital of Abbot Elias; cf. 
also P. Oxy. XVI 1993, a document of the same type which is merely 
published in description. 
Donations in the sense of voluntary contributions made to 
individual churches, monasteries or charitable institutions are well 
represented in the papyri of the Byzantine period, especially those 
from the sixth century A. D.; abundant information emerges chiefly 
from the documents of the Apion family who made gifts to the various 
churches found on their estate, which were probably of a private 
character. These donations, very often in kind - especially corn, 
wine, oil - but also sometimes in money, appear to have been the 
only source of income for the churches, which also had to meet 
expenses of a philanthropic kind and to keep up hospitals and other 
charitable institutions; for a detailed discussion on the matter, 
see E. R. Hardy, The Large Estates 140-145 and, especially, 
E. WiPszycka, Les Ressources 64-92 with a special treatment of the 
relevant documents relating to the Apion family. 
The main point of dispute between the two scholars has to do 
with the interpretation of the nature and character of the donations 
made by the big landowners and, especially, those of the Apion family. 
Hardy argues that "the donations were in lieu of ecclesiastical dues 
normally paid to the village church" and concludes with the observ- 
ation that "these payments were a charge on the land rather than a 
donation by the landowner", op. cit. 141. Wipszycka, on the contrary, 
after a detailed discussion of all the texts cited in Hardy 
(op. cit. 
83-65), observes that none of those texts proves his argument and adds 
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that "le monde byzantine, a la difference du moyen age occidený-al, 
n1a pas connu de taxes ecclesiastiques" (p. 84) and she concludes 
that: "les offrandes des grandes nroprietaires etaient plutot des 
subventions, dont l'importance et le frequence etaient reglees par 
la coutume et le bon plaisir des proprietaires eux-memes" (p. 85). 
As to the motives for the donations made to charitable institutions, 
as in the present document, the big landowners "les faisaient par 
piete ou pour des raisons de prestige" (op. cit. 85). 
When the pious donations are given a definite name, then the 
word used is RpocTopý, which is employed either on its own or, very 
often, in the expanded form ayu'a npoccýopa or, very rarely, as in the 
present text, in the expression cý c'-, iouc npocTop& (vel sim. ), see 
note to 1.23. It is uncertain, however, whether these three formulaic 
occurrences indicate any substantial difference in the character 
and the purpose of the offering in each individual document. 
The word Rpoc(popU was not first coined in the Byzantine period; 
it already existed in the Roman period and it was used in the texts 
of that period in the sense of a gift of real property in a marriage 
settlement and the like; for examples see WB sv 1. Later, in the 
Byzantine texts, it came to have a technical meaning acquired from its 
liturgical use in a purely Christian context, indicating (i) a mass cr 
other requien, office for the dead, (ii) the mass itself or the 
eucharist, and (iii) an offering made to a church or monastery for a 
mass, see P. Oxy. XVI 1898, note to 1.23, E. R. Hardy, op. cit. 
143 and 
E. Wipszycka, op. cit. 65; also cf. J. D. Thomas, Bibl. Orient. 31 (1974) 
14 a 159, where, commenting on the meaning of npoc-op' as explained 
by 
Wipszycka, he suggests that "the development must surely be 
from a 
basic meaning of offering to that of offering made 
for a mass, and 
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finally to that of the mass itself". 
In connection with the discussion on the meanings of the %.. --. ýrd 
Tipoc,; opý, one must note that in the present document, as well as in 
P. Oxy. XVI 1898 and all the relevant texts where the donation is 
made to a charitable institution, the word 7j:, oc(; cpCL cannot be 
classified directly and without question under any of the above 
mentioned categories, but it has to be interpreted as a donation 
for purely pious and philanthropic purposes distinct from the 
donations made to churches or monasteries for the purpose of masses 
for the dead, etc. In other words the Rpoc(pop-1 in this type of 
text has no connection with the mass and other requiem offices and 
is used in the sense of a gift made to a charitable institution, 
perhaps, in lieu of the mass or the eucharist ; at any rate, it is 
certain at least that none of the texts which record such a type of 
donation mentions or hints at the purpose of the offering or the 
motives of the person who makes the offering. 
Finally, although it is difficult to define strictly the sense 
in which the term TcpocýpopCX is used in the various types of documents, 
we may be rather confident that in at least the wills the word is used 
only in the sense of offering made for a mass or the mass itself, 
unless otherwise stated, see e. g. P. Cair. Masp. I 67003,21 (567 A. D. , 
BT j 50,52 (VI A. D. ), P. Lond. 1 77,57 see ý i, p. 241),, P-Ox'-- XVI 1901, 
(VII A. D. ), P. Cair. Masp. 111 67312,76 (567 A. D. ). 
r A good many documents mentioning the term Tcpoc(popýD. are to be found 
in E. Wipszycka, Op. cit. 78 ff.; add also: P. Wash. Univ. 1 56,13,16, 
17-18 (V/VI A. D. ), P. K81n 111 111,12 (V/VI A. D. ), sB xvI/2 1-2574,6 
(VI A. D. ) = ZPE 33 (1979) 289,5; SB XVI/l 12474,10 (VI/VII A. D. 
) = 
JOEByz. 28 (1979) 25,2; P. K61n 111 165,9 (VI/VII A. D. ) and SB XVI/l 
12433 = IFAO, Livre du Centenaire 1880-1980, p. 327 (a re-edition of 
O. Amst. 91). 
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A final remark: E. Wipszycka in her discussion on the custo- 
mary donations (ýC c'. ýouc or T6 C' 7ý-oc, *, opý) includes the 
following three texts: P. Oxy. xvi 1913,8 and 2024,5-6,21, and 
P. Oxy. XXVII 2480,31,44 (op. cit. 81,83-84) ; now althoua-'- these 
texts hint at offerings of the Apion family to churches and 
monasteries, which were founded on their estates, the word rpocopa 
itself is not recorded in any of the three documents. That they 
refer to nPocTopa, however, is very questionable as P. Oxy. XVI 2024, 
5-6 at any rate shows; there the text reads: ývaX(ýýiuToc) cL', c Týv 
q ayL"(Otv) E"xxX( TjcL'. av) Nýcou AE: uxa6L"ou xT while the followino entries 
which refer to the same cnouxuov record payments made to the phrontistes 
of the village and a QuxýýT(qc? ) R6pywv. It is very uncertain, there- 
fore, whether donations are implied here in the senses given above or 
whether the entries concern expenditure of a different nature. 
The chief problem of the present text, which needs a special 
treatment, is that it lacks an exact date, as a result of the mutilation 
at the top of the sheet; what remains from the dating clause, which was 
located originally at this part of the document, is the month date of 
Thoth 21 (18 (19) September) (11.1-3, note) of a fourth indiction 
(11.2-3 and 24-25). It is evident that the remains of the dating clause 
as such are not of much help; an approximate date, however, can be 
arrived at, because the person addressed is a Flavius Apion (11.4-6) , 
no doubt, one of the Apions of the well-known family of the large land- 
owners in Oxyrhynchus and other nomes of Egypt; for a detailed treatment 
of the genealogical tree, the career of the various members of the 
family - both as high rank officials and as landowners - along with 
their order of succession as heads of the family, which is still partly 
conjectural, see P. Oxy. XVI 1829, note to 1.24, Hardy, op. cit. 
25-38 
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and the most recent discussion hy J. Gascou, Les Grands Domaines 
61-75. 
According to the generally accepted view three different 
persons - heads of the said family - are to be classed under the 
name of Apion in the period between 489 or 492 A. D. until ca. 623 
A. D., see the family tree in J. Gascou, op. cit. 69; for the purpose 
of distinguishing them these individuals have been classified as 
'li-l Apion I, II and III. It is evident, therefore, that in the present 
instance two interconnected questions need to be answered: (i) which 
of the three is the Flavius Apion mentioned in our -Lext, and (ii) 
what year(s) can be established for the fourth indiction within the 
chronological limits set by a possible identification of our Flavius 
Apion. 
It is, indeed, very unfortunate that the text itself is very short 
of information about the Apion in question and also lacking any concrete 
historical evidence or clues; inevitably, therefore, the discussion must 
concentrate chiefly on the titles given in 11.4-6 (Tý nuveu', ýTýpy Haul I 
k 
-ý-- ýTicpýoucTLy 6-aýTy) in comparison with the respective formula of titles 
of all three Apions and its development. 
A preliminary observation would be that the formula recorded in 
'th our text is without an exact parallel, but bears many similarities w. -L 
well-known ones, from different historical stages, namely formulae 
referring to Apion ILI and Apion III. 
First of all it is beyond any doubt that the person in question is 
not Apion I (he is first mentioned before 489 or 492 A. D.; he died 
between 524 and 532 A. D. ). This rejection can be justified in various 
ways, but the principal reason is that, so far as is known, no document 
exists which is certainly addressed to him as landowner in Oxyrhynchus 
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or any other nome; furthermore, his titles do not correspond to the 
present ones, cf. P-Oxy. XVI 1886,1 (end of Vth or beoinnina of I: the 
VIth century A. D. ); for a detailed description of his career and the 
posts he held, see J. Gascouf op. cit. 61-65. 
Apion II is very well illustrated in the papyri (he is first 1ý 
recorded before 539 A. D.; he died between 577 and 579 A. D. ); for his 
career, see J. Gascou, op. cit. 65-66, with a list of all the relevant 
documents in p. 65 note 368; now add P. Oxy. LI 3641 (544 A. D. ) . He 
became consul ordinarius in 539 A. D., but he is addressed in person 
for the first time in a document of 543 A. D. (P. Oxy. XVI 1985,2); 
his latest attestation while still alive is in 577 A. D. (P. Oxy. XVI 
1896,5-6) . 
The formula used to address Apion II, as illustrated in the 
relevant documents, presents a certain development; from a chrono- 
logical point of view, three basic stages are easy to distinguish: 
A: In the years 543 A. D. and 544 A. D. he is addressed as: 
fp0 Xa ou L'. y ' A-a Lo wv t, Tý 
6T[Ep(ýUCCTaTy URaTC, ý' 
6ý, 6LVaPUY XTX. 
(P. Oxy. XVI 1985,2 and LI 3641,3) 
B: From 550 A. D. onwards formula A is expanded with the addition of 
-rT 7iavcu(; ýýiy before unEpTuccTýTy and becomes: 
f91 d"xaou Lly 'ATiýwvu -rZý TcaveuTr')jiy xaC' u'7cvuecTa, Ty alro 
I 6tvcLpý, wv x-L see P -Oxy 
133-1 4 (550 A. D. , cf. BL 
VII, p. 126) and P. Lond. 111 776,1-2 (55, " A. D. ) (p. 278). To 
this stage of the formula, perhaps, also belongs P. Oxy. XVI 1915, 
2 (555/6 A. D. ) which is damaged and the editor reads: 
6P6L, )Ct P("y) IpI Tý 6T[E: P(PUCCT(aTY) UTI! IT(,, 
'An, 'ý, 2voc; 
although a photograph was not available to me, I would tentatively 
suggest the restoration Tý ITUNCUI(P[ý'ýYl MOLt", 'ý'-'TIEP(PUECTU'XTY), since .0.00 OP 
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the proposed word suits exactly the estimated number of 
missing letters and also a misreading of a rho instead of 
a phi is very likely; finally, what looked like a tau to the 
editor could be the final part of a kappa followed by a 
cursive alpha-iota. 
C: With the exception of P. Princ. 11 96,77 (566/7 A. D. ) all 
documents from 566 A. D. onwards include the title patricius 
after OP6uvaPu'wv of formula B and, accordingly, read 
9 JýX. 'A71LWVI, TU, ) TlOtVCU(P. Hot(', ' ýT'E: PQ. Ct-RO' UT[DTWV Op6LV. X C( Ll, 
t T1CtTPLXLY; see PSI VI 709 omitted., 566 A. D. ), 
P. Lond. 111 775,4-5 (567 A. D. ) (p. 279), P. Lond. 111 778,4-5 
(p. 280) (568 A. D., cf. Bagnall-Worp, CSBE 58 note 31), P. Oxy. 
134,6-7 (569 A. D. ), SB XII 11079,5-6 (= P. Vars. 30) (571 A. D. ), 
PSI 1 58,3 (before 574 A. D. , see BL I, p. 390) and P. Oxy. XVI 1896, 
5-6 (577 A. D. ). 
P. Oxy. XVI 2019 (cf. BL III, p. 140) and XVIII 2204 (both 
from VI A. D. ) lack an exact date and record an unusual formula 
which does not conform to any of the above categories, cf. 
J. Gascou, op. cit. 65 note 367. 
A very similar picture is presented by the development of the 
formula of titles ascribed to Apion III (from before 587 - after 623 &--,. D. 
) 
who is also very well represented in the papyri from Oxyrhynchus, see 
J. Gascou, op. cit. 70 with a list of the relevant texts in note 387. 
The development of the formula also presents three stages 
(henceforth called A (2) ,B (2) and C 
(2) ): 
A(2): In 593 A. D. (P. Oxy. XVIII 2202,5-6; cf. BL VII, p. 146) 
Apion III is addressed as: (pXaouuy 'AnLwvu TT 7avcuý)ýPLf ý', Tlo' 
6-n4-rwv; no information can be derived from P. Lond. 111 779 
(593 A. D. ), because it is merely described. 
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B(2): In the texts from 595 A. D. to 602 A. D. the formula is, 
without exception, identical to that in B of Apion II, 
except for the omission of the title ordinarius; see PSI 
60,6-7 (595 A. D. ), P-Oxy- XXVII 2478,4 (595 A. D., ) 
see BL V, p. 82) , PSI 1 59,4 (596 A. D. , see BL I, p. 390) 
and PSI 111 179,6-8 (602 
C(2): From 609 A. D. formula B(2) is expanded with the addition 
of the title patricius and, consequently, comes to be very 
similar to formula C of Apion II; the title ordinarius, 
however, is once more omitted; see PSI 1 61,5-6 (609 A. D. ) I 
P. Oxy. 1 138,5 = Sel. Pap. I 24 (610/11 A. D. ) , P. Oxy. XXIV 
2420,4 (611 A. D., cf. BL VII, p. 150), P. Oxy. XVI 1981,7 
(612 A. D. ), P. Oxy. 1 139,6 = Sel. Pap. 1 25 (612 A. D. ), PSI I 
62,, 5-6 (613 A. D., see BL I, p. 390) and P. Iand. 111 49,7-8 
(619 A. D. ); P. Oxy. XVI 1979,5 (614 A. D. ) includes the title 
patricius, but omits the adjectives -,, avE6(ýqlioc and ý7cpcýuttcTaToc. 
We must stress at this point that all the above documents which 
I refer to Apion III, as a rule omit the word 6p6uvapLwv after ýnaTwv, 
and this suggests, perhaps, that our text, which also lacks this title, 
is more likely to be assigned to Apion III than Apion II. 
It emerges from the preceding discussion that the person mentioned 
in the present text could be either of the two Apions (II or III) , if 
one is to judge from the formula of titles alone, since they present 
a parallel, if not almost identical, picture. From 539 A. D. to 577 
A. D. (Apion II) and from 587 A. D. to 619 A. D. (Apion III) a fourth 
indiction occurs five times, that is in 540 A. D., 555 A. D. and 570 A. D. 
for Apion II, and in 600 A. D. and 615 A. D. for Apion III. 
The formula recorded in our text, however, although not identical 
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(see note to 11.4-6), can be compared only with the types B 
(Apion II) and B(2) (Apion III); the possibility of a date in 
570 A. D. or 615 A. D. must be abandoned on the grounds that our 
formula omits the title patricius which is included in all texts 
of those dates (types: C and C (2)) ; also a date in 5410 A. D. 
(Apion II) has to be rejected as there is no document as early as 
this addressed to Apion II. Consequently, we are left with two 
possible dates, that is 555 A. D. or 600 A. D.; the latter seems to 
be more likely, since at that date documents from Ox-,. -rhynchus may 
be expected to conclude their dating formula with a specific 
reference to the year of Mauricius's postconsulatum; if this is the 
case with our document, the year LTi of this postconsulatum is to 
be expected before the month date in 1.2 and, indeed, the traces 
before O[W']-ý could be interpreted rather convincingly as the con- 
cluding part of an eta, see note to 1.2. 
To sum up: since our document is lacking an exact date due to 
the mutilation of the upper part of the papyrus, I have tried to 
establish a more or less precise date by comparing the formula used 
to address the Apion recorded in our text with the respective ones 
of the various Apions of the well-known family of landowners. 
Accordingly, it has been shown that the Apion mentioned in the present 
document could be either Apion II or Apion III - the lat"Ler being more 
likely - and I concluded by elimination that, taking into account the 
occurrence of a fourth indiction, there are two possible dates: 
555 A. D. (Apion II) and 600 A. D. (Apion III). The latter date seems to be 
more plausible, because: (i) the formula of Apion III is closer in this 
period to that recorded in our text, and (ii) the traces in 1.2 
before 
the month date can be interpreted convincingly as part of a numeral 
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corresponding to the 18th year of Mauricius' postconsulatum and 
this is the equivalent of the year 600 A. D. (see further on this 
and its complications the note to 1.2). 
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[ca. 6 
(ca. 5x Ct L, V L, )I T L", WV 0C 
<vacat> T1cT, ";.; DTnc. <vacat> 
(WaouCyl 'A-,, LL'wvu Tý 
TIOLVF-U(Pýpy HaL" 
ýTICPQUECT&Ty ýRCXTy 
YEOUXOZVTL XaL% E'VT(O, ýa 
Tý4 XCtlJT[Pa 'OZUPUYX(LTZ7)V) 
.6 
0 'KOÄE: u 
10 0[ýIXE: TOU TOU ýnEPWTÖVTOC 
10 X(it, lipocitopt, ýOVTOC 
TQ ýÖLPY 6ECn6TTO Tý CCýTQ 
navcuwrlpy (XV6P1%. 
Týv a'YW'YýV Xotý [[EX» 
15 ýVOXýV9 TO' EýCLYEC 
vocoxoprov To' xaxo6lj(Evov) 
AEuxu6L', ou 6L' ýPOO MAPaC 
TýC ýV OtýTý OýXOVOPOU. 
$P ECXOV ý-YW% fi (ATr%j 
20 Mau"Pa Tlapa" -, ýc ýý., Mv 
UICPýPUELCX MUL 
o 
67tXTjPWteqV TýV 
C'-ýOUC IEPOCýPOP&V 
HaL ý71EP TýC naPO6CqC 
25 TcT&pTnc ýv6(LHTLOUVOC) RPOIC DIROLE 
If CUTIOU &PT<Qý>ac ýRTOI(. ý YLI, 
(VovTau) CI. P(TOU) 
(&PTCI(ýaL) 60-aCLCaC P06 
%p 6LCI TOO E66OXELPWTCLTOU 
0 AVO67E, VOTaPl. FOU TOO 
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30 Lv6ocou ýPmv oc TI LHOU 
HUPLa ý &RO 66CLEELC 
YPa(P(ECCa) MaLl ýnEp(WTn, ýEtCa) (ýpoX(OyrCot). 
(m. 2)+ ýyl MotUpa oýxovo'poc 
TOý3 VOCOXOIjL'O(u) Acuma6Lo(u) 
35 CTOUXEt IJOU ý naPOUCO- &R06CLE(LO 
k RPOX(ELTaL). IWCTII(p C'yp(4a) (67EP) auTýc 
&YPO(IJII(OLTOU ) OU'CrIC. 
41 
3? ) )P, di' emu Iosef th(e) 
Back, along the fibres: 
(m. 4 &nO161c[LC I (LC) TOO VOCOHOIJ(CL'OU) MaXOUP(EVOU) 
AEX)XOC6L'OU 6La Maupac oýxovojjou 
40 CL*(TOU) (&PTOCýUL) 
2 [UIV6 6 UTIE: P(PUE: CT UTWUnUTW 
c9- 10 E: nCPWTOVTO9 1. EnEPWTWVTOC 
from T in &v6pu'. see no+-'el te 14 E 
16 1. vocoxopcUov; maXoul 20 Upw 
21 UnE: p(pUE: u(xc 24 Unep 25 
26 -y L, C L, 27 0-. - f 28 CU60H 
30 oLx-F, see note 31 1. &Tcl 
8 OýUpuyxj 
w U61, W5 auT 13 6 corrected 
ýrased, see note 
u corrected from q?, see note. 
WTOCTO 1. E: U6O'X LPWTa"TOU 
UEUC; anx// 
32 YPaýPj XUL, E: TEE: PýWJJO A1 . 34 voco)(ollLO . i. VOCOHOIIE; LOkU); AEUXaOLO 
35 otnoftuE 36 TEPOX//*U*WCTI(PE: YP/, XaUTnC; Tj corrected from o in aUTýC 
37 aypaýip 39 ctno6lefuýl (? ), see note; vocoxolj x(jXOujj xCuMa6LO5 
see note; 40 perhaps cu j1-: C 
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Thoth 21, of the fourth indiction. ' 
'To Flavius Apion, the all-honoured and most excellent consul 
landowner here also in the illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, 
through Menas, oiketes, putting the question and providing for his 
own master, the same all-honoured man, the liability and responsibility, 
the sacred hospital called Leukadiou through me, Maura, its stewardess. 
I, the said Maura, received from your magnificence and was paid in 
full the customary offering of seven artabae of corn also for the 
present fourth indiction once for all, total 7 artabae of corn, 
delivered to me by Anoup, the most honoured notary of our honourable 
house. The receipt, issued in a single copy, is enforceable and in 
reply to the formal question I gave my assent. ' 
(2nd hand) ' I, Maura, stewardess of the hospital Leukadiou; the 
present receipt satisfies me as aforesaid. I, Joseph, wrote on her 
behalf, because she is illiterate. ' 
(3rd hand? ) I ........ through me, 
Joseph. ' 
(4th hand) 'Receipt from the hospital called Leukadiou through Maura 
the stewardess for 7 artabae of corn. ' 
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NOTES 
1-3 All that remains from the dating clause is the month da-e and 
the indiction; the traces above 6[11,1 in 1.2 are too poor to be of 
any help for restoration. 
The trace in 1.2 before the first theta of the montl-i is the 
rounded right part of a letter, whose lower part turning to the 
right touches the upper part of an epsilon from 1.3 
Above these remains in 1.2 there seems to be very faint traces, 
which could be interpreted as the final part of a horizontal dash; 
in such a case the letter in 1.2 would be part of an eta and the 
horizontal stroke above would indicate a numeral; for the resemblance 
of the remnants to an eta, cf. Tý 'T To , 
(1.8), 6ECIIO ý (1.12) and Tl w-"cTj 
(1.19). 
In the introduction we suggested by process of elimination that 
the most likely dates for the present document are 555 A. D. or 600 A. D. 
Now, the possibility of an eta in 1.2 is supported by the second date 
as it coincides with the eighteenth year of the postconsulatum of 
Mauricius, see Bagnall-Worp, CSBE 91, and in the relevant documents 
we expect it to be indicated just before the month date; in such a case 
a possible restoration in 1.2 would be c'-uouc L, ]rj and this is consonant 
with the estimated number of missing letters in that line. 
It is worth noting at this point that if the reading u3Tj is right, 
then the count of Mauricius' postconsulatum in our text is carried on 
by reckoning the consulatum itself (583 A. D. ) as year 1; only according 
to this method, which is sometimes referred to as the Modus Victorianus 
or "new style" and is used from 541 A. D. onwards, it is possible for the 
fourth indiction to be in concordance with the eighteenth year of 
Mauricius' postconsulatum. Mauricius became consul on December . 225, 
583 A. D. and according to the above method, only the remaining five 
days of December are reckoned as year 1 of the consulatum; see further 
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on this matter, Bagnall-Worp, CSBE 88 note I and 91 note 1. 
On the other hand, Thoth 21st in 555 A. D. corresponds to 
September 19 (not 18) of the Julian calendar, because 555 A. D. 
was a leap year; according to Bagnall-Worp, ibid. 93-94, leap 
year equivalents are valid from 30. viii of the year which pre- 
cedes years divisible by four until 29. ii of the following one, 
in our case from 30 August 555 A. D. until 29 February 556 A. D. 
As was already noted in the introduction and is supported 
by the estimated number of missing letters on the back, the lost 
part of the sheet seems to have been of considerable length; 
therefore, it is possible that the missing dating clause was rather 
long, covering, perhaps, not less than half a dozen lines. 
The relevant formula both in 555 A. D. and in 600 A. D. appears 
to be suitable for this. In 555 A. D. the dating formula would run: 
ýCXCLAELCC TOO ýEUOT&TOU X(XU EkCýECTaTOU fipMv 6Ecn6TOu Y'X(XOULPOU 
9 IOUCTLVLaVO7) ToO Aýwvuou A6yo6cTov xat4, a6Toxp&Topoc c", rouc x-ý, -rotc 
TO LE IJETOL TTIV ýROLTEUIaV OXotouL'ou BacuXeutou ToO XaýinpoTcaou, xTX. II 'I 
(with many abbreviations), see Bagnall-Worp, RFBE 46; for the con- 
cordance of the regnal and postconsular year, see id., CSBE 89. 
Correspondingly, in 600 A. D. the formula would be: 
ý(XCLXELOOCC TOO ýELOT&TOU XaL, EUCE$ECT(X? TOU T'Ipa)V 6ECROTOQ PCYLCTOU 
10 
L TOJ (ILWV,., C)U c6EpyETou ýDA. TuýEPLOu I'lauPt-xLOu (or MD-UPL, )I', 
'Ou [Neoul TLýcPtou) 
Aýyouc-rou (XOtt)OL6TOHPýTOPOC E'TOUC L-ý3 U'll(XTELOaC TOU (XýTOZ EkCýECTýTOU 
fipMv 6F-c7EOTOU C'TOUC Lq, XTX. (with many abbreviations) see,, Bagnall- 
Worp,, RFBE 58-59 and id., CSBE 91. 
2 x(x: the remains at the edge of the gap are very poor, but they 
seem to suit only the initial curved stroke of a rather 
flat alpha, 
such as in xaL' (11.5,7); also note there the immense difference 
in the 
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size of the two relevant letters and tnE Position of the alpha at 
the same level as the angle of the two oblique strokes of kappa. 
TIF-T&PTT-IC: for the remains of the epsilon, see note to 
,IrI The word must have been centralized in the line wi-. -h equal I 
blanks left on either side; this is a common practice with the 
writing of the indiction number and the month date in the dating 
formula of Byzantine documents, see e. g. P. oxy. xvi 1898,6; 1961.. 
3; 1966,2 etc. 
4-6 The formula of titles both for Apion II and Apion ! II, as a rule, 
IIt? after ý-Rcp(puccT&Ty reads 6nctTw 6p6uvapf. 'w or a7,. - u7-, Twv 6p5ý, vapLwv &I 
or merely &no' UTI(XTWV, cf. introduction, especially tv . pes 
B and B( 
ýTIEPýQUECT&Ty: according to LSJ sv, this adjective is "frequently also 
joined with other adjs. , in which case, as a rule, it stands second". 
yF-ouXoUvTu xau' ývTaU-ýa: this formula, which, as a rule, is found 
in all Oxyrhynchite documents of the Apion family after 543 A. D. (first 
found in P. Oxy. XVI 1965) signifies that the family possessed land not 
only in Oxyrhynchus, but also in other nomes; for the size and the 
extent of their estate, see Hardy, op. cit. 81-82, Johnson - West, 
Byzantine Egypt 50-55 and J. Gascou, op. cit. 73. 
F 8-9 Xaý; TIPUC. . T', OXEL,: for the titulature of the city, see 
D. Hagedorn, 
ZPE 13 (1973) 277-292, esp. 289-291. 
9-15 6LA, N, -nv& o [L, I xc'-Iou- - -ýVOXýV: the formula 
is regular in private 
documents of the Apion family; Menas, always with the status of oiketes, 
is mentioned in the papyri for almost a whole century 
(523 A. D. to 619 
As it is evident that all documents do not refer to the same 
person, it has been assumed that: 
(i) either the post was transmitted hereditarily to members 
of the same 
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family (the followers of this interpretation believe that Menas 
in each case was a free servant), or 
(ii) the post was granted to different individuals who also took 
the name Menas or who, by chance, already had that name (according 
to this version, Menas was a slave), see P. Oxy. xvi 1829 note to 
1.24, Hardy, op. cit. 83-85 and I. F. Fikhman, Akten XIII Int. Pap. 120. 
As the status of Menas (free or slave) is not yet unanimously 
agreed by scholars and the evidence is inconclusive, in my trans- 
lation I have preferred to maintain the original Greek term oiketes. 
quote here some of the translations or interpretations adopted by 
various scholars: 
- servant: all publications of P. Oxy. and Hardy, op. cit. 84. 
- slave who represents his master (s) , see L. Wenger, Die Stellver- 
tretung 261-267. 
- headwatchman: H. Maclennan, Oxyrhynchus 70 
- agent: Johnson - West, op. cit. 63. 
- superintendent (or steward): D. Bonneau, Proceed. XII Int. Congr. 
Pap. 55 
See further on this matter, Pap. Flor. VII (= Miscell. Pap. ) 71-72 note 
to 1.4. 
0, 10-15 O(L'IMETOU ... 
ývoxýv: this formula of a legal nature derives from 
Justinian's constitution and occurs in a large number of contracts of 
the late Byzantine period; R. Taubenschlag regards them as contracts 
2 
made by slaves on behalf of their master, The Law 91. 
10 TOZ3 bEF-PWT3VTOC: stipulantis, see note to 1.32. 
11-15 RpocnopuýovToc... ývoXýv: LSJ sv npoc, ýopýýw quotes the expression 
and translates "acquire for one the actio and obligatio of 
the trans- 
action" . 
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L, 19 
G ... 
&v6pý: Sc. ý' 12-13 6ECTEOTrý /, 'a OU I, WA -L, -, WVL, The formula 
is called adscripti_o; according to Taubenschlag it was added in the 
late Byzantine contracts to indicate whose slave the contractor is 
(op. cit. 91). 
91 avbpL: delta is corrected from a tau which has not been erased: the 
interchange of 6>T in this word is very frequent (e. g. P. Rein. 1 43, 
9-10 and BGU 11 598,12), see Gignac, Gra=ar 1 81. 
14-15 Ca &YwYýV---'VOXýV: 'ywyý (actio) refers to the rights or claims 
one is entitled to set up as plaintiff and cvoXý (obligatio) to the 
obligations that are incumbent upon him to fulfil in case of initiation 
of a civil suit, see L. Wenger, op. cit. 262. 
[[EXI I: the two letters are rather carefully erased; contrast av6pu' 
in 1.13; chi is an error for nu of ývoXTIv in the next line, but the 
writer decided, perhaps, that there was not enough free room to insert 
the word fully; cf. introduction for word division in this text. 
15-16 T6 F-U'UYF-C VOCOMOPCOV: the same formula in SB 1 4668,4; 4869,3 
and P. Amh. 11 154,1,8; the adjective c6ayýc which is attested in 
documents from the sixth century A. D. onwards is used in a religious sense 
and is part of the Christian phraseology introduced in the Byzantine era; 
besides vocomolicUov, the adjective cýayflc is frequently used with 
0 reference to povq' or povacTnpuov and xXýpoc, see WB sv Abs. 21 and 
SPOGLIO sv. 
The establishment and upkeep of hospitals and other charitable 
institutions was part of the philanthropic activity of the church; these 
institutions were either of a public nature, in the sense that they, were 
under the direct control of the bishop, or they were under the protection 
and control of a church founded on a private estate, which, no doubt, 
had 
a private character. The present hospital seems to fall into the second 
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category, that is under the supervision and control of the Apion family, 
cf. following note; see further on the matter, E. Wipszycka, op. cit. 
117-118 with a list of all known hospitals. 
f 
16-17 T6 XCLXOLýI(F-vov) AF-uxa6L, ou: a hitherto unrecorded hospital. This 
participial expression is without parallel in the relevant documents 
and its interpretation is obscure and ambiguous, for Acuxa6uou could 
be either the name of a Saint, and, therefore of the church which 
supervised the hospital, or the name of the locality where the hospital 
was established. Both interpretations can find some justification, but 
neither is certain, on the basis of the information deriving from the 
relevant texts: 
(a) hospitals named after a Saint or a church are recorded in: P. Oxy. 
I XVI 1898,19-20 (oýxov6poc ToO a-yuou vocoxoWLou &ýýa 'HXLa), Stud. Pal. 
III 47,, l and 314,1 WaPa) TO(O) 'VOCOX(OpUtOU) TOO 'Ayuo(u) 'Ajjý[!; 11jEoN)TLoj), 
P. Oxy. XIX 2238,16ff. (TOO VOCOXOýIUIOU TýC aýTýC &YttaC ýXXXqCLtaC). 
(b) hospitals designated according to locality occur in: SB 1 4668,4 
(, rý F6ctyFC Vocoxoý, F Cý TCLL-UTIC rýc O(pcLvoC-rFJ)v nOXcwc) . SB 1 
4903 , 1-2 
C XD, 6Pac 0vlTaXXtLOI U. see (V]Ocoxoptov [Týc (xpcLvoevrý)v -fioXE:, )cl 6RLL 
cc E. Wipszycka, op. cit. 117) and Stud. Pal. X 219,7 (6(uc) TO) vocoxoPt(ov) 
4 
HTOXOPaL60CS 1. ETOXE-PaL60C). 
(c) varia: SB 1 4869,3 (Tý ... VOCOXOPL'y EV nE6uy), 
Stud. Pal. VIII 791,1 
L, and 875,2 (Cý(C) ao(pp5V) TOO P(EY&XOU) VOC(O3ý0P'00)- 
The first interpretation does not seem to be applicable here 
for 
tWO reasons: (i) from the existing information no Saint or church 
is 
f known with the name Acumdbuoc, and (ii) the word (x"yuoc, which 
is lacking 
here, would be expected either before vocoxolluov or 
AF-uxa6GOU, cf - the 
quotations above (type a). 
Although it cannot be established with certainty, 
it seems 
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probable that the hospital under discussion is named after the 
locality where it was founded. This interpretation, however, also 
faces problems, as the only comparable name of locality in Oxyrhynchus 
r is the Enouxuov or xTýpa Nýcoj 'ýE: uxu6u', Ou, which was part of the Apion 
estate, see e. g. P-OxY. XVI 1911,84 and 2025,4,35 and cf. the lists 
in Johnson-West, op. cit. 50-51; the documents record this locality 
f rom the f if th century onwards (P. Princ. 11 88,1) , see P. Pruneti, 
Centri Abitati sv; the name is always recorded as N7,, cou AF-u;, otýuOu 
without variants. 
0 The only other occurrence of a genitive AcuxaKou is in the 
I expression "PuXatov Acuxa6uou", to be found in P. Oxy. XLIII, 3120,3 
(310 A. D. ), the interpretation of which has been disputed. The editor 
translates "mill of Leucadius" and lists AF-ux&6Loc as a personal name, 
while Pruneti questions the original interpretation and speculates that 
AE; ux(X'6uoc might be the name of a locality, op. cit. sv AEuxa6Lou (gen. ). 
Unfortunately, both interpretations are mere assumptions and it is 
perhaps unlikely that a village which was important enough to have its 
own hospital, would survive in only two documents, which, besides, are 
almost three centuries apart. 
Leaving aside the ambiguous interpretation of P. Oxy. XLIII 3120,3, 
I would suggest that the writer had in mind the locality Nncoc Aeuxa6uou. 
In P. Oxy. XVI 2024,6,21 (end of VI A. D. ), which is also connected with the 
Apion family, an &yua ýxxXncua NýcOU AEuxa6ulou is mentioned and it is, 
perhaps, the church which supervised the present hospital. 
f 
17-18 5L, 1 ý1107) M(x6potc. .. Oýxov6pou: the name 
Maupa is very rare and is 
found only in three Byzantine documents, namely Stud. Pal. 
XX 138,2, 
P. Oxy. XVI 1988 j 13 and 
2029,10 (see NB sv and ONOMASTICON sv) ; none of 
them can be identified with the present stewardess. 
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The role and the responsibilities of the steward in the 
administration of the churches (of all types), monasteries and 
charitable institutions have been discussed exhaustively by 
E. Wipszycka, op. cit. 125-130,134-142 and passim. So far as 
I know, this is the first instance of a woman holding this 
particular post. 
19-21 C'CXOV. - -bEXTIP6b'nv: cf. the parallel text P. Oxy. xvi 1898, 
I 21-22 : 61joXoyM cLXWEvau --- Xau RE RXnPUX-hLu - 
20 ýIjMv: upsilon is a correction; the letter originally written 
z 
has been deleted very carefully, but there are very slight remains 
to the left of the upsilon which seem to be the left vertical stroke 
of an eta. 
21-23 In these lines the letters are larger than anywhere else in 
the papyrus. Ligatures are almost completely absent and the tendency 
of the writer to shrink the size of the letters at the end of the line 
is manifest. 
23-25 TT'llv E: E e"Bouc npoc(pop&v. . npolc ("xnaý: cf. P. Oxy. 
XVI 1898,22-23, 
it ,I- lk tr 
Tnv ayuav npocýpopav TnC cuv ExTqc 
ýnuvEp(ýCewc). 
The expression E'ý E-': 
', ýýOUC 7; DOCQOPCC is very rare in the relevant 
texts and occurs in only two documents, namely in PSI 111 786,11-12 
(T'lv ýý "eouc &yl, '()tv TcpocQop'vN , and 
in PSI 1 89,1-2 (Xoyy -; tpocýop(6ic) rl Ea, - 
T 
E", ýouc -xcxý ýTcL. -rýc e ýv5.,, see BL I, p. 391). E. Wipszycka quotes 
in 
this connection a certain number of texts from the 
Apion archive which 
include the expression xaT& Tol 
ýeoc, but not the word npocQop&, and 
assumes that the latter is to be understood; 
her assumption, however, 
is somewhat questionable, cf. my introduction. 
It is notable that when donations are mentioned, especially 
in 
wills (but also, sometimes, in other documents) , 
the phraseology is 
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religious and the usual expression is O'tyLa -Rpocl, --oýý'x, see e. g. P. Oxy. 
XVI 1901,50; 52, Stud. Pal. 1 7,26-27, P. Lond. 1 77,57 and P. Cair. 
Masp. 67324,7, cf. 1.4; for this observation, cf. Hardy, op. cit. 143 
note 
24-25 MCHL 6714 TýC nUP06CTIC TET&PTnC L', v6(uxT(lwvoc): the expression 9 
has a two-fold significance; (i) it indicates the period of time for 
which the donation is made (this is indicated by the preposition 
09 ýnEP + TETOLPTt)C uv6. ),, and (ii) it specifies the frequency of the 
0 E"IaOUC T-, POCTOPC't (this is clarified by the employment of mau). 
a 
For the indiction year starting from Pachon 1, see Bagnall- 
Worp, op. cit. 17-29. 
Tcpoc d-raý-. "once for all"; the expression is very rare and is found, 
so far as I have discovered, only in Byzantine texts, see e. g. P. Oxy. 
VIII 1138,12, BGU IV 1020,15 and CPR V 18,12; in the last text the 
editor prints npOlc aunaC as one word, but this is incorrect. 
26 Ct, TOU &PT<&ý>aC ýnTat xTX.: considerable parts of the dotted letters 
are missing due to holes along the line, and the ink has faded; for the 
restoration and reading at the end of the line, cf. 1.39. 
As is the rule with donations maT& T 61 EOIýoc made by the Apion 
family, the hospital is receiving the surprisingly modest amount of 
seven artabae of corn, Cf. E. Wipszycka, op. cit. 81-82; also cf. 117-118, 
where, in discussing the documents recording hospitals, she points out 
that some of them had their own resources (see Stud. Pal. 111 47 and 
314, 
P. Paris p. 144 and P. Lond. 111 1028 (p. 276-277), cf. BL I, p. 
299 and 
vii" P. 88). 
The omission in 6PT<&pac is due to haplography. 
00 
Lmou: an expression used exclusively in 29-30 ToD ýV66COU fiPUJV 0" 
Oxyrhynchus of the house of the Apions, see P. Oxy. XVI 
1844, introd. p. 28. 
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The first person of the pronoun suggests that the stewardess 
was in the service of the Apion family, which may also imply that 
the hospital is a private institution controlled by the family, 
unless we suppose that ýIjMv is an error for uý1: 3,, ý; the scribe, however, 
seems to be rather meticulous about the proper use of the pronouns, 
cf. the correction in 1.20 (UPMO. 
0 -xou: rather surprisingly the writer has employed two different 
methods of abbreviation at the same time: both a horizontal dash above the 
omicron and an upraised upsilon, of u-form which is unparalleled 
throughout the text, although there is enough room to complete the 
word properly. 
32 CT1E: P(WTTj-ýEtC(X) w"jjoX(O-yTjcot): "interrogata spopondi", see P. Oxy. 
ined. 9, note to 11.24-25. 
35 6'tTu66F-LE(Lc): a good deal of fibre after the iota has been removed 
and the ink of the following letter, perhaps, along with an abbreviation 
mark appears to have vanished completely; some traces of ink above the 
eta in 1.36 (aýTýc) suggest part of a xi. 
38 The handwriting is very cursive and attractive, but the notarial 
counter signature, as very often in contemporary texts, although surviving 
in full, is difficult to recover. The expected form is di' emu, name, 
title (sometimes), verb such as egrafe, esemiothe, etelesthe, eteliothe; 
however, none of these verbs seems to suit in our case. 
Although the same name ('Iwcý(; -) occurs in 1.36, from a palaeo- 
graphical point of view it is almost impossible to suggest that both 
signatures were written by the same hand, cf. introduction. 
Such transliterated notarial subscriptions were restricted in 
use to late Byzantine Oxyrhynchus and their very illegibility seems to 
have been an ingredient in their being "a form of code writing to prove 
2 99 
the authenticity of the document", P. Lugd. Bat. XVii, p. 80; for 
further bibliography, see introd. above. 
39-40 The endorsement of the document is preserved in a fairly 
good condition and can be restored in f ull; the writing which is 
found between the two horizontal creases has faded and this implies 
that this part of the sheet was the external one of the papyrus as 
once folded. The only missing part of the title is at the beginning; 
a very faint trace at the upper left part of the tau in the article 
ToO suggests an abbreviation mark and this is also supported by the 
fact that there is not much room between the surviving upper part 
of the upraised epsilon and the tau of the article; for the 
abbreviated word, cf. 1.36. 
CLU, (Tou): the iota and the abbreviation mark are certain; also, cf. 1.26 
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14. LETTER OF PTOLE, ', IAEUS TO THONIUS 
45 5B. 57/C (4-7)a 
4.1 cm x 26.00 cm 
First half of IV cent. A. D. 
This light brown strip of papyrus contains an almost complete 
text on the front which, on the whole, is preserved in a fairly 
good condition. Several small holes are scattered over the surface 
of the sheet; the damage is sometimes crucial, especially in 
11. and is caused by large holes and small portions of the 
papyrus which have been torn away. The two creases located along 
11.6 and 19, as well as the darker colour of the papyrus on the 
back at this part, can only indicate that the portion of the 
papyrus corresponding to the most affected part of the text was 
once the external part of the folded sheet. The text, with only 
one exception, see note to 11.13-14, is fully recoverable (cf. 
also 11.6, with the note, and 19), but it ends quite abruptly, 
is W4 that I_thout the typical closing formula of salutation addressed 
to the recipient; this implies that a small portion, perhaps the 
lowest folding of the sheet, has been broken off, see note to 1.40. 
An extremely narrow margin is left on the left side and at the top 
of the sheet, while the script runs to the edge of the papyrus at 
the right hand side. The width of the sheet shrinks markedly at the 
bottom where it measures ca. 3.00 cm. 
The back contains the address of the letter which is seriously 
damaged and faded, see note to 1.41. 
The writing on both sides runs along the f ibres and is produced 
by the same rather skilled, semi-cursive and attractive hand; on 
the 
front it slopes slightly to the right. The letters are of average 
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size at the beginning with a tendency to becoEe smaller a-c- the 
text progresses; note the distinctive size of the letters in 
XULIPEUV (1.5). Some letters vary in form, notably the epsilon 
(with one or two strokes, see 1.4: E'v, where both forms 
are to be found) and the eta (with one stroke, see 1.8: OXoxXqpEZv, 
or two, see 1.3: aya7qTy; see also the first eta of r , EX'c-c in 
23-2,,,, ' and note ad loc. ). It should also be noted that the 
diphthongs alpha-iota, epsilon-iota and alpha-upsilon are, as a 
rule, written with a single stroke. A final feature of the script 
is the prolongation of the loWer part of the vertical stroke of 
letters such as iota, rho and phi. 
On palaeographical grounds the script presents many similarities 
with P. Med. 55 = 0. Montevecchi, La Papirologia pl. 82 (307 A. D. ), 
P. Wisc. Inv. No. 74 = Boswinkel - Sijpesteijn, Greek Papyri pl. 35 
(IV A. D. ), PSI IV 311, as reproduced in the dust-cover of Naldini's 
book, Il Cristianesimo in Egitto (first half of IV A. D. ) and P. Aý7, inn. 
8 (ca. 346 A. D. ). 
Like the overwhelming majority of private letters, the present 
one does not bear a date, at any rate insofar as the surviving part 
of the letter is concerned. We may be confident, however, that a 
date in the first half of the fourth century A. D. is very plausible, 
as is clear from, the above parallels. The style and the language c-f 
the letter point in the same direction: the elaborate Christian 
vocabulary, used here so openly, especially in the opening part of 
the letter, implies the Christian background at least of the sender; 
it all-so suggests that at the time the letter was written, Christianity 
was expanding and that there was no fear of persecution. It would not, 
therefore, be unreasonable to speculate that the present letter might 
have been composed some time after the last persecution of the Christians 
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by Diocletian in 303 A. D. (terminus ante), Cf. M. Naldini, 
Il Cristianesimo, in Egitto 34-36 and introd. to no. 35. 
Ptolemaeus, who is no doubt living in the chora, gives 
instructions to Thonius, who seems to have been in a city, either 
in Alexandria or, perhaps more likely, in Oxyrhynchus, as to the 
purchase of certain goods. 
The structure and the content of the present letter can be 
represented in the following schema: 
A. 
1-5: Opening formula of salutation in the form: A-- to B-- 
aftx(pm XotL', PELV. a 
6-10: The oXoxXTIpEtv wish or formula valetudinis. 
B. THE BODY OF THE LETTER (10-36) 
10-11: Transition to the body of the letter. 
12-21 (Order A): Cancellation of purchase (12-16) ; the reason for 
cancellation (16-21). 
21-29 (Order B) : Instructions on the purchase of an ll'vaC - 
30-36 (order C): Purchase of other goods 
C. LETTER-CLOSING (36 ff. ) 
36 ff: Concluding part of the letter with the 7pccayopc-1c,, v formula 
in the form: name of the person saluted + verb. 
For detailed discussions on the structure of the Greek non-literary 
papyrus letters, the various formulae employed and the transitional 
devices involved in the body of the letter, see F. J. Exler, The Form 
of the Letter and, especially, J. L. White, Form and Function 1-41 and 
LETTER-OPENING (1-10) 
id. , SEMEIA 22 
(1982) 89-106; an updated list o- Greek papyrus letters 
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is to be found in C. H. Kim, SEMEIA 22 (1'982) 107-1112. 
The instructions fcr purchase in our Lext fall into three 
parts: 
A(12-21): this order is complicated and rather obscure mainlýy due 
to our lack of knowledge of the background and to a smaller extent 
because of the uncertainty which surrounds the interpretation of 
1 91 some parts such as xau -ýdl 6LXXct (11.14x -1 ýTICT a ýQTO 7EPLI, a 6TO'--) 
(11.17-19) and the particular synctactical position of C'ITL OU'X 
91 Ey! ýEXw (11.20-21,; see all relevant notes. Uncertain is also 
the restoration of the word To a-,, [ylapL'6uov in 11.13-1-i, which 
seems to have been the key-word in the order. 
The purpose of the instructions, so far as one can gather from 
P the relevant part, is to prevent Thonius from buying the iyyapu6uov(? ) 
and other unspecified goods merely described as YoLL", -r, ýx o'tXXcx 
at any rate insofar he had not completed their purchase at the time 
he received the letter. From what follows in the text (11.1 C -2 1) , it 
emerges that a third person (11.16-17: c') -y&p 6. v-ýpwToc) was actually 
0 
interested in the purchase of the ayyapu'6uOv (? ) (and not Ptolemaeus) , 
but for reasons which are not made clear he changed his mind and 
cancelled the order. 
To conclude: the first order is not directly concerned with 
Ptolemaeus himself, but he rather seems to act as a messenger or an 
-ween Thonius and a third person. intermediary bet 
B(21-29): apart from the problem of the exact interpretation of the 
I word T[uvaC which is used in various senses, see note to 11.21 -22, 
this order is put quite straightforwardly; Thonius is instructed to send 
the TELvaý to Ptolemaeus as soon as possible; he is also asked to 
transfer the cost of the purchased item to any person of his own 
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choice (giro-transfer) , see note to 11.26-29. 
C(30-36): the final order instructs Thonius to get hold of two 
more items: a pair of slippers (1.33: cc'ý, uov, see note) and one 
more article of clothing described as x(x,, )wnL-xov (11.35-3C) wnich 
is of dubious sense, see note ad loc. once more the structure of 
the text is rather confusing as to the number of goods to be 
purchased, see note to 11.30-34. 
The letter itself can be characterized as an extensive and 
detailed catalogue of instructions. However, there is a certain 
style to be seen in the language of the writer, see e. g. the 
elaborate 6XoxXnpctv formula (11.6-10); the language also presents 
an admirable variation in the way the orders are introduced in each 
individual case: 
Order A (12-16): Eý OU"nw [TIIY6Pacac ... wn' 
&Yop&cn. c. 
(conditional with subjunctive of prohibition) 
Order B (21-29): pTlj &peXýcnc RCpýaU XaL', 6T'IXWCOV POL 
(subjunctive of prohibition plus imperative) 
Order C (30-36) : PVýC, ýTJTU &Y0PottC(XL, POL. -- 
(imperative) 
The attractive handwriting, the stylish and fluent language, 
and the number of goods ordered suggest something of the person- 
ality of the sender himself: a well-off person who, perhaps, 
had 
had the chance of a good education. 
The elaborate language of the opening formula of salutation 
(11.1-5), as well as that of the 6XoxXTjpE: -kv wish denote a 
Christian background. The following three linguistic features 
support this view: 
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the verbal adjective CLYa7rITOIC, employed twice in our text 
(11.3,37) , is one of r-he most decisive elements in Christian 
letters and has been constantly associate, -i with C-. ris-. ian 
literature, especially with NT and St. Paul's epistles, see 
1.3 note ad loc.. 
(i i) the word (x6cX(; oc itself is not a decisive element for the 
religious beliefs of the writer; here, however, JLt is accompani&d 
by the expression E': v K(upý)y (1.4), which is abbreviated as is 
normal when it is a nomen sacrum; hence, the whole expression 
reflects the ideal of fraternity as deffined by Christ himself", 
developed by the Apostles and put into practice by the early 
Christians, see 1.4 note ad loc.. 
(iii) finally, the 6Xo-xXrjpc-,. v wish (11.6-10) as formulated 
here with the employment of the words (ýuXý and cýj-, a also strongly 
points to the sender's Christian background and, perhaps, some 
familiarity with Christian literature, see note. 
The nature of the relation between the two men is far from 
clear and the typical salutation in the opening formula (11.3-5) 
is not of much help. The letter on the whole, despite the 
attractive style and the f luent language, is lacking elements of 
familiarity and polite requests: predominant is the use of the I- 
harsh imperatives and subjulictives cf prohibition, see above; the 
absence of these elements leads one to think c--- the present letter 
rather as one of arranging or sorting out business matters than as 
a letter between friends or relatives. It is likely, therefore, that 
Thonius was either an employee or a representative off Ptolemaeus. 
As to the sender, it would not be unreasonable to assume that 
he was 
associated, perhaps quite closely, with the monastic or ecclesiastical 
life. 
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On Christian letters, see the extensive treatments by 
M. Naldini, Il Cristianesimo in Egitto (esp. introduction, 
pp. 7-59) and G. Tibiletti, Le Lettere Pr_ivate. Further on this 
matter, see E. Wipszycka, JJP 18 (1974) 203-221, an extensive 
and detailed critical approach to Naldini's study: she criticises 
Naldini for including in his corpus all the letters from the 
fourth century arguing that "starting with the middle of the 
fourth century, the conditions in which the Christians in Egypt 
lived were completely different from those of the earlier period" 
(pp. 204-5) . Concluding her discussion she points out that 
texts 14-17 in Naldini are certainly not Christian, whereas a large 
number of the remaining ones (31 in all) could be either pagan or 
Christian or Jewish (p. 221) ; also cf. M. Naldini, JJP 19 (1983) 
163-168, who replies to Wipszycka's criticism. 
0 
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TIT OX EPOLtOC 
E)WVI', y Tý 
(Y YOL TI Tj Ty 
&6F-XýPý E'v K(upL, )w 
XOLLPE L, V 
'I np 101 P E: V TC [ C'(V 
TWV cuxo[ljat,, ] 
t 
cc 6ýoxXripctv 
suxý, Hau, cw, ija- 
10 [TL, ]. YEUV6CHEL, [V] 
CE 'ýbW O"TL, 
Eý OU'71W 
paCaC TO &Y[Yla- 
PG6UOV XCtGI T& 
15 Xxa Pý &Yop&- 
cn, c' 0a av- YP 
bPWT[OC &71E: - 
TaCaTO REPLI, aý- 
TOO WIC EýTIOV 
20 COL, OTL, Oux Eyl 
I 
Tov 6E: 
nt, vctxct E 
TýC Ilfi &PF-Äý- 
CT. IC nýP(ý(XL, 
25 XCLL" öýxwcov 
POL TLVU eg-t- 
XEUC PETCLßa- 
XE'CV TýV TL- 
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Pýv (XUTOZý. 
30 jJVTjC-ýTjTU &- 
yop&cau pou Rap- 
, 5EVL, XOV TE- 
f XEL, OV COXLOV 
TPLXLVOV 
35 MaL, HOLVWTEu- 
I-I 'A 0V ot TOV 
9% CCYC(7[TITO'V 
T L. -ao ýv 
&n' EPOZ 
40 TipocayopF-uc 
Back along the fibres: Owvuy 
10 1. YLYVWCHEUV 
f 
ITT OXEýj (UL', OU 71 ( cl P& 
23 T of --výc corrected, probably from 0 
a [6cX] 
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'Ptolemaeus to Thonius, his beloved brother in the Lord, 
greeting. Before all else I pray for you to be in good health 
in soul and body. I want you to know that if you have not yet 
purchased the beast of burden M and the rest, do not buy 
(them); for the man said goodbye to it as I told you saying 
"I do not want them". Do not neglect to send the writing-tablet 
(picture? ) at once and let me know to whom you wish to transfer 
its price. Remember to buy for me a maiden's complete (ready 
for use) pair of slippers, made of hair, and one canopicon. 
Give my regards to my beloved Tithoes... ' 
Back: 'To Thonius, his brother, from Ptolemaeus. ' 
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NOTES 
1-5 The opening formula of salutation in the form: A-- to E-- 
(UbE: XýZ) XUU'PELVI such as the present one, is ! Dy far the most 4 
common throughout the Ptolemaic and Roman periods; in contra- 
distinction to the formula: To B-- from A-- XUL', PE: LV. which 
normally occurs in applications of various kinds, the present 
one is used in all sorts of letters, see F. J. Exler, op. cit. 
23-73 passim. 
According to M. Naldini, op. cit. 21-22, the preference for 
the formula: To B-- from A-- xaupcuv becomes common from the 
early second century A. D. onwards in pagan letters addressed 
from inferiors to superiors; consequently, it is adopted in 
Christian epistolography, where it reflects the humility of the 
sender according to Jesus Christ's words: EL, TUC -ýEXEL, TIPMTOC 
II EIVUL, C'C-PYL, TI&V-EWV E'CXUTOC YaL, Tla'VTW'O 6LOL'MOVOC- However, both 
opening formulae coexist in the course of " the III and IV centuries 
A. D., and it is only in the late Byzantine period that the use of 
the lat4k. --er prevails, see G. Tibiletti, op. cit. 28-29. 
3-5 OIYOCTIqTý 0.6Cý(Pý E: v K(upL', )y XaL', pcuv: this is an explicitly Christian 
v formula which never occurs in pagan letters. The expression E 
is very frequently attested in Christian letters: the earliest docu- 
ment which contains it (either in the prescript or in the f inal 
salutation) is P. Bas. 16,21, dated by M. Naldini, op. cit. (no. 
4) 73--/5, 
to the beginning of the III A. D. century. The overwhelming majority, 
of the texts, however, which include Ev KupL date from the 
late III 
6 
and the IV century A. D. onwards, see G. Tibiletti, op. cit. 
29-30, and 
this is consonant with the. date suggested for the present 
text, cf. 
introd. 
--ýMMEWWO, 311 
3 this adjective when used in the prescript qualifies 6 
either the noun aftý(PAc, as here, or similar ones such as 
T', aT', p etc. According to Tibiletti this adjective is confined to 
securely Christian texts, "come per esempio quelle di ambienti 
monastici. .e quelle scritte da personaggi ecclesiastici", op. cit. 
44; see also Naldini, op. cit. 19 "l'aggetivo ý rivolto in 
prevalenza ad ecclesiastici"; cf. my observations in the introd. 
Indeed, so far as I was able to discover, ýYOtR7, TOC is never 
found in pagan letters. When it occurs in documents of the pre- 
Christian era - and this is very rare - it is always used in a 
different context and has the original classical construction 
(a-yC(T[TjTO'V ccTL, ) and meaming, see e. g. PSI VI 577,16 (248/7 B. C. ) 
(XYOLTETIT6V 06V C'YF-'\)ETO ' -L&CO'VU RPO'ýOLCU 
[ýCCýýO. U AT X. The earliest 
occurrence of (XyaRqT6c used in the Christian sense appears to be in 
a horoscope of the first century A. D., namely in P. Oxy. 11 235,2 
(20-50 A. D. ) : Tp6(pwv C'('yCt7F-TC; the reading, however, is heavily dotted, 
and, thus, very uncertain; according to Naldini, this text seems to 
SI "-,,, -Dw Jewish influence, and he concludes that "non troviamo, nei secoli 
d. C. , nessuna lettera sicurament pagana 
in cui si legga con certezza 
questo aggettivo", op. cit. 19 and note 3. 
Naldini's argument, however, that the expression 
&ya-,, TjT6'c 
- and, hence, the adjective itself - is a purely 
Christian feature, ha-= 
been disputed by E. Wipszycka who, rejecting Naldini's interpretation 
that P. Herm. 4 is a Christian (not a pagan) letter, argues that: 
Rees, the first editor of P. Herm. 4, was right to believe that this 
letter was written by pagans who were associated with the cult 
of Hermes 
Trismegistos, and (ii) on these grounds "l'argument tir4 
de 1'emploi de 
1'expression aYanTýT6C d6cXT6c est extremement faible. 
Cette expression 
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ne constitue pas un critere plus sur que celui que fournirait, 
selon M. Naldini, la formule c" %-'? UXOPaL, VXPa TCý, ' )ýup. -L, ý , art. cit. 
213-5 (esp. 214) ; cf. M. Naldini, jjp 19 (1983) 165. However, apart 
from the largely disputed interpretation of P. Herm. 4, she offers no 
quotations of ayaniýT6c or, especially, Of C')LYURTJT6C (16EX(p6c to prove 
their employment in an explicitly pagan text or context. As I noted 
above, the verbal adjective 6YUIqT6C occurs in papyri of the pre- 
Christian erar but it is used in a different sense. As to the 
expression UYURnTOC &6CXQ6C, C. Spicq had observed, a long time before 
Naldini, that "les chretiens se saluent du titre, &ya-,., iTc 66cXQc", 
see Mnemosyne (ser. 4) 8(1955) 29 note 4, where he also notes that 
"dans les textes paiens, Dtyanav est tantot synonyme de ýOLAEtV"; 
9 01 finally, the same scholar discussing dyanq in the papyri points out 
19 1 that 'aydnq n1apparatt lui aussi que tardivement, du IIIe sie*cle, et 
it A encore sous des plumes chretiens" (ibid. 32). 
&yannToc is frequently used in Christian literature, that is in 
NT (60 times), in St. Paul's epistles (very often with reference to 
&6EX(pOc) and in letters of the post-apostolic era, reflecting the 
ideal of &yann, which constitutes one of the fundamental concepts of 
Christianity. For other adjectives of affection occuring in private 
letters, pagan and Christian, and their subtle difference in meaning, 
see G. Tibiletti, op. cit. 43-46; also for the conceptual difference 
between the verbs E-'PaV. (puXc-Lv and &yanav and their derivatives, see 
M. Naldini, op. cit. 16-21 and G. Tibiletti, op. cit. 95-102. Especially 
for &yan&w, &y&7n and &yannTooc and their use in classical literature, 
Old and New Testament, see also C. Spicq, AGAPE. PrOlegomenes 32 ff., 
id., AGAPE dans le NT. 111 230-237 and id., Notes de Lexicographie 
1 15-30 (with a detailed list of updated bibliography in pp. 28-30) 
for the alleged pagan use of ay&nn in P. Oxy. XI 1380 in connection 
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with the cult-titles off Isis and the controversy regarding týýis 
(1967) 142-3 anýd id. J, text, see S. West, JThS 18 '27 20 (1969) 
228-30. 
b) K(upL, )c, 
-,: the family terms "brother" and "sister" are 
often employed to express the friendship and equality of the corres- 
pondents, whether or not they are actually family members. The word 
K6pL, oc, as a nomen sacrum, when used in its sacral meaning, is usually 
abbreviated by contraction, as in the present text; to put it in a 
different way, Kýpuoc is normally abbreviated only in Christian writing 
and this is sufficient by itself to prove that the sender was a Christian. 
The abbreviation of this word, however, is not universally adopted in 
non-literary texts, including a comparatively large number of letters 
due to the fact that the writers of such texts are often not familiar 
with contractions, see A. H. Paap, Nomina Sacra 101-102. 
Tibiletti discussing the construction of Ký,; puoc with the preposition 
ýv, as here, observes that it was borrowed "in parte dell' ebraico be e 
diffuso nel greco biblico: E-'v KupLy sta cosi ad indicare llunione mistica 
dell' uome con Dio e con i fratelli", op. cit. 30. 
Furthermore, it is better to suppose that the expression ýv KupLý 
here and in other opening formulae with a similar format, refers to the 
noun &6E: XTOc rather than to XuLpcLv, cf. M. Naldini, op. cit. no. 21,3 
note ad loc. Different is, in my opinion, the case with the opening 
formula: XatpE ýv xUPLty wYaRnTE a6EX(PEP (e. g. P. Alex. 29 - III/IV A. D. 
), 
where ýV XUPU'Y is more likely to refer to the verb. 
6A horizontal crease located along the line has caused the script 
to 
vanish almost completely. The papyrus has been seriously 
torn and it 
is only two extremely fragile strips of fibre which 
have resisted the 
separation of the sheet into two fragments. 
On the right hand side, a 
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small portion of the papyrus has been torn away damaging to some 
extent the end of 11.7-8. The restoration does not give rise to 
problems, because the text at this point follows a known formulaic 
I 
pattern. 
6-10 For the various wishes, the prayer formula and the secondary 
greetings which occur in the opening part of the epistolary pap,,, -ri I 
see F. J. Exler, op. cit. 101-113 and esp. 107-111; Exler described 
all these elements as "Conventional Phrases in the Boýav", but he 
himself implied, in a contradictory way, that these conventions belong 
to the opening part of the letter and not to the initial phrase of the 
body of the letter. However, both the letter-opening and the letter- 
closing are more extensive than Exler initially suggested; the health 
wish is connected integrally either with the opening of the letter, 
such as in the present instance, or with the closing part, cf. our 
schema in the introduction; for this observation, see J. L. White, 
Form and Function 1 and the relevant notes, and id., art. cit. 92-95. 
The 6XoxX-, jpeuv wish (also called formula valetudinis) , introduced 
01 90 
with the stereotype expression of intensification npo pcv navTwv EUXOýlau, 
as in the overwhelming majority of cases, constitutes a developed and 
elaborate variation of the basic form Rpo ýicv navTwv cuXoýjau cE UYUUUVELV 
(or: 6XOxXnPE: Cv) normally followed by expressions like nu, -al To-,, c -ýcotc, 
or (TECCPa) TT )IUPLY ýET etc. There is positive evidence that from the 
late third century A. D. onwards the infinitive 
ýy6aUVELV is not so 
frequently met in the opening wish of the letters, where the synonym 
6XOXXnPEtV is used instead; often also the infinitive oXoxXqPctv 
is 
interchanged with the adjective 6XOxXnpcc or with the noun 
6XoxX-IpLa5 
r 
and in some other cases 6XoxXnpEtv and 
ýyLauvcuv both occur in the 
same text, see G. Tibiletti, op. cit. 47-52. 
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The two terms cýpa and (ýUXý, as they occur here, have a p-, irely 
spiritual value, for they divide the human being into body and soul 
(dichotomy); in most cases these two terms are followed by the word 
TLvEZjj(x (spirit) and, thus, constitute a typical example of the 
trichotomy -a classical term in theology - attested in St. Paul's 
epistle I Thess. 5,23: a6T6c 6c' 0 -ýEbC T-TIC CUPTIVqC a)'UaCOLL, UjJCLC OXOTEXE, C, 
40t XOXXTIPON) 4G3') -10 TO)F-Zlla X(YL ý (ýUXý HOLL TOI CW'PCX &IIEIJRTWC E'V Tý, 
7[apoucýý T07) )juoulou ý,, Mv 'ITIcoO XpucToZ Tnpqftu'q, see G. Tibiletti, 
op. cit. 115 and note 25, and M. I-; aldini, op. cit. no. 5,8 note ad loc. 
For cMpa and (ýuXý related in such a way, see Lampe, A Patristic Lexicon, 
sv (ýUxý - 
The employment of the dichotomy in the present text should not 
be regarded, I suggest, as insignificant. In my opinion, it underlines 
the background of the sender, Ptolemaeus, and at the same time, it 
implies that this person might have been familiar with Christian 
I 
literature; this obviously supports our assumption that Ptolemaeus 
might have been associated with monastic or another type of religious 
lif 
Finally, it must be added that there is very scanty evidence for 
the employment of either dichotomy or trichotomy in the formula 
valetudinis. I have found no close parallels; the most similar example 
I is P. Harr. 1 107,4-11 (= M. Naldini, op. cit. no. 5): npo' IjF-v n&vTwv cu"xwpaL, 
Ty ItaTPt, eemu TýcaxneEU'UC XCLL Tq) RCtPOtXXnTy RVCUPaTU OC CE 6UO4UX(XCWCUV X(XU 
0 TOt TE (ýUXýV XCXLL", > CMPa XaLL" nve0pa, etc. (elaborate trichotomy - beginning 
of III century A. D. ). 
Dichotomy or trichotomy is also employed in the body of two more 
letters, both dating from the fourth century A. D.: P. Herm. 5,13-15 (= 
u G. Tibiletti, op. cit. no. 27): ýc c440a RaLl, 
ýXR6COIIE'-' TF-%cc'a", TE"Ot 
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Tr, C TO', ý Tla'JTO)lPaT [01 POC -ýEOI-j Xccý, UTOC EE Cc 
TE X(XL Cu)ýOLTL 'RaXMC ýTLaXXýEUVTOC and P. Oxy. vIII 1161,6-7 
M. Naldini, op. cit. no. 60): I, - pI- C) -WC O'J T0L, TE aVTE: C 1. ý -, P[01 T- :c-, c L, v rl -,, -) 
TY CW1-ýotT (' 5 T, i (ý1)Xýi 5 Tý 
ý 17M ) L] 1 T, V(EýýjCxT )(, 
Add also two recently published documents, name Ly SB XII 11144,5 
(VI/VII A. D. ) and P. Coll. Youtie 11 91,5 (V/VI A. D. ), where there is 
a long note on the trichotomy and further bibliography. 
10 ff. Large holes on both sides of the papyrus which extend to 1.14, 
have damaged, in some cases seriously, the script. 
10-11 YELVýCIXEL, [VI CE -! ýbW O'TL,: this is a very co=on expression in 
letters; it usually follows immediately after the formula valetudinis 
and introduces directly the subject of the letter, see G. Tibiletti, 
opc. it. 68. 
From a structural stand-point this expression is a transitional 
device from the letter-opening to the opening of the body of the letter 
and it may function (as indeed is the case in the present letter) as a 
background from which the writer requests something of the recipient. 
It always includes the verb "to know" (yLyvw`c-it. -, 
) in a variety of forms 
and has been described as "disclosure formula" for it conveys "the 
addressor's desire or command that the addressee know something", see 
J. L. White, op. cit. 2-5 with examples of its employment also in other 
parts of the letter; the present example is the full form of the 
disclosure formula. 
For the loss of gamma before nu in ycuv6cý,. cu [vj , see Gignac, 
Grammar 1 176. 
12 ff. Cý0U, T"-ý [ý]yopacac: conditionals are very rarely employed 
to 
41 
open the body of the letter. The case most often encountered 
in the 
papyri is the future - protasis with 
bXv plus subjunctive. The 
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combination here of the disclosure formula plus conditional is very 
unusual, cf. J. L. White, op. cit. 13-15. 
13-14 TO'l 0'CY1'YICcPL", ElOV: the lower part of the two above-mentioned h,,,: ýles 
(see note to 11-10 ff. ) has seriously damaged the end olf" 1.13; what 
survives after the final sigma of [r'11-y6pacac (11.12-13) is uncertain 
traces, mainly of the lower part of some letters. The remnants of the 
letter below the gap suggest a tau, but Fi could also be a reasonable 
alternative; the second trace is even more uncertain, but on the baSis 
of the construction XUL, TClx a'XXa in 11.14-15 and since the item was 
already in the list of goods to be purchased (that is known to Thonius) , 
would be inclined to suggest that the definite article T6 is to be 
expected here and this is a possible reading. On the other hand, it is 
also possible that this was the beginning of a single word ending in -pý6uov; 
none of the words, however, listed in Buck-Petersen, A Reverse Index, 
or in 0. Gradenwitz, Kontrdrindex, fit in with the room and the traces. 
The restoration becomes even more complicated as a result of the 
ambiguous reading of the traces after the article and also due to the 
uncertainty as to the estimated number of damaged or missing letters. At 
first sight, it can be argued that the damaged letters are three, but it 
is possible that this figure could rise to four, if we suppose that there 
is enough room for one more letter which might have been lost due to 
the hole just before the end of the line. The first letter after the 
article Tol seems to be an alpha, but epsilon or lambda are also possible 
alternatives. What survives from the next letter is a vertical stroke 
sloping to the right, while the upper part of the letter is completely 
missing; the remaining part is very similar to the vertical stroke of 
a gamma, which was, perhaps, followed by one more gamma - raissing now 
in 
the hole - of the same size as the gamma used 
in 1.16 it is 
equally possible, however, that there was only one 
letter, which could 
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be either a pi or a rather wide nu. The final trace in the line is 
also difficult to decipher, although both the lower and the upper 
parts of the letter survive: this could be either an alpha or an 
epsilon. 
Accordingly, a secure reading is impossible. The only word 
I have been able to discover which would fit and, at the same time, 
would make sense in this context is -'YYYaPL', 6uov preceded by the 
article. The word is listed in Buck-Petersen, op. cit. 61 (but not 
in 0. Gradenwitz, op. cit. ); furthermore, ýYYUPL6LOV is included 
neither in the papyrological lexica nor in LSJ, but only in Sophocles 
sv. , where it is translated as "beast of burden"; see also ý-. ý-HMHTPý, KOE 5, 
MEFA AE"HIKON- sv. 
It is worth noting also at this point that my research with the 
help of DDBDP was fruitless; the command used was: pick words "@@@pt'16L. * 
t @@@@pL. 6u*", where @ stands for only one letter - that is three or four 
0 missing letters before -PU6LOV, see above-, and * stands for an unlimited 
number of letters, which in our case would represent the ending of the 
various cases; to this command the computer responded by picking the 
following words: &pyupu6uov, Cw6apu'6uov, ocnpL, 6uov, ouapý6uov5 noT-jc, (', 6uoý), 
0 '5Lov; none of them, however, is suitable for C7EUPL"16L'O-')5 C(PUP66LOV, XOLPLI 
restoration here. 
17-19 ýTICT(OXýaTO 'KEPL, a6TOO: the verb 
&nOT&CCW in the middle and passive 
voices is not infrequent in texts after the third century A. D., see 
WB sv 5-8. It is usually constructed with the dative or, less frequently, 
with the genitive, see LSJ sv 6nOT&ccw IV, which translates "bid adieu 
to a person, part from; have done with, get rid of a person". The 
construction with ncpu' + gen. is very rare and I was able to 
find only 
one close parallel, namely P. K61n IV 198,3-5 (111 A. D. 
): u'cTcýDov 
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-10 xc(Tax, a-OVTW%) ýýJMV YýDrj-, 
ýJOaT v p Ot 
w TC6Pý -LO! - '-XTIETC(ý", ýE-- 
cf. also P. Haun. 11 15,35 (= ZPE 58 (1985) 76,11.95-96) an(ý P. Oxy. 
XLVII 3358,17, where the verb, although constructed with the dative, 
is used in a similar context and has the same meaning, that is "say 
or bid goodbye to someone or something". 
0 The very scanty occurrence of the construction ýT[07--'tCCOPaL REPU 
gen. and the very frequent one of the same verb with dative or genitive 
indicates that the former is not a standardised formulaic occurrence 
of the verb; in other words the construction 7EpL', + genitive was devised 
by the writer at this point of the letter in order to make clear his 
reference to the &y[y]apu6uov in 11.13-14. As J. L. White observes 
"whether in tandem with a stereotyped formula or in a non-formulaic 
clause T[EpL' (sc. + gen. ) frequently denotes a matter of previous com- 
munication (the reference is either to a previous occasion or to an 
earlier matter in the body) in all three sections", op. cit. 16-17 (with 
many examples of nept, + gen. ). 
f Furthermore, the verb d-noTaccoliau is frequently used in religious 
contexts "particularly,, to renounce the world; said of monachism", see 
Sophocles sv and Lampe, A Patristic Lexicon sv a7oT&ccw IID; it is quite 
possible, therefore, that the use of this word in the present text may 
indicate something of the background of the sender. 
20-21 O"TL 110ýX E-"YW" -ýE: Xwll: the mingling of direct and indirect speech 
with the recitative 6'TL after verba dicendi et declarandi is common in 
all stages of Greek literature as well as in the papyri, see E. Mayser, 
Grammatik. Band 113 46-47, N. Turner, 
A. T. Robertson, Grammar of the Greek 
use of the recitative O"TL in the foll, 
quotation-marks nor our modern colon. 
Grammar of NT Greek 325-6 and 
NT 1027-8; Robertson explains the 
owing way: "the ancients had no 
But sometimes ovTu was used before 
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the direct quotation merely +L. -o indicate that the words are quoted". 
Since Ptolemaeus is the suýDject of CZ-,, v and this is the verb intro- 
ducing the direct speech c,, -', -x 
ýyj bcXw, we must understan--3- ý,! to refer 
to Ptolemaeus, even though the sentence would make better sense if it 
referred to the ("xv-ýpwT[oc (11.16-17) . 
21-22 -r(. v 66 T[LA)uxa: what this word signifies in the present text is 
far from clear. In LSJ sv it is recorded in a variety of senses, 
in my opinion, interpretations 5-8 are unlikely to apply in the present 
context. In the papyri the word is rare and is also used in various 
senses, see WB sv, WB Suppl. sv and SPOGLIO sv; add P. Coll. Youtie 1 7,15 
(224 A. D. ) . If we are to judge from the general context of the present 
text, I would suggest that there are two possible explanations: (i) if 
0 the nuvctý is going to be presented along with the slippers (1.33) to 
the girl (perhaps the writer's daughter or relative) implied in 11.31-32, 
I would translate it as "drawing- or writing-tablet" or even "board for 
RLVa, is going to be used by the sender himself, painting", (ii) if the 
given his Christian background, I would think that the -! IvaE might be 
"a votive tablet hung on the image of a god" or, perhaps, merely a 
it picture" of a Saint, see LSJ sv 1,3,4. 
22-23 E-'ý(xuTýc: a small hole has almost removed the eta and part of the 
0 
tau; a long stroke running parallel to the vertical one of the tau 
indicates that there was a correction, probably from a rho. 
23-24 p &-pEXýcTjc n'p(ýau: the first eta of apcXTIcnc 
is written very TI 
cursively and hastily in an n-form in contrast 
to the H-form (with one 
or two strokes) which is regularly used throughout 
the document. 
The verb &ýicXE': w - frequently as a subjunctive of prohibition 
such as here - or alternatively the verb pcXw, are 
employed in letters 
as two distinct formulae in order to summon 
"the addressee to be concerned, 
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or not to be neglectful, about something within the body of the 
letter"; this type of formula is caLled "responsibility,, state- 
ment , see J. L. White, op-cit. 7-9. 
25-26 xati, 6ýXwcbv jýou: this is a very frequent transitional 
construction which occurs mostly in letters of the Roman and 
Byzantine periods; in the present instance it is not employed 
to introduce a new subject, but to develop a major aspect of the 
preceding subject, see J. "L. White, op. cit. 35. 
26-29 TVV6 ýE I bE6C PETOýýUýEtýo TTIV TUPTIV al'lTC-'-': linguistically a 
II 
very interesting construction Of PCTUýUXXw. The most appropriate 
translations are found in LSJ sv B2b "order to be paid, remit" and, 
especially, in Lampe, A Patristic Lexicon sv Ala "transfer, 
distribute"; ý1E: -raýýXX, w5 however, is. used in these senses only when 
it occurs in the middle voice; similar information emerges from the 
papyri, see e. g. P. Oxy. XIV 1665,21-24 (111 A. D. ) : Týc -[LýITC Lýcx'-'TFIC 
PCTCtýCtXXOPEVTjC ýTl' ýPO7 LIV 60XLjACqC (transl. : 'the value to be 
handed over by me at once to anyone approved by you'), which is also 
the closest example I was able to find, and P. Oxy. XII 1470,12 
(336 A. D. ) : ýH llýýpoUc TOU"Ty ýjCT(XýOCXJjolocvoc TýN) cuýl(pwvr, 
[-', i El:, ] CON 
TL, pTjv (transl. : 'and paid him in full the price agreed upon'); see 
also P. Oxy. VIII 1153,7-9 (1 A. D. ) and P. Oxy. XII 1.419,4-6 (265 A. D. ) . 
19 
,5 In our text, TLVL, refers apparently to a person, sc. dv-ýpýiiy 
and the whole expression indicates that Thonius is instructed to make 
some sort of giro-transfer of the price of the nuva, 1,7 ; in other words 
he is asked only to collect the nL', v(iC and transfer the debit 
to a 
third person. 
30-34 The interpretation of this part of the document is very 
complicated. Two problems, which are connected to some extent, 
must 
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be solved: (i) in what sense is the word CC*JL-OV (1.33) used here, 
and (ii) what goods is Thonius ordered to purchase (number and 
definition). 
Firstly, the word cO'XUOv according to LSJ sv can be used in 
two senses: either as "slipper (Lat. solea)" or as "seat, stool 
(Lat. solium) ". In the present context, however, the interpretation 
of this word is dictated by the position and the proper interpretation 
of Tmp-ýcvuxbv : if this refers to coXuov, it is unlikely that there 
were stools made especially for the use of maidens. Furthermore, I 
cannot imagine such a stool made of hair ('CPLxLvov) , for it should 
be steady for somebody to sit on. It is, therefore, beyond doubt 
that the second meaning of coXLov does not apply in the present text. 
The singular cOlXuov is not infrequently used to indicate a pair 
of slippers, see e. g. PSI 111 206,9-11: coXua yuvauxta 66o, E-"%) ijF-v 
L0 (with editor's note) and T IJ TIT P 
', 
3TI[6 C'CX 
XO T ý, YUVCC L, X E: L', COU 
4 P. Mich. VII 508,5-6: XaL' COXLa TECCa[Pla MUL', 660 ECPýVy Yal'- EEV 
AppwvL', y xTX. (with editor's note); for the use of the singular with 
the force of the dual or of the plural in the case of c6Xuov, see 
P. Mich. VIII 477,27 note ad loc. 
The second problem arises from the arrangement of the various 
adjectives: if Ptolemaeus instructs Thonius to buy only the pair of 
slippers, one would expect the adjective Tpt', Xý. vov, which 
describes 
C04OV, to follow. 
Furthermore, the word napbcvux6v can be interpreted here 
in two 
I 
ways: either as an adjective qualifying co4ov, see 
LSJ sv, or as an 
independent noun qualified by TF-'Xeuov, which, according 
to LSJ sv 
I 
nap-ýcvux& II, can be identified with the plant 
&pTepucua. In either 
case the word is not recorded in any other 
document and it is an 
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addendum papyrologicis lexicis. 
The Possibility, however, of understandin7 nap- - lcvux!. and c! Xov 
as two different nouns - that is as two different items for 
purchase - must be abandoned; it becomes even more suspect because 
F of the lack of the conjunction xýcu to connect the two words, as 
happens with xavw-Rux6v (1.35). The whole problem seems to arise 
only due to an accidental misplacement of the adjective TPýIXUVO'., 
after, and not before, coXLo, ý. 
32-33 -ibeuov : this adjective is used in various senses both 
in literature and the papyri, see LSJ sv and WB sv. Normally, it 
occurs in a variety of documents as an adjective describing fully 
grown people or animals, or amounts received in full (especially 
in receipts), see WB sv 2a, b, c and 3. In the present text it refers 
0 to COXLov and is used in the sense of "complete, ready (for use)", 
see WB sv 4; a good parallel example is P. Hamb. 1 10,14: cuv-ýccEuc 
XCUX&C TEXCU(XC 6EXUTPEZC (transl.: 'thirteen complete white suits'); 
see also P. Oxy. 11 276,4 and P. Tebt. 11 406,12 (= Sel. Pap. 1 189) 
34 TpL, xLvov; the specification of the material is necessary, 
according to the writer, since slippers could also be made from the 
stalk of the papyrus plant, see e. g. p. oxy. xIV 1742,6: coý, ua yuvauxUa 
nmiý, pL, va. Papyrus was abundant in Ecp7pt and the various parts of the 
plant were used for the manufacture of various products, see N. Lewis, 
Papyrus in Classical Antiquity 221-32; accordingly, as one might expect, 
this material and the whole range of products resulting from 
it - apart 
from the writing material - were much more accessible, economicallyr 
to 
the lower classes. However, as Lewis observes "papyrus sandals are 
thus far attested only in upper-class milieux, where they were 
no doubt 
something of a luxury product"; he also conjectures 
that "there is no 
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reason to suppose that cheaper versions were not available for mass 
use" on the ground that the raw material was abundant and inexpensive, 
see op. cit. 29. 
I 
As to the present instance Of TpLXLVCC used with reference to 
f coXuov, it is to be noted that, so far as I was able to discover, 
- there is no parallel. The designation TpL'Xuvoc is frequently (but not 
exclusively) used in the papyri to describe either the material used 
F to make "sacks" (cot-xxoc or ccxxxL', ov) or "rope" (cxo, -v,. 
'ov) 
, see e. g. 
P. Mert. 11 91,11: c&YxOv TPU'Xuvov mauvo'v F-uva and P. Lond. IV 1414,13: 
PI CXOL, VL, a TPLXL, "V(X; for further examples on the use of TputXuvoc, see WB 
sv,, WB Suppl. sv and SPOGLIO sv. In at least two cases also the type 
of hair (or better the animal from which the hair was sheared) is 
specified, see SB 111 7243,10: XUL', [CICIIHOV TPUtXLVGV olp(paxoZ and 
I P. Tebt. 111 796,10: MaUl C&XXOV TPUIXUVOV CLLOy6c; no such specification 
is made in the present text. 
35-36 x(xvwTcLxov: the word, which is used in the singular for the 
first time in the present text, occurs only in two more documents, 
namely P. Oxy. XIV 1774,15 (early IV A. D. ): xavwvjxý cou Xnji(p-ýEvTa 
OLUTCýV aTEOCTEXXOVTaL,,, and SB 111 7243,32 (Cf. BL IIIp. 182) = SB VIII 
9746,32 (early IV A. D. ): npocayopEue Týv maXýv BLHEUTUaVý EL'o ýMOPU'C, ýTl 
nap' Aýwvuou To' xeýpaXo6ccpuov xa,, xavwnuY& 6uo; both texts are included 
in M. Naldini, op-cit. as nos. 37 and 36 respectively. 
As to the interpretation of the word xavwnux&, the editor of 
P. Oxy. XIV 1774 notes that "according to Chrysippus ap. Athen. XIV 
647 c 
it xavwnLxa were an eZ6oc nXuxotvTwv" and M. Naldini, op. cit. no. 
36 note u 
to 1.32, following the same line remarks that "I xcLvwTuxd erano una 
sorte di pasticci"; see also LSJ sv II "kind of cake" 
This interpretation, however, is very dubious, since 
the information 
'125 
which emerges from the relevant texts does not really sý-ý:, pcrt this 
view, but rather suggests that xavwnuxý';. (or may h. c an 
article of female clothing; in all three texts (incluýdinc the 
present one) where XaVW7LXOV is mentioned, the wor, -'. is always -,: sed 
along with other terms referring to female clothing (see SB -, r. II 
7243,32 above and our text) or there are implications that a wo-nan 
has received a xavw-nLx6v (see P. Oxy. XIV 1774,15). The information, 
however, is poor and, thus, it is dif f icult to give an exact inter- 
pretation; at present it is wiser to keep the Greek word itself. 
Furthermore, it may be worth noting that all the relevant 
documents where this word is found are profoundly Christian letters 
which, without exception, date to the beginning of the IV A. D. 
36-40 For the final formula of salutation and its variants, see 
G. Tibiletti, op. cit. 59-61 -. the discussion there suggests that the 
employment of ayanqToc in this part of the letter is unusual. 
40 7ipoccty6pcuc : the letters in this line are considerably smaller 
than in the rest of the text, indicating perhaps the end of the body 
of the letter. The script is preserved in a very bad condition and 
all letters after sigma are extremely faded. 
The text ends abruptly and it lacks the final salutation addressed 
to the recipient himself. It seems that a crease just below 1.40, which 
is damaged seriously, has caused the final part of the papyrus to break 
off. 
41 The address of the letter is damaged very seriously due to a 
large 
hole, some smaller holes and a number of fibres which 
have been torn 
away. The script is also very faded, as it was located 
in the most 
vulnerable part of the sheet. 
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Traces of ink immediately after, and at a higher position than 
the final omega of the first name indicate that no article is to be 
read here, but rather an upright alpha, that is the beginning of 
&6E: X(p6#c; a few surviving, but decisive, traces of the phi and a quite 
prominent oblique stroke very close to it show that the word was 
abbreviated. 
The traces after the lambda of the final name are extremely 
uncertain, but there seems to be enough room for two more letters; a 
little trace of ink below mu suggests that this name was also 
abbreviated, possibly as RToXcp /. 
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INDEXES 
Square brackets indicate that a word is wholly or substantia'Lly 
restored by conjecture or from other sources, round brackets that it 
is expanded from an abbreviation or a symbol. An asterisk denotes a 
word not recorded in LSJ or Suppl. The article and xuý are not indexed. 
I. EMPERORS AND REGNAL YEARS 
ANTONINUS PIUS 
AU*TOHP(XTwp Katcap TuToc AL", XLOC 'A6puavo'c 'AvTwvtvoc CcýacTolc E6cE(--ý: c t- 
11 1. 
6-9 (oath formula), 23-25 (year 2) 
GORDIAN III 
No titulature: 10.6 (year 2) 
A6TOXPaTwP Katcap Mapxoc 'AvT6vuoc rop6uavo'c Euccýr'lc EýTuXýc CEýaCTOC 
10.21-23 (year 3) 
DIOCLETIAN AND MAXIMIANUS 
No titulature: 6.6 (year 2 and 1) , 23 (year 3 and 2) ; 9.8 (year 6 and 5) 
AýTOXP&Twp Katcap r&Uoc AýpTjXuoc OLUXEPUOC AUOXXTITUaVO'C rEppaVUXO'C 
0. %Ir MCYUCTOC MaL AýToxpccrwp KoXcap Wip-xoc AupTlXuoc 06(XXEPLOC MaýLPLWAC 
EýcF-ýE: tc EýTuxeUc CEýacTot., 6.34-37, see note (year 3 and 2) 
AýToXP&Twp KaZcap F&Uoc A4ýXuoc 06aXEIPUOC AUOXXqTUaVk mau' A6ToXP&TWP 
K(xUc(xp M5p)ioc A6PýXLOC 06aXýPLOC MaELPUaV6C rEPPaVLXOL', M6YUCTOL 
9 EucE: ýE: tc EUTUXEtC CCýaCTOG' 9.25-29 (year 6 and 5) 
DIOCLETIAN, MAXIMIANUSj, CONSTANTIUS AND GALERIUS 
No titulature: 5.26 (year 21 and 13) 
, D-ýGPL, (XVOý) 
CEýCtCTU)V MOLL, l, cu\)CTCLVTL', OU TI OxXTITLoLvoo MaL, M Tcjv HUPL"wv Pmv ýu 
A-If xou. Mct&LIjLctvou E: TiL. ýpcLvccTC(Twv Kaucýpwv 5.20-22 (year 21 and 13) 
340 
GALERIUS AND MAXIMINUS 
IT6)v XuPt', Wv ýIjU)v .. .17.8 ff. (year 16 and 4; fragmentary) 
CONSTANTINUS I, LICINIUS, AND THREE CAESARS 
No titulature: 12.13 (year 16,14 and 6) 
HERACLEIUS 
t 
-r CL ýOtCL'XE: L'(YC -roo -ýE: Lo TOU XaU CýCEýECT&TOU ýJJMV 6EC110TOU IJEYUICTOU 
E6cpyLou (DXaouu'ou 'HpaxXcLou ToO auowvulou AýyoucTou mau 
AýToxpýTopoc 8.3-6 (year 9) 
UNKNOWN EMPEROR 
No titulature: 1 verso (year 8) , see introduction. 
II. CONSULS 
0011 A. D. 305 ERý 67IOtTWV TMV xupL'. wv ýIiCov KwvcTavTuou XaU MaELIJuavoO 
TMV bluýPavecT&Twv Kaucýpwv Tý E# 5.1-2 
A. D. 318 ýTIUTCLCTMv 66CROTMV ý4v Auxuvvu'ou CCýUcTOO Tol CS// 
mocL, KpL, cTiou ToU LRLýOaVECT&Tou KauCaPOC T6 aS'ý 11. i 1-3, ii 1-3 
A. D. 322 jJE-T& TrIV ýTMTCL, (XV TCjv ftcnoTE)v ýýiFov Auxuvvt', ou CcýacToO 
TO I" maL, ALxLVVLOU TOO 
ýRUTaVECT&Tou KaUCaPOC T6 
TO, Cc &IE06F 'vouc ýn&Touc T6 ý' 12.1-3 L, X, ýTjcopc 
III. MONTHS AND INDICTIONS 
(a) Months 
A6pL, (xvoc 1.25 
f Ene (' T 10.7 
06b 13.2 
MF-Copý 8.22 
Me XE: ?p9.19 
341 
a ov L, 5.22,26 
cc Xw, v 6.7 8.7 ll. i 13, ii 18 
TUu 6.38 8.30 9.18 10.23 
(DaPýIOObL 9.20 12.3 
I)am(p L, 3.4 
xo(, 'cc -A 6.23 (see n. ) 
(b) Indictions 
4th (A. D. 555/6 or 600/1) 13.2-3 (see n. ), 25. 
7th (A. D. 617/8) 8.71 [231 
8th (A. D. 618/9) [8.24, see n. ) 
IV. PERSONAL NAMES 
d. = daughter h. = 
f. = father M. = 
gd. f. = grandfather S. = 
gd. s. = grandson W. = 
The asterisk (*) denotes names not 
12.12 
husband 
mother 
son 
wife 
recorded in NB and ONOMASTICON. 
A6pL, avoc see Index I sv Antoninus Pius 
AL", Xuoc see Index I sv Antoninus Pius 
Ajjpwv, Aur., s. of Theon ll. i 6, ii 6 
AvavLac 7.1 
AvoUTc,, notarius 13.29 
AvTwvtvoc see Index I sv Antoninus Pius 
AvTývuoc 6.5 
AvTývuoc see Index I sv Gordian III 
13.4 ATiuwv: Fl. Apion, consul 
AnoWvuoc, Aur., freedman of Antonius 6.4,39 
342 
Ait(ýo0c: Aur. Apphous, s. of Theon, m. Thermouthia, 
priest of Zeus and Hera and celebrant of the 
imperial busts and their Victoria 12.4,22 
AcxXT17uýbTjc, Aur., ex-hypomnematographus, property 
registrar of the Oxyrhynchite nome 6.2,43 
9 AcxXTjTu, &6Tjc, Aur. , s. of Didymus, m. Berenice 6.7-8 
I AcxXTjTiL, &6Tjc, f. of Aur. Hierax 5.4,23 
t ATpýc, s. of Pausiris 3.3 
I A6pTlXk'. cx see 'HpamXcu6uauva 
A4ýXuoc see "Awjwvl, 'AnoWvuoc, 'AnToOc 
9 AcxXri-ntaöTic (bis), 'A(p-9ovLoc, AL', öuljoc, 
EilL, ýo&VL, OC5 ZWLXC)cl) qHpaxxEL6T1C9 @ýw, i 
t (bis), -IF-'pctg, 'IF-pcljLootc, CotpotnL", wv, 
CEU-ýTJC, XWOOC 2, , PLwv; 
Index I sv Diocletian and Maximianus 
9 A(p-5ovLoc: Aur. Aphthonius, s. of Stratonilus, ex- 
magistrate councillor of Oxyrhynchus (? ) 12.7 (see n. ) 
Bcpcvýmj, m. of Aur. Asclepiades, w. of Aur. Didymus 6.8 
F&Uoc see Index I sv Diocletian and Maximianus 
I rop6LUVOC see Index I sv Gordian III 
AL', 6upoc, Aur., f. of Aur. Asclepiadest h. of Berenice 6.8,16,33 
ALOMXrjTLaV6C see Index I sv Diocletian and Maximianus; 
Diocletian, Maximianus, Constantius, Galerius. 
AL, OVUCLOc, s. of Eutychus, m. Tamaous, nominated 
ep-iploos 
, ýLOV6CLOC, s. of valerius 
1.10,28-29 
3.2 
343 
AL, ov6cL, oc,, f. of Aur. Theon alias Zoilion, 
h. of Sarapias 10.1 
Auov6cuoc: Petronius Dionysius, strategus 1.1 
f 
0 E-n LQo'tvLoc, Aur. ,s- of Phoebaxamon, veterinary 
surgeon 8.13 
to EUTUXOc, f. of Dionysius, h. of Tamaous 1.11 
ZE6C 
12.6; see also Index VI 
lb *ZwuXu'wv, Aur. Theon. alias, s. of Dionysius, 
m. Sarapias 10.1 (see n. ), 17-18 
ZwL, Xoc, Aur. 12.26 
ZwuXoc, Aur. Theon alias 10.3 
Hpot 12.6; see also Index VI 
HpctxXcL6TIc: Aur. Heracleides, f. of Aur. 
Heracleidiaena, ex-councillor of Alexandria [9.21 
HpaxXEU6G'aLVa: Aur. Heracleidiaena, matrona 9. [11,29-30 
stolata, d. of Aur. Heracleides ex-councillor of Alexandria 
Hp&xXcuoc see Index I sv Heracleius 
GaýcLý;, m. of Aur. Ieremias, w. of Joseph 8.9 (see n. ) 
GEppou-5ua, m. of Aur. Apphous priest of Zeus and Hera 12.4 
and celebrant of the imperial busts and their Victoria, w. of Theon 
E)c u6ULc 
@ýwV, Aur. alias 
cwv, f. of Aur. 
Oýwv, f. of Aur. 
of the impe. 
Thermouthia 
7.1 
Zoilion, s. of Dionysius, m. Sarapias 10.3 
Ammon 11. i 7, ii 7 
Apphous priest of Zeus and Hera and celebrant 
rial busts and their Vic-toria,, h. of 
12.4 
344 
E)wvac,, Thonis alias, s. of Op... otos 1.30 
r E)WVIIOC 
14.2 
E)M, vL. c, alias Thonas, s. of Op... otos 1.29 
IF-'P(XC, Aur., s. of Asclepiades 5.4,23 
IEPE: ]IU'UC, Aur., s. of Joseph, m. Thaesis 8.8,38,41 
Iwcý(P 13.36 
Iwcý(p, f. of Aur. Ieremias, h. of Thaesis 8.8,38,41 
KotZc(xp see Index I passim; II (A. D. 305,318? 322) 
Kapýc, f. of Aur. Choous, h. of Tallos ll. i 4, ii 4 
KpUcTioc see Index II (A. D. 318) 
KwvCTUVTL. OC see Index I sv Diocletian, Maximianus, 
Constantius, Galerius; II (A. D. 305) 
AE: ux&6t, oc (? ) , hospital of , 13.17 (see n. ), 34,39 
0 At, xL, vvL, oc see Index II (A. D. 318,322) 
M(1EL, jjL, av6c see Index I sv Diocletian and Maximianusi 
Diocletian, Maximianus, Constantius, Galerius; II (A. D. 305) 
Mpmoc see Index I sv Gordian III; Diocletian and 
Maximianus 
M(Apa, stewardess of hospital 13.17,20,33,39 
MTIVCxc, oiketes 13.9 
Mqv&c, f. of Stephanus administrator 8.13 
Muc0c, f. of Taaphynchis 3.3 
345 
7 ... wr oc f. of Thonis alias Thonas 1.30 
OpnaýcLc, priest 4.3 
0'ýCJIPLOC, 
r f- of Dionysius ". 2 
Ojaýlý, ý, Oc see Index I sv Diocletian and Maximia: -. us 
TIoLUCZ: PLC, f. of Hatres 3.3-4 
REVEXL*)TnC, logopraetor 7.3 
nETOCtPLC, priest and sealer of the sacred calves 4.4 
RETP6VLOC: Petronius Dionysius, strategus 1.1 
ETOXCOatOC 
14.1,41 
CCIPCL7[L&Ci, W. of Aur. Hierax 5.6 
Capaxt, OLc, im. of Aur. Theon alias Zoilion, w. of Dio nysius 10.2 
CapaxL, wv,, Aur., copper-smith 6.40, 44 
C60enc or CcObuc, Aur, alias Horion, logistes 5.3 ( see n. ) 
Cilq)avoc, s. of Menas, administrator 8.11, 41 
CTPaTOVL'XOCS f. of Aur. Aphthonius, ex-magistrate 
councillor of Oxyrhynchus(? ) 12.7 (see n. ) 
CwTac 12.28 
Taaq)ZyXL, c, d. of Mieus 3.2 
TaXXUjc, m. of Aur. Choous, w. of Cames ll. i 4, ii .4 
Tapao0c, m. of Dionysius, w. of Eutychus 1.12 
ToipaDc 2.2 
TE-[COPOtt: lELC, M. of Horus, w. of Horus 1.3 
TL, Ooýc 14.38 
Ttl, pwv , s. -in-law of Psois 
5.7 
TL-roc see index I sv Antoninus Pius 
To-toc'Dc, f. of liorus, gd. f. of Sorus 
1.2,26-27 
346 
4)X6ouUoc see 'AnLv; Index I sv Heracleius 
4)ouý(4iliwv, f. of Aur. Stephanus veterinary surgeon 8.14 
Xwo0c, Aur. S. of Cames, m. Tallos 
ToUc, f. -in-law of Tiron 
ll. [i 41, ii 4,19 
5.6 
2pýwv, Aur. uTETjpcTTjc 5.24 
Qpt, wv, Aur. Seuthes or Seuthis alias, logistes 5.3 
TSIpoc, s. of Horus, gd. s. of Totoeus, m. Tetsoraepis 1.2,26 
"Slpoc,, f. of Horus, s. of Totoeus, h. of Tetsoraepis 1.2,26,33 (see n. ) 
V. GEOGRAPHICAL 
(a) Countries, Nomes, Cities etc. 
9 AXECav6pýwv: fi XUPRPOT&TTI 'A. R6Xuc [9.3-4) 
rcpjjavL, -xOc see Index I sv Diocletian and Maximianus 
KaTw: Lower Toparchy 1.4 (see n. ) 
It OCupuyxL-rTic (nome) 5.3 6.10 
ll. i ii 6 
OgupuyxLTlüv: '0. n0Äuc 8.15 
0gUPUYXLT&3V: ÄUPUP& 
PO. 
XOXLC 13.8 
0gUPUYXLTUJV: ÄU1JnP& XaL% XapUPOT&Trl '0. noXuc 6.9 
7-8, ii 7 12.5 
0f OCUPUYXWV TEO; kLC 1.12 10.2 
7E&YOC ll. i 
5f ii 5 (fifth) 
I Pwpalcoc 6.33 
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(b) ctýj(po6a, villages_, 
-_ý_ýLa, 
T6ROL etc. 
0 AvTLnEopa Eba 10.8 
KpTýTLXO*V (61Jý, 05OV) 6.18-9 
N F- li E: pot 3.1 
NcCPtjJLC 4.2 
HaYYOUXECUOU UnOUXLOV) 8.10,41 
Eba see 'AvTLnCPa E. 
Tactpnt': ýiou (-xýýiT), 5th pagus) ii. i 5; ii 5,19 
4)04ou 2.1 
TU)ýbuc (xýpn) 1.4 (xaTw), 14 
(c) Miscellaneous 
&PXOVTLXý (6LW-P-Vý) 8.36 
ftuxUbLov (locality? ) 13.17 (see n. ), 34,39 
REXTU (nCpLXwpa) 9.9 
*TEvepCjToc (YouoTn) 9.10 (see n. ) 
VI. RELIGION 
ý-yo, nTyroc see General Index 
v D'Y1,0C 8.25 
6EC 71 0o'T TIC 8.1 
cýayýc see General Index T1 
ZE: 6C 12.6 
u Hpa 12.6 
-ýE: ZO C 
12.6 
bF-Zoc see Index I sv Heracleius 
#3 c 6c 
8.2 
4.3,4 12.5 
GE PC 
6C 
3L. 8 
9 Irjco7)c 
K6p Loc 
KWPUCTýC: -x- eELwv IIPOTOPj)v xüý NLxTic 
Pocxoc(Ppo(YL, CT, nc: lr-pEuc -Rotý, 
T[POC(Pop&: 
ýc E-, eouc n. 
cwýiot see General Index 
CWTýp 
XPUCT6C 
(ýUXý see General index 
VII. OFFICIAL AND MILITARY TITLES 
8.1 
8.1 
12.6 
4.4 
13.23 
8.2 
8.2 
14.4 
&PXE: (PO60 C 2.1 3.1 
Aý-rompýTwp see Index I sv Antoninus Pius; Gordian III; 
Diocletian and Maximianus; Heracleius. 
ß L, ßXL, 0 (Pu ýotý 6.3,43 
ßOU X EUTý C [9.2 12.8 
öliii6c(, OL, XW, ýir)c 4.2 
9f E: 'n Lln X00c 1.15 
fiYE: P0V L", (Y 5.19 
XWIJC tP X(I t, [4.21 
X O'Y LC T ýC 5.3,24 
I XOYOT[PaHTWP (liturgist? ) 7.3-4 (see n. ); see also 
Index VIII 
PaTPýVOt CTOX&TOt [9.11 
JIEYC-ýOc 5.19 
CTP (XT Tlycc 1.1 4.1 
v 13.6 UR(XT 0C 
u, naTo c see Index II (A. D. 305,322) 
TIP F-' T TIC 5.13,14,24 
ý7 oliv nPUT o YP& (ýOc 
6.2 
QýDoupoc 
4.3 
349 
VIII. PROFESSIONS, TRADES, AND OCCUPATIONS 
L, (XTP6C. ' 6TJýJOCUOC to,. 
URROGaTPOC 
ý, O'YOTIPCFC-ATWP (occupation? ) 
VOTýPuoc 
0U -A 1- -r ric 
ouxov6poc 
T[P0v0TjTýc 
XoAX66c 
IX. MEASURES 
(a) Weights and Measures 
c(poUpa 
&PT ýý Tj 
IJOUCT&Puov 
n6vTaCECTUacoc 
CýXwpa 
(b) Money 
4-4puov 
OL. CCýCCCTOU VOIJUCýIaTOC 
6paxjjý 
X E: PýT UOV 
pva 
V61J Lcp(x 
5.13-14 
8.14 
7.3-4 (see r,. ); see also 
Index VII 
13.29 
13.10 
13.18,33,39 
8.12,41 
6.44 
9.10 
10.6,9 13.26, (27), (40) 
8.33 (see n. ) 
8.20,42 
8.21,32,42 
9.12,18 12.23 
6.10-11 11. i 10, ii 9 
12.10 
6.12 7.7(bis) 9.12,21 
11. i 11, (12), ii 11 (bis), 
(19) 12. lO(bis), 23 
8.34 
11. i 17, ii 16 12.16 
6.11 11. i 10-111 ii io 
12.10 
350 
VopL, cp6TL, ov 
of 
.I OL XCLN)TO V 
x. GENERAL INDEX 
&'YOt TE Tj T0C 
""'&YY(XPL6LOV 
OLYLOC see Index VI 
&Yvwpovczv 
&Yop& 
&YOP&CELV 
&yp&ppaToc 
&Ywyý 
&6F-Xq)OC 
(XLHUCELV 
a 'ýVLOC see Index I sv Heracleius L 
&xLv6uvoc 
WýXwv 
Moc 
u alia + dat. 
&11C XF-'CV 
&IjQo6ov 
&Vay XOC L" WC 
&va6E: xEc-aa u 
6v&xwpa 
E, 17,41 
6.11 9.12,19, : 9-20 
11-i 11, (12); ii 10, 
(19) 12.10, (11), 23 
14.3,37 
14.13-14 (see note) 
8.27 
4.3 
14.12-135 15-165 30-31 
8.40 13.37 
13.14 
7.2 13.3,41 
5.10 
9.13 
12.16 
14.15 
5.14 
14.23-24 
6.18; cf. also Index V(-, ) 
sv KprlTix6v 
5.11-12 
8.28 
8.31 
ýVctnýpnc Uv 
6. vF-u + gen. 
dv-ýPwnoc 
&VTU, Ypa(pov 
&VUnEP, ýCTWC 
ýýL, 07)v 
t? dnotý 
&nExcý! ýCpoc 
&Tt Xolýc 
&no + gen. 
Lloypý(Pcuv 
ý TI 06E: U -XV UVa L, 
& TE 06E: L, ý LC 
&710 6 L'60va L, 
&11660CL, c 
Lio Xa ! ýLCTýva U 
f &Roxaýlý(Xvc LIV 
&TIOCTE'XXF-L, V 
&TEOTUXTOV 
&ROT&CCEGV 
&pyupLov see Index IX (b) 
apoupa see Index IX (a) 
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6.24-25 (see note) 
ll. i 13, ii 13(bis) 1--. 13 
13.13 
14.16-17 
6.26 
9.21-22 
5.12 
13.25 
6.4 
8.37 10.17 13.31 
1.4,12 5.4 [6.241 
7.5(bis) 8.9,15,41 
10.2 ii. i 5,7; ii 5,7 
12.5 14.39 
6.28 
12.3 
13.31,35, [391 
9.16-17 10.7,10-11 
ii. i 12, ii 12 12.12,24 
6.20 
8.35 
9.15-16 
4.2-3 
9.11 
14.17-18 
Tj see Index IX (a) 
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apXc LV 12.8 
ýpxc'ýpoftc see Index VII 
ýpXovTumoc see Index V (C) 
ff O, Cuxov 1.19 
&CýOCLXE La 5.17 
9F 
Au-youcToc see Index Isv Heracleius 
aýX T1 6.16 
A6ToMP&TWP see Index VII 
aýToc 1.21, 31 5.71 16 
6.3,1 3,14,15,29,31,41 
8.27, 40 12.7,26 
13.18, 36 14.18-19,29 
6 a6TOC 1.14 5.4-5,14 6.27 
12.8 13.12,19 
r ýact, Acua see Index Isv Heracleius 
ýE: ýa I, OOV 9.16 
[5.12, see n. ] 
ýuýXuo(pUXaC see Index VIII 
ýouXcuTfjc see Index VII 
ýp(XXL"wv 5.11 
yaýl ýp6c 5.7 
14.16 
1 introd. 10.5 E: V Tj JJ CC 
13.7 YEOUXEUV 
YEOOXOC 
9.14 
9.13 
Yý 
353 
0 
YL, Veceat, 1.15 6.2,6 7.7 
9. [21,22 10.14,19 
ll. i (12) , 17; ii (11) 17 
12. (11) , 16-17 13.26 
YLVWCHELV 14.10 
yp&plj(x 1.32 6.42 12.27 
YPaPPa-rLOV 8.37,39, ) 41 
0 YPa(PELV 1.31 6.41 8.379 39 
10.11,17 12.195 265 28 
13.325 36 
YUVTI 5.7 
6c 6.29 8.30,35 9.16 
10.10,18 11. i 14, ii 15 
12.14 14.21 
6C, HaToc 9.18 
6EXaTpecc 10.6-7,9 
6cX(PaXLOV 8.33 
6cc-no"T71c 13.12 
6cc7E6"TTjC see Index I sv Heracleius; II (A. D. 318,, 322) ; VI 
6E6TEPOC 12.12 
6TIXoUv 6.159 279 31 14.25 
6TI]JOCL(X (taxes) 9.14 
6T)Iloct, q 5.9 
6np6CLOC 4.2 5.13; see also Index VI 
6TjpocL, oUv 6.21-22 
6A + gen. 5.12 6.10 11-i 9, ii 9 
12.9,28 13.9,17,28,39 
6LO1tftCLC 5.15 
354 
6L(xxoct, oL 6.12 
6LaXoyý r) [6.241 
6 L640 0 po v 10*10 (X'PLc 6UCL"-'POU), 13 
6 L, 66 vot L. 7.3 8.27,30 13.2-17 
6L, F-'Pxcc&tL, 6.63,19 10.6 
6LAYqCUC 5.8 
6 L, HOL L, OV 6.14-155 30-31 
6t, ccoc 6.6 12.19 
66CXLPXUOU 6.12 
6UMpuý see Index V (c) sv &PXOVTLMý 6. 
6paXjjý see Index IX (b) 
66o 9.12 12.105 23 
1.17 8.27 9.11 10.10 
EYYP(%(PE LV 5.10 
ýYyp&ýPwc 5.15 
ýYyuac-ýau 1.9-10ý 28 
EYYUTjTýC 8.11,26,41 
cyw 4.3 5.1,10,13,15,18,2C 
6.10, [221 , [241 7.5, [91 
8.3,4,11,19,25, <38> 
9.16,, 23(bis) 10.15,16, 
17,25 ii. i i" ii 1 
12.1,17,18 13.17,19,2-) 
30,33 14.20,26,31,39 
Eg: ý L, 110 C 
6.33 
ý, ýOc 
13.23 
ll. i 14, ii 15 12.14 
C L, 
14.12 
C ý66VUU 
cz-vat, 
E: (, c + acc. 
ETC 
Em UO + gen. 
ýXac-roc 
E: XÖ UX CCL 
E: Xoucuwc 
E: )iT[ý1,17[E: LV 
F-X-UL, VE: 1, v 
ExToc + gen. 0 '? 
4TUVýc 
ýv+ dat. 
it E: V60COC 
t? 
E: vF-)iF-v + gen. 
ýVLCTýVaU 
Ip E: VO X Tj 
to Evoxoc 
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1 1.31-32 6. --L [12--71 
1.22 5.16 18,29 
8.4'ý), 9.11,1-4 
ll. i 13, ii 12-13 13.37 
4.3 6.14,19 8.19 
5.12 6.11 8.34 
9.19,20 
9.8,23 10.15 
ii. i lot ii 9 12.9,17 
13.23 
ll. i 16, (171; ii 17(bis) 
12.16(bis) 
5.18 
1.9 [9.61 
2.1 
10.11 ll. i 15, ii 15 
12.14 
1.18 
1.16-17 
1.14 5.16 6.10 8.1,22 
9.8,9,11,17 10.8 
ll. i 91 ii 9 12.91 22 
14.4 
13.30 
5.17 
6.19r [241 9.7 12.13 
13.15 
1.2ý 
356 
F-VTCLID-50t 
E: VTE5eF-v 
EVTU'()(&VELV 
9 C gCXUT ýC C 
E 
9 
ETI&VOLY-Kcc 
ý, REPWTav 
13.7 
8.16 
2 2.33.3 4 
(2.11 4.2 14.222-2`3 
9.19 
ll. i 12, ii 12 1.12,11-12 
5.9 
8.37 9.24 10.19 
12.20-215 ? ý, 13.105 32 
bEt', + gen. 5.1 
+ dat. 6.13 
TE L, 6E XF-C ý(X L, 9.7 
E: R L, 6 U6 6 Va L, 5.12ý 23 6.26,39 
E: 7E L 60 Xý 9.165 24 
bi Lý TIT Etv 1.18 
E TE UVEP TIC LC 8.24 
F-7iL, TiXooc see Index VII 
'XXCUV ERLCTE 5.13 
Luýpuvq'c see Index I sv Diocletian, Maximianus, Constantius, Galerius; 
II (A. D. 305,318,322) 
p A' ETC LýPECPE LV 5.25 [6.251 12.19,20 
bu, [ca. 4]u 8.25 
E TE 0 L, X 1, O'V 8.9 
ý 71 T& 13.26 
ET E: POC 9.19 
ETOC 6.6,35 7.8 8.6 12.13 
(EN-loc) 1. introd., 23 5.20 
6. [23) , 34 9.8 (bis) , 25,26 
10.6,21 
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Eýayýc 13.15 
c UO X TIC LC [6.2 21 
Eý66-xupoc 13.28 
E6EPYETTIC see Index I sv Heracleius 
E ýPTJC L XO-y L, a 11. i 14, ii 14 
Ekcýýc see Index I svv Antoninus Pius; Gordian III; Diocletian 
and Maximianus; Heracleius 
EýTuXf'ic see Index I svv Gordian III; Diocletian and Maximianus 
14.7 
ýToprxv 5.14 
E: XE LV 6.10 7.5 
u Ewc + gen. 
cuyov 
90 ri 
ýyE: povL', oc see Index VII 
T1 6 T1 
4ETEPOC 
L, 0X L" a 
Tjýl L, CU C 
ýDctoc see Index Isv Heracleius; VI 
ýDE: XE LV 
6e6c see Index VI 
, ýUYUTqp 
9.30 10.5 
12.9,22 
8.36 9.15 
B. 18, [421 
8.16 
1--'. 14 
ii. i 9, ii 6 
13.19 
1.20,22 8.25 9.10 
5.8 8.17 
5.6,17 
10.12 (ljF- b L, 0X LCtc 
10.7,9 
14.11,21,26-27 
9.1-2 
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I 
ua-rp6c (6rjjjocLoc) see Index VIII 
C6 Loc 
UDc '6UWTLXý1 
UEPE6c see Index VI 
Lv6uxTulwv see Index III (b) 
t, mEouaTpoc see Index VIII 
LCOC 
UCT&Vau 
HOL -ý Tj -X C L, V 
KaUcap see Index I passim; II (A. D. 305,318,322) 
H(XXE: lc-, ) 
)1. ot XX0v 
XaX ro c 
x (XVWTE L, x6v 
XCCPTE OC 
f x(xTa + gen. 
HaT& + acc. 
XaTaYUVCCbaU 
HaTavTav 
X&TW 
XEP&-[L, OV see Index IX (b) 
XE(PotxaLov 
It )fL, v6uvoc 
XXnpovopuXoc 
0 XO L'T Tj 
XUPL, E6CL, V 
13.12 
8.18,42 
6.26 9.31 10.8 
11 . [i 161 , ii 16 11 . 15 
6.32 
9.9 13.16 
8.29 
10.19 
14.35-36 
9.15 
5.5,11 
6.5,30 9.17 10.11 
1.13 
6.13-14 
1.4; see also Index V(a) 
sv and (b) sv -, -ýLc 
6.12 
9.13 
6.14,30 
9.9 
9.14-15 
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X Up L'OC 8.37 9.24 10.16 
14.18 13.31 
Kýpuoc see Index I svv Diocletian, Maximianus, Constantius, Galerius; 
Galerius and maximinus II (A. D. 305); VI 
mwpýpXTjc see Index VII 
xwpctcTýc see Index VI 
-X611TI IýA, An442r, 
ýOtpnpoc 
X E: YE: LV 
XOYL, CTT"Ic see Index VII 
XoyoRpýxTwp see Index VII and VIII 
Xoyoc 
Xo L, 7Ectc 
Xo LTE OC 
Pax&PL, oc 
jj(XPTUPE L'ot 
I. It ft 04 11. I D, 11 z) 
see also Index V (b) 
6[. 91 . 9(bis) [9.31 
11. i7 (bis) , ii 7 (bis) 
12.5(bis) 13.8 
14.19 
1.22 
7.6 
9.20 
8.12 
5.16-17 
5.18 10.24 
5.9 ýMPTUPOR 0 LrIPD, 
jjctTp6vu see Index VII sv ji. cToX&Tot 
jjtye, ýoc see Index VII 
McyucTos; see Index I svv Diocletian and Maximianus; Heracleius 
11EV 
9.18 14.6 
PE: VCL, V 
10.24 
0, PEPOC 
6.16,28 
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+ gen. 
+ acc. 
JJF-T(Xý&XXC LV 
P F- TP O'V 
F IIEXPL, (c) + gen. 
pý 
f li TIV 
0 ýT TIP 
0. 11 L, 11 V TJC X E: L -1) 
P LC-aoov 
jivU see Index IX (b) 
I lJovoc 
ýjocXocQpayLcTýc see Index VI 
poucTupuov see Index IX (a) p 
(6.221 8.11,41 10.12 
(12.1] 
14.27-28 
10.9 
8.29 12.12 
1.31 6.28,33,41 
10.10 ll. i 14, ii 15 
12.14,26 1ý1.15,23 
6.7,23 8.22,30 
9.17(bis),, 18 
10.8 11. i 131[1ý , ii 13,17 
12.16 
1.3,11 6.8 8.9 
10.2 ll. i 4, ii 4 
12.4 
14.30 
9.7 
9.7 
I NL, mTj (Victoria) 12.7 
VOPL, c'ýa see Index IX (b) SVV- 
&PYUPLOV CCýCtCTOO VOýIýCPaTOC; VOPLClja 
VOPUCýOTGOV see Index IX (b) 
v0poc 9.9; see also Index V(a) 
vocoxopcuov 
I voTapuoc see Index VIII 
II sv OCUP I-r)'XLTqc 
13.16,34,39 
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of OY600C 8.24 
066 5.12 9.9 
oýxt'TTjc see Index VIII 
o -X t" cc 6.16 
0 UXO-ýE: V &. 26 
oLxovojjoc see Index VIII 
OLHORE60V 6.29 
OýXoc ii. i 10, ii 9 
12.9 13.30 
OZVOC 7.6 8.20, [231,29,31,42 
6X -[ aX0Ct, 0 11 8.21,42 
6HT6 8.18,32,33,41 
OXOXXqpEtv 14.8 
1.5,27 6.32,39 
OjjOXOyEtv 6.7 8.15,35,38 
9.25 10.4,20 
ll. i 8, ii 8 
12.8,21,25-26 13.32 
Ovoliot 5.6 8.1 
6, R -n V L" M ct 1.17 
6pbmc 10.18 
u OPHOC 1.22,27 
6.33,39 
1.16 5.9 6.21 7.5 OC 
10.7,9,11,24 
u 5.5 9.10 OCOC 
ti OCT[ CP ll. i 12,, ii 12 
12.11 
tf 6.30 OCTUC 
tp 14.11,20 OTL 
14.20 
06V 
C'. 10 
362 
tp 
0 UTIW 
o 6c 1" a 7.4 
OýToc 5.7,16 6.17,30 
8.26,35,39 9.30-31 
10.18 
60(pcG, XELV 9.15 10.24 
7iotyoc see Index V (a) 
naxaL, oc 8.32 
f TE a VE U(p Tjýloc 13.5, 13 
RCXVTUXý 12.19 
Tcccpcx + gen. 4.1 5.4,19 6.4,10 
8.16 9. [4), 22 
10.5, 14 ii. i 91 ii 8 
12.9, 17 13.20 14.41 
RUPU6660vau 4.2 
10.9- 10 
Rapavopwc 5.5 
napaTOE! Vau 6.1 
TcapErvau 8.23 13.24,35 
R(XPEXEUV 1.16 
14.31-32 (see n. ) 
1.19, 20 5.8 6.17 at 
9.13, 23 10.16 
il. i 14, ii 13-14 
12.13 , 18,20 14.6-7 
6.15, 31 10.24-25 
REPREUV 
3.1 14.24 
T[CvTctmuCXUXLOL 
9.12, 21 
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TIEVTOLCECTUOLCOC see Index Ix (a) 
f 11 FVT F 9.18 
7EEPL + gen. 5.18 10.18,24 
71CPL + acc. 5.13 
IE E: P UEXE: LV 
[6.211 
71 E: PL XWJJ Ot 
9.8-9 
n #6nc eTpw 9.11 (see n. ) 
f 
14.22 
it XTJYTI 5.11 
7E X T"IP rIC 8.20 
RýXTJPOOV 13.22 
TE X TITT C UV 5.11 
7EO LE:!: V 5.8 
14.18 
TE 0A LoC 1.13 5.5 6.9 
8.15 [9.31 10.3 
ll. i 8, ii 7 12.5,8 
13.9 
7EoXuc see Index V (a) svv 'AXEEav6pEwv; *OCUPUYXUTMV; '0ýUPUYXWV ROXUC 
lipaEuc 9.22 10.14 
[11. i 17, ii 181 
npo + gen. 14.6 
npolaccpLa 6.20 
12.7 
1.29 6.29,30,40 RPOME Lcectu 
8.39 10.12 12.24-25 
13.36 
7EPOVOTITýc see Index VIII 
up6c + acc. 
5.17 [6.241 9. [7), 14 
12.15 13.25 
364 
7EPOCOLYOPEUCLIV 
14.40 
RPOCROPLPIýCuv 13.11 
1 RPOC(Popa see Index VI 
TI Poc(pwvctv 5.15-16 
TLPOTEPOV 6.15-31 
TIP OT 0 E": VCX L 5.9 
TIPOTOPý 12.6 
npwTOTUROC 8.28 
RUPOC 10.5,81 12 
90 PUCL, c 8.24 
f 
CcýctcTolc see Index I passim; II (A. D. 318,322) ; IX (b) sv &pyupLov 
F cqxwlla see Index IX (a) 
CTITI E LOZV 
CT: Toc 
F c -A C TE Tj 
I COXLOV 
c, Cot, xct: v 
CTOX&Ta see Index VII sv JJaTPýVa CT* 
CTPaTTIYOC see Index VII I 
cu 
6.43 
13.26(bis), 40 
1.20 
14.33 
E. 38 13.35 
6. [251 , 27 8.16,35 
9.8,14,22,24 
10.5,7,11,14,24(bis) 
ii. i 9,10,12, [151 , [171 
ii 8F 9,, 12,15? [181 
12.9(bis), 12,14, [171, 
20, [211 
13.20 14.8,11,20 
365 
0 CUýl ý LOC 5.6 
9 10,15 
CUlInOCLOV 6.18 
01 cUv + dat. 6.3, [251 
FI CUV(XPF-CHEL, V 8.29 
C Zop Cc 14.9-10 
I cwTqp see Index VI 
f -raXavrov see Index IX (b) 
0 -1 ct 9 1, c 5.16 
T E: 9.23 10.15 1 -2 . 17 
-lE: X E: t, 0c 14.32-33 
Tecco. PEC 8.34 9.10 
T ETOLPT OC 13.3,25 
TE: TPOLM LC XLX UO U 12.11,23-24 
TTIPEZV 5.17-18 
T L, P TýI 7E8.209 349 42 
14.28-29 
TLC 14.26 
0 ioxoc 11. i 13,16, [161 
12.15 
TOXIAV 5.5 
TO'ROC 1.19 9.11 
9.17 11. i 11, ii 11 TP CC C 
9.10 
TP LAXOVT CL 
TPLCXLpxuou 
0 6.16,28 TP LT OC 
0 TPLXLVOC 
14.34 
31 
&Y 
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U L, 
6c 
q Ullýpxc Lv 
ýTIOLTCL", Ct see Index II (A. D. 318,322) 
u unaToc see Index II (A. D. 30Sr 322) 
Uc'p + gen 
(ýTic'p) + gen. 
ýTL F-" P eE: c UC 
UE PU L, 7, TE LV 
6REP(PUE Lx 
ýTICP(PUýCTaTOC 
U6 XE Lv 
t0 
URTIPETTIC see Index VII 
ýR6 + gen. 
tr 
UTIoerl)(TI 
ýT[6pvrlpu 
UOPVTjPCCTOYP&TOC see Index VII 
unoxpcoc 
(p6poc 
(ppoup6c see Index VII 
I Xot LIP C (IV 
5.7 8.8,12,14,3S, 41 
12.7 
6.13 9.8,23 10.15 
12.181 
1.21,31 6.41 8.27 
[12.201 13.24 
8.39 12.26 13.36 
ll. i 14, ii 14 
12.13-14 
10.13 ll. i 15, ii 15 
12.15 
13.21 
13.6 
1.20-21 
4.3 5.6 [6.221 
9.24 10.17 (12.201 
6.13,44 
6.26-27 
6.22-23,27 
9.11,17,21 
7.2 10.4 
12.8 14.5 
ii. i 
XaX-xc6c see Index VIII 
367 
XE I, p 
XE Lpc, yp()L(pov 
XL, X L'o L, 
XPTJýICLT L, ýE LV 
XPTIPCtT UCý16C 
Xpýcuc 
XP TIC T ýp L, 010 
xp6voc 
xpucoc 
Xwpuc+ gen. 
(ýE: 66 CC -5(X L, 
(ýUxý 
(Lc 
LATIN WORDS 
di' MA) 13.38 
emu (E'PoU) 13.38 
Iosef = 'IwcTi(p 13.38 
... the 
13.38 
6.10 11 i 9, ii 9 
12.9 
6.5, [261 10.16 
(11. ii 19) 12.18 
7.7 
6.35 5 10.4 
6.25 
6.10 ll. i 9, ii 9 
121-9,22 
6.17 
10.13 ll. i 15, ii 16 
12.15 
8.17s 41 
6.17-18 10.10 
6.33 
14.9 
1.29 6.3,5,20,32,40 
8.39 10.4 12.24 
13.36 14.19 
368 
XI. TEXTS CORRECTED OR DISCUSSED 
Reference Page 
BG U 111 928 102 
xi 2084 55-6, n. 61 
P. Amst. 1 44 245-6 
P. Coll. Youtie 1 65 131 
P. Flor. 1 65 174, n. to 11.20-21 
P. Gen. 1 43 245-6 
P. Giss. Univ. 1 15 34 and 53, n. 36 
P. Mich. X 590 35 
XV 543 167, n. to 11.20-21 
P. NYU inv. 367 55-6, n. 61 
P. oxy. x 1268 129, n. to 11.21-26 
XII 1474 268 
XIV 1628 268 
1774 324-5, n. t o 11.35-36 
xvi 1913 279 
1915 281-2 
2024 279 
xviii 2187 97 
xxii 2350 i 268 
XXVII 2480 279 
L 3558 183 
p. Oxy. Hels. 20 12-13,22 n . to 1.8 
P. Panop . 
2,6 268 
p. Sakaon 64-66 
242 ff. 
93 35 
p. Select. 7 
244-6 
P. Select 22 
PSI 111 187 
SB III = VIII 9746 
VIII 9878 
xiv 11385 
12088 
XVI/2 12649 
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141, n. to 11.4-5 
188 
324-5, n. to 11.35-36 
122-3, n. to 11.4-5 
240,245-6,270 
242 ff. 
36,41 and 54, n. 45 
